
 

Double Bay 
pair makes 
Turn of Year 
semi-final 

DOUBLE Bay members, 
Gerald Raichman 

 and Michael Becker 
(pictured),  

combined for the first 
time in open competition 

to keep up the club’s 
good record in  
  Zone 11’s 57th 

 Turn of the Year  Pairs 
event. 
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Run of five wins in Turn of Year 
Pairs chase ends at semi-final 

DOUBLE Bay’s Turn of the Year Pairs form 
continued in the 2014 event when the “new look” team 
of Gerald Raichman and Michael Becker reached the semi-final. 

On the eve of 2015, after a run of five sectional and post-sectional wins, they 
were eliminated by the composite pair of Phil Means (Marrickville) and Paul 
Reynolds (Ashfield) by 21-12, while the Gerald Weinberg–Ian Ossher team, 
another of the four club entrants, was beaten at the quarter-final stage. 

Earlier in the popular tournament Raichman and Becker took out Section 8 
with six points and a plus 8 shot aggregate after wins (in 15-end games) over 
Lee Roberts and Peter Macdonald (South Coogee) by three shots, Chris Lawson 
and Paulie Goodyear (Western Suburbs Leagues), on a last end decision (17-16) 
and the composite duo of Keko Kurokara and John Clarke with a four-shot 
margin. 

In the quarter-finals (over 21 ends) they defeated Section 11 winners, Jenny 
Edwards and Ben Edwards (Mount Lewis), 15-14 on the last bowl.  

Then in the afternoon they accounted for the Section 1 top pair, Graham 
Richards and Ron McDonald (Marrickville), by four shots (20-16) to qualify for 
the semi-final. 

On Wednesday, December 31, in the semi-final Raichman and Becker 
could not match the consistency of  Means and Reynolds. 

The Double Bay pair started well and was up 9-5 after the 13th end. 
 On the 14th end they were holding two shots when Reynolds trailed the jack to  

hold three but Becker was unable to cut the score down. 
It was the turning point as they gave away three shots on each of the next two 

ends and had to play “catch-up” until the 20th end when they conceded the 
match. 

In the other semi-final the strong Ashfield pairing of Ray Coombs and Kevin 
Kilday, defeated Jim Twiss and Les Symonds (Taren Point) and went on to take the 
championship prize. 

 Twiss and Symonds was the combination which earlier had knocked over 
Weinberg and Ossher. 

The Ossher and Weinberg team was another first time Double Bay pairing. 
They won Section 2 with two wins and a better aggregate of plus 13 from the 
Byrne bothers, David and Mick, with two wins and 11 shots. 

They won the opening round against David Byrne (South Coogee) and his 
brother, Mick (Bronte) by a five shot margin. In the second game against Mark 
Gorlicki and Maymay Wan Lam (Ashfield), they scored by 16 shots including a 
six count on the second last end. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 
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Three ends loss of nine shots, but still win  
IN the third Section 2 game against S. Toupou and C. Toka (a composite 
team from Revesby and Ashfield) Gerald 
Weinberg and Ian Ossher (pictured)  
dropped nine shots on the final three ends, 
but scraped into the post sectional playoffs 
by a two-shot aggregate.  

In the playoff they scored a close (24-20) 
win over Section 10 winners, a pair skipped 
by Mick Farrell (Mount Lewis), then lost the 
quarter-final against Section 3 winners Twiss 
and Symonds by 12-24. 

Unsuccessful  Double Bay entrants were 
Section 7’s Harry Black and Harold Jankelowitz (one win +3 shots), Section 14: 
Sam Abrahams and Ken Shapiro (0 wins – 41 shots) while Robert Fetherston 
teamed with his son Matt (Alexandria Erskineville) in Section 14 for two wins 
+11 and Double Bay Women’s Club member, Dafna Orbach, played with J. 
Biaenchetto as an entry from her No. 1 club at St Johns Park. 

Double Bay’s Gerald Raichman and Ian Ossher were the only entrants in the 
Turn of Year singles event. No Double Bay team competed in the Triples 
tournament. 

Good history in Turn of Year Pairs contest 
IN RECENT years Double Bay’s members in the Turn of the Year Pairs tournament have been 

in the championship firing line. 
In 2013, the first-time combination of Pepe Glick and Brandon Conway, won their way to the 

final where they succumbed to the South Coogee duo, Lee Roberts and Peter McDonald. In the 
2012 event, Double Bay provided the winners by way of the father-and-son team of Rob and Matt 
Fetherston, who competed as a composite entry following Matt Fetherston’s decision to join 
Alexandria Erskineville and name it as his No. 1 club. 

Double Bay won the Pairs title in 2007 when James Cook, then the club’s bowls director, 
teamed with Phil Gordon Junior, to take the crown from the Diamond Bay mixed team of Melissa 
Greenwood and Steve Cohen.  

Current Double Bay members, Les Lilian and Rodney Davies, won the 1998 Turn of the Year 
Pairs when members of the Rose Bay Club. 

 
 
 
 

2012 2007 2013 
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Class plays major part in triples win 
THE long-overdue final of the 2014 Major Triples Championship was decided on 
Saturday, January 10, 2015, when Brandon Conway's combination with Philip 
Joel and Pepe Glick proved far too classy for the opposition of Ray Novis, 
Werner Kos (sub for Abe Cohen) and Eric Wainstein. 
Class was a big factor in the 23-9 

result. The Brandon Conway line up 
between them had competed in 14 
Major finals at Double Bay in the past 
14 years, while it was Weinstein's first 
Major championship round while 
Novis and Kos, who has grade 2 
pennants status, had both appeared in 
one previous Major final. 
For Conway the win was his 

third Major at the club, having taken 
out the Singles from the highly 
rated James Cook in 2007 and he 
skipped the Major Fours side for the 
title in 2002.  
He also has four Major runners-up 

trophies, two in Singles (2014, 2012) 

one in the Fours (2013 ) and he skipped 
the team of Allan Kavnat and Eric 
Grusd to finish runners- up in the 2013 
Triples. 
Pepe Glick's name on the 

Honours Board for the 2014 Triples 
brings his tally of Major titles to 
five, three of which came in the 
Triples event (2005, 2006, 2008) and 
one in the Fours of 2012 
Phillip Joel, who joined Double Bay in 

2009 from Lindfield, has been 
involved in one Major final as a 
member of last year's Fours team along 
with Gerald Weinberg, Maurice 
Boland and Sid Glick. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE  

ALL CLASS … The 2014 Double Bay Major Triples Champions (from left) Brandon 
Conway, Phillip Joel and Pepe Glick 
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Team's upset wins on way to Major Triples final 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

ON way to the 2014 Major Triples championship round the constituted 
Wainstein trio, all of whom played in the club's 2014 Grade 4 pennant side, 
chalked up two "giant-killing" wins. 

In their first match they comfortably 
defeated the defending champions, Jack 
Kampel, Paul Baker and Doug King by 
a 29-16 score-line. 

Then they carded another shock win 
over a top-shelf trio of A-graders Harry 
Black and Ray Jankelowitz and David 
Newman (grade 3) to reach the semi-
final, where they accounted for a team 
of equal grading skipped by Len 
Sandler alongside Michael Jackson and 
David Ossher by 32-12. 

In the championship final on Saturday 
the Wainstein team scored first with a 
single shot, but their lead was short-
lived as the Conway line-up proceeded 
to score continuously from one end to 
the next. 

By the three-quarter stage Conway 
and Co had built a comfortable lead to 
be in complete control with an 
advantage of 15 shots. 

The score could have been more 
emphatic, but for Wainstein’s skill to 
produce a number of remarkable bowls 
to save multiple counts and keep the 
score somewhat in check. 

None-the-less it was the all-round 
talent of Conway’s team which paved 
the way for the clear-cut victory.  

Conway was well supported by lead 
player, Phillip Joel, who had an 
excellent game and Pepe Glick, who 
was always on or near the target. 

In his post match comment 
Conway told Double Bay Watch that 
“all credit was due to his 
opponents”. 

“They hung in there and tried hard 
to keep in the game, but they were 
under constant pressure in all 
departments and out-gunned for 
most of the match,” he said. 

Eric Wainstein (right) with his team of 
Ray Novis and Abe Cohen. 

INSET: Substitute in the final, Werner 
Kos.  
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Club website hits 10,000 mark 
THE Double Bay website received more than 10,000 “hits” in the last six 
months of 2014. 

The website was given a “new look” in June and further improved in July 
following the appointment of Peter Wyner as the webmaster to fulfil the 
vacancy left with the death of the website’s founder, Eddie Fingret. 

The current edition is now more informative and user friendly, with links to all 
aspects of Double Bay Club’s sporting and 
social activities. 

Wyner said this week that he is “excited” 
with results of the website. 

“Must say I am excited that we have 
achieved more than 10,000 hits on our site in 
around six months,” he told Double Bay 
Watch on Monday. 

 “I feel sure that this number will exceed 
20,000 within the next six months once we 
have marketed Double Bay Bowling Club to 
the outside world,” he added. 

Barefoot Xmas party host thanks to Double Bay 
The success of the website is revealed in a letter from the company which 
hired the Double Bay facilities for its Barefoot Bowls Xmas Party on 
December 12. 

Edward Mallett, managing director of Employsure wrote to the club thanking it for 
“allowing us to host our annual Christmas party at Double Bay Bowling Club”. 

Employsure “discovered” Double Bay Bowling Club when searching the internet for 
a venue for the event. 

Mallett wrote that the feedback from everyone at Employsure has been 
overwhelmingly positive, with praise ranging from how wonderful the venue was to 
the excellence of the food and catering. 

“The most consistent feedback has been reserved for the members who helped to 
host the event,” he said. 

“Everyone I have spoken to has mentioned how kind and accommodating Harry 
[Black] and his team all were, graciously allowing us to share their special club and 
ensuring that we all had an exceptional evening from start to finish. 

“I understand that we received special dispensation to host the event at the Club.  
“Thank you for that. If you are considering whether to host similar events in the 

future, I would be the first to recommend holding a function with you,” Edward 
Mallett’s letter added. 

Picture shows part of the website’s Homepage with the 
counter circled and enlarged when the count was 10,049. 



 

“Bench mark” idea for members 
DOUBLE Bay members have the opportunity to have their name 
permanently inscribed on a 
club fixture, following a 
recent board meeting of the 
Registered Club. 

A suggestion to make this 
possible, was made in a letter 
from Sam Ginges who has been 
a member at Double Bay since 
2002. 

Ginges’ proposal is that 
members be offered the 
opportunity to have their name engraved on a plaque which is affixed to one of 
the 42 benches which surround  Double Bay’s three greens  

He suggested that each inscribed plaque could be donated by the member for a 
$250 fee. 

CONTINUES PAGE 2 
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One of the benches at Double Bay  
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FORTY-TWO new wood-bench-seats were placed around Double Bay’s three 
greens during July, 2012.  
Members now have the opportunity of having their name on an engraved plaque on one 

(or more) of them and become part of the club’s history.  
  In a letter to the Double Bay (Registered Club) Board of Management, 

member Sam Ginges (pictured), suggested the bench plaque promotion 
and enclosed $250 to launch the project. 
Ginges proposal was to offer members the opportunity to have a 

suitable name plaque affixed to benches that surround the greens for 
$250. 

Board secretary, Peter Wyner, told Double Bay Watch, that members wishing to 
participate or  those who want to make a comment about the idea, should contact him.  

“Having your name on a plaque gives the member the unique opportunity to be part of 
Double Bay Bowling Club history,” Wyner said.  

 “Sam’s payment is currently being held awaiting members’ response,” he added. 

MEMBER’S 
IDEA 
ETCH 
YOUR 

NAME ON 
THE 

GREENS’ 
BENCH 
SEATS   

DONATED BY SAM GINGES  

An impression of a plaque attached to one of the club’s benches 
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Four six-graders in Major semi-final 
A GROUP of Grade 6 players will 
compete in the club’s 2015 Major 
Fours Championship semi-final, 
following a narrow, but 
convincing win over a higher 
graded opposition. 

The foursome skipped by Michael 
Rowley with David Kellaway, Eric 
Grusd and Peter Wyner staved off a 
late challenge to beat the Barry 
Lazarus team of fellow Grade 3 
players, John Rosen, Len Simon 
and Grade 2 exponent, John 
Wineberg, by a two-shot margin 22-
20. 

The make-up of the Rowley team 
follows the success of Double Bay’s 
2014 Grade 6 Pennant team which 
won the Zone title and went on to 
perform creditably in the State play offs at Ballina in August.  

Although they did not compete as a combination in the pennant teams, they 
have proven to be a consistent unit as evidenced with the performance in the 
Major Fours quarter-final. 

By the 10th end Rowley and Co. were ahead 16-8 and six ends later the 
scoreboard read 20-12. This was when Lazarus’ line-up showed its greater 
experience and ability by storming back into the game. 

On the 17th  Lazarus scored one shot to lag 13-20. On the 18th end Rowley 
scored two shots to lead 22-13. Then Lazarus added a three count on the 19th 
when he played a great bowl to convert two-down to three up and raise the 
score to 16-22. 

The 20th end also went against the Rowley squad when they gave away another 
two shots as their lead dwindled to 22-18. 

Rowley’s camp came good when they led by two shots on the final end, only 
to see Simon show his capability by changing the situation to two up and a 
chance to turn the match around. Lazarus failed to add to the score and had to 
concede the spot in the semi-final to the D-graders. 

In the semi-final the Grade-6 players will come up against even more efficient 
opponents. The quarter-final in the Rowley half of the draw concerns the top 
shelf team of Jack Kampel and team mates Bernard Fridman, Michael Becker 
and Doug King versus the side skipped by Arnold Javen (Grade 1) with Dan 
Flanagan and Alan Simmons (Grade-2) and Gerald Raichman (Grade 4). 

TOP’ Peter Wyner and Eric Grusd  
ABOVE: David Kellaway and Michael 

Rowley  



 

Women’s team retains District 
Seniors Fours championship 
for fourth consecutive year 

DOUBLE BAY MEN’S 
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Double Bay Women’s Club’s 
team of Barbara Shotland, 
Pam Stein, Iris Kampel and 
Karen Levinson pictured 

with Eastern Suburbs 
District secretary, Toni 

Hartley (right), after they 
retained the District Senior 

Fours last week. 
SEE PAGE 6 
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Six grade contests for pennants 
DOUBLE Bay will contest six of the seven grades in the 2015 Zone 
11 Pennant competition. 

The draw for the season, which starts on Saturday, February 28, was revealed late 
last week with Double Bay having teams in Grades 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7. 

The Grade 7 team is a composite side with the Diamond Bay Club, similar to the 
composite entry from Clovelly and Randwick Clubs. 

In a bid to improve Zone 11’s results at State pennant finals, its Match Committee 
has tried to balance out the competition in Grades 3, 4 and 5, which will allow 
players usually competing in these divisions to drop one grade. 

Chairman of the Zone’s Match Committee, Tony Rowe, in releasing the 2015 draw, 
said that the move is a bid to increase the Zone’s competitiveness and improve results 
at State level following last year’s Pennant finals when the Zone won only three of its 
21 matches.  

The Grade 1 is a two-section Metro Cup-based competition with 16 clubs based in 
the Metropolitan area ranging from the Eastern Suburbs, North Shore and Northern 
beaches, Wentworthville, Taren Point, Cabramatta West, Merrylands, St Johns Park, 
Wentworthville, Engadine, Mount Lewis, The Hills District and Grandviews. 

Double Bay in Section 2 will have five home games (The Hills, Cabramatta, South 
Coogee, Taren Point and Engadine) with away games at Carlingford, Alexandria 
Erskineville, Mount Lewis and Grandviews.  

Club officials suggest that it is a good draw with the furthest  to travel is to 
Carlingford, with both Mount Lewis and Grandviews a bit closer. The highest grade 
opposition will probably come from Taren Point, then Cabramatta and Engadine. 

The top team of each division will play for the Zone title, while the clubs with the 
lowest score in each section will contest a relegation match. 

Only six clubs have been included in Grade 2, Double Bay, Concord, Eastlakes, 
Western Suburbs Leagues, Leichhardt and Alexandria Erskineville and the same 
number in Grade 3 – Double Bay, Greenlees Park, Marrickville, Clovelly, Matraville 
RSL and South Coogee. 

Double Bay is not represented in Grade 4 which will be contested with 12 clubs in 
two divisions of six competitors.  

Grade 5 also has 12 teams divided into two sections with Double Bay listed in 
Section 2 against Hillsdale, Randwick, Diamond Bay, Waverley and Eastlakes.  

The Grade 6 makeup is similar to Grade 5 with Double Bay in Section 2 along with 
Randwick, Hillsdale, Bronte, Clovelly and the new Zone 11 club, Earlwood 
Bardwell Park (EBP). 

Only six rounds will be played in Grade 7 where Double Bay/ Diamond Bay meets 
on a home-and-away basis Matraville RSL, Waverley and the combined Clovelly-
Randwick team. 

One change this year in the playing schedule is that any washed out games are to be 
played on the next day, Sunday. Previously the draw allocated at least one weekend 
for uncompleted or unplayed matches. 

Last year Double Bay contested five grades with the Grade 6 team winning the Zone 
title. 
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Conway’s Zone  
Fours last 

 four contest 
misses by 

 single shot 
THE DOUBLE Bay 
team’s challenge for 
the 2015 Zone 11 State 
Fours title ended at 
the semi-final stage 
last Saturday morning 
when the Brandon 
Conway foursome of Dan Flanagan, Walter Jacobs and Phillip Joel went 
out by the barest of margins. 

The Ashfield combination skipped by Tim Whalan with Tom Lagreca, Gary 
Chant and Ray Pymble accounted for the Double Bay side by a single shot 20-
21 and then went on to claim the championship medals from another Ashfield 
combination headed by former Australian Fours champion, Phil Pratt, alongside 
Jami Richards, Alan Burton and John Fitzgerald also by one-shot 23-22. 

The Double Bay side in the early morning semi-final appeared to be troubled 
by the conditions of a heavy, and sometimes inconsistent green at the Western 
Suburbs Leagues Club.  

Each player battled to find an accurate length and for the most part was a 
metre through the head - a situation in complete contrast to the form they 
produced on the way to the semi-final. 

The playing surface also worried the Ashfield team as Double Bay controlled 
the opening three ends to gain a 5- 0 lead. The opposition, however, soon 
adapted to the conditions and came back to gain a 6-5 advantage.  

They extended the advantage to six shots, but Conway and Co. kept plugging 
away although still failing to come to grips with the run of the green. 

 Double Bay’s main destroyer was Ashfield’s third, who found something 
extra every time Flanagan, Jacobs and Joel built the head in their favour. 

None-the-less, the pressure was on the Ashfield unit when Double Bay scored 
a well-constructed five shot count on the 20th end to reduce the deficit to 17-20. 

 However, hopes for a Double Bay last end win was thwarted by the Ashfield 
squad, which was content to keep the Conway score to two, thus scraping into 
the final by one shot 20-19. 

In a post match comment to Double Bay Watch Brandon Conway said his team 
had tried hard and played well under trying conditions, but we was not good 
enough on the day. 

Brandon Conway (left) with Phillip Joel and Walter 
Jacobs and (inset) Dan Flanagan. 
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Players “switcheroo” from Zone 
Fours to club team in Major semi 

THE 2014 Major Fours Champions are 
one win away from retaining their crowns 
following a solid 2015 semi-final win last 
Saturday. 

The Gerald Weinberg-skipped unit of 
Walter Jacobs, Maurice Boland and Phillip 
Joel, defeated the Brandon Conway side of 
James Flaxman, Fred Ginsberg (substitute for 
Harold Jankelowitz) and Les Lilian to enter 
the championship round on a 21-16 score 
line. 

The match was a stamina test for three of 
the eight combatants. Conway, Jacobs and 
Joel, who earlier in the day had combined 
with Dan Flanagan to contest the 2015 Zone 11 State Fours semi-final at the 
Western Suburbs Leagues 
Club (story page 3). 

And it was a case of 
“switcheroo” for Jacobs and 
Joel who left Conway’s Zone 
team to compete for 
Weinberg, while Conway 
was reunited with his 
constituted team of Flaxman, 
Lilian and substitute, 
Ginsberg.  

Club organisers were keen 
to have the 2015 Major Fours completed by this coming Saturday and asked the 
trio involved if they were prepared to play the semi-final directly they had 
completed their obligation at Western Suburbs. 

As soon as Conway’s team was eliminated from the Zone semi-final the three 
involved in the club’s Major Fours semi-final returned to Double Bay.  

The Weinberg four was on top from the start of the semi-final forging a 5-0 
lead, but Conway turned it around to head the scoreboard at 9-6 after eight ends. 

Then the Weinberg set rolled off collects on the next seven ends to change the 
mood of the game to 17-9, before Conway steadied with a four count on the 18th 
end to trail 14-18. On the penultimate his team added another two to reduce the 
closing 21st end’s leeway to five shots at 21-16.  

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE  

RESULTS 

MAJOR FOURS 
Semi-finals  

Jack Kampel, Bernard Fridman,  
Paul Baker, Doug King 26 

 

Michael Rowley, David Kellaway, 
Eric Grusd, Peter Wyner 16 

 
Gerald Weinberg, Phillip Joel, 

Maurice Boland, Walter Jacobs 21 
 

Brandon Conway, Les Lilian, James 
Flaxman, Fred Ginsberg (sub Harold 

Jankelowitz) 16 
 

. MIXED PAIRS RESULTS PAGE 7 
 

Les Lilian (left) James Flaxman and Fred Ginsberg  
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GIANT KILLING RUN ENDS FOR GRADE 

SIXERS IN MAJOR FOURS SEMI-FINAL 
 

 Statistics show rookies took it to A-graders 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE  

THE winning run by the team of Grade 6 players, who caused 
upsets by defeating much higher status combinations in the 2015 
Major Fours, came to a halt in the semi-final on Sunday morning 
when the powerful side, with Jack Kampel in charge, proved too 
dominant in a 10-shot win 

The 6-graders skipped by Michael Rowley with David Kellaway, 
Eric Grusd and Peter Wyner were out-gunned by experience more 
than ability.  

The scorecard (pictured) showed that the all-A-grade team of 
Jack Kampel, Bernard Fridman, Paul Baker and Doug King won 
the 2015 Major Fours semi-final against a first-time combination of rookies 26-10. 

But a closer look will reveal that the band of Grade 6 players won 11 of the 20 ends 
competed and judging by after match comments from Kampel they acquitted themselves very 
well. 

“Each and every one of them held their own against our corresponding players,” Kampel 
said.  

And he added: “Whilst perhaps we proved the more experienced team. It was refreshing to 
see the enthusiasm and camaraderie evident in their team. They didn’t seem to stop trying. 
They looked to be enjoying themselves and it resulted in a most pleasant match.” 

Perhaps the turning point came too early for the less experienced team. Rowley was holding 
one shot when Kampel played a well-directed delivery to oust the opponents bowl. Not only 
did he hit the target, but it resulted in a full count of eight shots to change his team’s score 
from 10-3 to 18-3 on the seventh end. 

It might have knocked the wind out of the beginners’ sails, but they came back to 12-20 and 
fought every end to the last bowl allowing the Kampel side to collect only six shots until the 
20th end when the underlings conceded the match at 26-16. 

Said Peter Wyner post match: “Our team with one to three years experience exceeded 
everyone's expectation by playing in the club’s Major Fours semi final. The club can be 
assured that bowlers of limited experience with the right attitude can and will succeed.” 

The Grade 6 “rookies” who combined for the first time in the 2015 Major Fours 
Championship and defeated higher graded constituted teams to qualify for the semi-final, 

 Peter Wyner (left) Eric Grusd, Michael Rowley and David Kellaway. 
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Senior Fours teams keep on 
keeping District challenge 

A TEAM from Double Bay Women’s Bowling Club last week at the 
Hillsdale Club continued the club’s dominance of the District Seniors Fours 
Championship. 

A Double Bay entry has won the title since its inception in 2012.  
This year’s winning team of Iris Kampel, Karen Levinson, Pam Stein and skip 

Barbara Shotland, was the same make-up which won the District and Regional 
titles last year and when Shotland was unavailable (substituted by Jan Frape) 
went on to the final of the State Seniors Fours.  

In the District decider last week the 
Shotland combination was too 
cohesive in all departments and scored 
a comfortable 28-9 win over club 
mates Florrie Cohen, Marilyn Davis, 
Miriam Rosenberg and Jan Shedlezki. 

Double Bay’s history in the event 
shows that the 2013 and 2012 titles 
went to the team of Wendy 
Engelander, Carol Engelman, Barbara 
Shur and Lorraine Becker. In 2012 
they accounted for the Double Bay 

side of Gail Black, Jenny Welton, Sandra Ballard and Lorraine McLaughlin. 
The 2015 Double Bay champions will represent the District in the Regional 

finals on Tuesday, May 19 at an Eastern Suburbs venue to be announced. 
Winners of Regional qualify for the last 16 State (knockout) tournament at 

Tuncurry on October 24-25. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Florrie Cohen, Marilyn Davis, Miriam  
Rosenberg and Jan Shedlezki – runners up 

in the 2015 District Seniors Fours. 

If you need an 
updated opinion 
of your property 

please 
contact me for a 

confidential 
discussion. 
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Another husband-wife team 
 aim for Mixed Pairs honour 
HUSBAND and wife combinations have 
dominated the club’s Mixed Pairs titles 
since the merger with Rose Bay in 2000. 

The most prolific pair are Jack and Iris Kampel with 
no less than six championships in their name and are 
the current defending champions in the belated 2014 
tournament now being played. 

Second in the list is Gerald and Audrey Weinberg 
who have taken the event twice, the most recent was 
in 2012.  

Last week another betrothed pair, Alan and Rene 
Saidman entered calculations when they defeated the 
Weinbergs in a third round match to make the semi-
final of the 2014 event. 

Club officials have had a problem in recent times in 
scheduling the Mixed Pairs contest within the 2014 
months. 

The 2013 event was decided as late as April, 2014, 
and the names of the 2014 winners are unlikely to be 
known for another month or so, due to heavy other 
bowling commitments of both the men and women 
competitors at this time of the season. 

The Saidmans showed their compatibility and their 
ability when they scored a resounding 22-12 win over 
the Weinbergs.  

They won the first end with a two count and were 
two down in the second end when Gerald Weinberg 
converted to four up with his last bowl and ran to the 
lead 9-4 by the 6th end. 

On the 8th end Alan Saidman played a good 
conversion from two down to four up to lag 8-9 and 
then switched to long ends for the rest of the match. 

Rene Saidman a former A-grade competitor at the 
Lindfield Club, applied the pressure with accurate 
lead bowling, while her husband produced several 
excellent shots.  

The Saidmans were ahead 14-12 playing the 16th 
end, but the Weinbergs looked to be staging a 
comeback as they held three shots only to see Alan 
Saidman convert the head to a collect of four. 

The feat was repeated on the 19th end. Again Audrey 
and Gerald Weinberg were holding four. 

But when Alan’s last bowl bumped into a short bowl 
promoting it to the shot making it a swing of five and 
no way back for the Weinbergs. 

 
RESULTS 

MIXED PAIRS 

1st ROUND 
David Ossher  

Sandy Desiatnik 21 
Jules Popper  
Judi Snider 2 

2nd ROUND 
Barbara Shotland  

Phillip Joel 24 
Bernard Fridman  
Judy Thomas 11 

 

Alan Saidman  
Rene Saidman 31 

Lou Platus  
Dafna Orbach 9 

 

Harry Black 
Gail Black 38 

Eric Grusd  
Frankie Grusd 12 

 

Jack Kampel  
Iris Kampel 27 
Michael Becker  

Lorraine Stafford 9 
 

3rd ROUND 

Alan Saidman  
Rene Saidman 22 
Gerald Weinberg  

Audrey Weinberg 12 
 

Wayne Podger 
Jan Frape 26 
Leon Portrate 

 Barbara Shur 16 
 

Phil Joel  
Barbara Shotland 30 

 Harry Black  
Gail Black 13. 

 
 

Alan and Rene Saidman  
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Club’s historic painting makes way for television screen 
A PAINTING by an Archibald Prize-winning artist, which has been 
hanging in the Double Bay Bowling Clubhouse for more than 60 years, has 
been removed and replaced by a giant 80 inch Samsung television screen. 

The club’s Board of Management recently decided to take down the painting 
which depicted Double Bay of 1871 and offer it as an historical work of art to 
Woollahra Council or a New 
South Wales-based historical 
authority. 

The art work by Arthur James 
Murch, the 1949 Archibald 
Prize winner and well known 
painter at the time, was hung in 
the Double Bay Clubhouse on 
the eastern wall behind the 
President's table in mid-1954. 

The painting was copied from 
a photograph postcard obtained 
from the collection of Morton 
Herman, an eminent architect of 
that period. The original 
photograph was taken from near 
Glen Ascham, Darling Point. 

It showed the Double Bay of 
the 1870s with the surrounding 
district described as being 
“rocky and covered with scrub, 
but the valley to the south east 
as a fine tract of alluvial soil, where the principal market gardens have been 
established, watered by a creek drawing from the highlands of Waverley". 

Records show that Double Bay Bowling Club was built on the "fine tract of 
alluvial soil" and the creek is now the canal which runs parallel to the club’s 
property at Kiaora Road. 

 

This is part of a framed picture in the Double Bay 
Clubhouse which gives the background of the 

painting which has hung in the clubhouse since 
1954. 

The lower half shows part of the painting by the 
artist, Arthur James Murch, when it was included in 
a 1989 article by the Sydney Morning Herald, which 
included the reproduction of an original story about 

Double Bay published in the Illustrated Sydney 
News, December 23, 1871. 

Left: A computerised illustration of the clubhouse wall with the 60-year-old painting; centre 
picture - the painting removed and (right) the new Samsung 80 inch TV pictured in place. 
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PRESIDENT’S 

TRIBUTE TO LIFE-
LONG FRIEND 

When Double Bay Men’s 
Club president ,Gerald 

Weinberg, emailed to the 
membership last Sunday-

week, that popular 
member, Terence Joffe, 

had passed away, it ended 
a life-long friendship 

between the two men, who 
met as six- and seven-

year-olds in 
Johannesburg. 

His tribute to Terence 
Joffe is on pages 4-5 

 

 
JACK KAMPEL’S 

THIRD FOURS 
CHAMPIONSHIP 

Jack Kampel won his third 
Double Bay Major Fours title 
with a 25-12 win over Gerald 
Weinberg’s defending title-

holders on Saturday.  
STORY, PICTURES PAGE 2  

PENNANTS START WITH TOUGH 
TEST FOR CLUB’S A-GRADERS 

THE 2015 Pennant season rolls off on Saturday, February 28, 
with Double Bay Men’s Club competing in six grades. 

The Grade 1 side will debut in the new Metro Cup competition, 
which is made up of 16 clubs from Sydney Zones 9, 10, 11, 12 and 
13 across two geographically-based sections, while the five other 
grades will compete in the customary Zone 11 pennant 
competition. 

CONTINUES PAGE 3 
      PRINT AND CUT OUT THE DRAW FOR FIRST SIX ROUNDS 

FROM LISTINGS ON PAGE 6 
  

If you need an 
updated opinion 
of your property 

please 
contact me for a 

confidential 
discussion. 
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Kampel’s Major Fours win spoils 
Weinberg’s hope of club record 

A Jack Kampel-skipped team has competed in seven of the past 12 Double 
Bay Major Fours Championship finals and last Saturday he chalked up his 
third win in the event. 

His team of Doug King, 
Paul Baker and Bernard 
Fridman, prevented the 
defending champions, 
Gerald Weinberg, Phillip 
Joel, Maurice Boland and 
Walter Jacobs,  from 
creating a club  record in 
the Major Fours 
Championship. 

Had the Weinberg 
selection been successful, it 
would have been the first 
unchanged combination to 
have won the title in consecutive years since the merger with Rose Bay in 2000. 

Last year, the Kampel unit (Doug King, Paul Baker and Sid Glick) was 
defending the title, when the 
Weinberg team took the 
championship by 21-17,  

This year it was Kampel’s turn 
to overturn the champions by a 
widening 25-12 score line. 

Between them Kampel and 
Weinberg have skipped teams in 
nine of the Major Fours Final 
since 2003 as Weinberg has won 
four titles and been runner-up 
twice. 

Kampel’s equally impressive 
Fours record at Double Bay, is now three title wins and a quadruple of runners-up 
trophies in 2003, 2010, 2011 and 2014. 

Over the years Kampel has cemented an understanding with his lead player, Doug 
King, who has been in his line up on five occasions. 

King was the outstanding player in last week’s 2015 final, setting up the head for 
Kampel and company to take shots on 13 of the 20 ends. 

They added to their score on eight consecutive ends (7th to 14th) for a total of 14 
shots to  take their tally from 9-4 to 23-4 and went on to have the title safe-and-sound 
by a 13 shot gap. 

Gerald Weinberg (second from left) with his team 
of Maurice Boland (left), Walter Jacobs and Phillip 
Joel which won the 2014 Major Fours title, but was 

outplayed in this year’s final last Saturday. 
 

Jack Kampel (right) with his 2015 Championship Major 
Fours team Doug King (left), Paul Baker and Bernard 

Fridman. 
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Carlingford trip starts Grade 1’s  2015 Pennant challenge 
DOUBLE Bay’s Grade 1 (Division 2) faces a 
tough away match to open the 2015 pennant 
season in the newly constituted Metro Cup. 

The team travels to play Carlingford, a club which is 
situated on the Pennant Hills Road, and is expected to 
find an example of the strength of opposition it will 
face from clubs which have previously competed in 
Grade 1 of other Sydney Zones. 

Grades 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 remain in  Zone 11 for 2015. 

GRADE TEAMS VIA EMAIL 
Club selectors will 

announce the six teams 
for Saturday’s Pennants 

opening round this 
(Monday) afternoon. 

Players will be notified by 
email, or check the lists 

on the club’s main notice 
board. 

 

ANZAC DAY CEREMONY 
 TO RESUME THIS YEAR  

 
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club will resume its ANZAC Day 

Ceremony on Saturday, April 25. 
The last time the club staged a traditional ANZAC Day 

ceremony was in 2010, but previously the service in 
memory of Australian and New Zealand armed forces was 
staged either on the closest bowling day to April 25, or on 
the actual date. 

Details of the 2015 
ceremony were revealed to 
the membership by the club’s 
Special Functions Committee 
member, Louis Platus, at last 
Wednesday’s tea break. 

He said the Anzac Service 
will be held at 11.30 am at the 
club, followed by a light lunch, 
social bowling and afternoon 
tea. 

Platus said that members 
are more than welcome to 
bring their wives, partners and 
family to the Anzac Service 
and they are invited to remain 
at the club. 

Visitors wishing to remain will receive the club’s hospitality including 
refreshments and entertainment screened on the new 85 inch TV, Platus added. 

There is no Zone 11 Pennant competition listed for the Anzac Holiday weekend 
(April 25-26), allowing Double Bay members to attend the service at the club and 
take part in an afternoon of social pairs matches. 

 

FLASHBACK TO April, 2010, when Double Bay 
members last held an ANZAC Day ceremony  
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Terence Joffe  1940 - 2015 

Top sportsman whose company  
was enjoyed by one-and-all 
A TRIBUTE BY LIFE-LONG FRIEND, GERALD WEINBERG 

 
 

 

 first met Terence Joffe 
in 1947. He was seven-
years-old and I was a 

six-year-old. It was at 
Fairmount Primary School 
in the northern suburbs of 
Johannesburg. I was 
introduced to him and a few 
other youngsters on the 
playground where we spent 
our breaks playing cricket 
in the summer or soccer in 
the winter.  

Terence lived with his 
mom and dad and sister, 
Joan, in 8th Avenue 
Highlands North, a block 
and eight houses east of a 
busy thoroughfare called 
Louis Botha Avenue.  

I lived in 11th Avenue, a 
block and eight houses west 
of Louis Botha Avenue. 
During the next two years, 
we formed a crowd of 
friends, including Selwyn 
Nisdelsky, Graham Fallows 
and Colin Baskind, all of 
whom were always together 
with Terence at break 
times. 

In 1950 Selwyn, Colin and 
I split away from Terence 
as we were forced to 
change primary schools as 
all people residing to the 
west of Louis Botha moved 
to HA Jack School.  

However, during the next 
two years we saw each 

other at Hebrew studies and 
the Sydenham Highlands 
North Synagogue, where 
we all studied for our 
barmitzvah’s. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By 1954 we were together 

again at Highlands North 
High School. Although in 
different classes we all had 
the same interest in sport 
and were all playing cricket 
in the school teams. During 
school holidays we had 
soccer tournaments at my 
parents home and our 
crowd was increased to 12 
by the addition of a few 

siblings and new friends we 
had made at HA Jack. 

We had also all joined a 
famous Balfour Park Club, 
where we played soccer and 
a few of us, including 
Terence, played club 
cricket. 

 We also competed in 
tennis and badminton 
during school holidays and 
had several rounds of golf 
at the well-known Huddle 
Park course. Another past-
time of our “gang” was to 
play poker. 

From early 1955 Terence 
was showing great potential 
as a medium paced swing 
bowler and a sound 
batsman and was soon 
playing first grade cricket 
for Balfour Park. 

 He also captained the 
school first team in his 
Matric Year and received 
colours for his cricket 
achievements at the school. 

 In the 60s Ali Bacher,  
captained the Balfour Park 
team and became the South 
African Test captain in 
1969. 

During the mid to late 50s 
the “gang” spent many 
Friday nights at the local 
cinemas (Astra, Royal and 
Victory)  

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

I

“We had  
the same 
interest 
in sport” 
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FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 
Terence and I, along with 

our friends,  also spent 
many Saturday mornings at 
the Plaza Cinema in the city 
where we exchanged 
comics and watched the 
weekly serials plus great 
movies.  

We were together during 
many Christmas school 
holidays in Durban where 
we shared hotels rooms for 
two to three weeks. Of 
course, that is where we 
met lots of young girls. 

Terence matriculated in 
1956. He decided to study 
accountancy which required 
him to serve five years as 
an articled clerk and attend 
Wits University at night. He 
joined the firm, Gutkin 
Fisher, and completed his 
Chartered Accountancy 
course in 1961. 

In 1959 he enticed me to 
follow in his footsteps and I 
served under him as an 
articled clerk at Gutkin 
Fisher for five years. He 
eventually became a partner 
of the firm and continued 
his auditing career for many 
more years. In his later time 
in South Africa, he worked 
as a financial adviser with a 
large company. 

On January 31, 1965, he 
married Barbara Tolkin, a 
twin he had dated for 
several years. They were to 
have three children, a son, 
Mark, and then twin 
daughters, Roleen and Lara, 
who between them, have 
provided eight 
grandchildren. 

Terence and Barbara 
enjoyed a good life in 
Glenhazel, Johannesburg,  

 
and emigrated to Sydney 
eight years ago to join 
Mark, who had settled in 
Sydney some eight years 
earlier. Roleen and Lara 
live in Cleveland, USA, and 
Terence and Barbara made 
many trips to America to 
see them and the grandkids. 

Terence was playing a fair 
amount of golf until I 
enticed him to take up 
bowls in 2007. After a few 
coaching sessions he joined 
our bowling club and was a 
keen competitor, who 
thoroughly enjoyed the 
game. He often joked about 
bowls and had a habit of 
talking to them asking his 
opponents bowls to miss. 
On a recent holiday cruise 
with Terence and Barbara, 
he partnered me in a carpet 
bowls competition and 
caused quite a stir with the 
bowls supervisor when he 
jokingly tried to change the 
rules. 

Terence had a good sense 
of humour and most of our 
club members enjoyed his 
company on the bowling 
green. 

I believe the same applied  

 
to his golfing friends.  

A kind and gentle man, 
Terence was always very 
methodical in his work 
ethic and recently assisted 
Maccabi Lawn Bowls Guild 
as its treasurer. 

He was a fanatical cricket 
watcher and I recall 
recently discussing all the 
exciting one day and 20/20 
matches with him. I think 
he was still a Springbok at 
heart, but he did support the 
Aussies in all the other 
series. 

Unfortunately in 2013 he 
was diagnosed with 
myeloma and went through 
some tough periods, but 
recovered for a while to get 
back into lawn bowls and 
was part of the winning 
Grade 6 team (pictured 
above)  to participate in the 
State playoffs at Ballina last 
year. 

After a relapse a few 
weeks ago he suddenly 
passed away on Saturday,  
February 14, at the Prince 
of Wales Hospital. 

Rest in peace buddy.  
Your lifelong mate 

Gerald. 
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DATE 2015 GRADE OPPONENT VENUE 

Round 1 FEBRUARY 28        1 CARLINGFORD AWAY 
 2 LEICHHARDT   AWAY 
 3 MATRAVILLE RSL AWAY 
 5 (Sec 2) WAVERLEY HOME 
 6 (Sec 2) EARLWOOD BARDWELL PARK HOME 
    

Round 2 MARCH 7 1 THE HILLS HOME 
 2 WESTERN SUBURBS LEAGUES AWAY 
 3 MARRICKVILLE AWAY 
 5 (Sec 2) DIAMOND BAY HOME 
 6 (Sec 2) BRONTE HOME 
    

Round 3 MARCH 14 1 ALEXANDRIA ERSKINEVILLE  AWAY 
 2 ALEXANDRIA ERSKINEVILLE  HOME 
 3 SOUTH COOGEE HOME 
 5 (Sec 2) HILLSDALE AWAY 
 6 (Sec 2) RANDWICK AWAY 
    

Round 4 MARCH 21 1 CABRAMATTA (B) HOME 
 2 EASTLAKES HOME 
 3  CLOVELLY HOME 
            5 (Sec 2) EASTLAKES AWAY 
           6 (Sec 2) CLOVELLY AWAY 
    

Round 5 MARCH 28 1 SOUTH COOGEE AWAY 
 2 CONCORD AWAY 
 3  GREENLEES PARK AWAY 
           5 (Sec 2) RANDWICK HOME 
          6 (Sec 2) HILLSDALE HOME 
    
    
    

Round 6 APRIL 11 1 MOUNT LEWIS  AWAY 
 2 LEICHARDT   HOME 
 3 MATRAVILLE RSL HOME 
            5 (Sec 2 ) WAVERLEY AWAY 
          6 (Sec 2) EARLWOOD BARDWELL PARK AWAY 

          7       MATRAVILLE RSL      HOME 

                                                  7                                              CLOVELLY/RANDWICK                     AWAY         

                                            7                                            WAVERLEY                                  AWAY 

  7             MATRAVILLE RSL                     AWAY 

                                                    7                                 CLOVELLY/RANDWICK                    HOME                                                   

EASTER HOLIDAYS  FRIDAY APRIL 3  TO  MONDAY APRIL 6 

 

 
C 
U 
T 
 
O 
U 
T 
 
 F 
O 
R 
 

R 
E 
F 
E 
R 
E 
N 
C 
E 
 

                                                        7                                           WAVERLEY                                  HOME 
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STEIN AND 
SHOTLAND 
KEEP CLUB 
PAIRS TITLE 
PAM Stein and Barbara Shotland 
confirmed their reputation as one of 
Double Bay Women’s Club’s current top 
combinations when they retained the 
Major Pairs Title last Tuesday. 

They overcame the challenge from Jan Frape 
and Sandy Desiatnik 27-17 in a match that 
featured several high scoring ends. 

For Frape it was her second consecutive loss 
in the club’s Major Pairs final. Last year, with 
partner Audrey Weinberg, she lost out to the 
Stein-Shotland combination 17-15 on a rain-

soaked green. 
It was Shotland’s fifth Major Fours crown at Double 

Bay, having won it three times with Jan Hutchins, 
while Stein chalked up her third title after a win in 
2006 with Devorah Lees as her partner. The most 
prolific pair is Juliette Friedlander and Iris Kampel 
who have worn the crown on four occasions.    

This year’s title chase was played on a fast green 
with wind gusts often changing direction. It was a 
wildly swinging game until the 13th end when the 
title-holders took control and it became unnecessary 
to play the final 18th end. 

Earlier the defending champions could not score for 
the opening five ends and were faced with a deficit of 
8-0.  

A score of one on the 6th end allowed Stein to 
deliver a minimal length jack and by the 10th end they 
had the lead at 10-8. The match was virtually decided on the next three ends. The Frape-
Desiatnik team collected seven shots on the 11th  but allowed their opponents to match them 
with their seven shots on the next. Shotland and Stein increased their advantage on the 13th 
end with a tally of six shots to be in the box seat at 23-15 and go on to retain their crowns.  

Shotland and Stein now qualify for their second consecutive State Pairs Championship 
which will be played at Warilla from Tuesday, September 1 to Friday, September 4. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

CHAMPIONS AGAIN ... Barbara Shotland 
(left) and Pam Stein  

Sandy Desiatnik photo 

Jan Frape (left) and Sandy 
Desiatnik  



 

Zone 11 teams outgunned in new Grade 1 Pennants 
DOUBLE Bay’s Grade 1 team opened its 2015 Pennant commitment in the newly 
constituted Metro Cup with a result which emphasised the strength of the overall 
competition. 

The team returned from Carlingford Bowling Club without a point in the 
revised scoring system for all pennant grades where results are based only on 
the aggregate shots of the three rinks. 

The Metro Cup, which is made up of two sections of 
Grade 1 teams from Zones, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13, will 
prove a tough assignment for the Zone 11 clubs from 
the Eastern Suburbs and Sydney Central. 

Double Bay went down at Carlingford (Zone 10) on 
all three rinks for a 2-0 loss on a 20-shot aggregate 
deficit of 42-62. 

Significantly none of the six Zone 11 clubs recorded a 
win in the first round of the Metro Cup.  

In the Zone 11 Pennants Double Bay recorded wins in  Grades 2, 5, 6, and 7, 
with one loss in Grade 3. 

ALL THE SCORES SEE PAGE 4 
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  Strong Major Singles field lines up for 2015 title 
ENTRIES for the 2015 Major Singles due to get underway 
this weekend has fallen to the smallest in the past three 
years, but it is a quality field of 42. 

Last year the Major Singles, considered as the club’s 
foremost championship event, had a record entry of 50 
members. In 2013 the draw had 48 contestants and in 2012 the 
total was 46. 

However, the strength of the 2015 draw is such that it  
includes 10 players who have been involved in a 
Championship final since 2002. 

Nine of the past 14 titles have been taken out by five players  
(pictured at right) Gerald Weinberg (3), Jack Kampel (2), 
Harold Jankelowitz (2), Brandon Conway and Peter Levy. 

In the same period 11 members have been unsuccessful in the 
championship round. Brandon Conway and Ray Jankelowitz, were 
both beaten in two finals, while Jack Kampel, Bernard Fridman, 
John Wineberg, Pepe Glick, Gerald Weinberg, Doug King and 
Walter Jacobs have all once collected the runners-up prize.  

All are competing for the 2015 title, which started on Sunday with 
a 10-match first round which is to be completed by this coming 
Sunday, March 8. 

The draw threw up several tip-top opening round contests 
and provided at least two upset results. 

Doug King scored an impressive 31-20 win over Peter Levy while 
Harold Jankelowitz failed by two shots (31-29) to overcome the up-
and-coming ability of Grade 6 opponent David Kellaway, who now 
meets King in the second round.  

Two-time winner, Jack Kampel, has an easier task against Grade 
6’s Peter Erdos. 

Gerald Weinberg will have a to pull out all stops to pave the way 
for his fourth Major Singles crown when he meets fellow Grade 1 
member, Arnold Javen,  

Conway has drawn the consistent John Wineberg, while another 
even tussle should be when Jacobs is challenged by Grade 3 
combatant, Werner Kos. 

The only current members, who are previous Major Singles 
Champions not competing this year, are Rob Fetherston and his son 
Matthew.  Rob, since the Rose Bay merger, has taken out the title in 
2013, 2002, 2001 and 2000, while Matthew won the title in 2011, but  
is now a dual member with Alexandria Erskineville.  

James Cook won the event during his stint as the club’s 
administrator in 2008 and was runner-up in 2007. 

 
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 
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Minor Singles winners now 
after Major Championship 

FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 
THEE former Double Bay Minor Singles 
champions scored first round wins in the 2015 
Major Singles championship played on Sunday. 

Mark Sack, a consistent Grade 2 member, who 
won the 2008 Minor Singles title and was the 
runner-up in 2006, had little trouble in ousting 
Harry Stein from the 2015 Major Singles by a 
widening 31-10 score line.  

Wayne Podger, the Minor Singles champion of 
2003, returned to his best form 
to defeat  Len Simon 31-22. 

Max Thomas, last year’s 
Minor Singles winner, 
continued his winning ways 
with a 31-22 win over Grade 3 
opponent Maurice Lott.   

Another former club title-
holder Michael Jackson (left), 
the only member who plays 
with the use of a mechanical 
bowler’s arm and who won 
the 2013 Handicap Singles, outplayed Barrie Brickman by a 10-shot 
margin. 
 

 

Club members honoured by Maccabi Lawn Bowls Guild 
TWO Double Bay Bowling Club members were honoured by the Maccabi 
NSW Lawn Bowls Guild at its recent Annual General Meeting 

Sam Abrahams (pictured right) was unanimously awarded 
Life Membership in recognition of many years of outstanding 
commitment to Maccabi lawn Bowls. 

Maccabi’s annual Bernie Garden Recognition Award was 
won by  Women’s Club member, Daphna Orbach. 

Louis Platus, one of Double 
Bay Bowling Club’s Deputy 
Chairmen, was re-elected 
Maccabi NSW Lawn Bowls 
Guild president. 

 
 

 
Louis Platus presented the Maccabi Recognition Award to 
Daphna Orbach during a recent Double Bay’s Wednesday 

Intra-club League afternoon tea break. 

2015 RESULTS 

MAJOR SINGLES 
First Round 

 
Doug King 31  
Peter Levy 20 

 
David Kellaway 31 

Harold Jankelowitz 29 
 

Wayne Podger 31 
Len Simon 22 

 
Michael Jackson 31 
Barrie Brickman 21 

 
Rob Hutchins 31 
Sol Caganoff 28 

 
Mark Sack 31 

Harry Stein 10 
 

Max Thomas 31 
Maurice Lott 22 

 
Rod Ferrer 31 
Les Brem 22 
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GRADE 1 v CARLINGFORD AT CARLINGFORD 
G WEINBERG J KAMPEL B CONWAY 
R JANKELOWITZ D KING P JOEL 
H BLACK A JAVEN W JACOBS 
L LILIAN P BAKER J WOODS 

14-24  15-18  13-20 

 
RESULT 0-2 (42-62) 

  GRADE 2 v LEICHHARDT AT LEICHHARDT 
R FETHERSTON J ENGELMAN H JANKELOWITZ 
W PODGER S CAGANOFF M BECKER 
B BRICKMAN A SAIDMAN L FERGUSON 
L BREM R FERRER M SACK 

29-18 16-24   22-15 
   RESULT 2-0 (67-57)   

GRADE  3 v MATRAVILLE AT MATRAVILLE 
R HUTCHINS B LAZARUS W KOS 

A ROSENBERG L PORTRATE M LOTT 
D NEWMAN J ROSEN J WINEBERG 
L SIMON R MUNZ I OSSHER 

15-20 25-18 22-26 
RESULT 0-2 (62-64) 

      
GRADE 5 v WAVERLEY AT DOUBLE BAY 
L SANDLER E WAINSTEIN M THOMAS 
L RADOMSKY A COHEN S ABRAHAMS 
H STEIN G RAICHMAN P KURTA 
A SIMMONS R NOVIS D VERRE 

12-18 18-23 27-11 
   RESULT 2-0 (57-52)   

GRADE 6 v EARLWOOD B P AT DOUBLE BAY 
C AMOILS M ROWLEY C ALBERT 
P SOLOMON D KELLAWAY C WILLIAMS 
H JACOBS E GRUSD P FILLER 
P ERDOS P WYNER J FLAXMAN 

24-17 24-13 22-14 
   RESULT 2-0 (72-44)   

 
    

 
    

GRADE 7 v MATRAVILLE AT DOUBLE BAY  
COMPOSITE WITH DIAMOND BAY 

 F MOGOR A EPSTEIN L LOUIS 
R RUZICKA T COHEN S BEERMAN 
S GINGES B HIRST M SHAPIRO 
D NATHAN N NEW M GREENBERG 

27-8 19-14 16-27 
 RESULT 2-0 (62-59)   

 
 
 
ROUND 

ONE 
2015 

DOUBLE 
BAY  

PENNANT 
RESULTS 
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Double Bay women challenging 
in three District pennant grades 

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Bowling Club opened its challenge for 2015 
Pennant honours last week. 

The club is fielding teams 
in Grades 2, 3 and 4 for 
the season which runs 
from February to May. 

There is no Grade 1 
competition within the 
Eastern Suburbs District. 

The top Grade 2 division 
has only Double Bay 
competing against 
Matraville and Randwick 
in a four-round 
competition played on a 
home and away basis.  

Double Bay’s Grade 2 
side is defending its 
District and Regional 
Pennants and the right to 
compete at State level later 
in the year. 

In its opening match last 
Saturday-week (February 
21) the team managed by 
Jenny Welton, scored on 
both rinks against 
Randwick, to collect the 
maximum five points.  

Teams and scores: 
Barbara Shotland, Iris Kampel, Jenny Welton, Marie Thatcher 21-9; Pam Stein, 
Rene Saidman, Karen Levinson, Barbara. Shur 20-17. 

In the second match the team repeated the dose against Matraville last Tuesday 
to continue its winning run at District level. The Shotland side won 22-12 and 
Stein’s 30-16 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

GRADE 2 (top) Pam Stein, Rene Saidman, 
 Karen Levinson, Barbara Shur; 

 (above); Barbara Shotland, Iris Kampel, Jenny Welton, 
Marie Thatcher 
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Eight rounds for Grade 3 pennant team 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

In the District Grade 3 pennant competition Double Bay will compete in 
eight rounds and face opposition from four other local clubs Waverley, 
Randwick, Matraville and South Coogee. 

It started its run for the pennant with Grade 3 with a 5-0 win over Matraville 
last Tuesday by the team managed by Lorraine McLaughlin. 

Teams and scores: Lorraine Stafford, Flora Cohen, Kathy Passman, Marie 
Thatcher 17-14; Lorraine McLaughlin, Patricia Bryant, Gail Black, Audrey 
Weinberg 21-14. 

In the second round at Waverley the Double Bay side won 4-1. 
Team and scores: Juliette Friedlander, Lorraine Stafford, Flora Cohen, Judi 

Bihari 22-11; 
 Lorraine McLaughlin, Patricia Bryant, Gail Black, Audrey Weinberg 19-12. 
In Grade 4 Double Bay also plays eight matches. It competes against Clovelly, 

South Coogee, Randwick and a combined Bondi-Diamond Bay team. 
In the opening game last Saturday-week against the Bondi-Diamond Bay unit 

Double Bay, managed by Barbara Hower, drew on one rink, but went down 4½ 
to ½.  

Teams - scores: Kathy Passman, Carol Engelman, Faye Glover, Judi Snider 
17-23; Jan Frape, Barbara Hower, Alma Goldman, Rein Rowland 18-18.  

Club selectors are pleased with the number of players who have registered to 
compete at Pennant level this season.  

Everyone who entered their name for pennants and have not as yet gained 
selection in a team is on a reserve list and will be called upon to play when 
necessary. 

 
 

GRADE 3 

 BACK ROW: 
Lorraine 

McLaughlin, 
 Pat Bryant, 
 Gail Black 

Audrey Weinberg 
 

FRONT: 
Juliette 

Friedlander, 
Lorraine Stafford, 

Florrie Cohen, 
Judy Bihari 

 
 



Funday attracts the young and the not so 
young to Double Bay’s bowling “trials” 

A CROWD estimated at 80 people of all ages, attended Double Bay 
Bowling Club’s Funday, last Sunday-week (March 1) as part of its 2015 
Activities Campaign 

Main aim of the Funday was to 
demonstrate the game of lawn bowls 
and to improve the men’s and 
women’s clubs membership strength. 

Club organisers were  surprised at 
the enthusiasm for the code revealed 
by pre-teens who took part in the 
games using the new JackAttack kit, 
which has coloured rubber bowls, 
while there was a similar response 
from more mature visitors using 
regulation sized bowls.     

STORY AND MORE PICTURES PAGES 2-3 

DOUBLE BAY MEN’S 
BOWLING CLUB 

 DOUBLE BAY WOMEN’S 
BOWLING CLUB 

Vol.11 No.9– MARCH 9,, 2015 Editor: Mike Golland 

Pictured top right Women’s Club president, Barbara Shotland, with a group of seven 
youngsters, Above (left) club member, Kathy Passman supervising first-time lawn bowlers. 
Above (right) club coach John Wineberg instructs Debbie Hamilton and Shane Sullivan on 

the correct hand grip for delivery of a lawn bowl. 
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Funday success regardless of various 
shades of the weather 

ON Sunday, March 1, 2015, it was a race 
against time as a thunderstorm was 
predicted on the radar ready to hit Double 
Bay smack-bang in the middle of the 
initial Funday afternoon promotion. 

The temperature  was at 34° to 36° around 2.30 pm 
when the club volunteers met to get the final game 
plan. There was a sense of impending doom as to 
whether any of the visitors would even show up in 
the searing heat and also knowing there was to be a 
tropical downpour within an hour or two.  

Nevertheless, organisers went ahead and marked the green with the rink pegs and yellow 
balloons, then laid out the new JackAttack kit designed for youngsters’ initiation to lawn 

bowls. Bowls lent by club members were 
displayed for use and qualified coaches and 
assistants were given their duties. 

And lo-and-behold, soon after 3 pm, it was 
thrilling to see groups of young people coming 
through the gates for an afternoon’s fun. 

Half-an-hour later there was about 50 people on 
and around  the bowling green delivering lawn 
bowls as well as the young ones rolling the 
brightly coloured rubber bowls.  

The action went on for about 40 minutes and 
then all the fun and games came to an abrupt end 
with an enormous clap of thunder, a flash of 
lightning and a downpour, which made everyone 
race to the safety of the clubhouse.  

With about 80 people for afternoon tea and 
snacks everyone tucked into the great spread 
provided by club caterer, June Edelmuth.  

The atmosphere was full of happy laughter from 
children as Jordan Stein, the grandson of men’s 
club stalwart, Harry Stein, displayed his talent as 
an up-and-coming magician. CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

Club director, Peter Wyner had his 
family involved in the Sunday Funday 
as pictured above( left) with son, Paul, 

grandchildren Madison and Hunter 
Wyner, Asher and Joel Lewis. Above 

right, he is with wife,  Marianne, 
daughter, Nicky Lewis, grandchildren 

Hunter, Madison and their daughter-in-
law, Martine.  

 

 
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club’s Sunday-Funday aimed at introducing the sport of lawn 

bowling to young and not-so-young proved to be an outstanding social success. 
It also gave about 80 visitors, many of whom are relatives and friends of the club’s male 

and female membership, an insight to how competitive, friendly and sociable is the sport. 
They enjoyed an hour’s coaching on the bowling green and when the predicted weather 
turned to a thunder storm, the air conditioned clubhouse provided the ideal venue for a 

delicious afternoon tea. 
Convenor of the promotion, the Women’s Club’s IRIS KAMPEL reports on the day’s event 

both on and off the green. 
 

Iris Kampel setting the scene for 
the club’s initial Funday-Sunday 
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MORE FUNDAYS PLANNED TO PROMOTE LAWN BOWLING 
The bar was manned by club directors, Barrie Brickman and Leon Portrate, while Club 

chairman, Barry Lazarus, along with Men’s Club president, Gerald Weinberg, and Women’s 
Club president, Barbara Shotland, were introduced and thanked for their help and input.  

It is the intention of the club’s Recruitment Committee  to stage further events to encourage 
people of all ages to enjoy lawn bowls 

 At the same time guests were invited to make use of the club’s facilities and first class 
catering when planning a party or 
celebration. 
 

TOP: Visitors to Double Bay Bowling Club’s 
Sunday-Funday finished the afternoon’s 
program with a delicious afternoon tea 

prepared by the club’s cater, June 
Edelmuth. 

ABOVE: Youngsters were entertained by 
Jordan Stein (right) the aspiring magician 

grandson of club member, Harry Stein. 

LEFT: Club member Gerald Raichman and wife, Libby. RIGHT:  Women’s Club player 
Barbara Shur (arrowed middle row) with family members (back row)  Norman Weiss, Karen 
Garb, Warren Franks; (middle row) Gayle Franks, Shaun Hack, Gaby Hack, (front) Natalie 

Franks with Kaden and Brandon. 

LEFT: Double Bay Women’s Club 
member, Marilyn Davis, with her 

granddaughter, Nicky Chiha. 
 

RIGHT: Top club player, Jack Kampel, 
helps daughter, Beverley Garber, deliver 

a bowl. 
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 Zone 11 clubs to clash in bid 
 for Grade 1 Pennant points 
DOUBLE Bay has a chance of gaining its first points in the new 
Metropolitan Cup Grade 1 competition when it clashes with co-Zone 11 
club, Alexandria Erskineville, in round three on Saturday. 

None of the Zone 11 clubs, Double Bay, Alexandria Erskineville, South 
Coogee (Section 2), Ashfield, Waverley and Eastlakes (Section 1) in the new-
look Grade 1 competition has won a point from the opening two rounds. 

The Metro Cup, is made up of two sections of Grade 1 teams from Zones 9, 
10, 11, 12 and 13.  

So far Double Bay’s Grade 1 unit has scored 82 shots against 125 from six 
rinks, while Alex in its two matches has collected 102 shots to its opponents’ 
123, suggesting that the Alex’s home advantage could be vital in the chase for 
competition points. 

Double Bay in the second round last Saturday performed well at home against 
The Hills (Zone 10 ) winning one rink by two shots (16-14), but went down in 
the other two, 14-28 and 10-23, for a 2-0 loss on the aggregate of 40-65 shots. 

DOUBLE BAY’S ONE WIN IN ZONE 11 PENNANTS 
IT was a bad day for the Double Bay teams in the Zone 11 pennants.  

Only the Grade 5 side recorded a win when it overwhelmed neighbours, 
Diamond Bay, on the three home rinks for a collective shot score of 77-27. 

The Grade 2 unit went down to Western Suburbs Leagues by a narrow three-
shot margin, when it won one rink by five shots, but this was insufficient to 
overcome losses in the other two games. 

Grade 3 lost at Marrickville by eight shots (60-68), while Grade 6 couldn’t 
make use of home green advantage and succumbed to Bronte by 14 shots (48-
62) despite a one shot rink (19-18) win and a one shot loss (18-19) 

Clovelly proved too strong for the combined Double Bay-Diamond Bay 
combination in Grade 7 taking the points with a 22-shot margin. 

 DETAIL SCORES SEE NEXT PAGE 

METRO CUP 
COMPETITION 

If you need an 
updated opinion 
of your property 

please 
contact me for a 

confidential 
discussion. 
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GRADE 1  v THE HILLS AT DOUBLE BAY 
G WEINBERG J KAMPEL B CONWAY 
P LEVY D KING P JOEL 
H BLACK A JAVEN W JACOBS 
L LILIAN P GLICK L FERGUSON 

W 16-14 L 14-28 L 10-23 

 
RESULT 0-2 (40-65) 

 
   GRADE 2  v WESTS AT WESTS 
R FETHERSTON J ENGELMAN H JANKELOWITZ 
W PODGER R JANKELOWITZ M BECKER 
B BRICKMAN A SAIDMAN J WINEBERG 
L BREM R FERRER M SACK 

L 20-24 L 15-19 W 20-15   

 
RESULT 0-2 (55-58) 

 
   GRADE 3  v MARRICKVILLE AT MARRICKVILLE 
S CAGANOFF B LAZARUS W KOS 
R HUTCHINS L PORTRATE M LOTT 
A ROSENBERG J ROSEN I OSSHER 
D NEWMAN R MUNZ B GARDEN 

   
 

RESULT 0-2 (60-68)   
      
GRADE 5   v DIAMOND BAY AT DOUBLE BAY 
L SANDLER M BOLAND M THOMAS 
L RADOMSKY G RAICHMAN P KURTA 
H STEIN P ISENBERG S ABRAHAMS 
A SIMMONS R NOVIS L PLATUS 

W 19-12 W 37-4 W 21-11 
   RESULT 2-0 (77-27)   

   GRADE 6  v BRONTE AT DOUBLE BAY 
C AMOILS M ROWLEY C ALBERT 
P SOLOMON D KELLAWAY C WILLIAMS 
H JACOBS E GRUSD P FILLER 
B GLOVER P WYNER D VERRE 

L 18-19 W 19-18 L 11-25 
   RESULT 0-2 (48-62)   

   GRADE 7  v CLOVELLY AT CLOVELLY 
F MOGOR M REISIN T MEYER 
J FLAXMAN E FRANKEL L LOUIS 
S GINGES S BEERMAN T COHEN 
D NATHAN N NEW M KRAMER 

     RESULT 0-2 (62-84)   

 
 
 

2015 
DOUBLE 

BAY 
ROUND 

TWO 
PENNANT 
RESULTS 

 
 

NOTE: NOT ALL 
RINK RESULTS 

AVAILABLE  
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Three main hopes advance in Major Singles 
THREE leading hopes for the 2015 Major Singles Championship eased into 
the third round at the weekend. 

Three-time winner, Gerald Weinberg, got the 
better of his oft-time Pairs partner, Arnold 
Javen, by seven shots, but it was a prolonged 
encounter. 

The persistent Javen made Weinberg fight for 
every shot. After 24 ends Weinberg led 26-12, 
but it took him almost an hour and 12 ends to 
finally crack Javen 31-24. 

Jack Kampel, now aiming for his third Major 
Singles crown, had little or no trouble from his 
Grade 6 opponent, Peter Erdos, while Brandon 
Conway, the 2007 champion, was in fine form 
to overcome the challenge from the 2010 Major 
Singles runner-up, John Wineberg. 

High profile club member, Walter Jacobs, 
who lost in the 2003 Major Singles final to 
Harold Jankelowitz, ended his tilt at this year’s 
title when he fell to Werner Kos. 

Len Sandler, a consistent lower grade skip, 
who in 2010 was the Minor Singles finalist 
against Matt Fetherston and winner of the 
Handicap Singles when he defeated Brandon 
Conway, also qualified for the third round with 
a 15-shot decision over Gerald Raichman.  

Grade 2 regular, Michael Becker had an 
effortless entry into the third round by a wide 
margin against newcomer, James Flaxman. 

Sam Abrahams and Ian Ossher clashed in an 
even matchup where Abrahams moved into the third round with a difference of 
11 shots. 

PETER SOLOMON IS VETERAN CHAMPION 
PETER SOLOMON (left), who joined Double Bay in 2002, 
added his name to the club’s list of title-
holders, when he won the 2014 Veteran 
Singles Championship at the weekend. 

Solomon, who at one time was the general 
manager of the Hakoah Club, defeated the club’s 
veteran coach, 93-year-old David Ossher (right), 
21-16 in the final. 

RESULTS 
2015 MAJOR SINGLES 

Second Round 
Gerald Weinberg 31  

Arnold Javen 24,   

Brandon Conway  31 
John Wineberg 13 

Jack Kampel 31 
Peter Erdos 13 

Werner Kos 31 
Walter Jacobs 19 

Len Sandler 31 
Gerald Raichman 16 

Sam Abrahams 31 
Ian Ossher 20 

Michael Becker 31 
James Flaxman 9 

Rod Ferrer 31 
Les Brem 22 

 

2014 VETERAN SINGLES 
SEMI-FINAL 

David Ossher 21 
Meyer Toblib 14 

Peter Solomon 21 
Jerrold Jacobson 11 

FINAL 
PETER SOLOMON 21 

David Ossher 16 
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Top pennant team at door of Regional contest 
DOUBLE Bay’s Grade 2 team has retained its District pennant top spot 
and will compete again in the Regional playoff to qualify for the upcoming 
State title. 

After two of the three Grade 2 matches Double Bay has an unbeatable points 
lead, but had its unbeaten rink record upset when it defeated Matraville 4-1 last 
Tuesday as the Barbara Shotland-skipped side went down by one shot.. 

It was 15-all going into the last end, when, with a tight head and one bowl 
from each club almost resting on the jack, the umpire, Paul Pitfield, was called. 

He took his time before awarding the shot to Matraville. 
On the other rink, Pam Stein's team dropped a four and a three to an excellent 

opposition drawing skip near the end of the game, but the Double Bay unit was 
too steady and held on to win by six shots. 

The team hosts Randwick in its last District game on Thursday. 
Teams and scores: Barbara Shotland, Iris Kampel, Jenny Welton, Marie Thatcher 15-16; 

Pam Stein, Rene Saidman, Karen Levinson, Barbara. Shur 23-16. 
In Grade 3 Double Bay on Saturday away at Randwick won 5-0 to increase its 

chances of making the Regional series with four more rounds to play. 
Teams and scores: Juliette Friedlander, Iris Kampel, Florrie Cohen, Kath Passman 

26-10; Lorraine McLaughlin, Pat Bryant, Gail Black, Audrey Weinberg 32-15. 
The Grade 4 team last week went down 5-0 at Clovelly where the opposition 

skip proved the difference, often changing the head from two, three or four 
down to take the count from Jan Frape’s team. 

The Rita Fisher combination had its chance at 15-all, but Clovelly forged 
ahead to win by 10 shots. 

Teams and scores: Jan Frape, 
Barbara Hower, Alma 
Goldman, Rein Rowlands 17-
25; Rita Fisher, Carol 
Engelman, Faye Glover, Judi 
Snider 16-26 

In last Saturday’s round at 
South Coogee, on a rain-
delayed, heavy green Double 
Bay went down 1-4. 

Teams and scores: Jan Frape, 
Barbara Hower, Marilyn Davis, 
Rein Rowlands 15-18; Rita 
Fisher, Carol Engelman, Faye 
Glover, Judi Snider 17-15. 

 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

GRADE 4: (Back) Jan Frape, Barbara Hower, 
Marilyn Davis, Rein Rowlands, (front) Rita 
Fisher, Carol Engelman, Faye Glover, Judi 

Snider 



 

Mixed Pairs event on Anzac Day 
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club will mark this year’s Anzac 
Day by hosting a Mixed Pairs tournament to follow its 
traditional Memorial Service. 

With Anzac Day, April 25, falling this year on Saturday, the 
club’s Special Functions Committee member, Louis Platus, 
devised the Mixed Pairs event in a bid to attract members to the 
Memorial Service, which is being resumed this year after a five-
year break. 

The last time the club hosted a traditional Anzac Day ceremony was in 2010, but 
previously the service in memory of Australian and New Zealand armed forces was 
staged either on the closest bowling day to April 25, or on the actual date. 

Platus said the Mixed Pairs contest will carry prize money for the first four placed 
teams and is open to lawn bowlers from other clubs or by composite entries. 

The $25 entry fee includes lunch and afternoon tea provided by the club’s foremost 
caterer, June Edelmuth. 

The Anzac Service is set for 11.30 am, followed by lunch (12.15 pm) Mixed Pairs 
and afternoon tea.  

 
 ANZAC DAY MIXED PAIRS ENTRY FORM ON PAGE 4 

DOUBLE BAY MEN’S 
BOWLING CLUB 

 DOUBLE BAY WOMEN’S 
BOWLING CLUB 

Vol.11  No.10    –  MARCH 16,, 2015 Editor: Mike Golland 

If you need an 
updated opinion 
of your property 

please contact me 
for a confidential 

discussion. 
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A-Grade pennant team remains pointless after 
disappointing display at Alexandria Erskineville 

DOUBLE Bay’s hopes of securing its first points in the third round of the 
new A-grade Metropolitan Cup 2015 Pennant competition between Zones 
9, 10, 11, 12 and 13, were crushed at Alexandria Erskineville on Saturday. 

The Double Bay team made no impression on its Section 2 co-Zone 11 rival 
going down on all three rinks collecting only 33 shots to the home side’s 83. 

After two rounds, none of the six Zone 11 clubs had secured a win. The third 
round had Zone 11 clubs playing each other with Ashfield against Eastlakes, 
Double Bay away to Alexandria Erskineville, while South Coogee was away at 
The Hills (Zone 10) and Waverley also away to Wenty Leagues (Zone 10).  

The results were Ashfield secured the two points at home from Eastlakes (66-
45) and South Coogee upset the unbeaten The Hills team 2-0 (65-61) . 

After three rounds of the Metro Cup Ashfield, Alexandria Erskineville and 
South Coogee each have two points, while Double Bay, Eastlakes and Waverly 
have yet to record a win. 

In this coming Saturday’s fourth round Double Bay hosts the strong Zone 12 
Cabramatta B side, which scored a comfortable (62-46) home win over 
Alexandria Erskineville in the second round.  

ALL TEAMS COLLECT FULL POINTS IN ZONE 11 PENNANTS 
Double Bay, in the Zone 11 Pennant competition, picked up points in all 
five grades, including a forfeit win in Grade 7. 

The Grade 2 side salvaged some respect for the club at home to Alexandria 
Erskineville with a 60-49 (2-0) win to have four points from three games. 

In the evenly-matched Grade 3 Double Bay chalked up its first points with a 
solid 78-39 shots win on home soil against South Coogee. 

The Grade 5 side maintained its unbeaten run in Section 2 with a narrow 
decision at Hillsdale by 58-56 and is co-leader with Randwick on six points. 

There was only two shots (64-62) in Double Bay’s favour at Randwick in the 
Grade 6 (Section 2) clash. Double Bay won only one of three rinks, but it was 
by a 15-shot (32-17) margin, sufficient to overcome the other rinks’ combined 
deficit of 13 shots.  

The two points puts Double Bay alongside Randwick and Bronte on four 
points, two behind Clovelly. 

The Grade 7 composite team with Diamond Bay was given a forfeit win in its 
match scheduled for Waverley and heads the four team competition by two 
points from Matraville RSL, which, on Saturday, defeated the Clovelly-
Randwick-combination side 58-53. 

 
 
 ALL THE TEAMS – RINK SCORES NEXT PAGE 
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GRADE 1 VS ALEX ERSKINEVILLE AT ALEX 
G WEINBERG J KAMPEL B CONWAY 
P LEVY B FRIDMAN P JOEL 
H BLACK D KING W JACOBS 
L LILIAN A JAVEN D FLANAGAN 

L 10-23 L 16-27 L 7-33 

 
RESULT 0-2 (33-83) 

 
   GRADE 2 VS ALEX ERSKINEVILLE AT DOUBLE BAY 
R FETHERSTON J ENGELMAN H JANKELOWITZ 
W PODGER R JANKELOWITZ L FERGUSON 
B BRICKMAN A SAIDMAN J WINEBERG 
L BREM R FERRER M SACK 

L 17-18 W 21-17 W 22-14 

 
RESULT 2-0 (60-49) 

 
   GRADE 3 SOUTH COOGEE AT DOUBLE BAY 
S CAGANOFF B LAZARUS W KOS 
R HUTCHINS L PORTRATE M LOTT 
A ROSENBERG J ROSEN I COHEN 
D NEWMAN R MUNZ I OSSHER 

W 23-19 W 24-13 W 31-7 

 
RESULT 2-0 (78-39) 

 
   GRADE 5 VS HILLSDALE AT HILLSDALE 
L SANDLER M BOLAND M THOMAS 
L RADOMSKY A COHEN P KURTA 
P ISENBERG G RAICHMAN S ABRAHAMS 
A SIMMONS R NOVIS L PLATUS 

W 22-12 L 13-27 W 23-17 

 
RESULT 2-0 (58-56) 

 
   GRADE 6 VS RANDWICK AT RANDWICK 
C AMOILS M ROWLEY M REISIN 
C ALBERT D KELLAWAY P SOLOMON 
H JACOBS E GRUSD P FILLER 
P ERDOS P WYNER* D VERRE 

L 18-26 W 32-17 L 14-19 

 
RESULT 2-0 (64-62) 

 
   GRADE 7 VS WAVERLEY AT WAVERLEY 
F MOGOR E FRANKEL A EPSTEIN 
R RUZICKA D OSSHER S BEERMAN 
S GINGES J FLAXMAN L LOUIS 
D NATHAN N NEW M KRAMER 

 
RESULT 2-0 (ON FORFEIT)   

 

 
 
 
 

ROUND 
THREE  

2015 
DOUBLE 

BAY  
PENNANT 
RESULTS 

 
 
 

MAJOR SINGLES LATEST RESULTS – GO TO PAGE 5 
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Conway first into quarters in chase for Major Singles title 
BRANDON Conway is the first to qualify for the quarter-final of the 2015 
Major Singles Championship following an effortless win on Sunday. 

Conway, the 2007 champion, as well as last year’s runner-up and beaten 
finalist in 2012, was in a hurry to put paid to the fourth round challenge from 
the consistent, but lower graded, Len Sandler, by a massive 28 points. 

The Major Singles runner-up in 2009, Pepe Glick, was eliminated from this 
year’s contest in the first round by the event’s 2008 runner-up, Ray Jankelowitz, 
by 31-21. 

Another first round causality was Alan Saidman, who was ousted by Dan 
Flanagan on the same score line. 

The reliable Harry Black, who last registered a 
win in a singles championship when he took out 
the 2002 Minors event, accounted for Alan 
Simmons in a second round match 31-16 and 
now comes up against Sam Abrahams in the 
third round. 

A-grader, Phillip Joel, had just too much 
experience for Grade 3 player, Ronald Munz, 
taking their second round encounter by four 
shots. 

The giant-killing run by Grade 6 player, David 
Kellaway, who knocked out a former Major Singles 
Champion in the first round, found the talent of the 
top-flight Doug King too much of a hurdle and 
exited 31-13. 

Recent arrival to Double Bay, Rod Ferrer, put paid 
to one of the club’s longest serving members, Rob 
Hutchins, 31-24, to set up a fourth round match up 
with Mark Sack, the 2008 Minor Singles title-holder 
who, on Sunday, eased past Max Thomas 31-21. 

Friday’s afternoon inclement weather interrupted 
the second round match between Paul Baker and 
Peter Kurta, with Baker ahead by 10 shots at 24-14. 

MINOR SINGLES UNDERWAY 
The first match in the 2015 Minor Singles 

Championship resulted in a win for Peter Wyner 
who won his way into the second round with a 
31-27 win over Sam Ginges. 

RESULTS 
2015 MAJOR SINGLES 

First Round 

Dan Flanagan  31  
Alan Saidman 21 

Ray Jankelowitz 31 
Pepe Glick 21 

 
Second Round 
Harry Black 31 

Alan Simmons 26 

Phillip Joel 31 
Ronald Munz 27 

Doug King 31 
David Kellaway 13 

 
Mark Sack 31 

Max Thomas 21 
 

Rod Ferrer 31 
Rob Hutchins 24 

 
Paul Baker 24 

v 
Peter Kurta 14  

(to finish) 
 

Quarter-final  
Brandon Conway 31 

Len Sandler 3 

 

MINOR SINGLES 
First Round 

Peter Wyner 31 
Sam Ginges 27 

 

CONWAY v CONWAY IN  GRADE 1 
PENNANT MATCH – story page 7 
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Grade 2 retains District Pennant honour 
- next a chance at another Regional title 

A 4-1 win over Randwick last Thursday has qualified Double Bay 
Women’s Club’s Grade 2 team for the 2015 Regional Pennant competition. 

The Grade 2 side was defending its District title and will now aim to retain its 
2014 Regional status which leads to qualification to compete at State level later 
in the year. 

Against Randwick, the Pam Stein, Rene Saidman, Karen Levinson and 
Barbara Shur side set the pace with a 13-shot (23-10) win, while the Barbara 
Shotland, Iris Kampel, Jenny Welton, Marie Thatcher combination went down 
but held the opposition to a six-shot margin (15-21) to secure the three points 
allocated for the aggregate shot- count. 

Double Bay won the Grade 2 competition with 18 points with a margin of 
+169 shots, Matraville and Randwick each finished on 6 points, with Matraville 
having the better shot collect of + 125 to + 122 to claim second spot. 

Grade 4 went down at Randwick 1-4 last Saturday. 
Teams and scores: Rita Fisher, Carol Engelman, Faye Glover, Judi Snider 15-

24; Jan Frape, Barbara Hower, Jan Shedlezki, Rein Rowlands 18-16. 
 

CRICKET WORLD CUP FINALS PARTIES AT DOUBLE BAY 
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club will open its 
clubhouse and bar for the World Cricket 
semi- finals and the final, when members 
can view the matches on the recently 
installed 85 inch TV screen. 
 The possibility of an Australia v South 
Africa final will be of particular interest 
to the club’s large number of members 
who are ex-South Africans.  

In the quarter-finals Sri Lanka will go 
head-to-head with South Africa in 
Sydney on March 18, while defending 
champion India will square off against Bangladesh in Melbourne on March 19.  

Four-time former champion Australia will take on 1992 winner Pakistan in the 
third quarter-final on March 20 in Adelaide and current favourites, New 
Zealand, clash with the West Indies in Wellington on March 21. 

The semi-final draw is Sri Lanka or South Africa v New Zealand or West 
Indies, (March 24, New Zealand) winners Australia-Pakistan v India-Bangladesh 
(March 26, Sydney) with the final on Sunday, March 29, at the Melbourne 
Cricket Ground. 

Double Bay officials have arranged for the club to be open to 10 pm on the 
three nights with food available from the caterer’s menu. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 
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IT is not that uncommon for club 
membership registers to have two persons 
with the same, or similar sounding, first and 
last names.  

For instance, Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club 
in recent times, had two members named 
Eddie Cohen and another two listed as Phil 
Gordon. 

But, what is worth reporting is the multi-
long-shot fact which came about a week-or-
so ago when Double Bay’s Zone 11 Grade 1 
side welcomed to the Eastern Suburbs Zone 
10’s, The Hills, team to compete in the Metro 
Cup competition. 

When the cards were 
called there was some 
confusion when it was 
announced that Double 
Bay’s team skipped by 
Brandon Conway was playing 
on a rink in opposition to 
The Hills side skipped by 
Brendon Conway. 

No it wasn’t a mistake by 
the side managers. 

The Hills does have an A-
grade player named 
Brendon Conway.  

A bookie would probably 
give 1000-1 that would 
happen.  

The two Conways have 
very little in common.  

The 45-year-old The Hills 
man is Australian-born of a 
family which has its roots 

in Ireland, while Double Bay’s Brandon was born 69 years ago, in Leeds, a large 
city in West Yorkshire, England. In 1948, three years after our Brandon was born, his 
family emigrated to South Africa. 

 He then came to Australia and settled in Sydney in 1991. 
For the record, The Hills’ Brendon won the day on the bowling green from the 

Brandon, of Double Bay. 
  

Memorial token for Terence Joffe 
A GROUP of Grade 6 Double Bay pennant 

players have inscribed one of the club’s new 
benches in memory of Terence Joffe, who 
passed away last month. 

Joffe, one of the club’s most popular lower-
graded players, was a member of the Grade 6 
team which won the Zone 11 Pennant last year 

Forty-two of the benches have been installed 
around the club’s three greens. Several have 
already been inscribed in members’ names.. 

The Hills, Brendon Conway (left) with Double Bay’s 
 Brandon Conway.  
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LEGENDARY BOWLS 
OFFICIAL PASSES  

HERB Bradman, the legendary 
Zone 11 bowls administrator, 

passed away last week. 
SEE PAGE 2 
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HERB BRADMAN 1919-2015 

LEGENDARY LOCAL BOWLS 
ADMINISTRATOR PASSES 

HERB Bradman, the legendary Zone 11 bowls administrator, 
passed away last week at the age of 95. 

Double Bay Bowling Club was represented at the tribute funeral 
service by John Rosen, Alan Rosenberg, Rob Hutchins and Harry 
Stein. 

Bradman was president of Eastern Suburbs District from 1992 
and continued in the post when it amalgamated with Western 
Suburbs Districts (1998) until it was disbanded in 2004 to become 
Zone 11 where he was president until retirement in 2008. 

During this period he also served as chairman of  the Match 
Committees, member of the State Match Committee (1991-1998) 
and was the inaugurator of the Inter-Zone sides event and 
chairman of Zone presidents. He was awarded the Australian 
Sports Medal in 2000. 

DOUBLE BAY HOSTED RETIREMENT LUNCHEON 
Double Bay Bowling Club hosted Bradman’s farewell retirement tribute luncheon in 
August, 2008. More than 130 bowlers, representing the majority of bowling clubs in the 
eastern and western suburbs, as well as Royal NSW Bowling Association president, 
John Archer, packed the Double Bay clubhouse. 

The main toast was proposed by Double Bay’s deputy chairman, Alan Rosenberg, who 
at the time was the Royal NSW Bowling Association vice-president. 

He described Herb Bradman as a man of “great character”, a “very 
organised person”, a “perfectionist with an excellent eye for detail”, 
“a leader who can’t tolerate incompetence”, but who at times can “be 
a cranky bugger!” 

During the tribute, Rosenberg presented Bradman with the 
inaugural Zone 11 Meritorious Badge. 

Double Bay chairman, John Rosen, also presented Bradman with 
an appreciation tribute gift from the Double Bay membership.  “Herb 
is a special person, who comes around once in a life time. He is an 
absolute marvel and is respected by the whole bowling community,” 
Rosen said. 

Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club president, Rob Hutchins. gave the 
official welcome at the farewell tribute.  

He said it was not often that so many leading lawn bowls 
administrators could be found in the one situation, but the attendance at the luncheon 
was in itself a tribute to Herb Bradman. 

Alan Rosenberg 
presenting the 

Zone 
Meritorious 

Badge to Herb 
Bradman 

Herb Bradman at 
his farewell 

tribute luncheon 
at the Double Bay 
Club in August, 

2008.  
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Club volunteers acquire responsible 
alcohol and gambling accreditation 

ELEVEN Double Bay Bowling Club members have volunteered to become 
certified to assist in bar duties by completing the Responsible Service of 
Alcohol (RSA) course. 

Five members have also taken the programme 
required under the Responsible Conduct of Gambling 
(RCG).  

The NSW liquor and gaming machine laws 
controlled by the Office of Liquor, Gaming and Racing, require licensees and staff 
with liquor and or gaming machine duties to complete approved training in the RSA 
and RCG. 

Under the act, casual or volunteers must pass the course from which a certificate is 
valid for five years. 

Those accredited with the RSA certificate are Barry Lazarus, John Rosen, Barrie 
Brickman, Harry Stein, Harry Black, Max Thomas, David Newman, Matt Fetherston 
Peter Goldman, Barbara Shotland and Iris Kampel. 

RCG certificates to John Rosen, Matt Fetherston, Barrie Brickman, Harry Black, and 
Peter Goldman. 

 Club caterer, Steve Edelmuth, was also accredited for both RSA and RCG.  

The Responsible Service of Alcohol course focuses on harm minimisation, the importance 
of understanding the obligations under the law to serve liquor (alcohol) responsibly, the types 
of strategies that can be used to help make sure that customers drink responsibly and that 
minors (people under 18 years of age) do not have access to alcohol. 

The Responsible Conduct of Gambling course focuses on harm minimisation requirements, 
detection of problem gambling, the proper communication with and management of patrons 
using gaming machines, and ensuring that minors (people under 18 years of age) are not 
permitted to use the gaming machines. 

READY TO 
SERVE 
YOU ... 

Four of the 
club’s 

volunteer 
bar 

persons, 
Max 

Thomas, 
John 

Rosen, 
Barbara 
Shotland 

and 
 Iris Kampel 
behind the 

bar. 
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Grade 1 breaks Metro Cup “duck” with form 
reversal win over Zone 12’s Cabramatta Blue 

DOUBLE Bay broke its “duck” in the Grade 1 Metropolitan Cup 2015 
Pennant competition on Saturday when it collected two points for a well-
earned win over Zone 12 team Cabramatta (Blue). 

Double Bay is one of six Zone 11 clubs competing in the new Metro Cup 
Pennant. The club collecting the most points after the nine-round competition 
will be the Zone’s 2015 Grade 1 champions. 

After last Saturday’s fourth round, Alexandria Erskineville tops the Zone 11 
ladder with 4 points following its 2-0 win over South Coogee, with Double Bay, 
South Coogee and Waverly each with two points. 

The Cabramatta Club is fielding two teams in the Metro Cup. One team 
(Cabramatta White) plays three matches in Section 1 as the other (Cabramatta 
Blue) has three games in Section 2, all against the Zone 11 clubs. 

Double Bay’s home ground win over Cabramatta (Blue) on Saturday was a 
form reversal. In Round 2 the Cabramatta side defeated Alexandria Erskineville 
by 46-62 shots. In Round 3 Alexandria Erskineville scored an easy win over 
Double Bay, suggesting that the Zone 12 team would be too strong for Double 
Bay. 

There were two changes in Double Bay’s line up where Rod Ferrer came in for 
Doug King  and Walter Jacobs was replaced by Rob Fetherston. 

All three rinks finished on top in a match that was evenly contested. 
The Gerald Weinberg rink (Les Lilian, Harry Black, Peter Levy) scraped home 

by three shots (27-24) as did the Brandon Conway side (Dan Flanagan, Phillip 
Joel, Rob Fetherston) (21-18) and the Jack Kampel headed side (Rod Ferrer, 
Arnold Javen, Bernard Fridman) held on by one shot (20-19) for Double Bay to 
finish ahead on 68-61 shots. 

In the Zone 11 Pennants, Grade 5 continued its unbeaten run with a 2-0 (60-
56) result at Eastlakes. It now sits at the top of the ladder with eight points, two 
more than Waverley and this week’s opponent, Randwick.  

The Grade 2 side shares the head of the competition on six points with 
Concord and Leichhardt following its 77-48 win at Eastlakes, where the team of 
Ray Jankelowitz, Wayne Podger, Walter Jacobs and Les Brem won 33-11 and 
the line-up of Julian Engelman, Sol Caganoff, Les Ferguson and Alan Saidman 
took the honours 19-10. 

Grade 3 battled at home against Clovelly (48-64) although the side of Werner Kos, 
Morry Lott, Ivor Cohen and Ian Ossher won its rink 19-18. 

A hefty Grade 6 loss  (36-83) at league leaders, Clovelly, pushed it down the ladder 
on four points. Clovelly is unbeaten on eight points. Bronte is on six, Double Bay is 
equal on four with Randwick. 

The combination Grade 7 team with Diamond Bay fell 59-64 away to the unbeaten 
Matraville RSL.                     SCOREBOARD  NEXT PAGE 
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METRO CUP GRADE 1 v CABRAMATTA (BLUE) AT DOUBLE BAY 
G WEINBERG J KAMPEL B CONWAY 
P LEVY B FRIDMAN R FETHERSTON 
H BLACK A JAVEN P JOEL 
L LILIAN R FERRER D FLANAGAN 

W 27-24 W 20-19 W 21-18 

 
RESULT 2-0 (68-61) 

 
   ZONE 11 GRADE 2 v EASTLAKES AT DOUBLE BAY 
R JANKELOWITZ J ENGELMAN H JANKELOWITZ 
W PODGER S CAGANOFF M BECKER 
W JACOBS L FERGUSON J WINEBERG 
L BREM A SAIDMAN M SACK 

W 33-11 W 19-10 L 25-27 

 
RESULT 2-0 (77-48) 

 
   ZONE 11 GRADE  3 V CLOVELLY AT DOUBLE BAY 
B BRICKMAN B LAZARUS W KOS 
R HUTCHINS JACK ROSEN M LOTT 
A ROSENBERG JOHN ROSEN I COHEN 
D NEWMAN R MUNZ I OSSHER 

L 12-25 L 17-23 W 19-18 

 
   RESULT 0-2 (48 64) 

 
   ZONE 11 GRADE 5 v EASTLAKES AT EASTLAKES 
L SANDLER M BOLAND M THOMAS 
L RADOMSKY A  COHEN P KURTA 
P ISENBERG G RAICHMAN S ABRAHAMS 
A SIMMONS R NOVIS L PLATUS 

WON WON LOST 
RESULT 2-0 (60-56) 

ZONE 11 GRADE 6 v CLOVELLY AT CLOVELLY 
C AMOILS M ROWLEY M REISIN 
C ALBERT D KELLAWAY P SOLOMON 
H JACOBS E GRUSD P FILLER 
P ERDOS P WYNER D VERRE 

L 9-29 L 11-25 L 16-29 

 
RESULT 0-2 (36-83) 

 
   ZONE 11 GRADE 7 VS MATRAVILLE AT MATRAVILLE 
F MOGOR D OSSHER A EPSTEIN 
R RUZICKA E FRANKEL S BEERMAN 
S GINGES J FLAXMAN L LOUIS 
A ROWLANDS N NEW M KRAMER 

WON LOST LOST 
RESULT 0-2 (59-64) 

 
 
 
 

ROUND 
FOUR  
2015 

DOUBLE 
BAY  

PENNANT 
RESULTS 

 
 
 

 NOTE: NOT ALL RINK SCORES AVAILABLE 
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TOP TWO SINGLES PLAYERS NEAR TO 
2015 MAJOR CHAMPIONSHIP BATTLE 

TWO of the club’s top-rated players, Barbara Shotland (below left) and 
Iris Kampel (right), are on course to clash for the second time in a Major 
Singles Championship final. 

Kampel has worn the crown 
on four occasions  (2002, 
2003, 2004 and 2012) and was 
runner-up last year to Marie 
Thatcher, as well as in (2006 
and 2007), while Shotland has 
won the title in 2009 and 2007 
when she won against Kampel. 

 However, before Shotland 
can add another Major Singles 
title win over Kampel, or 
Kampel can even the score 
against Shotland, they both face tough tests in this week’s 2015 semi-finals. 

Kampel comes up against the promising talent of Rene Saidman (below right) 
and Shotland’s adversary is another of the well-performed singles players, Jan 
Frape (left). 

Saidman confirmed her high 
ranking when she defeated another 
of the club’s top-line singles 
exponents, Karen Levinson, 25-18, 
at the quarter-final stage after 
defeating the defending title-holder, 
Marie Thatcher,  in the first round. 

Levinson and Saidman, both  
Grade 2 players, produced “hold-
your-breath” bowling as each 
played brilliant draw and 
aggressive deliveries throughout.  

On the last end Levinson 
delivered a toucher on the jack only to see Saidman’s bowl move the jack and stay 
with it. Then Levinson came within a few centimetres of replying in the same manner. 

The championship final is set for Tuesday, March 31.  
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 
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Major Singles title nears 2015 final 
IRIS Kampel was in fine form in the 2015 Major Singles quarter-final when she 

defeated the 2011 winner, Lorraine (Leikie) Becker, 25-18. 
Becker (below left) was returning after a five-month layoff due to a knee problem and held 

her own against Kampel until mid-way when she tired considerably in her comeback match. 
Frape gained her semi-final spot with a solid performance against Kathy Passman 25-16.  
Passman (below right) was down 6-16 when with confidence and accurate draw bowls, 

collected six over five ends to take the score to 12-18. 
However experience came to 
the fore as Frape won the last 
three ends to put an end to her 
opponent’s challenge. 

Shotland in her 20-shot 
quarter-final win had too 
much experience for Rein 
Rowlands, one of the club’s 

future prospects.  

RESULTS 
2015 MAJOR SINGLES 

Rein Rowlands  25 
Linda Salamon 14 

Barbara Shotland 25 
Pat Bryant 4 

Jan Frape 25 
Barbara Shur 23 

Kathy Passman 25 
America Rios 11 

Rene Saidman 25 
Marie Thatcher 18 

Karen Levinson 25 
Sandy Desiatnik 21 

Iris Kampel 25 
Judy Thomas 4 

 
QUARTER-FINALS 

 
Rene Saidman 25 
 Karen Levinson 18 

 
Iris Kampel 25 

Kathy Passman 16 
 

Jan Frape 25  
Leikie Becker 18 

 
Barbara Shotland 25 

Rein Rowlands 5 
 

SEMI-FINALS 
(March 24) 

 
SHOTLAND 

v 
FRAPE 

 
KAMPEL 

v 
SAIDMAN 

 
 



 
 
. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

DOUBLE BAY MEN’S 
BOWLING CLUB 
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Double Bay battling as pennants reach halfway stage 
AT the halfway stage of the 2015 Pennant season, there is only a slight hope of 
Double Bay qualifying for the State finals. 

After five rounds in the Metropolitan A-Grade Cup and the Zone 11 competition, the 
club’s best chance of collecting a trophy is with the Zone 11’s Grade 5 side, which 
leads its Section unbeaten with 10 points. 

STORY PAGE 4 RESULTS SCORES PAGE 5 

GRADE 5 PLAYER IN 
MAJOR SINGLES LAST 8 
THERE is one Grade 5 player 
qualified for the quarter-final of the 
club’s 2015 Major Singles 
Championship. 

The other seven are all regular 
competitors at A-grade level. 

STORY PAGE 2 

“First-timer” in Women’s 
Major Singles title match 

A RECENT new member of Double Bay 
Women’s Club, who has never competed 
in a Major Singles event, will challenge for 
the club’s 2015 title this week. 

On the way to the final she knocked out 
the defending champion in the first round. 

STORY and PICTURE  PAGES 6 - 7 

If you need an 
updated opinion 
of your property 

please contact me 
for a confidential 

discussion. 
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Grade 5 player in last eight 
of  2015 Major Singles event 
THE 2015 Major Singles Championship has 
developed into a contest of the club’s A-grade 
brigade, except for the “intrusion” of a Grade 5 
challenger, who has qualified for one of the eight 
quarter-final berths. 

Louis Platus (pictured), a regular choice in Double 
Bay’s Grade 5 pennant line-up caused an upset when he 
knocked out Grade 3 skipper, Werner Kos, by a six-shot 
margin. 

All eight quarter-finalists has been decided – and seven of 
them Gerald Weinberg, Harry Black, Doug King, Rod 
Ferrer, Jack Kampel, Brandon Conway and Dan Flanagan 
are currently competing in the club’s Metro Cup Grade 1 team. 

Dan Flanagan on Sunday morning cemented his place in the quarter-final when he 
defeated Ray Jankelowitz, who has appeared in two Major Singles finals and won the 
2013 Zone and State Singles titles.  

It took Louis Platus 36 ends to gain his spot in the last eight at the expense of  
Werner Kos, who had the better of the early ends.  

First sign of an upset was after the 13th  end when Platus was ahead 14-11, but by the 
23rd the score was tied at 19-all. 

Platus regained the advantage by the 31st end to hold a five shot margin (27-22) and 
withheld Kos’s attempts to reduce the leeway when he added three shots to win 31-25 
five ends later. 

One quarter-final was decided on Sunday morning when three-time winner and 
defending champion, Gerald Weinberg, entered the semi-final stage after he got 
the better of his Metro Cup A-Grade team member and the 2014 Zone Singles 
runner-up, Harry Black, by 31-22 over 37 ends. 

 The chase for the other three semi-final spots now shows the 2004 finalist, Doug 
King, meeting Dan Flanagan, Rod Ferrer with the job of getting past the two-time 
champion, Jack Kampel, while Platus faces the daunting task opposing last year’s 
runner-up, Brandon Conway. 

Before entering the semi-final Weinberg had his work cut out to beat Paul Baker in a 
39-end third round marathon over three-and-a-half hours.  

In the early stages there were an incredible amount of conversions especially by 
Baker who led 15-8 after 16 ends. 

On the 27th end Weinberg had a one-shot lead, but was behind again on the 29th (22-
23). However, he added five shots on the following ends to be in front 27-23 only to 
see Baker level at 27-27 by the 34th end. 

 Pressure was on both players as Weinberg was on target with one-shot scores on 
four of the following five ends for the match at 31-28. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 
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Rod Ferrer in 39 ends 
 fight to Singles last eight 

FROM  PREVIOUS PAGE 
ANOTHER 39-end encounter was the game 
between Rod Ferrer (pictured) and Mark Sack, 
the 2008 Minor Singles champion. 

Ferrer had a great start, racing 
to a 13-0 score and maintained 
his advantage to be on 30-21 at 
the 35th end, but Sack held off  
the inevitable for another three 
ends and a tally of six shots for a 
result at 31-27. 

It was easier for Doug King 
who used 25 ends to defeat 
Phillip Joel 31-16, having been 
in charge from the start. 

Jack Kampel, aiming for his third Major title at 
Double Bay, found it a little more difficult than 
expected against Michael Becker, but emerged the 
victor 31-20 after 32 ends. At one stage Kampel led 
14-6 when Becker staged a short comeback to trail 
14-18 after 19 ends. From then on Kampel resumed 
his authority to run out winner by 11 shots. 

Harry Black’s consistency paved the way for his 
31-18 win over Sam Abrahams, although he was 
lagging in the opening ends as Abrahams held sway 
at 12-9 after the 9th.  

A four collect set the pace from then on for Black 
as he went ahead 20-12 and maintained the 
ascendancy until the 25th end with another four 
count.  

TWO IN MINOR SINGLES SEMI-FINALS 
PETER Kurta made amends for his Major 
Singles loss to Paul Baker, when he scored a 31-
13 win over Michael Rowley in the first round of 
the 2015 Minor Singles. 

Kurta was never headed. At the half-way point he 
held command at 17-5 and went on to a comfortable 
win. He followed this with a 31-17 decision over 
John Nisbett to claim a semi-final berth. 

Gerald Raichman also scored wins in the first two 
rounds to qualify for the semi-finals, where he could 
come up against the inform Louis Platus. 

David Kellaway scored over Allan Kavnat in a first round encounter. 

RESULTS 
2015 MAJOR SINGLES 

Second  Round 
 

Paul Baker 31 
Peter Kurta 19  

Dan Flanagan 31 
Michael Jackson  15 
Ray Jankelowitz 31 

Wayne Podger 13 
Third Round 

Rod Ferrer 31 
Mark Sack 16 

Doug King 31 
Phillip Joel 16 
Louis Platus 31 
Werner Kos 25 

Jack Kampel 31 
Michael Becker 20 

Harry Black 31 
Sam Abrahams 18 
Gerald Weinberg 31 

Paul Baker 28 
Dan Flanagan 31 

Ray Jankelowitz 24 

QUARTER-FINAL 
 

Gerald Weinberg 31 
Harry Black 22 

 

MINOR SINGLES 
First Round 

Gerald Raichman 31 
H. Roper 5 

Peter Kurta 31 
Michael Rowley 13 

 
David Kellaway 31 

Allan Kavnat 14 
 

Second Round 
 

Gerald Raichman 31 
Peter Erdos 12 

 
Peter Kurta 31 
John Nisbett 17 
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Grade 5 team heads club’s pennant hopes 
DOUBLE Bay’s Zone 11 Grade 5 team retained its unbeaten record with a 
“photo-finish” home win over Randwick last Saturday. 

It was one of the most evenly contested matches played this season within the Zone 
11 competition. 

Two of the rinks finished with an equal number of shots, but the one-shot win by the 
third rink, gave the match and the two points to Double Bay. 

It went right down to the wire as the side skipped by Len Sandler with Louis Platus, 
Paul Isenberg and Alan Simmons, played the last end one shot up and two shots up on 
the master scoreboard. 

When Sandler went to the mat Double Bay was holding shot, but the Randwick 
skipper, with his final delivery, attacked the head which sent the jack sideways to 
claim one shot. and have the match all-square at 17-all. 

The Double Bay side agreed to declare the end and be satisfied with a drawn result, 
which would give the side the match. 

The vital one shot  which gave Double Bay the match came from the team headed by 
Maurice Boland with Abe Cohen, Harry Stein and Ray Novis which rallied late to win 
16-15, while the team of Frank Mogor, Peter Kurta, Sam Abrahams and George Sofer 
battled right to the end to square the result at 16-16. 

The win put Double Bay on top of Grade 5 Section 2 with 10 points, four more than 
Randwick and Waverley, both of which failed to score in the round. 

The Metro Cup A-grade side missed the opportunity of securing two points when up 
against a Zone 11 club when it went down 0-2 by three shots (58-61) to South 
Coogee, with only the Jack Kampel side winning its rink 25-13. 

At the halfway point Double Bay’s Metro Cup (Zone 11) standing is two points. 
Waverley, Alexandria Erskineville and South 
Coogee each have four points, Ashfield is equal 
with Double Bay (2 points), while Eastlakes has 
yet to win a match..   

In the Zone 11 pennants, the Grade 2 team 
went down at Concord 0-2 (56-61) where Ray 
Jankelowitz, Walter Jacobs, Pepe Glick and Les 
Brem was the lone winning rink at 22-10. 

The Grade 3 team continued to battle against stiff 
opposition at Greenlees Park failing to improve its 
position near the tail of the competition table with 
an emphatic 0-2 (37-97) loss. 

In Grade 6 Double Bay added two points with a 
72-54-shot decision at home to Hillsdale, as 
Michael Rowley, David Kellaway, Eric Grusd and 
Peter Wyner won 27-14 and Mark Reisin, Cecil 
Albert, Phil Filler and Dominic Verre took the 
honours 22-16 

The Grade 7 composite team with Diamond Bay 
went down to Randwick-Clovelly 56-66. 

RESULTS AND RINK SCORES NEXT PAGE 

 
CRICKET 
WORLD 
CUP FINAL 
PARTY ABANDONED  
DOUBLE Bay’s planned party in 

its clubhouse during the final of the 
Cricket World Cup final on Sunday, 
March 29, was abandoned due to 
the lack of support. 

Organiser, Louis Platus, called off 
the event when only a handful of 
members indicated they would 
attend. 

He said that at least 30 people 
would have to attended for the 
function to cover catering and 
other costs. 
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METRO CUP GRADE 1 v SOUTH COOGEE AT DOUBLE BAY 
G WEINBERG* J KAMPEL R FETHERSTON 
P LEVY B FRIDMAN P JOEL 
H BLACK D KING A JAVEN 
L LILIAN R FERRER D FLANAGAN 

L 12-24 W 25-13 L 21-24 

 
RESULT 0-2 (58-61) 

 
   ZONE 11 GRADE 2 v CONCORD AT CONCORD 
R JANKELOWITZ J ENGELMAN* H JANKELOWITZ 
W JACOBS S CAGANOFF M BECKER 
P GLICK W PODGER J WINEBERG 
L BREM L FERGUSON M SACK 

W 22-10 L 14-22 L 15-24 

 
RESULT 0-2 (56-61) 

   ZONE 11 GRADE  3 v GREENLEES PARK AT GREENLEES PARK 
JACK ROSEN B LAZARUS W KOS 
G RAICHMAN L PORTRATE M LOTT 
D NEWMAN J ROSEN I COHEN 
B GARDEN R MUNZ I OSSHER 

L14-39 L 14-32 L 9-26 

 
RESULT 0-2 (37-97) 

 
   ZONE 11 GRADE 5 v  RANDWICK DOUBLE BAY 
L SANDLER M BOLAND F MOGOR 
L PLATUS A  COHEN P KURTA 
P ISENBERG H STEIN S ABRAHAMS 
A SIMMONS R NOVIS G SOFER 

D 17-17 W 16-15 D 16-16 

 
RESULT 2-0 (49-48) 

 
   ZONE 11 GRADE 6 v  HILLSDALE AT DOUBLE BAY 
C AMOILS M ROWLEY M REISIN 
H JACOBS D KELLAWAY C ALBERT 
B GLOVER E GRUSD P FILLER 
P ERDOS P WYNER* D VERRE 

L 23-24 W 27-14 W 22-16 

 
RESULT 2-0 (72-54) 

 
   ZONE 11 GRADE 7 v CLOVELLY/RANDWICK AT DOUBLE BAY 
R RUZICKA J NISBETT A EPSTEIN 
S GINGES J FLAXMAN T COHEN 
B ISENBERG D ROSS B ISENBERG 
D NATHAN N NEW A ROWLANDS 

W 19-16 L 20-25 L 17-25 
         RESULT 0-2 (56-66)   
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“FIRST TIMER” 

 NEAR TO TAKING 
CLUB’S MAJOR 
SINGLES CROWN 

A LAWN bowler who has never 
competed in a club Major Singles event 
could set a record for Double Bay 
Women’s Bowling in this year’s 
championship. 

Former Lindfield Club, District and 
Regional representative, Rene Saidman 
(pictured), last week won her way into 

Double Bay’s 2015 Major Singles final. 
The former South African joined Lindfield Women’s Bowling Club 10 years 

ago, but it does not list a Major Singles event in its calendar. 
Saidman, who “transferred” to Double Bay last year to be able to compete with 

her husband, Alan, in club mixed 
events, gained her opportunity to add a 
singles event to her list of Lindfield 
championship titles when she knocked 
out Double Bay’s four-time title-
holder, Iris Kampel, in last week’s 
semi-final. 

To win a Major Singles title at a first 
attempt, Saidman comes up against 
Double Bay Women’s Club president, 
Barbara Shotland, who has won two 
club Major Singles crowns. 

Displaying tip-top bowling ability, 
Saidman is now a regular choice for the 
club’s Grade 2 pennant team. 

But it is her form in the current Major 
Singles event that has caught the eye of 
club officials. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Rene’s Lindfield record includes 
Minor Singles win against the men. 

WHEN Rene Saidman competed at Lindfield 
Bowling Club, it did not have exclusive 
women's competitions due to the small 
number  of female members. 

Therefore, her entry in this year’s Double 
Bay Women’s Major Singles was her debut in 
the event. 

She did, however, win the Lindfield Minor 
Singles, which was open to both men and 
women..  

With her husband, Alan, now also a Double 
Bay member, she won several Lindfield Mixed 
Pairs titles.  

Rene skipped in Lindfield’s number one 
women’s pennant team which won the District 
title in 2013. Also at District level, Rene has 
won the Pairs and Fours and reached the final 
of  the Zone Pairs. 
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Defending champion ousted in opening match 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

In the first round of her first Major Singles 
match, Rene Saidman, overcame the skill of 
the defending champion, Marie Thatcher, 
then put paid to the challenge from Karen 
Levinson, one of the club’s most consistent 
bowlers and a District Singles champion. 

 In the semi-final against Kampel, Saidman was on fire from the first end. Kampel 
drew three bowls within inches of the jack only to see Saidman’s fourth delivery slip 
into a gap and take the shot.  

After eight ends of disciplined play from both players Saidman was ahead 10-0 
which was hardly a reflection of the tight contest. 

Determined to get on the board Kampel won the mat on the ninth end and played to a 
21-23 metre length and slowly started closing the scoreboard gap. 

After 22 ends the score was 
locked at 15-all.  

The battle ensued with the 
high standard of draw bowling  
until the score was 22-22, when 
Saidman then scored a single 
shot in the next thee ends to 
earn her place in the final by 
25-22.  
The other Major semi-final 

was between 
the two-time 
club singles 

champion, 
Barbara 
Shotland 

(pictured), 
and Jan 

Frape, who had a good  win 
over Barbara Shur in the 
quarter-final round. 

The semi-final was evenly 
contested for the first nine ends 
with a score outcome at 8-all. 
Then a four  count to Shotland 
was followed by three shots to 
Frape continuing the ding-dong 
scoring to 13-12 when the 
momentum swung to Shotland as 
she forged ahead to 23-17 and 
then the match at 25-17. 

The Women’s Club’s publicity 
officer, Pam Stein, is overseas 

until May. 
 Iris Kampel is taking the PR 
responsibility during Stein’s 

absence. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

DOUBLE BAY MEN’S 
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FIRST TIME 
IN MAJOR 
SINGLES   

WINS CLUB 
CROWN 

The Double Bay Women’s   
Club’s 2015 Major Singles was 

won last week by 
 RENE SAIDMAN. 

It was her first entry in a Major 
Singles Championship event, 
although she has played at A-

grade level for more than a 
decade. 
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BOWLS BOSS 
CALLS FOR 

TEAM SPIRIT 
Men’s Bowling Club 

president, Gerald Weinberg, 
has called on players to 

 show  a team spirit when 
competing in pennant 

matches. 
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Call for “team spirit” in Pennants 
DOUBLE BAY Men’s Club’s members have been 
urged to show a “team spirit” when competing in 
pennant matches. 

Men’s Bowling Club president, Gerald Weinberg (pictured), 
made the plea to bowlers at last Wednesday’s afternoon tea 
break. 

He said participating in pennant matches is a team game and 
players who have completed their match obligations should 
not “disappear” from the greens when the club’s other rinks 
are still in action. 

Another worry with this year’s pennant matches has been 
the concern with the accuracy of the scorecards. 

Under the new rule, the cards are controlled by the seconds 
of each team, replacing the previous responsibility taken by 
the skips.  

“If, after conferring, there is a discrepancy in the marking of 
the card, the seconds [players] should check with 
the skips and if it is not resolved, the side 
managers should be asked to adjudicate,” he said. 

Weinberg exampled the camaraderie of the club’s 
Grade 6 side at last year’s State Pennant playoffs. 

That was at Ballina when the players came up 
with a ditty “Double Bay Bowling Club the place 
to be, Bowlers made, Friendships forged, DBBC is 
the place to be!”  

One club official told Double Bay Watch this 
week that the display of great comradeship 
supporting each other was exemplary at Ballina.  

“It should be continued at every pennant match 
by players supporting the team or teams whose 
game is yet to be completed,” the official said.  

“When you have completed your game give 
encouragement to the bowlers in the process of 
their game. Stay around outside, watch the game 
and it is okay, within reason, to vocally support the 
side. 

“Let’s show all our opponents that we have a 
voice and that our teams are not stand-a-alone 
individuals, but is a forged group of a single proud 
club,” he said. 

Weinberg, at last week’s tea break, also warned 
that the “body language” displayed in pennant members, mainly by the skips, can have an 
overall detrimental effect on the whole team. 

“It should be not seen; it should be stamped out,” he said. 
Members were also reminded that drinking of any liquid while on the green is 

prohibited, but some clubs do not prevent players from smoking while competing. 
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You’ll need the “form” to 
serve as club administrator 
IT wasn’t that long ago when a well-meaning 
member would volunteer his services to sit on a club board of management, 
serving in a position such as the chairman, treasurer, secretary, director, or 
a committee member. 

Today, clubs still seek the member who has 
the capability and willingness to take 
responsibility at management level, but now 
there are so many mandatory qualifications 
required that it is a marvel that anyone would 
bother to put up their hand to take on the duty. 

For the Double Bay Bowling Club, being a 
licensed establishment, its leadership at board 
level, requires members’ credentials to be 
approved by various State authorities.  

Take for instance Peter Wyner, a relatively 
new member at Double Bay Bowling Club, 
who was elected to the (licensed) club’s board 
of directors at the annual meeting last October. 

To be confirmed as the board’s club secretary 
he has undertaken no less than five 
qualifications to fit the position. 

At the same time fellow board director, Barrie 
Brickman, has also had to seek a number of 
qualifications before he can be recognised and 
listed as the licensee of Double Bay Bowling 
Club. 

Wyner and Brickman and club manager, 
Graham Armstrong, have passed the 
requirement of qualification for the Responsible 
Service of Alcohol (RSA) and the Responsible Conduct of Gambling (RCG).  

 For Wyner, as the board’s secretary, he is also required to pass clearance by the 
National Police Checking Service, which investigates if the person has (or has not) a 
criminal record. 

Then there is the an investigation for approval by Independent Liquor & Gaming 
Authority.  

Following the task of completing all the required application forms, Wyner, (as well 
as the RSA, RCG certificates) has been issued with approval certificates by the Police 
and the Independent Liquor & Gaming Authority. 

Peter Wyner has also has received ClubsNSW certificates of Recognition of 
Prior Learning which cover Finance for Club Boards and for Director, 
Foundation and Management Collaboration. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

Mike Golland reports 
on new admin laws 

Peter Wyner 
(above) with 
the secretary 

licence;  
(right) 
Barrie 

Brickman, 
the club 
licensee.   
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Directives for small club managements 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

CLUB members thinking about nominating for a position 
on the board should be aware that there is also mandatory 
training for club directors appointed from July, 2013. 

Under the Act, current directors of small clubs, such as 
Double Bay Bowling Club, must complete the courses  by 
July 1, 2016. 

The training framework provides for a staged introduction of 
mandatory club director and manager training over the next 
five years. It takes into account the benefits for 
individuals and clubs, while recognising the impact on 
industry, and in particular, on small clubs. 

Club directors can complete two courses conducted by 
or on behalf of ClubsNSW. These are 
Director Foundation and Management 
Collaboration and Finance for Club Boards, 
which Wyner already has passed. 

Alternatively, directors can undertake 
training aligned to the units of competency 
through courses such as the Implement 
Board Member Responsibilities program, 
Work Within Organisational Structure, and 
Analyse Finance Reports and Budgets, 
which are conducted by a registered training 
organisation. 

Small clubs are those which have annual 
gaming machine profits of $1 million or less, 
and are required to have at least two 
directors trained by  July 1, 2016. 

 
 
 
 
 

One of the many forms 
which have to be 

completed by club 
officials. 

Volunteers can 
seek certificates 

YOU do not have to be  a member 
of a club’s management committee 
to become certified to help behind 
the bar or assist in the control of 
the gaming machines. 

Eleven Double Bay Bowling Club 
members have volunteered to become 
certified to assist in bar duties by 
completing the Responsible Service of 
Alcohol (RSA) course. 

Five members have also taken the 
programme required under the 
Responsible Conduct of Gambling 
(RCG).  

Those accredited with the RSA 
certificate are Barry Lazarus, John Rosen, 
Barrie Brickman, Harry Stein, Harry Black, 
Max Thomas, David Newman, Matt 
Fetherston, Peter Goldman, Barbara 
Shotland and Iris Kampel. 

RCG certificates have been approved for 
John Rosen, Matt Fetherston, Barrie 
Brickman, Harry Black, and Peter 
Goldman. 

Club manager, Graham Armstrong, is 
also accredited for RSA and RCG.  

The “collection” of certificates Peter Wyner has secured 
to qualify him as club secretary. 

TOP: ClubsNSW recognition certificates of previous 
learning. 

CENTRE: The liquor and Gaming certificates 
LOWER: National Police Certificate. 
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Pre-game strategy gives “first timer” 
the 2015 Major 
 Singles crown 

IRIS KAMPEL REPORTS 

A PRE-GAME plan paved the 
way for Rene Saidman to win a 
Major Singles title at her first 
attempt when she defeated 
Barbara Shotland in the Double 
Bay Women’s Club 2015 final 
last week. 

Saidman, who joined Double 
Bay late last year after playing at 
the Lindfield Club for more than 
a decade, did her homework on 
the ability of Shotland, a two-
time club Major Singles 
champion. 

It was the first time Saidman, a former South African, had competed in an 
Major Singles event, because the Lindfield Women’s Bowling Club does not 
list a Major Singles event in its calendar. 

Her strategy in last week’s Double Bay final was to play full-length ends as 
often as possible in a bid to thwart Shotland’s skill, which as a skip, is known to 
successfully produce the on-shot to wrest out opposition bowls on short ends. 

After heavy overnight rain the green was running a bit slow, but both players 
showed good weight control as Shotland started with a very close first bowl 
leading to a three count on the opening end. 

Saidman levelled with a three-shot collect on the next end and immediately 
threw a full length jack. The strategy worked well as she found good draw 
weight and consistency and picked up six shots in the following two ends.  

However, Shotland soon after regained the mat to roll a shorter length, but she 
allowed her opponent to score the shot which gave Saidman another chance to 
return to full length bowling.  

The momentum swung Saidman’s way as, in an uncharacteristic fashion, 
Shotland struggled with weight and put in a number of short bowls. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Rene Saidman (left) and Barbara Shotland – the  
Women’s Club’s 2015 Major Singles finalists. 

Photo by Sandy Desiatnik  
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Strategy works on way to taking Major Singles title 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

 During this bad patch Rene 
Saidman kept up a steady rhythm 
and stretched her lead over 
Barbara Shotland by nine shots to 
be in control at 14-5.  

She kept up the relentless discipline 
of a drawing game and nothing 
Shotland tried to stop the blitz was 
successful. 

It looked as if the usually consistent, 
focused and resolute Shotland had 
lost concentration and was unable to 
put any real pressure on her 
opponent. 

Saidman was unswerving in her 
ability to produce a consistent display 
of full length draw bowling with 
excellent weight control as she went 
on to a comfortable 25-11 win. 

In doing so Saidman set a club 
precedent by being a lawn bowler, who 
has never competed in a club Major 
Singles, to win the championship at her 
first entry into the event. 

Saidman upset top-liners on way to championship 
Rene Saidman’s path to the 2015 Major Singles final was paved with 
three of the Women’s Club’s leading exponents of the singles game. 

In the first round she accounted for the defending champion, Marie 
Thatcher, 25-18. 

Then, in the quarter-final, she had the better by seven shots of Karen 
Levinson, who has been a club Major singles finalist and a two-time District 
singles champion.  

The semi-final was another daunting task for Saidman when she stopped  
Iris Kampel from a chance to capture a fifth Major Singles trophy at Double 
Bay, by a 25-22 score line.  

Barbara Shotland, on the other hand, had an easier passage to the 
championship round and only in the semi-final did she had come up against 
the experienced Jan Frape, but was always in control and won through 25-
17. 

Shotland was “off” in 
Singles championship 

The observation by spectators at last week’s 
Women’s Club Major Singles final that 
Barbara Shotland was “not her usual self”, 
was confirmed after the match that she was 
worried by news received from her South 
African family a few hours before the final. 

She confided to her close friend and club 
mate, Iris Kampel, that she had been upset that 
morning with worrying news from South Africa 
about her father and that mentally she was not 
able to focus.  

Shotland said that this should not take 
anything away from the talent displayed by her 
opponent and the result of the final. 

Rene displayed her ability with a consistent 
display of full length draw bowling and excellent 
weight control on any length, Shotland  
declared.  

”We are thrilled that Rene has come to play 
for Double Bay and we hail our new Women’s  
Champion for 2015,” Shotland added.  

Shotland has now left on the visit she regularly  
makes to South Africa at this time of the year. 

 



Barbara Shotland  retains 
Metropolitan team “cap” 

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club 2015 Major 
Singles runner-up, Barbara Shotland 
(pictured), has retained her place in the 
Metropolitan team to compete in the upcoming 
annual intra-state tournament against 
Country. 

Shotland, president of Double Bay Women’s Club, 
is the only Eastern Suburbs District player in the line-
up. 

She is a two-time winner of the club’s major 
Singles, and is making her second appearance for 
the Metropolitan combination after being in the 
2014 team, although she withdrew from the 2013 
side due to a prior overseas commitment.  

The  two-day Metropolitan v Country tournament is now in its seventh year.  
The 2015 event is sponsored by the Far South Coast District’s, Club Sapphire. 

Matches are at the Merimbula-Imlay Bowling Club from Friday, May 15 to Sunday, 
May 17. 

Previously, in 2014 Eastern Suburbs District had three representatives in the squad 
Double Bay’s Barbara Shotland and Pam Stein, along with Randwick’s, Taryn Keir. 

The club’s four-time Major Singles champion, Iris Kampel, was in the inaugural 
team of 2008 and again in 2011 selection, while in 2013, Pam Stein, made her debut 
in the event. 

The contest, which is closed to current Australian and NSW representatives, is 
between two sides of 24 leading players from clubs around New South Wales and 
where selection is based on results in tournaments decided over 12 months. 

The Metropolitan team for the 2015 challenge was selected from club players of Pennant 
Hills, Neutral Bay, St Johns Park, Merrylands, The Hills, Roseland (Flames), Engadine, 
Cabramatta, Western Suburbs, Ashfield, Tarren Point, Marrickville and Double Bay. 
 

DOUBLE BAY MEN’S 
BOWLING CLUB 

 DOUBLE BAY WOMEN’S 
BOWLING CLUB 

Vol.11  No.14 -    APRIL 13 2015 Editor: Mike Golland 
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Bad pennants day for Double Bay 
SATURDAY, April 11, turned out to be a “bad day at the office” for the Double 
Bay teams competing in round six of the 2015 Zone 11 pennant competition. 

From five matches, Double Bay only 
secured a draw and suffered four losses. 

The club’s away commitment in the 
Grade 1 Metropolitan Cup was 
postponed to Sunday, April 19, at the 
request of the Zone 12 club, Mount 
Lewis, following the call up of players to 
the NSW Keno Blues team which played 
against West Australia earlier last week 
and in the NSW team competing in the 
Australian Sides Championship from 
April 9-12, at the Yokine District 
Bowling Club, WA. 

Double Bay’s Zone 11 Grade 3 side 
had the closest match when it won two 
of the three rinks at home against 
Matraville, but shared the points when 
the aggregate shots were even on 58-58. 

The Rob Hutchins team (Jack Rosen, 
Gerald Raichman and David Newman) 
won 20-15 and the Werner Kos unit (M 
Lott, Ian Ossher and Bernie Garden) 
scored by 27-22, but the third rink 
(Barry Lazarus, Leon Portrate, Ivor 
Cohen and Ronald Munz) fell 11-21. 

The Grade 2 team continued its 
struggle for points when it went down at 
home to Leichhardt 0-2 (54-63), with the  

best rink performance coming from 
Bernard Fridman, Sol Caganoff, Barrie 
Brickman and Alan Saidman in a 20-19 
win. 

Grade 5’s unbeaten run came to a 
sudden halt at Waverley with a 0-2 loss 
by 20-shots (39-59) where the best result 
was a drawn rink (18-18) by Maurice 
Boland, Abe Cohen,, Louis Platus and 
Ray Novis. 

Double Bay’s Grade 6 side came back 
from Earlwood BP without the points 
following a 20-shot aggregate 0-2 loss 
from one rink win 22-15 by the David 
Kellaway, Peter Solomon, Eric Grusd 
and Peter Wyner combination. 

GRADE 7 PENNANT DECIDED 
The Grade 7 “mini” competition was 

completed with round six. The Clovelly-
Randwick composite side with 10 points 
will claim the Zone 11 pennant. 

The Double Bay-Diamond Bay 
combined entry at home lost to 
Waverley although it won one and drew 
one rink, but missed the points by one 
aggregate shot (21-22) and finished the 
competition with four points out of a 
possible 12. 

 
ALL RESULTS – RINK SCORES NEXT PAGE 

If you need an 
updated opinion 
of your property 

please contact me 
for a confidential 

discussion. 
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GRADE 1 v MOUNT LEWIS MOUNT LEWIS 
G WEINBERG J KAMPEL B CONWAY 
P LEVY D KING R FETHERSTON 
H BLACK P GLICK P JOEL 
L FERGUSON R FERRER D FLANAGAN 

MATCH POSTPONED TO SUNDAY  APRIL 19 

GRADE 2 v LEICHHARDT AT DOUBLE BAY 
R JANKELOWITZ B FRIDMAN H JANKELOWITZ 
W JACOBS S CAGANOFF M BECKER 
W PODGER B BRICKMAN J WINEBERG 
L BREM A SAIDMAN M SACK 

L 18-23 W 20-19 L 16-21 

 
RESULT 0-2 (54-63) 

 
   GRADE  3 v MATRAVILLE AT DOUBLE BAY 
R HUTCHINS B LAZARUS W KOS 
JACK ROSEN L PORTRATE M LOTT 
G RAICHMAN I  COHEN I OSSHER 
D NEWMAN R MUNZ B GARDEN 

W 20-15 L 11-21 W 27-22 
  RESULT 1-1 (58-58)   

GRADE 5 v WAVERLEY WAVERLEY 
L SANDLER M BOLAND F MOGOR 
L RADOMSKY A  COHEN M THOMAS 
S ABRAHAMS L PLATUS H STEIN 
A SIMMONS R NOVIS P KURTA 

L 11-22 D 18-18 L 10-19 
  RESULT 0-2 (39-59)   
  

GRADE 6 v EARLWOOD BP AT EARLWOOD BP 
C AMOILS D KELLAWAY M REISIN 
H JACOBS P SOLOMON C ALBERT 
B GLOVER E GRUSD P FILLER 
P ERDOS P WYNER D VERRE 

L 12-29 W 22-15 L 13-23 
  RESULT 0-2 (47-67)   

GRADE 7 v WAVERLEY AT DOUBLE BAY 
R RUZICKA J NISBETT A N OTHER 
S GINGES M HURWITZ B ISENBERG 
L JOFFE N NEW M SHAPIRO 
D NATHAN D HOENIG A ROWLANDS 

D 16-16 W 23-14 L 12-22 

  
 

RESULT 0-2 (51-52)   

 
 
 
 

 
ROUND 

SIX 
2015 

DOUBLE 
BAY 
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RESULTS 

 
 
 

ANZAC DAY MIXED PAIRS ENTRY FORM NEXT PAGE 
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DOUBLE BAY 
BOWLING CLUB 

MIXED 
PAIRS 

 
 
 

 
 

SATURDAY, APRIL 25 
PRIZES FOR 1ST, 2ND, 3RD, 4TH  TEAMS 

ANZAC SERVICE        11.30 am 
LUNCH                        12.15 pm 
BOWLING (1 GAME -18 ENDS)  1 pm 
AFTERNOON TEA      3.30 pm 

ENTRY FEE 
$25 per player 
$12 Non-player 

Entries close  
THIS WEEK 

TEAMS TO BE 
ONE MALE  

ONE FEMALE 
 

CLUB COMPOSITE 
TEAMS WELCOME 

ENTRY FORM DOUBLE BAY BOWLING CLUB – ANZAC DAY MIXED PAIRS 
 
NAME: LEAD .................................................................................................................... 

NAME: SKIP ..................................................................................................................... 

ADDRESS........................................................................................................................ 

EMAIL......................................PHONE...............................MOBILE............................... 

CLUB (Lead)...............................................CLUB (Skip) ................................................. 

INCLUDE PAYMENT AND RETURN TO 
ANZAC DAY PAIRS DBBC BOX No. 332  P.O. DOUBLE BAY 1360 

 OR LODGE WITH GRAHAM AT BAR 

LAST CHANCE TO ENTER 
CONDITIONS OF PLAY ETC 

 AVAILABLE AT THE CLUB OFFICE 

ENQUIRIES: LOUIS PLATUS  
0418410507 

BARBARA SHOTLAND  
                                  0414621261 

SPONSORED 
BY 

FRED 
GINSBERG 



 
 

 

 

 

 
 

DOUBLE BAY MEN’S 
BOWLING CLUB 

 DOUBLE BAY WOMEN’S 
BOWLING CLUB 

Vol.11 No.15-  APRIL 20, 2015 Editor: Mike Golland 

SHOW TIME AT 
DOUBLE BAY 

THE Double Bay Bowling 
Club Social Committee has 

secured the talent of vocalist 

LISA 
CROUCH 
for a return 

performance  by 
members’ 
 request  

THURSDAY, JUNE 4. 
DINNER & SHOW 

$30 PER HEAD 
BOOK NOW! 
SEE FULL DETAILS PAGE 6 

If you need an 
updated opinion 
of your property 

please contact me 
for a confidential 

discussion. 

MIXED PAIRS 
LUNCHEON & 

TEA FOLLOWS 
TRADITIONAL 

SERVICE 
at 11 30 am 

SATURDAY, APRIL 25 
ALL INCLUSIVE $25 
FULL DETAILS PAGE 2 

MEN FACE INTERNATIONALS 
IN METRO CUP CLASHES  page 3 

 
WOMEN WIN  WAY TO  

 TWO STATE FINALS page 7  

CLUB PENNANT RESULTS 
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DOUBLE BAY 
BOWLING CLUB 

MIXED 
PAIRS 

 
 
 

 
 

 

SATURDAY, APRIL 25 
PRIZES FOR 1ST, 2ND, 3RD, 4TH  TEAMS 

ANZAC SERVICE        11.30 am 
LUNCH                        12.15 pm 
BOWLING (1 GAME -18 ENDS)   1 pm 
AFTERNOON TEA        3.30 pm 

ENTRY FEE 
$25 per player 
$12 Non-player 

TEAMS TO BE 
ONE MALE  

ONE FEMALE 

LOCAL CLUB 
COMPOSITE 

TEAMS 
WELCOME 

ENTRY FORM DOUBLE BAY BOWLING CLUB – ANZAC DAY MIXED PAIRS 
 
NAME: LEAD .................................................................................................................... 

NAME: SKIP ..................................................................................................................... 

ADDRESS........................................................................................................................ 

EMAIL......................................PHONE...............................MOBILE............................... 

CLUB (Lead)...............................................CLUB (Skip) ................................................. 

INCLUDE PAYMENT AND RETURN TO 
ANZAC DAY PAIRS DBBC BOX No. 332  P.O. DOUBLE BAY 1360 

 OR LODGE WITH GRAHAM AT BAR 

LAST CHANCE TO ENTER 
CONDITIONS OF PLAY ETC 

 AVAILABLE AT THE CLUB OFFICE 

ENQUIRIES: LOUIS PLATUS  
0418410507 

BARBARA SHOTLAND  
                                  0414621261 
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BY 

FRED 
GINSBERG 
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Double Bay face-to-face with international opponents 
in home and away Metropolitan Cup Pennant matches 

DOUBLE Bay’s top ranked players at the weekend experienced the 
strength of two of the State’s best lawn bowls teams competing in the 
Grade 1 Metropolitan Cup Pennant competition. 

They came up against opponents of international, state and zone level when playing 
at home in opposition to Taren Point (Zone 13) on Saturday and on Sunday away to 

Mount Lewis (Zone 12) in the previous week’s postponed fixture.  
Taren Point, which has won the State No 1 Pennant Flag two 

years in a row and is currently leading the Metropolitan Cup table, 
boasts a team which has all three skips of international standard 
headed by Australia’s Wayne Turley (pictured), Ali Forsythe 
(New Zealand) and David Axon (Wales). 

The other team members are all Zone 13 representatives and have 
been unchanged selections since 2013.  

This was the situation which faced the Double Bay team on 
Saturday, but the opposition didn’t have all its own way as the Gerald Weinberg side 
of Peter Levy, Harry Black and Les Lilian, won its rink against Wayne Turley’s side 
comprised of John Green, a former club champion, Craig Donaldson, the current 
Major Singles champion and Joel Mitchell the finalist in this year’s Major Singles.  

Double Bay won 19-18 on the last bowl of the match. 
Jack Kampel’s team (Doug King, Arnold Javen, and Rod Ferrer) lost by only five 

shots (19-24) when it came up against Ali Forsythe, Chris Green, a young player with 
championship winning experience, Simon Lyttle and the well-known veteran, Reg 
McCulla, who is still at the top of his game. 

Brandon Conway’s combination (Pepe Glick, Phillip Joel and Dan Flanagan) faced 
the Welsh star, David Axon, alongside Cy Trefall, a top zone player for several years, 
Mike Nagy and Steve Garry, a current Zone player who, at one time, played out of the 
Waverley Club and found them just a shade too consistent and went down 18-28.  

On Sunday, the Double Bay team, with a couple of enforced changes due to 
players’ unavailability, travelled to confront the team from 
another of the Metro Cup’s powerhouse clubs at Mount Lewis. 

They were greeted by a 12-second surface due to overnight rain 
and a larger than accustomed green. 

Double Bay acquitted itself well with a great 25-16 win by 
Brandon Conway’s team (Dan Flanagan, Phil Joel and Rob 
Fetherston) against a unit skipped by ACT team player, Rob 
Chesher, with Ben Glasson as his third. 

 Jack Kampel’s team (Rod Ferrer, Pepe Glick and Doug King) was 
outplayed 12-32 by the Mount Lewis rink headed by the former 
World number one bowler and current Australian coach, Steve Glasson (pictured), who 
showed the way to his team of Zone 12 players aged between 12 and 32 years. 

The Weinberg side, with Les Ferguson replacing Les Lilian, couldn’t repeat the 
previous day’s winning performance and went down 13-25 to a rink skipped by current 
NSW player, Andrew Howie. 

DOUBLE BAY’S ZONE 11 GRADE RESULTS NEXT PAGE 
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GRADE 1 v TAREN POINT AT DOUBLE BAY 
G WEINBERG J KAMPEL B CONWAY 
P LEVY D KING P GLICK 
H BLACK A JAVEN P JOEL 
L LILIAN R FERRER D FLANAGAN 

W 17-16 L 19-24 L 18-28 

 
RESULT 0-2 (48-68) 

 
   GRADE 1 v MOUNT LEWIS AT MOUNT LEWIS ROUND 6 

POSTPONED 
FROM 

SATURDAY 
APRIL 11 

G WEINBERG J KAMPEL B CONWAY 
P LEVY D KING R FETHERSTON 

H BLACK P GLICK P JOEL 
L FERGUSON R FERRER D FLANAGAN 

L 13-25 L 12-32 W 25-16 

 
RESULT 0-2 (50-73) 

   GRADE 2 v WESTS AT DOUBLE BAY 
R JANKELOWITZ J ENGELMAN H JANKELOWITZ 
W JACOBS S CAGANOFF M BECKER 
W PODGER B BRICKMAN L BREM 
L FERGUSON A SAIDMAN M SACK 

L 6-32 L 16-20 W 19-18 

 
RESULT 0-2 (41-70) 

 
   GRADE  3 v MARRICKVILLE AT DOUBLE BAY 
R HUTCHINS B LAZARUS W KOS 
A ROSENBERG L PORTRATE I OSSHER 
J ROSEN G RAICHMAN F GINSBERG 
D NEWMAN L SIMON B GARDEN 

L 19-23 L13-21 L10-24 

 
RESULT 0-2 (42-68) 

 
   GRADE 5 v DIAMOND BAY AT DIAMOND BAY 
E WAINSTEIN M BOLAND JACK ROSEN 
L PLATUS M THOMAS F MOGOR 
H STEIN A SIMMONS P KURTA 
R NOVIS S GINGES G SOFER 

Not available Not available Not available 
RESULT 0-2 (60-63) 

GRADE 6 v BRONTE AT BRONTE 
C AMOILS D KELLAWAY C ALBERT 
J NISBETT P SOLOMON M REISIN 
H JACOBS E GRUSD P FILLER 
P ERDOS P WYNER D VERRE 

W 19-18 L 16-20 W 21-16 
  RESULT 2-0 (56-54)   

 

 
 
 
 

 
ROUND 
SEVEN 

2015 
DOUBLE 

BAY 
PENNANT 
RESULTS 
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King in another Major Singles clash with 2004 winner 
DOUG King has given himself a chance of competing in his second Double 
Bay Major Singles final following his comfortable quarter-final win last 
week. 

King (pictured) was seldom off the pace when he 
defeated Dan Flanagan 31-10 over 22 ends. 

The only other time King has challenged for the club’s 
Major Singles Crown was in 2004 when he went down 
to Gerald Weinberg 31-25. 

 King, however, has won his way into two other Major 
Singles championship rounds, one at Bondi BC and the 
other at Diamond Bay BC plus he has a vivid memory 
of the Double Bay final on Sunday, May 2, 2004. 

Down 25-30 on the 36th end King appeared to be 
holding shot and a measure for a second, when 
Weinberg with his fourth bowl played a classical 
backhand draw to finish the encounter with a resting 
toucher. 

It all could be repeated in this year’s event as King’s 
win puts him into the semi-final against Weinberg, 
who, since that 2004 final, has won the championship 
twice, in 2006 when he accounted for James Cook, 
and last year when he scored over Brandon Conway. 

Against Flanagan, King started at full pace collecting 14 shots from the 
opening eight ends and only allowed his opponent to score on seven ends as he 
strolled towards the semi-final. 

The quarter-final in the other half of this year’s championship has Conway up 
against Grade 5 challenger, Louis Platus, and Jack Kampel, who won the event 
in consecutive years of 2009 and 2010, to play former Lindfield top-gun Rod 
Ferrer. 
Twelve from Double Bay gain Zone 11 Seniors caps 

DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club provided 12 players for the Zone 11 squad which 
competed in recent Seniors-graded matches. 

They are Arnold Javen, Peter Levy, Harry Black, Pepe Glick, Les Brem, Walter 
Jacobs, Sol Caganoff, David Newman, Brandon Conway, Les Ferguson, Gerald 
Weinberg and Jack Kampel. 

In a high-standard abridged Metropolitan Round Robin competition Zone 11’s 
opening match was against Zone 10 at The Hills and went down by 73-80 aggregate 
shots. 

Zone 11 then competed in the second annual Four-Zone tournament at Wiseman 
Park BC in Wollongong opening with a 42-51 loss to the powerful Zone 16 
representatives. In the second match Zone 11 come up against Zone 12 and missed  by 
41-53 and then fell to the unbeaten combination from Zone 13 by a shot margin of  
43-60. 

RESULT 
2015 MAJOR 

SINGLES 

QUARTER-FINAL 
 

Doug King 31 
Dan Flanagan 10 
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 DOUBLE BAY BOWLING CLUB 
is proud to 

announce by 
members’ demand 

the return 
performance of the 

LISA 
CROUCH 

DINNER  
AND 

 SHOW 
 
 

THURSDAY, JUNE 4, 6.30 pm 
Tickets from Graham Armstrong 
at the bar. Be quick as seats will 

fill fast and we only have a limited 
number available. 

Lisa Crouch is considered by her fans and peers to be one of the 
most unique "Powerhouse" entertainers in the industry. Double 
Bay members recently applauded her amazing vocal style, energy 
to burn and a natural, infectious sense of humour. 

NOW  SHE IS RETURNING TO DOUBLE BAY 
 BOWLING CLUB TO ENCORE HER SHOW 

$30 per head 
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TWO GRADES MAKE STATE PENNANT FINALS 
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club has qualified to compete in two grades of the 2015 
Pennant playoffs on Tuesday, June 9, at a venue to be announced within the 
Sutherland Shire District. The Grade 2 side was joined in the playoffs by the Grade 3 
team following its District win last Thursday. The Grade 4 side has two games to 
complete the season following a loss to one of the top teams, Clovelly, last week. 
  

IRIS KAMPEL REPORTS 
 

PLAYING the final rounds of the Pennant Double Bay’s No 3 Pennant team had 
a dramatic two weeks. After an unexpected loss to Matraville in Round 6 the 
team bounced back and won 
Round 7 against Waverley 5-0.  

Randwick was a close second and 
with two matches to play the No 3’s 
had to win both convincingly and be in 
an unassailable position with 27 
points. 

For the Round 9 encounter, Lorraine 
Stafford suddenly had to withdraw 
with a serious hamstring injury and 
Audrey Weinberg was also not 
available.   

Unbeknown to selectors, Lorraine 
McLaughlin, was incubating the ‘flu 
but like the fighter that she is, kept us 
all in the dark. 

 Round 9 on Saturday, April 11, at 
South Coogee, was a vital match and 
luckily Lorraine Becker was available 
to replace Stafford, but she was not 
available to play in Round 10. A lead was still needed to replace Weinberg and 
selectors decided to promote Jan Frape from the No 4 pennant team. In hindsight 
this was a great selection as she slotted well into the team and played a pivotal role. 

The result was that Double Bay defeated South Coogee 4-1, but McLaughlin could 
barely stand after the match as she battled the onset of the ‘flu. 

Round 10 was on Thursday, April 16, but there was a doubt about McLaughlin’s 
availability for the vital match against second-placed Randwick. 

Selectors only “panicked” for a millisecond, knowing that they have a great backup 
of players to call on. Jan Frape would play third for Juliette Friedlander’s team and 
fingers were crossed that McLaughlin would be well enough to take her usual spot.  

Our hopes were answered and Double Bay had McLaughlin “upright and ready” to 
skip her side.   

On a very hot unseasonal April day the Double Bay combinations played well 
and after a slow start, took hold of the match to finish 5-0 winners by 45-30 
shots.  

THE GRADE 4 TEAM DOING IT TOUGH IN 2015 PENNANTS – NEXT PAGE 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

The Grade 3 squad: (BACK) Kathy Passman, 
(lead) Flora Cohen, Jan Frape, Audrey 

Weinberg, Lorraine McLaughlin, Gale Black  
(FRONT) Juliette Friedlander, Pat Bryant. 

Not pictured: Lorraine Stafford and Lorraine 
Becker. 

 Sandy Desiatnik photo 
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FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

WHILST there was all the drama with the Grade 3 team, Double Bay selectors 
had to find a replacement for the promoted skip Jan Frape, for the Grade 4 
match against one of the top teams, Clovelly. 

It was decided that Barbara Hower, who has been playing so well this year, could 
take the challenge to skip in place of Frape, while Jan Shedlezki, would come in to 
take the third’s responsibility. 

Selectors did not want to change the other team of Judi Snider, Faye Glover, Carol 
Engelman and Rita Fisher  which 
has  been playing well together 
throughout the season. 

More drama on the Thursday 
when a 7 am phone call from 
Engelman reporting that she was 
unwell. 

 A last minute decision was for 
Marilyn Davis to be in the team 
in the second’s spot. 

Playing against the competition 
leaders, Clovelly, was quite a 
challenge and after a  very 
nervous start the two Double 
Bay rinks were trailing by a 
collective 20 shots. 

Fisher’s team had to battle 
against a very steady group of in 
form Clovelly players and no 
matter how hard they tried they 
were always under pressure.  

However, they made a valiant effort to claw their way back and kept the final deficit 
score to only eight shots at 14-22.  

Alongside,  Hower’s team could not get an early score on the board and was quite 
exasperated at being down 1-12.  

 A change of length and a dramatic turnaround saw good teamwork bring the 
Double Bay unit to the scoreboard front 16-15 by the 17th end. But things went all 
wrong on the next end when they dropped six shots and gave the lead back at 16-
21. 

Despite that disappointment they kept calm for the 19th end and made another 
comeback as Hower drove off a very close Clovelly bowl for the shot. 

Double Bay’s spirits rose again when the team won another shot on the 20th end to 
lag 18-21.  

On the final 21st end Double Bay held two shots but there was no luck in the 
attempts to snare a third or even a fourth shot to win the rink. 

A 20-21 loss was not to be ashamed of considering how the team fought its way 
back from an early 11-shot shortfall. With two rounds to play club officials have given 
the team the tag of the “Fabulous Fours” for performances against tough opposition.  

GRADE 4 (BACK) Judi Snider, Marilyn Davis, Faye 
Glover, Jan Shedlezki, Judy Bihari, 

 Rein Rowlands. 
(FRONT) Rita Fisher, Barbara Hower (skips) 

Not pictured: Carol Engelman 
Sandy Desiatnik photo 

“Fabulous Fours” having a tough season 
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Barrie Brickman reciting the Ode of Remembrance 
as the Australian flag is lowered to half mast. 
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MIKE GOLLAND with IRIS KAMPEL --. PICTURES by JOHN WINEBERG 
MORE than 80 Double Bay Bowling Club members, relatives and friends  
gathered in the club grounds to mark the Centenary of the Anzac tradition 
on Saturday, April 25. 

The club has a tradition of staging an Anzac Day ceremony, and this year’s attracted 
a record attendance to pay respect to the Australians and New Zealanders who gave 
their lives on the shores of Gallipoli in 1915. 

This Anzac Day was promoted by the Double Bay Bowling Club’s Board of 
Management and convened by executive members, Louis Platus and Barbara 
Shotland, assisted by Iris Kampel.  

Club chairman, Barry Lazarus, opened the ceremony with a concise synopsis of the 
Anzac tradition and paid tribute to those who made the supreme sacrifice 100 years 
ago. The Last Post was sounded as the Australian Flag was lowered to half-mast by 
bowls administrator, Harry Black.  

Then New Zealand-born, Barrie Brickman, a 
club director, who served in the New Zealand 
Army after World War II, recited the Ode of 
Remembrance as the gathering stood in silence. 
Then Reveille was sounded and the flag returned 
to the mast-head as the notes of the Last Post 
brought the ceremony to a close. 

The ANZAC Day programme included a light 
luncheon, a Lawn Bowls tournament sponsored by club member, Fred Ginsberg, and 
afternoon tea. Green and gold and rosemary, in true Anzac tradition, decorated the 
clubhouse luncheon tables. With only two greens available and 70 bowlers listed to 
compete in the afternoon games, organisers were compelled to add matches of Mixed 
Triples and Men’s Pairs to the original Mixed Pairs format. 

RESULTS: Mixed Pairs: Carole and Barrie Brickman; Men’s Pairs: David Newman, Michael 
Jackson; Triples: Bob Seymour, Peter Wyner, Peter Kurta. 

Club chairman, Barry Lazarus (left) addressing Double Bay members and guests at the 
start of the ANZAC Day ceremony on Saturday, April 25. 

Table ready for lunch with  
sandwiches and Anzac Biscuits 

(right) 

RECORD CROWD PAYS HOMAGE TO ANZACS 
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Learning program for rookie bowlers 
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Bowling Club has established a learning clinic 
program for its novice bowlers to gain experience in most aspects of the 
game. 

The first session was staged last Thursday, but the practical segment was 
postponed due to the unavailability of the rain-soaked green. 

Instead, the initial eight-member class was given a theory session supported by 
YouTube presentations screened on the club’s 85 inch television screen which 
took in the techniques of aiming and delivering a bowl, placing the mat and 
understanding the speed of the playing surface. 

The program has been created by Men’s Bowling Club vice-president, Peter 
Wyner, himself a recent addition to the 
club’s bowling membership, and has the 
backing of bowls president, Gerald 
Weinberg, who will head the practical part of 
the program along with A-grade mentors 
Jack Kampel and Harry Black. 

Wyner said that the clinic will not only 
discuss and implement the practical side of 
lawn bowls, but will address psychology of 
team and individual behaviour as well as 
compatibility. 

“Emphasis will be on a relaxed and a fun 
environment as we learn the strategic 
fundamentals of our game at all levels. The 
skills we will learn will pay dividends in the 
future of the club,” he said. 

There will be a rotation policy for 
participants to experience positions within the 
game of lawn bowls. 

“The basic idea is to show the requirements 
of every position from being the lead, through 
to playing as skipper in a fours game.  

“This is to rectify the fact that, rookies, or near rookies, do not have the 
opportunity to learn and understand the variety of these skills in the club-
organised competitions,” Wyner added. 

Providing the green is available, this week’s clinic, set for Thursday from 2.15 
pm, will be a practical session by the club’s leading players. 

Several other members have expressed interest in the clinic, but are unable to 
attend on a Thursday. 

Club officials may consider transferring the clinic to Fridays and at an earlier 
start time, if the demand warrants. 

This is a publication from which 
many club members learnt the 
fundamentals of lawn bowling. 
Double Bay is adding practical 

sessions to the written word for 
beginners and novice bowlers 
through its innovative clinic. 
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THERE’S been quite a lot of talk at the club 
about the fact that the Double Bay/Diamond 
Bay combination Grade 7 pennant team lost 
its Round 6 home match against Waverley on 
April 11. 

The fact that the result was decided by 
one shot (51-52) was not the reason for the 
interest within the pennant brigade, but the 
fact that Waverley fielded, what must be a 
record in Zone 11 (and probably many other 
zones,) a seven-year-old boy by the name of 
Niek Nathan, who played lead alongside his 
father, Mark. 

The Double Bay-
Diamond Bay side manager, Barry Isenberg, said he 
thought it was good to see the Waverley team arrive 
accompanied a youngster wearing a man’s size 
Waverley Bowling Club shirt. 

Barry made the youngster welcome, chatted with him 
for a while and thought the boy was joking when he 
said he is playing with his father in the team. 

A check of the team sheet proved the fact that 
Niek, was listed as the lead in a rink with his father as 
the second, alongside Tony Borkowski, playing third, 
and Tony Krasnodebsk, the skip. 

Now, if you believe in coincidences there is a 
footnote to this item. As Barry tells it he and Niek chitchatted during the 
match, discovering that the youngster has been playing lawn bowls for about six 
months and often rolls up with his father after school. 

“What school do you attend?” Barry questioned. “I go to The Emanuel School; 
I’m in Year 2 and I have a lovely teacher, Mrs Esra,” was the genuine reply. 

The look on Barry’s face had to be seen to be believed. Niek’s teacher, Nicole 
Esra, is his daughter! 
RICK Roper, the Waverley BC stalwart, tells that Niek 
joined Waverley Bowling Club as a junior at its recruitment 
day in October, last year. 

 His dad had joined a little earlier after moving into a 
residence a few steps from the club, which makes it easy 
for Niek to roll up with him, an uncle and sometimes his 
mum. There is a younger sister who, so far, is not 
impressed with lawn bowling, Rick told this column. 

“The opportunity for Niek to make his Waverley BC and 
RNSWBA Grade 7 debut came on March 21 at Clovelly. 
Playing with Mark, he showed fine character and 
enthusiasm in his first competition outing,” Rick said.  

“At the Double Bay game, Niek 
appreciated and easily adapted to 
the faster running green, and with 
a steady temperament was an 
example to all.  

“Though Waverley scored more 
shots than their opponents in both 

matches, it was the experience that triumphed for 
Niek. 

“Niek plays with a size zero bowl and like all good 
bowlers concentrates on correction, which is important 
in the fours game with only two bowls,” added Rick. 

Barry Isenberg chatting 
with Niek Nathan 

Niek Nathan shows his 
style 

Mark and Niek 
Nathan 
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 DOUBLE BAY BOWLING CLUB 
is proud to 

announce by 
members’ demand 

the return 
performance of the 

LISA 
CROUCH 

DINNER  
AND 

 SHOW 
 
 

THURSDAY, JUNE 4, 6.30 pm 
 Tickets from Graham Armstrong 

at the bar. Be quick as seats will 
fill fast and we only have a limited 

number available. $30 per head 
Lisa Crouch is considered by her fans and peers to be one of the 
most unique "Powerhouse" entertainers in the industry. Double 
Bay members recently applauded her amazing vocal style, 
energy to burn and a natural, infectious sense of humour. 

NOW  SHE IS RETURNING TO DOUBLE BAY 
 BOWLING CLUB TO ENCORE HER SHOW 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grounds recover from record rainfall 
DESPITE Sydney’s week-long torrential rain most of 
Saturday’s Round 8 fixtures of the 2015 Pennant season 
provided results. 

With a record rainfall during the previous seven days several clubs 
called off pennant matches when groundsmen were unable to 
prepare the sodden playing surfaces, but for Double Bay only the 
Grade 3 fixture at South Coogee was washed out. 

Double Bay’s three greens, which have undergone upgraded 
drainage work in recent years, allowed groundsman, Rob 
Fetherston, to give the green light for the two home Zone 11 
Pennant games to be played. 

The Grade 5 side handled the heavy conditions better than the 
visiting team from Hillsdale to score a 2-0 win by 58 shots to 45 
before rain stopped play after the required 54 ends of the 63 
scheduled.  

However, the Grade 6 team, which fields a number of first-time 
pennant players, many of whom were experiencing a saturated 
surface for the first time, went down to Randwick 0-2 (40-74). 

Double Bay’s Grade 2 team also failed to handle the conditions 
and succumbed 0-2 (54-64) away to bottom team, Alexandria 
Erskineville.  

GRADE 1 REPORT AND RESULTS NEXT PAGE 

DOUBLE BAY MEN’S 
BOWLING CLUB 

 DOUBLE BAY WOMEN’S 
      BOWLING CLUB 

Vol.11 No.17 -  MAY 4, 2015 Editor: Mike Golland 

FROM ICE 
RINKS TO 
SWIMMING 

POOLS 
ON Saturday, 
April 25, the 

Double Bay area 
was hammered by 
golf-ball sized hail 

stones, which 
made the club’s 
bowling greens 

look like ice rinks 
as pictured on 

page 4. 
The following 

days of 
continuous heavy 

downpours 
changed the 
scenery to 

resemble three 
swimming pools. 

If you need an 
updated opinion 
of your property 

please contact me 
for a confidential 

discussion. 
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 Grandviews too strong for Double Bay’s top team 
INTERSTATE representatives again showed the way when Double Bay’s Metropolitan 
Cup Grade 1 team travelled to Grandviews (Zone 13) for its Round 8 match on 
Saturday.  

The final wash-up result on the slow greens was a 0-2 (31-75) loss by a displeasing 43 shot 
margin as Double Bay was out-bowled in all departments.  

Gerald Weinberg’s team came up against State player, Carl Healey, while Jack Kampel was 
faced with the up-and-coming L. Garlick-Jones, a young gun flown up from Melbourne 
weekly who is in side which boasts the former Australian coach, Cameron Curtis, as its third. 
Brandon Conway had the challenge of playing against Adam Jeffery, of the Canberra state 
squad 

.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GRADE 1 v GRANDVIEWS AT GRANDVIEWS 
G WEINBERG J KAMPEL B CONWAY 
P LEVY A JAVEN P GLICK 
H BLACK J ENGELMAN P JOEL 
L LILIAN L BREM D FLANAGAN 

L 10-26 L 11-31 L 10-18 

 
RESULT 0-2 (31-75) 

 
   GRADE 2 v ALEX ANDRIA  AT ALEXANDRIA  

R JANKELOWITZ S CAGANOFF H JANKELOWITZ 
W PODGER A SAIDMAN M BECKER 
I COHEN B BRICKMAN J WINEBERG 
L FERGUSON I OSSHER M SACK 

L L W 

 
RESULT 0-2 (54-64) 

 
   GRADE  3 v SOUTH COOGEE AT SOUTH COOGEE 

M THOMAS B LAZARUS W KOS 
D KELLAWAY L PORTRATE M LOTTE 
A ROSENBERG P ISENBERG P KURTA 
S GINGES L SIMON P ERDOS 

WASHED OUT WASHED OUT WASHED OUT 

   GRADE 5 v HILLSDALE AT DOUBLE  BAY 
L SANDLER E WAINSTEIN F MOGOR 
L RADOMSKY A  COHEN H STEIN 
G RAICHMAN S ABRAHAMS P FILLER 
A ROWLAND R NOVIS G SOFER 

L 12-16 W 26-16 W 20-12 

 
RESULT 2-0 (58-45) 

 
   

GRADE 6 v RANDWICK AT  DOUBLE BAY 
C AMOILS M ROWLEY C ALBERT 
P SOLOMON E GRUSD M REISIN 
R RUZICKA P WYNER J NISBETT 
J FLAXMAN D NATHAN D VERRE 

L 10-35 L 12-21 D 18-18 
    RESULT 0-2 (40-74)   

 
ROUND 
EIGHT 
2015 

DOUBLE 
BAY 

PENNANT 
RESULTS 

 

RESULT 
MINOR 

SINGLES 
Semi-final 

Peter Kurta 31 
Eric Grusd  18 

MAJOR 
SINGLES 
Semi-final 

Gerald 
Weinberg  

v 
Doug King  

postponed due to 
inclement 
weather 
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Weinberg team wins Wednesday competition  
THE team skipped by 
Gerald Weinberg has 
taken the honours in the 
Summer edition of 
Double Bay’s top-graded 
intra-club Wednesday 
competition. 

Weinberg’s four of 
Peter Erdos, David 
Newman and Peter Levy finished at the head of the Yellow (1st) Division with 
31 points and a plus 59 shot margin. 

Runner-up was the combination skipped by Brandon Conway with Fred 
Ginsberg, Michael Jackson and Pepe Glick on 30½ points with a 72-shot 
margin. 

Third spot went to Arnold Javen’s team of Ronald Munz, Gerald Raichman 
and Michael Becker on 24 points (+5). 

The Blue (2nd) Division was won by Julian Engelman, Audrey Weinberg, 
Carol Engelman and Len 
Radomsky with a collect 
of 26 points (+24 shots), 
one point ahead of Rob 
Hutchins, Jan Hutchins, 
Les Ferguson and Max 
Thomas on 23 points 
(+33) with third place 
taken by Eric Wainstein, 
Ray Novis, Sam 

Abrahams and Abe 
Cohen with 22½ points 
and a minus 7 shots 
count.  

In the Red (3rd) 
Division veteran David 
Ossher led his team of 
George Sofer, Ross 
Ruzicka and Ian Ossher 
to the top with 35½ 
points and a wide 95 shot margin.  

Second place on 35 points (+72 shots) was held by Cecil Albert, Brian 
Hurwitz, Harry Jacobs and Cedric Amoils, ahead of the unit skipped by Mark 
Reisin, with Neville New, Alf Wall and Peter Solomon on 28 points (+37).   

Julian Engelman    Audrey Weinberg     Carol Engelman     Len Radomsky  

 Gerald Weinberg  Peter Erdos   David Newman   Peter Levy  

David Ossher   George Sofer    Ross Ruzicka      Ian Ossher  
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IT had to be seen to be believed – the three Double Bay Bowling Club 
greens covered in a thick layer of ice 
resembling skating rinks. 

It was due to the heavy storm and golf 
ball-sized hailstones which hit Sydney 
soon after 4 o’clock in the afternoon just 
after the club finalised its Anzac Day 
tournament with the presentation of the 
prize money. 

Co-organiser of the Anzac Day morning 
ceremony and the bowling afternoon, 
Barbara Shotland, braved the conditions to 
take photographs of the greens as the 
hailstones rained down and covered the 
area with sheets of ice. 

They looked more like skating rinks than 
bowling greens, she said. 

Luckily for club members and their 
guests, the formalities of the day were 
concluded in time to avoid the storm 
which brought the severe weather. 

Iris Kampel, who co-organised the day’s 
activities with Shotland, said she had been 
warned of the impending storm and timed the end of the event to perfection. 

Golf ball-size hailstones covering parts of the Double Bay No. 1 green  
Picture by Barbara Shotland  

WHEN THE GREENS 
ALMOST 

TURNED INTO ICE RINKS! 
One of the most damaging hailstorms for 
many years hit Sydney late on Anzac Day, 

April 25. 



Grade 5 lone hope in 2015 pennants 
DOUBLE Bay’s hopes of figuring in the 2015 Zone 11 Pennant honours 
rest with its Grade 5 team which, with 14 points, has a two point lead in 
Section 2. 

 Its chance of qualifying for the pennant playoff depends on the result of the 10th and final 
match on Saturday when it clashes away to Randwick, one of two 
teams on 12 points. 

Waverley, also on 12 points plays the 10th round at  Diamond Bay, 
and has the better shot aggregate of both Double Bay and Randwick.  

For Double Bay, with a shot margin of 65, to advance to the 
sectional playoff must come away from Randwick (+69 shots) with 
two points. 

The qualifying team in Section 1 is also a last game decision where 
Gladstone Park and Tigers Five Dock share top of the ladder on 12 
points, with Tigers well ahead on the shot margin count. 

Double Bay and Randwick played one of the closest grade matches 
in the 5th round when Double Bay won the points after two rinks 

finished tied (17-all and 16-all) and the third won by one shot (16-15) for a 49-48 shot result. 
Waverley, to remain in the hunt for the sectional playoff, will need to turnaround its four 

shot loss to Diamond Bay in the 5th round. 

ALL ROUND NINE PENNANT RESULTS NEXT PAGE 
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Three wins in pennants, but Grade 1 again out played 
DOUBLE Bay recorded three wins from its five matches in the 2015 pennant 
competitions. 

Again the Grade 1 side came up against superior opposition when it hosted the Zone 13 
team, Engadine, in the Metropolitan Cup competition. 

 Although the result appeared one-sided Double Bay won the rink of Gerald Weinberg, 
Peter Levy, Harry Black and Les Lilian by 23-17, which wasn’t enough to overcome the 
deficits by the other two rinks. 

The Grade 2 side returned to the winning list with a solid 70-53 win at Eastlakes with two 
rink wins, one from Julian Engelman, Sol Caganoff, Barrie Brickman and Alan Saidman, 
(29-20) and by Harold Jankelowitz, Michael Becker, John Wineberg and Mark Sack (20-19). 

Grade 3 remains 
defeated close to 
relegation level 
following a loss at 
Clovelly. 

Grade 6, despite 
going down on two 
rinks, captured the 
points on the back of 
a 12-shot win by 
Cedric Amoils rink, 
of Peter Solomon, 
Ross Ruzicka and 
Sam Ginges. 

 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 

GRADE 1 v ENGADINE AT DOUBLE BAY 
G WEINBERG J KAMPEL B CONWAY 
P LEVY A JAVEN P GLICK 
H BLACK L FERGUSON P JOEL 
L LILIAN R FERRER D FLANAGAN 

W 23-17 L 12-34 L 19-23 
RESULT 0-2 (54-74) 

GRADE 2 v EASTLAKES AT EASTLAKES 
R JANKELOWITZ J ENGELMAN H JANKELOWITZ 
W PODGER S CAGANOFF M BECKER 
L BREM B BRICKMAN J WINEBERG 
I OSSHER A SAIDMAN M SACK 

L 21-24 W 29-20 W 20-19 
RESULT 2-0 (70-63) 

GRADE  3 v CLOVELLY AT CLOVELLY 
R HUTCHINS B LAZARUS W KOS 
I COHEN L PORTRATE M LOTT 
P ISENBERG F GINSBERG P FILLER 
B GARDEN L SIMON P ERDOS 

L 15-23 L 20-24 L 13-22 
RESULT 0-2 (48-69) 

GRADE 5 v EASTLAKES AT DOUBLE  BAY 
L SANDLER E WAINSTEIN F MOGOR 
L RADOMSKY A  COHEN M THOMAS 
G RAICHMAN S ABRAHAMS H STEIN 
A SIMMONS R NOVIS G SOFER 

L 15-20 W 24-13 W 23-16 
RESULT 2-0 (52-49) 

GRADE 6 v CLOVELLY AT DOUBLE  BAY 
C AMOILS M ROWLEY C ALBERT 
P SOLOMON D KELLAWAY M REISIN 
R RUZICKA E GRUSD A ROWLANDS 
S GINGES P WYNER D VERRE 

W 24-12 L 19-21 L 15-21 
  RESULT 2-0 (58-54)   

ROUND 
NINE 
2015 

DOUBLE 
BAY 

PENNANT 
RESULTS 
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Two Ks (Kurta and Kellaway) 
in Minor Singles final 

TWO lower-graded “rookies” will play off for the 2015 
Minor Singles title, following David Kellaway’s semi-
final win on Friday. 

Kellaway, a regular in the club’s Grade 6 pennant team, 
scraped home by one shot over Grade 5-listed, Gerald 
Raichman 31-30, in a 35-end battle royal. 

Now Kellaway in the championship round faces another Grade 5 opponent,  
Peter Kurta, who, in the other semi-final, overcame the 
Grade 6 player Eric Grusd 31-18. 

Both Kellaway and Kurta are recent recruits to Double 
Bay. Kellaway joined in 2012 and Kurta a year later. 

In recent years the club’s Minor Singles champions have 
come from the lower grades. 

One exception was in 2010 when the 20-year-old A-graded, 
Matthew Fetherston, won the event and went on to become 
the first Double Bay member to win the Major Singles title 
in the following year. 

In last week’s semi-final, Kellaway staged a mid-game 
comeback. Reichman held the early command racing to a 
13-6 lead after 11 ends and continued to pile on the shots to 
be ahead 17-6 on the 13th. 

A four count on the 15th end gave 
Kellaway some relief, but after 20 ends 
he was still dragging by 13-22, when 
Reichman went off the boil and allowed 
his opponent to get back to 19-22. 

Kellaway’s play is marked by consistent 
draw bowling, an ability he has improved 
as a skip of a team in the club’s 
Wednesday competition. 

 By the 30th end he had levelled the score at 26-all, only to 
let Raichman collect three shots on the 31st end to regain the 
lead 29-26. 
On the 32nd end Kellaway scored two and a single on the 
next to again be level (29-all), but Raichman added one shot 
on the 34th to hold match at 30-29. 

It was anyone’s game, but two well directed deliveries by 
Kellaway sent him into the final at 31-30. 

RESULT 
MINOR 

SINGLES 
Semi-final 

David Kellaway  31 
Gerald Raichman 30 

to inclement 

TWO 
DOWN 

IN SEMI-
FINALS 

Eric Grusd  

Gerald 
Raichman  

Peter Kurta and 
David Kellaway  
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New format for Wednesday intra-club competition 
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Bowling Club has reformulated its popular Wednesday 
Intra-Club competition into four sections, two of triples matches and two playing 
the fours format. 

The Autumn competition will last for six weeks, club president Gerald Weinberg, 
announced last week when the new system played the opening round. 

“Change in the format and the makeup of some teams could be altered when the 
club’s third green completes its current renovation period,” he said. Club selectors 
retained most of the team combinations which competed in the just completed 
Summer Wednesday League played as a fours contest by three divisions. The two 
triples leagues are made up of a majority of players listed in the club’s 1, 2 and 3-
grades, while the fours competitions have players graded from 3 to 7. 

With seven teams in each group there will be one bye allocated each week from all 
four competitions.  

Top graded team in the triples (Division 1) is Gerald Weinberg (grade 1), Peter Levy 
(1) and David Newman (3) for a total of five graded points.  

Heading the triples (Division 2) is the combination of Barrie Brickman (2), Les 
Ferguson (2) and Ronald Munz (3) = 7.  An entry from the Women’s Club, of Barbara 
Shotland (graded 3), Iris Kampel (3), Lorraine McLaughlin (3) and Juliette 
Friedlander (4) =15 is the top side in the fours (Division 1), while best graded in the 
second tier fours if the side of Cecil Albert (6), Cedric Amoils (6), Harry Jacobs (6) 
and Brian Hurwitz (7) = 25. 
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New combination captures 
District Pairs championship 

 
IRIS KAMPEL REPORTS 

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club continued its 
dominance of the Eastern Suburbs District 
Pairs when a new look combination took out 
the 2015 championship on home soil last week. 

However, it was a close call for Double Bay to take the title for the 13th time in 
the past 14 years when the club’s recently crowned Major Singles Champion, 
Rene Saidman, teamed for the first time with the consistent Karen Levinson. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Club wins  
 13th 

District 
Pairs  title 
 

Rene Saidman and Karen Levinson  
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CLOSE CALL TO KEEP PAIRS TROPHY 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

As has been the custom, Double Bay has had the majority of entries in the 
event. This year’s total was seven, but after the quarter-finals only the 
Saidman - Levinson pair was alive to keep the 
trophy at Double Bay. 
 They scored a 18-10 semi-final win over the 
Matraville duo, W. Baldwin and L. Ross, then 
came up against the Grade 4 pennant pair, Sandra 
Starratt and Sue Snape, from Bondi Bowling 
Club, to win the trophy 17-13. 

It was a cool, but bright Double Bay morning 
for the final as the game started evenly with good 
drawing and after five ends Bondi was  4-2 
ahead. 

The sixth end proved a disaster for Bondi with a 
loss of five shots. It set the pace for the Double 
Bay pair to apply pressure and was rewarded 
with another six shots by the eighth end to have 
the score  at 13-4. 

As so often happens the momentum then swung 
to the opposition as Bondi fought back with good 
conversions and by the end of the 13th end 
Double Bay was only four shots ahead.   

Double Bay appeared to be “behind the 8-ball” 
on the 14th end when Bondi was holding five 
shots. Saidman’s only hope was to navigate her 
bowl through a crowd of short bowls to save.  

A skilfully-weighted bowl moved gently 
through a narrow track and finished as shot with 
the result that Double Bay team had increased its 
lead to five shots. Bondi then made some 
positive shots and narrowed their deficit to three. 

End 17 was another tightly contested, but 
Levinson played two outstanding bowls on a 
very long end for a five-shot buffer playing the 
last end.  

There was still thrills in the final end, but Saidman and Levinson held on for a 
four-shot margin (17-13) and qualify for the Region 13 Pairs playoff on 
Tuesday, June 30,  at a Sutherlandshire club yet to be announced. 

Over the years Double Bay’s District Pairs champions have included Barbara Shotland and 
Pam Stein, Karen Levinson – Lorraine Becker, Iris Kampel - Juliette Friedlander, Jenny Welton 
- Barbara Shotland as well as Rayna Rosenberg and Jenny Welton. 

Injury paves way for 
Saidman to pairs title 

KAREN Levinson originally 
intended to play in the 2015 
Eastern Suburbs District Pairs 
championship with Lorraine 
Becker, who partnered her to 
win the title in 2012. 

However, she was compelled 
to make a last minute change 
as Becker was still recovering 
from injury when the entry 
deadline was reached. 

Levinson invited Rene 
Saidman, Double Bay’s 2015 
Major Singles, to be her partner 
in the District tournament 
which was decided last week. 

Saidman created headlines 
when she won the Double Bay 
singles as it  was her first entry 
in a Major Singles 
Championship event, although 
she has played at A-grade level 
for more than a decade. 

At her previous Lindfield 
club, Saidman had skipped in 
the Grade 1 women’s pennant 
team which won the District 
title in 2013. 

At District level, she had won 
the Pairs and Fours and has 
reached the final of  the Zone 
Pairs. 
. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Another $2700 donation to Children’s 
Foundation 

THE Sydney Children's 
Hospital Foundation at 
Randwick will acknowledge 
the financial support it has 
received from Double Bay 
Bowling Club membership 
over the past 10-or-so years, in 
an upcoming issue of its 
magazine. 

This was revealed by 
Foundation representative, Eva 
Dallow, when she received a 
$2,700 donation from the 
Women’s Club president, 
Barbara Shotland, last week. 

CONTINUES PAGE 6 

Barbara Shotland (left) presenting the 
$2700 cheque to Eva Dallow 

Photo by Lorraine M
cLaughlin  
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Grade 5 blows chance of section playoff 
DOUBLE Bay’s commitment in the 2015 pennant competition ended on 
Saturday when it won two of its four Zone 11 matches. 

But, the wins did not include the Grade 5 match at Randwick, which would 
have given Double Bay top spot in Section 2 and the opportunity to play off for 
the Zone 11 pins. 

Double Bay, Randwick and Waverley finished the Grade 5 (Section 2) 
matches on 14 points with shot margins deciding the top spot and entry into the 
sectional playoff against Section 1 winners, Tigers Five Dock. 

Waverley following Saturday’s 23-shot win over Diamond Bay took the 
honour with plus 119 shots from Randwick (77 shots) and Double Bay in third 
place with 57 shots.  

Double Bay scored only the one rink at Randwick when Eric Wainstein, Abe 
Cohen, Sam Abrahams and Peter Erdos finished ahead 25-15. 

Grade 2 finished its commitments with its fifth win taking the points at home from 
Concord and holding 
on to third place in 
the competition. 

Two tied rinks and a 
win at Hillsdale gave 
the Grade 6 (Section 
2) team the points to 
hold onto fourth spot 
on the ladder with 12 
points. 

Grade 3 went down 
at home to Greenlees 
Park, but escaped 
relegation following a 
decision that the 
game against South 
Coogee halted by rain 
should not be 
resumed. 

The Grade 1 team 
completed its Metro 
Cup matches last 
week and was placed 
fifth in the Zone 11 
results listing. 
FINAL 2015 ZONE 

11 PENNANT 
DETAILS 

IN NEXT ISSUE 

GRADE 2 v CONCORD AT DOUBLE BAY 
R JANKELOWITZ J ENGELMAN H JANKELOWITZ 
W PODGER S CAGANOFF M BECKER 
L BREM B BRICKMAN J WINEBERG 
L FERGUSON A SAIDMAN M SACK 

W 26-15 W 27-15 L 16.23 

 
RESULT 2-0 (69-53) 

       
GRADE 3 v GREENLEES PARK AT DOUBLE BAY 

A ROSENBERG B LAZARUS W KOS 
I COHEN L PORTRATE M LOTT 
H STEIN D NEWMAN P ISENBERG 
L SIMON R NOVIS B GARDEN 

L 11-24 W 19-14 L 15-23 

 
RESULT 0-2 (45-61) 

 
   GRADE 5 (Sec 2) v RANDWICK AT RANDWICK 
L SANDLER E WAINSTEIN JACK ROSEN 
L RADOMSKY A COHEN M THOMAS 
D KELLAWAY S ABRAHAMS P KURTA 
G RAICHMAN P ERDOS G SOFER 

L 16-22 W 25-15 L 14-26 
RESULT 0-2 (55-63) 

 GRADE 6 (Sec 2) v HILLSDALE AT HILLSDALE 
C AMOILS M ROWLEY C ALBERT 
P SOLOMON P WYNER M REISIN 
R RUZICKA E GRUSD P FILLER 
S GINGES J FLAXMAN D NATHAN 

D 17-17 D 20-20 W 26-15 
RESULT 2-0 (52-49) 
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Ex-South African  
now wont travel 
far for chance at  
top Singles title 

A RECENT addition to the Double Bay 
Men’s Bowling Club ranks, who used to 
travelled some 36 kilometres from the 
Eastern Suburbs and back for regular 
games of lawn bowls, is in line to add his 
name to the list of Major Singles 
champions. 

He is Rod Ferrer (pictured), who caused an upset 
last week, when he knocked out one of Double Bay’s most consistent singles players, 
Jack Kampel, to enter the Double Bay Major Singles semi-finals. 

Ferrer joined Double Bay late last year after playing all his lawn bowls since he arrived 
from South Africa in 1982 at the Lindfield Club, where he was recognised as one of the 
best draw bowlers and a most consistent lead player. 

 At Lindfield he was twice runner-up in the Major Singles event and had his name in 
championship sides for Pairs, Triples and Fours. 

Ferrer, who lives at Edgecliff, says his reason for playing at Lindfield when he could 
have been a Double Bay member, was his preference for the pairs format where he 
could play alongside friends from South Africa, who had settled on the North Shore. 

Now, Ferrer is close to achieving his ambition of holding a club Major Singles title 
following his four shot win over Kampel, who was aiming for his third Major Singles 
title at Double Bay. Kampel most recently was runner-up to Rob Fetherston in the 
2013 final and a quarter-finalist last year. 

At the half-way stage of last week’s quarter-final, Kampel looked “home and hosed” 
against Ferrer, when he lead 19-8 after 15 ends. At that point Kampel had scored on all 
but three of the ends. 

The tide then turned as Ferrer added 14 shots to level the score at 22-all after the 24th. 
He continued to be in command and by the 28th end had the advantage at 28-23. 

Kampel narrowed the margin with a two count, but Ferrer regained the momentum 
by the 30th end and held game at 30-25, only to see Kampel collect a pair to be down 
27-30. Ferrer astutely guarded his one shot on the 32nd to enter the semi-final on a 31-
27 scorecard. 

In the semi-final Ferrer awaits the outcome of the clash between the 2007 champion and 
the 2012 finalist, Brandon Conway, who comes up against the surprise packet of this 
year’s event, the Grade 5 player, Louis Platus. 

Ferrer is currently a lead in Double Bay’s Grade 1 pennant squad and he has no 
ambition to play in any other position.  

A consistent lead is one of the basics of a good team, he advocates. 
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Rookies KO champions in Major Pairs upset 
IN a major upset the defending Major Pairs champions, 
Les Brem and Julian Engelman (pictured left) were 
defeated in the first round of the 2015 event last week. 

Last year the Grade 2 couple on the way to the title defeated 
three pairs of A-graders including Gerald Weinberg and 
Peter Levy in the final. And they were runners-up in 2013 to 
another premier pair, Les Lilian and Harold Jankelowitz. 

On Friday, Engelman and Brem fell at the first hurdle of the 
2015 championship to the rookie combination of sixth-
graders, Michael Rowley and Peter Wyner (pictured below), 

on a “golden shot” 22nd end. 
With the score all square at 21-all after 21 ends, the 

Rowley-Wyner pair stole the match by one shot. 
Strong, blustery wind made conditions difficult and 

neither pair gained control for any length of time. 
There was only a few shots difference throughout the 

match. It was 7-6 in Rowley’s favour after nine ends. 
On the 13th it was 10- apiece until the 15th end when 
Engelman had the score 14-10 in his side’s favour. 

Then the Rowley-Wyner team added seven shots 
over the next three ends to hold sway at 17-14 only to lose the plot by allowing Brem 
and Engelman to score four shots and regain the lead at 18-17 and then consolidated 
with a three shot collect on the next to look home and hosed with a four shot 
advantage (21-17) with the last end to play. 

The rookies wouldn’t give in – they outdrew their higher qualified and much more 
experienced opponents to grab four shots for an even 21-21 scorecard and send the 
match into the “sudden death” extra end where luck played a hand. 

Engelman-Brem were on the fringe of taking the first step to retain their title when 
one of their deliveries turned the situation around from holding match to one down 
which gave the rookies an unexpected “golden shot” result. 

MORE MAJOR PAIRS FIRST ROUND RESULTS NEXT PAGE 
 

RECORDS DON’T TELL THE WHOLE STORY IN CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS 
THE customary rule within lawn bowls, which allows substitute players in club tournaments, can 
cause confusion when it comes to analysing results. 

Last year’s Major Pairs event is a case in point. Records and the honours board show that the 
2014 title was decided between the constituted teams of Les Brem and Julian Engelman against 
Peter Levy and Gerald Weinberg, but only two of the four competed in the championship round. 

Sydney’s wet weather had caused the final to be postponed on four occasions and when given 
the all-clear, both constituted pairs had to call for a substitute player. 

 Engelman was compelled to get a substitute as Brem was overseas, while Weinberg’s partner, 
Peter Levy, underwent spinal surgery four days before the final. Weinberg’s substitute partner was 
Maurice Boland, while Engelman called on Barry Lazarus to repeat his substitute’s role in the semi-
final match against Harry Black and Ray Jankelowitz.  

The records show that Engelman-Brem won the crown by one shot from Weinberg and Levy. 
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Nine from Double Bay in Zone Seniors squad 
DOUBLE BAY will have nine players in the Zone 11 squad to compete at the 
2015 Senior Inter-Zone Sides Championship at Harbord Bowling Club this 
Tuesday, May 19 to Thursday, May 21. 

Zone 11 has been drawn in Section 1 and will face challenges from Zone 3 (North 
West NSW), Zone 12 (Sydney South West) and Zone 14 (Mid North Coast). 

The Double Bay players are Gerald Weinberg, Jack Kampel, Brandon Conway, 
Arnold Javen, Peter Levy, Pepe Glick, Les Ferguson, Harry Black, with Les Brem 
named as a reserve. 

Other clubs represented are Coogee, South Coogee, Greenlees Park and Eastlakes. 
The rinks named for the opening match against Zone 3 are 

 John Houteas (Greenlees Park), Harry Black, Pepe Glick, Gerald Weinberg; 
 Les Ferguson, Ray Stokes (Eastlakes), Peter Levy and 

Brandon Conway; 
 John McDonald (Coogee), Arnold Javen, Barney Milloy 

(South Coogee) and Jack Kampel. 
The Houteas, Black, Glick and Weinberg team was undefeated in 

three matches at last year’s championship played at Lake Conjola. 
This year all three rinks will be skipped by Double Bay players 

following the inclusion of Jack Kampel, who was unavailable in 
2014. 

Rounds 1 and 2 are programmed for Tuesday at 9 am and 1 pm. 
Round 3 is set for Wednesday at 9 am with the semi-finals to follow 
at 1 pm and the final on Thursday. 

 

New combinations strike form in Major Pairs 
CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

SEVERAL new combinations made their debuts in the 2015 
Major Pairs Championship which started at the weekend. 

They included first round wins by Wayne Podger and Rob 
Fetherston over George Sofer and John Weinberg, Murray Lott 
and Paul Baker against Les Lilian and Pepe Glick, Dan Flanagan 
with Brandon Conway from James Flaxman and Allan Kavnat. 

One of the club’s most successful pairings, Arnold Javen and 
Gerald Weinberg, who won the event in 2011 and 2009 as well as 
the 2009 Sydney World Masters Games (over-60) Pairs, have 
teamed again and after a first round bye defeated Phil Filler and 
Sam Abrahams. 

MIXED PAIRS NEARS 2014 FINAL 
The 2014 Mixed Pairs Championship, which played the first 

round in December, resumed on Sunday when oft-time winners, 
Jack and Iris Kampel, accounted for new members, the husband 
and wife team of Alan and Rene Saidman to enter the final. 

The other semi-final yet to be played is between Wayne Podger 
and Jan Frape against Phillip Joel and Barbara Shotland. 

RESULTS 
MAJOR PAIRS 

FIRST ROUND 
Michael Rowley 
Peter Wyner 22 

Les Brem  
Julian Engelman 21 

Wayne Podger  
Rob Fetherston 23 

George Sofer  
John Wineberg 12 

Eric Grusd 
Michael Jackson 23 
Gerald Raichman  

Michael Becker 22 

Murray Lott  
Paul Baker 24 

Les Lilian  
Pepe Glick 17 

Dan Flanagan 
Brandon Conway 25 

James Flaxman  
Allan Kavnat 3 

SECOND ROUND 
Arnold Javen, 

Gerald Weinberg 32 
Phil Filler  

Sam Abrahams 15 

2014 MIXED PAIRS 
SEMI-FINAL 
Jack Kampel  

Iris Kampel 26 
Alan Saidman,  

Rene Saidman 11 
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Club’s donations to kids hospital up to $57,000 
FROM PAGE 1 

Double Bay Bowling Club is a regular donor to the Sydney Children’s 
Hospital Foundation at Randwick and has contributed more than $57,000 
through donations from the various charity promotions by members of the 
Women’s and Men’s Clubs which are boosted by contributions from the 
licensed club  

The Women’s Club’s contribution comes from its annual charity day, which 
raised $2700 for the Children’s Hospital in 2014. 

The Men’s Club has several promotions in support of the Foundation, 
including fining members for playing a wrong bias bowl.  

The Foundation’s representative, Eva Dallow, told the women’s membership 
at last Tuesday’s lunch-time session that the club’s donations contribute to 
research into the many medical problems affecting children. 

She said that Double Bay had donated more than $54,000 in the last 10 years 
and this would be acknowledged by an article in the hospital's magazine. 

The Foundation’s appreciation goes to every club member and the leadership 
within the Registered Club, Ms Dallow added. 

In 2013, the Men’s Club’s donation purchased two wheelchairs for the 
Randwick hospital’s occupational therapy department. 

Tough test ahead for top fours team 
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s most consistent fours combination faces its 
toughest test on Tuesday when it competes in the Senior Regional playoff at 
the Randwick Bowling 
Club. 

The side of Karen 
Levinson, Iris Kampel, 
Pam Stein and Barbara 
Shotland won the Regional 
Shield last year and have 
taken out this year’s 
District crown. 

One of its major 
challenges is expected to 
come from the Sutherland 
Shire foursome, which 
includes the highly acknowledged Bronwyn McPherson, with her sister, 
Christine Keep, playing as the team’s third. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Iris Kampel, Karen Levinson, Pam Stein and Barbara 
Shotland with the 2014 Regional Fours Shield. 
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“Hat-trick” of Regional 
Senior Fours crowns 

FOR the third consecutive year a 
combination from the Double Bay 
Women’s Club will compete in the 
State Seniors Fours Championship.  

Last week the 2015 Senior Fours 
Regional title was won by the Double 
Bay team of Iris Kampel, Karen 
Levinson, Pamela Stein and Barbara 
Shotland, the same combination which 
triumphed in last year’s event. 

It was the third consecutive year that a Double Bay team has won the 
championship and qualified for a tilt at the State title, which this year will be 
decided at Tuncurry from October 24 -26. 

In the 2015 Regional final decided at Randwick, the Double Bay combination, 
which had earlier taken out the Eastern Suburbs Fours event, scored an 
emphatic 26-8 decision over the  Engadine team representing the Sutherland 
Shire. 

The Randwick Club offered a slow and holding green, to which the Double 
Bay players adjusted quickly.  

From the start Shotland, Stein, Kampel and Levinson were on fire and on the 
jack end-after-end.  

They were always on top as they moved the jack and the opposition’s bowls   
to score on almost every end. 

It was a seldom seen 
demonstration of lawn bowling 
accuracy at this level of 
competition. 

After five ends Double Bay’s 
overall ability surged the 
scoreboard to a near-winning 
position and it had the result 
declared on the 19th of the 
constituted 21 ends.  

Pictured at left is Double Bay’s 
successful 2013 side in the Senior 

Fours Regional Championship (l-r) Wendy Engelander, Carol Engelman, Barbara 
Shur and Lorraine Becker. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Karen Levinson, Iris Kampel, Pam 
Stein and Barbara Shotland  
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Bernard Fridman tops this year’s pennant statistics 
Grade 1 player, Bernard Fridman, 
is Double Bay’s most successful 
2015 Pennant team competitor, 
according to statistics released last 
week by the Selection Committee. 

Fridman, who competed in only four 
of the Grade 1’s Metro Cup Pennant 
nine matches had a 75% win average 
playing three times in the third’s 
position and once as skip. 

The club used 85 of its 176 male 
members in this year’s pennant teams, 
but only 12 played in all the 10 Zone 11 
matches. 

The most consistent team selection 
was in Grade 2 where Harold 
Jankelowitz, Mark Sack, Les Brem, Sol 
Caganoff, Les Ferguson, Ray 
Jankelowitz and Wayne Podger 
competed in all 10 fixtures, while Barrie 
Brickman, Michael Becker, Julian 
Engelman, Alan Saidman and John 
Wineberg played nine times. Others who played in every round were Gerald Raichman 
(Grade 5), Cecil Albert, Cedric Amoils, Eric Grusd and Peter Wyner (Grade 6). 

The statistics were compiled by Selection Committee chairman, 
Gerald Weinberg. They show that the most consistent players 
with a 66.67 win average were Sam Abrahams and Ray Novis, 
both of whom played nine games in Grade 5 as well as Grade 
7’s David Newman, who competed in six matches. They were 
closely followed by Grade 5 members, Frank Mogor (9 games) 
and Harry Stein (8 games).  

 

GRADE 1 NUMBERS REVEAL METRO CUP STRENGTH 
THE statistics of the Grade 1 players reveal the 
strength of the newly composed Metropolitan 
Cup Pennant competition where Double Bay 
and five other Zone 11 clubs faced far superior 
pennant opposition. 

Competing in Section 2, Double Bay came up 
against powerhouse clubs from Zones 10, 12 
and 13 and clashed once with Zone 11 teams 
Alexandria Erskineville and South Coogee. 

Bernard Fridman had the best win average 
with three wins from four appearances, while 
Rob Fetherston played six times for three wins 
(50%). 

Four of the 16 players who represented 
Double Bay in the Metro Cup were selected for 
all nine games. Harry Black and Gerald 
Weinberg were in four winning rinks (44.44%), 
while Phillip Joel and Jack Kampel were rink 
winners on two occasions (22.22%). 

 Les Lilian had four wins (50%) from his eight 
games and Peter Levy was a winner in four of 
seven matches (57.14%). 

Double Bay’s only Metro Cup win was against 
Zone 12 team Cabramatta (Blue). It 
disappointed against Zone 11’s South Coogee 
and Alexandria when it failed to gain points. 

 

Bernard Fridman (centre) with (clockwise) 
Sam Abrahams, Eric Grusd, Cecil Albert, 
Mark Sack, Wayne Podger Les Ferguson Les 
Lilian, Eric Wainstein, Frank Mogor, Peter 
Levy, Ray Jankelowitz and Ray Novis  
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GRADE 1 
Metro Cup – points 
allocated to  ZONE 11 
Clubs 

POINTS   FINISH 

ALEXANDRIA (Section 2) 8    1st 

ASHFIELD      (Section 1) 6 2nd 

WAVERLEY   (Section 1) 4  3rd 

S.  COOGEE    (Section 2) 4  

DOUBLE BAY (Section 2) 2  

EASTLAKES   (Section 1) 0   

GRADE 5  (Section 2) POINTS FINISH 

WAVERLEY 14 1st 

RANDWICK 14 2nd 

DOUBLE BAY  14 3rd 

DIAMOND BAY 10  

HILLSDALE 8  

EASTLAKES` 0  

GRADE 3  POINTS FINISH 

 CLOVELLY 18 1st 

GREENLEES PARK  13 2nd 

MATRAVILLE RSL 13 3rd 

MARRICKVILLE 10  

DOUBLE BAY 3  

SOUTH COOGEE 1  

GRADE 6 (SEC 2)  POINTS FINISH 

BRONTE 14 1st 

RANDWICK 14 2nd 

CLOVELLY 12 3rd 

DOUBLE BAY 12  

E S P  4  

HILLSDALE 4  

GRADE 7   POINTS FINISH 

CLOVELLY/ 
RANDWICK 

10 1ST  

MATRAVILLE RSL 6 2nd 

DOUBLE BAY/ 
DIAMOND BAY 

4  

WAVERLEY 4  

ZONE 11 GRADE 2   POINTS FINISH 

LEICHHARDT 18 1st 

WESTS LEAGUES 14 2nd 

DOUBLE BAY   10 3rd 

CONCORD 10   

ALEXANDRIA 4   

EASTLAKES  4  

DOUBLE BAY 2015 
PENNANTS RESULTS 
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Another top combination KO’d from Major Pairs 
ANOTHER former title-winning combination “bit the 
dust” in the 2015 Major Pairs Championship at the 
weekend. 

Harry Black and Ray Jankelowitz (pictured), who won the  
Major Pairs crown in 2012, and 
were runners-up in 2011, were 
knocked out from this year’s 
title-chase by the debut team of 
Sol Caganoff and newcomer to 
Double Bay, Alan Saidman. 

The only “acclaimed” pairing 
still in this year’s test is the team 
of Gerald Weinberg and Arnold 
Javen. 

None of the remaining pairs have featured in the club’s Major 
final since the amalgamation with Rose Bay in 2001. 

Last week the title holders, Julian Engelman and Les Brem, 
were shock first round casualties to the sixth-graded pair, Peter 
Wyner and Michael Rowley. 

After a first round bye, the ageless, but over 90-year-old, David 
Ossher and his son, Ian, accounted for Barry Lazarus and Len 
Simon to set up a third round clash with the Weinberg-Javen 
force. 

A further victim was Harold Jankelowitz, the most prolific 
Major Pairs contender at Double Bay. He has appeared in six of 
the club’s Major Pairs championship rounds since 2001, winning 
the 2013 event with Les Lilian and five others as the runner up 
with differing partners Les Lilian (2012 and 2010), Harry Black 
(2006), Phil Gordon Jnr (2005) and Fred Ginsberg (2003)., 

With new 
partner, Mark 
Sack, and after 
a first round bye, he lost to the well-
graded and very compatible, Jack 
Kampel-Peter Levy setup. 

The lower-graded twosome of Max 
Thomas and David Kellaway almost 
caused another boilover when they 
took their experienced opposition of 
Walter Jacobs (winner with 
Weinberg in 2003) and Les Ferguson 
(also winner with Weinberg in 
2005), to a last end decision before 
succumbing by one shot at 18-19. 

RESULTS 
MAJOR SINGLES 

SEMI-FINAL 
Brandon Conway 31 

Louis Platus 9 

MAJOR PAIRS 

FIRST ROUND 
Barrie Brickman  
Harry Stein 25 
Len Sandler 

Alan Simmons 7 

Walter Jacobs 
Les Ferguson 19 

Max Thomas 
David Kellaway 18 

Sol Caganoff 
Alan Saidman 20 
Ray Jankelowitz 
Harry Black 16 

Phillip Joel 
Rod Ferrer 29 
Eric Wainstein 
Ray Novis 5 

SECOND ROUND 

Jack Kampel 
Peter Levy 24 

Harold Jankelowitz 
Mark Sack 11 

David Ossher 
Ian Ossher 25 
Barry Lazarus 
Len Simon 10 

 
MAJOR SINGLES LAST FOUR 

BRANDON Conway, last year’s Major Singles  
runner-up to Gerald Weinberg and the 2007 
champion, eased into this year’s semi-final 
round when he accounted for surprise quarter-
finalist, Louis Platus, at the weekend. 

The semi-final draw gives Conway, who 
comes up against new member, Rod Ferrer, an 
opportunity to clash again with Weinberg for the 
title.  

Weinberg will have to overcome the challenge 
from Doug King to qualify for his fourth 
appearance in a Double Bay Major Singles 
final, in three of which he claimed the crown. 

King was runner-up to Weinberg in the 2004 
event. 
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One-shot win in low-scoring match 
saves top team in 2015 Major Pairs 
IN one of the tightest, lowest-
scoring games so far in the 2015 
Major Pairs competition, the 
multi-five-time winner, Gerald 
Weinberg, and his substitute 
partner, Maurice Boland, scraped 
into the quarter-final via a last 
bowl one shot win on Saturday. 

They defeated the father-and-son 
combination of David and Ian 
Ossher 13-12 over the required 21 
ends, of which 18 were one-shot 
counts. 

Two of the three multi-shot ends 
were won by Weinberg and Boland, 

the substitute for Arnold Javen, who with Weinberg is one 
of the club’s most successful pairings having won the Major 
Pairs in 2011 and 2009 as well as the 2009 Sydney World 
Masters Games (over-60) Pairs, 

In the match Weinberg v Ossher, there was a two count 
on the 13th end and another double on the 21st end which 
won the contest for Weinberg. 

The Ossher family combination scored the most shots on 
an end when they picked up a three at the 11th to take the 
lead at 8-5. Then it was square at 11-apiece by the 19th 
end. 

Weinberg dropped a single on 20th to be one down.  
On the final end, Boland held shot until Ian Ossher’s 

fourth bowl dislodged it and Weinberg was again one 
behind when he crossed for the last time. 

 The 93-year-old, David Ossher, did not change the 
situation, while Weinberg’s delivery was a bit narrow, but 
bumped the counting bowl out to have the match even on 
21-21 at the head. 

Ossher failed to make any change with his final bowl, 
while Weinberg’s last bowl came in for a second and 
winning shot. 

MORE MAJOR PAIRS RESULTS NEXT PAGE 
 

RESULTS 
MAJOR PAIRS 

FIRST ROUND 
Peter Kurta  

Peter Erdos 18   
Cedric Amoils 

Peter Solomon 16 

SECOND ROUND 

Gerald Weinberg  
Arnold Javen 13 

David Ossher 
Ian Ossher 12 

 
Michael Rowley  
Peter Wyner 25 
Michael Jackson  

Eric Grusd 16 
 

Paul Baker 
 Murray Lott 18 
Walter Jacobs 

Les Ferguson 17 
 

Rob Fetherston 
Wayne Podger 23 
Barrie Brickman 
Harry Stein 13  

 

Ian Ossher (left) with his father David, came 
close to causing an upset in Major Pairs. 
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Rookie team continues winning ways in Major Pairs  
In another second round 2015 Major Pairs encounter the rookie combination 
of sixth-graders, Michael Rowley and Peter Wyner, continued on their winning 
way with a solid 25-16 decision over Eric Grusd and Michael Jackson. 

The Rowley-Wyner pairing caused a first round boilover when they knocked 
out the defending champions, Julian Engelman and Les Brem, by 22-21 on a 
“golden shot” 22nd end. 

This time they were always ahead on  the scoreboard, racing to a 17-6 lead at 
the halfway point before the Grusd pairing hit back with a four collect on the 
16th. 

Their revival was short lived as the lesser experienced duo picked up six shots 
on the last three ends to set up another tough assignment in the quarter-final 
against the new combination of Paul Baker and Murray Lott, which on Sunday, 
scored a second round one-shot margin win over Walter Jacobs and Les 
Ferguson.  

Accurate bowling marked the clash between the Baker and Jacobs teams, 
although after eight ends Baker held command at 13-4. Jacobs and Ferguson 
then won seven of the following nine ends to reduce the backlog to 13-16 until 
the opposition reclaimed the mat and held a two-shot margin going into the last 
end when Baker and Lott defended their lead being content to allow Jacobs-
Ferguson to add only the one shot. 

The sixth team to enter the last eight in the 2015 event is the club’s most 
prolific winner of Major events, Rob Fetherston, who has teamed with the 
consistent grade-2 club mate, Wayne Podger, who has yet to claim a placing in 
a Major championship. 

They took their time to find line and length against the challenge from Barrie 
Brickman and Harry Stein, but finished with a significant 10-shot margin. The 
Brickman-Stein pair were in control from the word go and raced to a 12-6 lead after 
11 ends. 

It was a signal to Fetherston’s side to produce the goods and they replied with nine 
shots from four ends to have the score in their favour 15-12 after 15 ends. 

They kept up the pressure and added another eight shots by the 21st end for a 23-13 
decision. 

On Friday Peter Kurta and Peter Erdos qualified for a second round clash with 
Brandon Conway and  Dan Flanagan, when they won a first round match on an extra 
end against Cedric Amoils and Maurice Boland, who substituted for Peter Solomon. 

The Amoils pair lead most of the game and with two ends to go lead 16-13, but were 
down three when Amoils drove with his last bowl hitting the jack into the ditch to be 
only one down then Kurta drew 2nd shot to make it 16-15. 

 On the last end after four bowls, Boland held shot. Four deliveries later Kurta had 
the shot only to see Boland’s solid bowl take out the shot bowl. Then Kurta drew shot 
to level at 16-all.  

On the extra end Kurta-Erdos at one stage, held four shots, but had to be content with 
a two-shot 18-16 margin to gain entry into the second round .  
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DOUBLE BAY REACHES LAST 8 

IN 86th NSW STATE CARNIVAL 
REPORT BY IRIS KAMPEL  

THE 86th BCiB State Carnival at Port Macquarie last week turned out to 
be very special for the Double Bay Women’s Club’s fours team of Barbara 
Shur, Lorraine Becker, Iris Kampel and skip Barbara Shotland which won 
seven games over three days only to lose at the quarter-final stage in a 
tournament which had an entry of more than 220 teams. 

Over the five day carnival (May 25-29) Double Bay won two games on each 
of the three opening days to finish the unbeaten and clear Section 9 winners of 
14 teams with six points and a plus 43 shot average with rink scores of 24-15, 
21-12, 25-21, 15-11, 20-12 and 23-14 in a total of 53 winning ends. 

With 224 teams competing matches were played at host club, Port City 
Bowling Club as well as Westport, Port Panthers, Lake Cathie, North Haven 
and Wauchope Bowling Clubs 

In the  last 16 knockout stage Double Bay’s foursome clashed with Section 4 
winners, the Glenbrook Panthers composite unit of Julianne Wulff, Susanne 
Hammond, Pauline Tolhurst and, Mary Auld  and after a thrilling game won 17-
12 to enter the last eight. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE   

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 
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The background to the State’s 
 most popular lawn bowls event 

DOUBLE BAY has entered a team of four bowlers every year since the NSW State 
Carnival moved from the Sydney Metropolitan area to the country districts in 2004.  

Port Macquarie was the debut venue for 
the major move from City to Country and 
it proved so popular that the Carnival has 
not returned to the Sydney metropolitan 
area since. 

This year NSW Women’s Bowls 
restricted the entry to 224 teams (896 
players) with 30 teams on the waiting list 
giving organisers a huge task to 
coordinate the games held at six bowling 
clubs in the Hastings River area. 

 In previous years an entry of 1088 
players was accepted to compete at nine 
local venues, but it was found to be too 
much strain on the clubs. 

The Carnival has been previously 
staged in the Shoalhaven, Wollongong 
and Central Coast areas but Port 
Macquarie is the competitors' favourite 

not only for the hospitality, but also for its 
scenery, and the excellent reasonably- 
priced accommodation for the visiting 
teams.  

There have been times when Double 
Bay has had an outside chance to return 
home with the title, but this year proved 
special for the team of Barbara Shur, 
Lorraine Becker, Iris Kampel and skip 
Barbara Shotland.  

Kampel is the club’s most capped 
Carnival participant having competed on 
11 occasions. Shotland has played 10 
times since 2004, while many other 
members have taken part including Karen 
Levinson, Pam Stein, Jenny Welton, 
Devorah Lees, Jules Friedlander, Sandra 
Ballard and Leila Levy, who moved 
interstate several years ago. 

 
Team drops five-count in quarter-final match 

FROM PREVIOUS PAGE   
In the quarterfinal game against Section 1 winners, the composite team of 

Cheryl Harrison (Engadine), Faye McMahon (Engadine), Marilyn Paterson, 
(Engadine) and Trudiann Flack (Roselands Flames), the Double Bay side got 
off to a great start and after five ends had scored 14 unanswered shots. 

However, Double Bay lost the next end  allowing the opposing lead to roll a 
minimum jack which set it on the way to slowly, but surely pull back the shots. 

The score was 15-all on the 14 end after Double Bay gave away a five count 
on the 10th end. 

From that time on the Shotland unit could not regain control and finished its tilt at 
the title on the wrong side of the score line at 15-24. 

The power of the Engadine opposition was franked when it went on take out the 
2015 Carnival crown and the $2000 prize pool with an effortless 22-7 victory over the 
Tuncurry Beach team of Suzanne Thomas, Ieva Saunders, Robyn Flanagan, and 
Narelle Stubberfield. 
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David Kellaway (left) and Peter 
Kurta. 

INSET: The late N. J. Kellaway. 

New Minor Singles champ joins 
father on club’s honour boards 
DAVID Kellaway, the son of the former Double Bay 
Bowling Club president, N. J. Kellaway, has added his 
name to the honour boards by winning the 2015 Minor 
Singles Title on Saturday. 

In 2012, David Kellaway joined 
the bowling club where his father, 
Nelson John Kellaway, had served 
two terms as president (1955-57), 
had twice been crowned the club’s 
Major Singles champion as well as 
a two-time Major Pairs winner, and 
where the No 1 Green is named in 
his father’s honour. 

The Kellaway name is also 
steeped in British history as 
evidenced that N. J. Kellaway had 
the given first name of Nelson, 
as the family’s maternal roots 
go back to Horatio Nelson 
(1758–1805), the British flag 
officer in the Royal Navy who 
was noted for his inspirational 
leadership which resulted in a 
number of decisive naval victories, particularly during the Napoleonic Wars. 

It took David Kellaway almost four hours and 39 ends to win his 2015 Minor 
Singles final “war” against another recent addition to the club’s bowling ranks, 
Peter Kurta, by a five shot margin (31-26). 

Kurta, a many facet sportsman, with a background in top flight soccer and as a 
tennis player and coach, showed all his fighting qualities against Kellaway, who 
had to produce a number of remarkable deliveries to thwart his opponent. 

Kellaway started well and had a 6-0 advantage after five ends. By the 11th end 
he was six shots ahead (12-6), but on the 15th Kurta cut the lead to 12-11. 

There were only three shots between the pair from the 19th end to the 24th 
when Kellaway was in front 18-15.  

He then put the pressure on his opponent with a collect of nine shots to be in 
command at 28-20 after the 32nd end. Kurta refused to give in and looked to be 
on top when he held three shots on the following end only to see Kellaway play 
a perfect bowl to convert from three down to one up and a 29-10 lead. 

CONTINUES PAGE 4 

SON OF 
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CLUB 
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Defending champion ‘King-hit’ 
out of Major Singles contest 

GERALD Weinberg, the defending Major 
Singles champion, who was aiming for his 
fourth title at Double Bay, was knocked out of the 
2015 event in the semi-final by Doug King by 
three shots (31-28) on Sunday. 

It was something like “sweet revenge” for King. 
The last time he and Weinberg clashed in the Major 
Singles was in the 2004 final when Weinberg 
finished ahead 31-25. 

Since then Weinberg has won the Major Singles 
crown in 2006 and last year. 

In Sunday’s semi-final King immediately hit his 
straps and won 12 of the first 16 ends to lead 21-4.  

The next 13 ends saw a complete swing around as 
the green dried out and Weinberg found line and 
extra length to score 22 shots to King’s three which 
gave him the lead for the first time at 26-24. 

On the 30th end Weinberg was two down and drew a 
resting toucher with his last bowl. King played a 

slightly heavier delivery 
which looked narrow, but it 
skidded off a short bowl to 
remove the shot and gave him a three count and regain 
the lead 27-26. 

King was two up on the short 31st end, but Weinberg’s 
drive removed both counting bowls to claim two shots and 
again hit the front at 28-27, but it was to be the last time 
Weinberg added to his score. 

Then King scored two shots (29-28) and on the 33rd end he 
played a great first bowl for the shot with Weinberg 
finishing close for the second. 

 Defensively, King changed his hand for his fourth 
delivery and drew a good second shot parallel to his first 
with a gap between the two bowls of no more than 15 
centimetres, leaving Weinberg with one option - an on-shot. 

 It looked on target to split the two bowls, but only 
grazed them without changing the scene to give King 
the match at 31-28 and some retribution from way back 
some 11 years ago.  

MORE MATCH REPORTS NEXT PAGE  

RESULTS 
MINOR SINGLES 

FINAL 

DAVID KELLAWAY 31 
Peter Kurta 26  

MAJOR SINGLES 
SEMI-FINAL 
Doug King 31 

Gerald Weinberg 28 

MAJOR PAIRS 

THIRD ROUND 
Phillip Joel  

Rod Ferrer 21 
 Sol Caganoff 

Alan Saidman 16 

2014 MIXED PAIRS 
SEMI-FINAL 

Barbara Shotland  
Phillip Joel 19 

Jan Frape 
Wayne Podger 8 

Flashback to 
2004 final 

ABOVE: Gerald Weinberg 
(left) and Doug King after 

the 2004 final. 
BELOW:   

2005 Major Singles semi-
finalists 
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The Kampels finally at door 
of seventh Mixed Pairs title 

THE most compatible husband and wife team of Iris and Jack Kampel has 
waited more than six months for the opportunity to add a seventh Double 
Bay Mixed Pairs title to their trophy cabinet. 

Due to one thing and another, the 2014 Mixed 
Pairs title, which started on December 28, has at 
last decided the combatants for the final. 

 Following a semi-final match played at the 
weekend, the 2012 runners-up Barbara Shotland 
and Phillip Joel, qualified for the championship 
round against the Kampels with an effortless 
win over Wayne Podger and Jan Frape. 

The Kampels have been the top mixed team six 
times starting in 2002, then 2004, 2008 to 2010 
and in 2013 and they were runners-up in 2007 to 
the tip-top combination of James Cook and 
Karen Levinson. 

Shotland and Joel, who lost the 2012 final to 
another well-credentialed family unit, Audrey 
and Gerald Weinberg, required only 13 ends to 
account for Frape and Podger 19-8. 

 Several weeks ago, the Kampels’ semi-final 
was a 26-11 victory over the newcomers to 
Double Bay, Alan and Rene Saidman. 

In a Major Pairs match Phillip Joel and Rod 
Ferrer, advanced into the Round of Eight with a 
well-earned 21-16 decision against Alan Saidman 
and Sol Caganoff. 

The winners now await the outcome of the clash between the powerful Brandon 
Conway and Dan Flanagan team and the Sixth Grade combination of Peter Kurta and 
Peter Erdos. 

 
 

FROM PAGE 2 
The 35th end was all Kurta as a three count put him back with a hope at 24-29, only to 

see Kellaway add a shot on the 36th end to be on the brink of the title at 30-24. 
Kurta continued to battle and scored single shots to lag 26-30 after 38 tiring ends and he 

was holding a three count on the 39th end when Kellaway again produced a brilliant last 
bowl conversion to grab the shot and have his name gold painted with his father’s on the 
club’s boards of tournament winners. 

Jack and Iris Kampel after 
winning the 2009 Mixed Pairs 

David Kellaway’s 2015 Minor Singles success 
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Pre-game Snack Menu now at club 
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club’s in-house catering company has introduced a 
Snack Menu available to players prior to the Wednesday and Saturday 
bowling sessions. 

The caterers, Steve and June Edelmuth, have devised a light meal menu 
ranging from burger and chips to toasted sandwiches. 

The Edelmuth catering company “joined” the Double Bay Bowling Club last 
year and besides providing lavish afternoon teas for the near-100 competitors on 
Wednesdays and Saturdays for pennants as well as other club events, also caters 
a range of meals and refreshments when the clubhouse is hired for private 
events and celebrations. 

Soon after Double Bay merged with Rose Bay in 2001, members of the 
Women’s Club, led by Margo Michael, voluntary offered a small menu of light 
snacks prior to the club’s games. 

The “service” lapsed due to a lack of available members to prepare the food. 
The new  Edelmuth Snack Menu (pictured below) offers a range of coffees to 

accompany the meal. 

Also available are plates of hot pastrami on rye, grilled chicken with Greek 
salad, spinach and cheese omelette, and hot (twice cooked) chips.  

In recent years, the club offered pre-packed sandwiches from the bar for 
members who wanted food prior to the game. 
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HAT-TRICK OF DISTRICT 
SINGLES CHAMPIONSHIPS 

STAR Double Bay player, Iris 
Kampel, completed the hat-trick and 
collected a fifth title when she won the 
2015 Eastern Suburbs District’s 
Singles event last week. 

She first claimed the Singles crown in 
1999, then in 2007, followed by 
consecutive wins from 2013 to this year. 

Kampel won the 2007 Regional 
Singles title to qualify for the State 
championships where she reached the 
quarter-final only to be knocked out by 
Australia’s highest ranked bowler, 
Karen Murphy. 

The 2015 District Final was played at 
Double Bay on a windless Friday, June 
5, under a blue sky, as Kampel was in 
control from the start against Clovelly’s 
Lyn Davis. 

After 10 ends Kampel was well on her 
way to the title when the scoreboard had 
her 20-1 ahead. 

 CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Double Bay Club 
dominates District 

Singles results 
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club has a 
tremendous winning record in the 
Eastern Suburbs District Singles 
Championship. 

A member of the club has won the 
event 10 times since 2002 and has been 
the runner-up on three other occasions. 

The Women’s Club’s annual reports 
show that in 2002 a Double Bay player 
was runner up in the District Singles, but 
no name was published. 

The annual report of 2003 reveals that a 
Double Bay member won the District 
Singles, but again no name is given. 

Similarly, the 2004 report  says an 
unidentified Double Bay competitor was 
the runner-up in the 2004 District Singles 

There is no mention of District Singles 
in the club’s 2005 annual report, but the 
2006 winner is listed as Double Bay’s 
Sandra Ballard (pictured).  

From then on the 
records are clearer. 

Iris Kampel won the 
event in 2007, 
followed by Barbara 
Shotland in 2008 
when Lorraine 
McLaughlin was 
runner-up, then a 
hat-trick of wins, 
2009, 2010 and 2011 
by Karen Levinson. 

In 2012 Double Bay’s Sandra Ballard 
was runner-up to Matraville’s Jill Scoot. 

Then Iris Kampel returned to the 
winner’s list in 2013 and 2014 and has 
retained the crown this year. 

 All-in-all a Double Bay member has 
been in 12 District Singles finals since 
2002.  

Footnote: Iris Kampel first won the Eastern 
Suburbs District Singles in 1999, the  year 
prior to the merger with Rose Bay Bowling 
Club. 

Iris Kampel with Lyn Davis (Clovelly) 
 the finalists of the 2015 Eastern 

Suburbs District Singles championship. 
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Three win way to District’s Singles semi-finals 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

A relaxed Kampel then eased off and allowed Davis to score four shots on the 
13th end and then continue to add to her tally on the next three. 

By the 18th end Davis was still 12 shots behind with the card reading in 
Kampel’s favour at 22-10. 

Kampel rallied with one-shot collects on the following three ends to reach the 
required 25 amount for “match and championship”. 

Double Bay was assured of at least one club member challenging for this 
year’s District title when three-time winner, Karen Levinson, met Kampel in the 
semi-final at the South Coogee Club where Kampel won the day 25-13. 

 At the same time hopes of an all-Double championship round were dashed 
when club-mate, Lorraine Becker, fell in the other semi-final to Davis 25-19. 

Earlier, in the second round at Clovelly BC, Levinson knocked out fellow 
Double Bay luminary and a former winner, Barbara Shotland, 25-21, and went 
into the semi-final with a 25-10 decision over Clovelly’s B. Skinner. 

Double Bay’s Kathy Passman won her first round 25-14 against S. Scarcella 
(Clovelly) and then beat Randwick’s A. Lowlett 25-20, before extending 
Kampel to a narrow 25-19 win, while Pam Stein won her way to the third round 
with victories against V. Gordon (Randwick) 25-5, C. Sowden (Clovelly) 25-14 
before falling to Becker 25-16. 

Another Double Bay entrant, Audrey Weinberg, did well to score a 25-16 win 
over S. McAfee (Waverley), but then had no answer to Kampel’s play on a 25-9 
score line in the second round. 

The 2015 tournament attracted an entry of 25 players competing at the local 
clubs at Hillsdale (Rounds 1 and 3), Clovelly (Round 2), South Coogee (semi-
finals) and Double Bay (final). 

Double Bay’s, Lorraine McLaughlin, is the District’s chairperson of the Match 
Committee, which organised the tournament. Kampel’s next target is the 
Regional Singles tournament on, August 11, at a venue to be announced. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

     CROWDED CLUB HOUSE FOR LISA MORE  than 70 
members and 

guests packed the 
Double Bay Club 

House on 
Thursday, June 4, 

for the dinner show 
headlined by 

songstress Lisa 
Crouch. 
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ONE wonders how many Grade 6 pennant 
players received and took notice of the email 
sent a few weeks ago by Peter Wyner, who is 
making a name for himself as a member of 
the club’s board of directors. 

The email, however, has little to do with 
affairs at board level, rather it raised a 
point about what are the responsibilities of 
players who are selected as managers of our 
pennant teams. 

There is more to it than overseeing the 
allocation of rinks for the match and 
checking the score cards at the end of the 
day. 

Of course, the side manager, the correct name for the position, also has the 
task of ensuring his players abide by the rules of the game and there is (the not 
often required) duty to settle any disagreement at player or club level.  

The team manager should be the eyes of the selectors, who, one assumes, 
would appreciate some weekly feedback on players’ performances on the green. 

That’s the generally accepted “portfolio” for the pennant games, but Peter 
Wyner, who was the side manager for the club’s 10-game Grade 6 pennant 
matches, has taken the assignment to the next level. 

In his email he congratulated the 21 team members who represented the club 
at Grade 6 level. 

Then he listed the results – The team won six out of 10 games, was equal on 
points (12) with Clovelly, but behind Bronte and Randwick with Bronte winning on 
shot difference. Double Bay’s shot difference of negative 48 was inferior to 
the Clovelly team with the same points. 

This was followed by his opinion that the team was competitive throughout the 
season. 

“I am especially proud in the way members supported each other and behaved 
in a sporting exemplary manner. The games were played in the true spirit of 
friendship,” Peter said. 

“Well done guys and thank you for your co-operation and friendship. It was a 
pleasure to be your side manager,” he said and added: ”I look forward to next 
year’s competition.” 

The email included an attachment summary (below) of each team’s results and 
pointing out that the team skipped by Michael Rowley, achieved the best overall 
result of 55% wins. 

How many other side managers would know the make-up of sides from one-
week to another, or have a record of how each rink performed? On the other 
hand how many of our pennant brigade could name their side manager? 
           

    TEAM ROWLEY   TEAM ALBERT   TEAM AMOILS 
 OPPONENT FOR AGAINST W/D/L FOR AGAINST W/D/L FOR AGAINST W/D/L 

HILLSDALE 20 20 D 26 15 W 17 17 D 
RANDWICK 12 21 L 18 18 D 10 35 L 
BRONTE 16 20 L 21 16 W 19 18 W 
E.B.P 22 15 W 13 23 L 12 29 L 
HILLSDALE 27 14 W 22 16 W 23 24 L 
CLOVELLY 11 25 L 16 29 L 9 29 L 
RANDWICK 34 17 W 14 19 L 18 26 L 
BRONTE 19 18 W 11 25 L 18 19 L 
E.B.P. 24 13 W 24 14 W 24 17 W 
CLOVELLY  19 21 L 15 21 L 24 12 W 

204 184 5W 1D  4L 180 196 4W1D 5L 174 226 3W 1D 6L 
    55%     45%     35% 
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TWO DOUBLE 
BAY TEAMS TO 

CHALLENGE 
FOR STATE 

PENNANT 
FLAGS 

TWO Double Bay Women’s Club teams have qualified to compete for 
Region 13 in the 2015 State Pennant Championships following wins at 
Regional level last week. 

The Eastern Suburbs District’s top Grade 2 team from Double Bay will be 
competing in the State event for the fourth time, while the club’s Grade 3 
team (pictured above) makes its debut in the State Championships 
scheduled for mid-August.  

FULL REPORT PAGE 4 

CLUB TO HOST ZONE 11 STATE SENIOR SINGLES 
DOUBLE Bay will host three of the four section matches and the finals of  Zone 11’s 

2015 State Seniors Singles on Saturday and Sunday, June 27-28.  
FULL REPORT PAGE 2 

 
If you need an 

updated opinion 
of your property 

please contact me 
for a confidential 

discussion. 
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ZONE 11’S APPRECIATION TO DOUBE BAY 

Last minute decision to host 
State Seniors Singles matches 
DOUBLE Bay’s eleventh-hour decision to host the majority of the district’s 
2015 State Seniors Singles matches has been applauded by the Zone 11 
management. 

The Zone’s Match Committee chairman, Tony Rowe, in an email to member 
clubs expressed thanks to all clubs which are hosting section matches, 
“especially Double Bay for sponsoring the Senior Singles at the last minute”. 

Leichhardt Bowling Club (pictured) 
was scheduled to sponsor the four 
sections of the Seniors Singles starting 
on Saturday, June 27, but was 
compelled to seek another club to 
stage three sections because only one 
of its greens will be available. 

Double Bay Men’s Club president, Gerald Weinberg, who is Zone 11’s 
Selection Committee chairman, offered the club’s three greens to accommodate 
Senior Singles games in sections 2,3 and 4. 

The club will also be the venue for the section playoffs and the finals set for 
Saturday, August 15. 

 The 2015 Zone 11 singles schedule takes in the State (open), Seniors and  
Presidents’ Reserves events. 

The State’s (Open) eight sections will be co-hosted by Ashfield (including 
section playoffs and finals), Eastlakes, Waverley, Coogee and Alexandria 
Erskineville. All four sections and finals of the President’s Reserves are at 
Western Suburbs Leagues, with the Seniors Section 1 at Leichhardt and 
Sections 2, 3 and 4, plus the finals, at Double Bay. 

Double Bay will be represented by almost a third of the 38 competitors in the 
Zone 11 State Seniors Singles tournament.  

Two of the 12 Double Bay entrants, the 2013 Zone and State champion, Ray 
Jankelowitz, and Gerald Raichman, will play their Section 1 opening rounds at 
Leichhardt Bowling Club. 

If Raichman overcomes Tigers Five Dock’s E. Chauncey, he has the certainty of 
meeting the defending champion, Ray Coombes, from Ashfield. 

The other 10, including Pepe Glick, who was the Zone runner-up to Jankelowitz in 
2013 and who won his way to the semi-final stage last year, will compete on home 
soil.  

Two hopes from Double Bay, Paul Baker and Rod Ferrer, clash in Section 
2’s only first round draw. It is the only time two Double Bay members play each 
other in a first round match 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 
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Senior club mates can clash in later rounds 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

The winner of Baker v Ferrer is drawn to meet Double Bay’s singles top-notcher, 
Gerald Weinberg. 

If the club’s 2015 Minor Singles finalist, Peter Kurta, can overcome his Ashfield 
second round opponent, he will be in the Sunday round on June 28 against either 
Weinberg or the victor of the Baker and Ferrer battle,. 

Also in Section 2 is Double Bay’s, Walter Jacobs, who has an Alexandria 
Erskineville player as his opposition. 

Four Double Bay members feature in Section 3. Sam Abrahams has a first round 
match while Pepe Glick, Ian Ossher and Jack Kampel start their run in the second 
round. 

Brandon Conway, who on Sunday won his way into the club’s 2015 Major Singles 
final against Doug King, is the lone club member competing in Section 4 and has a 
direct entry into the second round. 

 Harry Black, who failed by only one shot in last year’s title round against Coombes, 
is currently overseas and did not enter the event. 

Double Bay has only three members contesting the Open State Singles. 
Topmost is Doug King, who clashes with Conway in the 2015 Major Single final. 

He has the task of playing Ashfield’s Mark Gorlicki in a first round Section 2 match, 
while in Section 5, Murray Lott, has a bye into the second round and Dan Flanagan 
(Section 6) is challenged in an opening match by Alexandria Erskineville’s Mark 
Riddell. 

 
Conway or King for 2015 Major Singles crown 

BRANDON Conway, is again on the verge of winning his second Major Singles crown following 
a 31-16 semi-final win over Rod Ferrer on Sunday. 

Conway won the title in 2007 with a consistent performance against the former State singles 
champion, James Cook, the then Double Bay’s bowls administrator. Since then he has reached the 
final on two occasions, last year and in 2012, 

He will play Doug King for the 2015 trophy most likely at the weekend.  
King is aiming for his initial Major Singles prize, having been the finalist 
once previously when beaten by Gerald Weinberg in 2004. 

Conway held too many guns for the club’s latest top-grade recruit, Rod 
Ferrer, in the semi-final winning shots on 16 of the 27 ends, including 
counts of three shots on four occasions. Ferrer was lagging 5-16 at the 
half-way stage and never came close to bridging the gap. 

Major Pairs runs end for lower grade teams 
THE winning run by the Grade-6 team of Michael Rowley and Peter Wyner in 
the 2015 Major Pairs event came to a halt on Saturday when they fell in the 
third round to the power combination of Paul Baker and Murray Lott 26-13. 

A slow start by Rowley and Wyner set the pace for the A-grade opposition to 
take control and they never recovered from an 11 shot deficit after nine ends. 

Brandon Conway continued his fine form when he and Dan Flanagan 
also ousted a lower-graded pairing of Peter Kurta and Peter Erdos 27-9 in 
a second round match. 

Kurta-Erdos won only six of the 19 ends completed. 

RESULTS 
 MAJOR SINGLES 

SEMI-FINAL 
Brandon Conway 31   

Rod Ferrer 16 

MAJOR PAIRS 

SECOND ROUND 
Brandon Conway  
Dan Flanagan 27 

Peter Kurta  
Peter Erdos 9 

THIRD ROUND 
Paul Baker  

Murray Lott 26 
Michael Rowley  
Peter Wyner 13 
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Double Bay’s Grade 3 team, which won its way into the 2015 State Championships last week is 
(from left) Jan Hutchins, Lorraine McLaughlin (Skip) Pat Bryant, Barbara Hower, Audrey 

Weinberg, Juliette Friedlander (Skip), Jan Frape and Kathy Passman. 

First State Pennant chance for Grade-3 team as 
top Grade-2 combination makes it four-in-a-row 

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club teams will represent Region 13 in two grades 
at the 2015 State Pennant Championships later this year. 

The club’s top pennant team will be competing in its fourth consecutive State 
event and this year will be accompanied by the Grade-3 side at the State titles 
on August 17 -21 at South Coast venues to be announced. 

The previous Regional wins by Double Bay have been at Grade-1 level prior 
to 2014 when the Eastern Suburbs Women’s District Association withdrew 
from the State’s top grading. Since then Double Bay has been Pennant winners 
at Grade-2. 

It will be the first time that Double Bay has qualified for the State matches at 
Grade-3 level. 

Qualification to the State championships is decided when District pennant 
winners compete at Regional level. Double Bay is the Eastern Suburbs 
District’s top pennant club in Grades-2 and -3.  

In last week’s Regional playoff, the Grade 3 combination played with 
determination and focus to defeat a well-seasoned side from Sylvania, (St. 
George-Canterbury-Sutherland Shire) playing on the familiarity of home turf to 
win both rinks for a 47-30 decision.  

 CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 
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A third Eastern Suburbs club 
will compete at the State titles 
following Clovelly’s Grade-4 

Regional win against Engadine 

Skips in fine form in Regional Pennant deciders 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

The Double Bay skips backed 
up consistent play by their 
team members. 

 Juliette Friedlander came to 
the rescue twice as she drew the 
shot when the jack had been 
sliced to within inches of the 
rink flag with Sylvania holding 
shots.  

The team had a collect of five 
shots on the 18th end to 
consolidate the score at 27-13. 

On the other rink Lorraine 
McLaughlin saved numerous 
times with her accurate and 
effective signature on-shots to 
pass  the opposition by 20-17.  

 
 

Match fit Grade-2 team 
knocks out Tarren Point 
Double Bay’s consistent Grade-2 side, was also victorious in the Regional 

series beating Taren Point (St. George-Canterbury/Sutherland Shire) by a 
17-shot margin.  

The well-conditioned and match fit team of Marie Thatcher, Lorraine Becker, 
Iris Kampel and Barbara Shotland, cruised to a 26-10 win over a very surprised 
opposition. 

 Pam Stein's unit of Barbara Shur, Karen Levinson and Rene Saidman, played 
solid and confident bowls, but were made to battle for a 16-15 victory which 
gave Double Bay a 42-25 shot count result into the State event.  

 
 
 
 
 

 

THE Double Bay Bowling Club membership mourns the 
passing of Phil Michael, after a long period of ill-health. 

An outstanding all-round sportsman for most of his life, he 
won the Double Bay Minor Singles in 2004. 

He is survived by his wife Margo, the one-time Women’s Club 
president and treasurer, two children and five grandchildren. 

 

Double Bay’s Grade 2 team which has qualified for 
the 2015 State Pennant Championship. TOP: 

Barbara Shotland, Iris Kampel, Lorraine Becker, 
Marie Thatcher. 

ABOVE:  Pam Stein, Karen Levinson, Rene 
Saidman and Barbara Shur. 



 

Club website “hits” the target 
 

THE Double Bay Bowling Club’s website has received more than 20,000 
“hits” in the past 12 months, webmaster, Peter Wyner, revealed this week. 

Statistics clearly indicate that the 
website is popular and importantly 
has proven to be the initial point of 
enquiry on many occasions for parties 
culminating in booking of functions 
and events at the club, he said. 

Wyner was appointed the website 
manager in June, 2014, following the 
passing of the site’s founder and 
original webmaster, Eddie Fingret.. 

The website was revamped and 
included a visitor hit count and the 
introduction of weekly updates of 
intra-club competition results. 

 It also provides general  information 
of interest to members, lawn bowlers 
in general and the public. 

In January this year Double Bay 
Watch, the website’s weekly 
newsletter, reported the confirmation 
of 10,049 “hits” in less than six 
months and quoted Wyner’s 
prediction that the number of times 
the website is opened would exceed 
20,000 by June, 2015. 

His prediction was spot-on. The 
count as at June 22 was  20,372. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 
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WET WEATHER RUINS START TO 2015 MAJOR SINGLES TITLE 
THE 2015 Major Singles final between Doug King and Brandon Conway has been 

postponed to a “most likely date” of Sunday, July 19, unless both players are eliminated 
from either the Zone 11 State Singles or the State Pairs matches. 

The final was originally scheduled for last Sunday, June 21, but was called off due to the 
inclement weather. 

Double Bay greens will be heavily involved in the upcoming Zone 11 State Championships 
over the next two weekends as the club hosts the Senior Singles and the Open Pairs 
leaving  only one green for members’ social bowls.  
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Website’s role 
in club’s future 

 FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 
PETER Wyner, who is a member 
of the licensed club’s board of 
management, said that the 
Double Bay Bowling Club’s 
website will continue to be 
upgraded in line with the club’s 
future mission statement. 

“The proactive management is 
determined to attract the 
community at large by showcasing 
Double Bay Bowling Club” he 
said.  

“This will be done by having an 
informative website offering the 
best facilities to members and 
visitors. Ideas are being developed to this end and implemented as deemed 
appropriate to ensure Double Bay Bowling Club continues to thrive and remains 
‘the place to be’," Wyner added.  

Already, the website has added links of interest and has been given cosmetic 
changes to enhance appearance and provide additional information for 
members.  

These include information if weather conditions affect the day’s bowling  
schedule, links to the club’s in-house catering service, a coaching corner, 
membership details, match results and up-to-date competition standings.  

The website’s hit counter (enlarged) 
showing  Monday’s total of the number of 

times it has been visited since mid-last year.  

20,372 

Special phone number for 
bowls “on or off” decision 

THE Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club has provided a dedicated 
phone number to advise members the availability of its greens 
during inclement weather. 

This is to reduce the unnecessary calls to the club's main telephone 
number to check whether play is on or off due to weather conditions and 
supplements the Website’s ON or OFF  signs with a voice 
message on a dedicated phone number (02) 9362 5774.  

The message will be recorded by club manager, Graham Armstrong, 
once a decision has been made to call the bowls games off. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

PHONE 
THIS 

NUMBER 
(02) 

 

9362 
5774 
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Trial of morning start for Monday competition 
Double Bay Men’s Club will trial an early start to its 
popular Monday Intra-Club competition. 

As from next Monday, June 29, play will start at 10 am instead 
of the customary 12.30 pm. 

Club officials said the change from an afternoon to morning 
competition follows a suggestion by several members. 

“We’ll give it a trial for a few weeks to gauge the players’ 
reaction to the early start,” Double Bay Watch was told by an official this week.  

Currently 50 or more members compete in the Monday competition played in a 
triples format over 21 ends.  

Members who are unable to commit to the early start and those who are not in 
constituted teams but wish to play, must contact the club office on the Monday no 
later than 9 am. 

Heading the competition after seven rounds is the team of Michael Becker, George 
Sofer and David Newman with 14 points, followed by Les Ferguson, Ross Ruzicka 
and David Ossher on 13 points with Sam Abrahams, Eric Grusd and Peter Wyner 
third with 12 points. 

There is no current suggestion that there will be a time change to the Wednesday 
afternoon intra-club league which will switch in two weeks from a Fours team 
competition to a three-set Triples event now that the annual surface renovation of the 
third green has been completed. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Real estate member ends Double Bay Club sponsorship 
DARYL Rosen, of Ray White Real Estate, Double Bay, has ended his two-year 
sponsorship of Double Bay Bowling Club. 

Rosen signed a two-year sponsorship deal with Double Bay Bowling Club in March, 
2013, and became the first member in the club’s 70-year-history to be a major sponsor. 

He advised Double Bay last week that he had decided not to renew the sponsorship. 
The Ray White Real Estate billboard at the entrance to the Double Bay Bowling Club site 

has now been removed. 
Rosen has been a member of the Men’s Bowling Club for the past two years. 
Club officials said they are currently discussing new sponsorship details with principals of 

a number of local business houses. 

AUSTRALIAN LAWN BOWLS MATCHES ON CLUB’S TELEVISION 
 

DOUBLE Bay will screen the Foxtel television coverage of singles 
matches in the Australian Lawn Bowls Open championship prior to 
play in this Wednesday afternoon’s intra-club competition. 

Play from the Gold Coast rinks will be shown on the clubhouse’s 85 
cm television screen from 11 am.  

The club’s snack lunch menu will be available during the screening and the 
club will also provide nibbles. 

Double Bay’s 2015 Major Singles finalist, Brandon Conway, was a qualifying 
entrant for the event, but withdrew from the Section 6 Broadbeach rink match on 
Saturday, June 13, against Ben Morthorpe.  
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Women compete in Saturday triples contest 
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club has members in two teams competing in the 
Eastern Suburbs District’s four-week Saturday morning Triples league. 

 The competition aims at giving working women, as well 
as those who have the time, an opportunity to compete in 
lawn bowls at a competitive level on the weekend. 

It is organised by the District President, Toni Hartley, in 
conjunction with Double Bay’s District representatives, 
Lorraine McLaughlin (Match Committee Chairperson) and 
Iris Kampel (Chairperson of Selectors).  

The event, with an entry of 12 teams of players from most 
Eastern Suburbs clubs, began on Saturday, June 13, and 
weather permitting, is scheduled to finishing on July 5.  

The format 
also 

provides for 
composite 

teams which allows eligible 
bowlers to compete as the event 
is not club-oriented. 

The District’s organisers form 
teams from the individual 
entrants or allot them to replace 
unavailable players on the day. 

 The Waverley Club is hosting the 
competition where the games, 
over 18 ends, finish no later than 
12.30 pm. 
  

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Toni Hartley 

Double Bay’s  
two weekend 
triples teams 

The six Double Bay members who 
are taking part in the Eastern 

Suburbs District’s Saturday triples 
event are pictured here. 

ABOVE: Leslie Judelman, Judi 
Snider and Jenny Welton. 

AT LEFT: 
Di Engelander, Kathy Passman 

and Pat Bryant 

PAM 
STEIN 

PHOTOS 



Women’s Club’s four-in-a-row 
District Triples championships 
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WINNERS TAKE 
BACK SEAT 
 AND TITLE 

 FROM CLUB 
MATES 

Double Bay Women’s Club’s Eastern Suburbs District 2015 Triples championship team, Iris Kampel, Pam 
Stein and Barbara Shotland took the back row when they were photographed after defeating the front-seated 
team of fellow club members, Marie Thatcher Lorraine Becker and Rene Saidman, for the title on the home 

rink last Friday. 
It was the fourth consecutive year that a Double Bay team has taken the title. 

STORY PAGE 6 
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FORTY-or-more Double Bay members arrived early for last Wednesday’s intra-
club matches to watch the screening of the Australian Open Lawn Bowls 
Championships televised live by Foxtel’s Sports Channel 4 onto the club’s 85 inch 
television screen. 

And more than 20 of them took the opportunity of ordering a mid-day meal from the 
Snack Menu of the club’s caters, Steve and June Edelmuth, to consume during the 
telecast. 

The televised game showcased the Australian Open Women’s Single final between 
teenager, Ellen Ryan, from the Cabramatta Club and the experienced Queenslander, 
Maree Gibbs.  

The 18-year-old Ryan received many rounds of applause as she produced accurate 
bowling on a rain-affected Broadbeach Bowling Club rink to gain the lead from the 
start and was never headed to claim the trophy on a 21-10 decision. 

The Edelmuth kitchen was somewhat surprised at the volume of orders. Chef, Steve 
Edelmuth, told Double Bay Watch that it was the busiest Wednesday since the Snack 
Menu became available. 

“The decision to establish a small, but appetising pre-game menu for players came 
from a suggestion by club treasurer, Barry Isenberg,” he revealed. 

“It was agreed that Double Bay would provide the financial backing for the project 
and will meet any deficit or retain the profit. 

“Last Wednesday was an excellent start, as the play on the previous two Wednesdays 
had been called off due to rain affected greens,” he said. 

Club members were impressed with the quality, quantity and the presentation of the 
meals. 

 One long-time member said that it was easier, no more expensive and certainly more 
appetising, than having a couple of home-made sandwiches for a mid-day snack. 

The Double Bay Clubhouse at 11 am last Wednesday morning when about 30 members arrived early to watch 
the televised Australian Lawn Bowls Open Women’s Singles final and order a light meal from the Snack Menu 

of club caterers, Steve and June Edelmuth. 
Photo by John Wineberg 

Photo by John Wineberg

Televised championship bowling and food attract members to club 
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Major Pairs set for semi-final clashes 
A LATE burst by Brandon Conway and Dan Flanagan put them into the 
2015 Major Pairs semi-final last week. 

They were behind the scoreboard for all but two of 19 ends when a three count 
gave them 14-13 lead over Rod Ferrer and Phillip Joel. 

They then added a single shot on the 20th and another triple 
count on the final 21st end to take the match 18-13.  

It was one of the tightest pairs games of this year’s 
championship. One shot divided the teams on 14 of the 21 
ends. 

The Conway pairing is a new combination and now comes 
up against the recognised and successful duo of Gerald 
Weinberg and Arnold Javen. 

Another formidable pairing Jack Kampel and Peter Levy 
proved too solid for Rob Fetherston and Wayne Podger and 
eased into a semi-final clash against the debut team of Paul 
Baker and Murray Lott. 

 

Heritage painting goes to Woollahra Council 
THE heritage painting by Archibald Prize-winning artist, Arthur Murch, 
which was a feature of the Double Bay Bowling Clubhouse for more than 60 
years, has been presented to Woollahra Council.  

The painting, which 
depicted the Double Bay of 
1871, was initially hung in 
the Double Bay Clubhouse 
on the eastern wall behind 
the President's table in mid-
1954, but was replaced by a 
giant 85 inch Samsung 
television screen in 
February this year  

Club officials are unsure 
where Council will display 
the art work.  

Arthur James Murch was 
the 1949 Archibald Prize 
winner. The painting was copied from a photograph postcard obtained from the 
collection of Morton Herman, an eminent architect of that period. The original 
photograph was taken from near Glen Ascham, Darling Point. 

RESULTS 
MAJOR PAIRS 

QUARTER-FINALS 

Brandon Conway  
Dan Flanagan 18 

Phillip Joel  
Rod Ferrer 13 

 
Jack Kampel  
Peter Levy* 
 defeated 

Rob Fetherston  
Wayne Podger* 

*scores unavailable 
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All-Double Bay semi-final 
in Zone’s Senior Singles 

DOUBLE Bay has a 50-50 chance of 
one of its members claiming Zone 
11’s 2015 State Seniors Singles Title, 
following four rounds of section 
play completed on Sunday. 

The semi-final of Section 3 v Section 
4 is an all-Double Bay affair where Jack Kampel clashes with Brandon Conway 
on Saturday morning, with the winner to contest the title against either the 
defending champion, Ray Coombes (Ashfield) or Don Western (Western 
Suburbs Leagues). 

The semi-finals and final are programmed for Saturday, July 15, at the Double 
Bay Club. 

Coombes, who took out the Section 1 final at Leichhardt BC with a 31-14 
decision over Bob Grant (South Coogee), won the 2014 title by one shot from 
Double Bay’s Harry Black. 

Five of Double Bay’s 12 entries qualified for Sunday morning’s third round of 
the Senior Singles played at Double Bay. 

Rod Ferrer (Section 2) survived two challenges from fellow Double Bay 
players, defeating Paul Baker in the first round 31-28, then knocked out 
Gerald Weinberg 31-19 in the afternoon. 

 Then Ferrer scored a 31-29 win over Neville Ross (Ashfield), who had earlier 
accounted for Peter Kurta 31-29, but forfeited his chance of taking out the 
section, giving a walkover to Weston. 

After Section 3 first round byes, Pepe Glick had a tough time before taking his 
match from W. O’Shea (EBP) 31-29, as Ian Ossher scored against first round 
winner, M. Lukin (Eastlakes) and Jack Kampel had a comfortable win over L. 
Wyner (Western Suburbs Leagues). 

 In Sunday morning’s third round Ossher surprised with a win over higher 
graded club mate, Pepe Glick 31-17, while Kampel scored by 31-17 over A. 
Pirie (Alexandria Erskineville) then stopped Ossher’s run in the section final by 
a safe margin of 31-13. 

In Section 4, Brandon Conway was too strong for B. Linder (Ashfield), then 
ended the hopes of Eastlakes’ John Benwell 31-19, before having a struggle in 
the final against John Brennan (Randwick). 

Conway was behind by 21-26 before he closed the score to 26-all. The 
following end Conway held shot only to see Brennan convert to three up and 
regain the lead 29-26. It was a similar story on the 20th end, but it was Conway’s 
last bowl which changed the head from one down to three up to again have the 
score level 29-29.  

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

Brandon 
Conway 

(left) 
or Jack 
Kampel 

for 
Zone’s 
Senior 
Singles 
final? 
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Greens packed for Zone’s State Pairs games 
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Club will host all four sections and the finals of Zone 11’s 
2015 State Open Pairs starting on Saturday, July 4. 

More than 55 teams have entered for the event, but Double Bay has only the one 
entry, the pairing of Dan Flanagan and Doug King, although the entry of Walter 
Jacobs and Murray Lott was incorrectly drawn in the Zone’s Seniors Pairs. 

All the club’s three greens will be in use to facilitate the first round pairs matches 
where there are 19 games scheduled for the 9 am start. The afternoon’s second round 
games will require 16 rinks. 

The Senior Pairs is being decided in two sections at Ashfield includes the Double 
Bay entries of established pairings Gerald Weinberg and Arnold Javen, Jack Kampel 
and Peter Levy as well as the strong combinations of Les Brem and Pepe Glick, 
Gerald Raichman and Michael Becker. 

Also in the draw are the teams of Barry Lazarus and Julian Engelman, Harry Stein 
and David Kellaway.  

The sectional playoffs and the finals of the Open event are set for Double Bay on 
Saturday, July 11, from 9 am, while the Seniors Pairs will also conclude on July 11 at 
Ashfield. 

 
Hope of Double Bay Zone Senior Singles champion 

FROM PREVIOUS  PAGE 
Brennan would not be denied and held the match shot with Conway to play his last 

bowl – a perfect delivery which swung the game his way on a two count. The 
Randwick player failed to change the situation with his final bowl for Conway to take 
the match 31-29 

Sam Abrahams failed in the first round against A. Pirie (Alexandria Erskineville). 
At the Leichhardt club in Section 1 Gerald Raichman and Ray Jankelowitz missed 

the opportunities to advance in the event. 
In the State Open Singles Dan Flanagan after winning his Section 6 first round 

against Mark Riddell (Alexandria Erskineville) at Waverley, fell to the home club’s 
Rick Roper. Doug King forfeited his opening match in Section 2 at Ashfield to local 
player Mark Gorlicki. 

A recent photograph of all three Double Bay greens being utilised for an inter-club tournament  
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“Four-by-three” sums up the 
club’s District triples record 

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club won its fourth consecutive Eastern Suburbs 
District Triples Championship last week when club mates contested the 
2015 final on home soil. 

The team of Iris Kampel, Pam Stein and Barbara Shotland took the title from 
another Double Bay entry, Marie Thatcher, Lorraine Becker and Rene Saidman 
by 19-15. 

It continued Double Bay’s recent dominance of Eastern Suburbs District 
Triples titles. In 

 2012 the side of Karen Levinson, Stein and Shotland won the crown from 
a Matraville challenge.  

  2013 the title match was again against a Matraville side when Shur, 
Levinson and Stein were successful and went through to the State 
playoffs. 

  2014 the combination of Shur, Levinson and Jenny Welton overcame a 
Randwick side to claim the crowns. 

This year’s final was a matter of “catch me if you can” as the Shotland unit 
raced away to a 16-1 lead at the half-way stage of the 21-ends. 

Then the Saidman trio started its comeback attempt by scoring seven shots on 
the following two ends, followed by a series of single counts. 

The change of control did not cause the experienced Shotland threesome too 
much angst as they regained the ascendency through Kampel’s immaculate lead 
bowling and Stein’s consolidation to take the crown by a four shot margin. 

Spectators were surprised, if not confused by the widening score line soon after 
the start, then they were transfixed at the half way as the match swung around, 
finally they were cheering as the end approached. 

The winning team will represent Eastern Suburbs District in the Regional 
playoff on September 8 at a venue in the Sutherland Shire District. 

In the semi-finals, played at Matraville, Saidman’s team defeated W Baldwin, 
B Levesey, L Ross (Matraville) 17-15 and Shotland eased past the Randwick 
side of S Cavenagh, C Abrahams and C Stokes by 17-9. 

Double Bay was also represented in the event by the defending champions, Shur, 
Levinson and Welton, who after an effortless first round 32-4 win at Hillsdale, and a 
19-16 decision over the S Keegan (Matraville) team at Clovelly, went out in the 
quarter-final at Hillsdale to the Saidman combination 8-17. 

Double Bay’ other entry of Jan Shedlezki, Barbara Hower and Pat Bryant was a first 
round 20-15 casualty at Hillsdale to the Ross team.  

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 



Double Bay’s Levy and Kampel in Zone’s State 
Seniors Pairs championship 
DOUBLE Bay’s latest top-notch 
combination of Peter Levy and Jack 
Kampel has won its way into the Zone 11’s 
2015 State Senior Pairs championship final. 

Both are renowned singles exponents and 
have combined this year to prove a formidable  
set in the pairs system with an upcoming semi-
final in Double Bay’s 2015 Major Pairs event. 

At the Ashfield Bowling Club over the 
weekend, Kampel and Levy won four Section 2 matches to qualify for the final 
against Section 1 winners, the tough Ashfield Club’s  unit of Ray Coombes and 
Tony LaGreca. 

On the way to the final the Kampel pair on Saturday accounted for opponents 
from Bondi and Balmain, then on Sunday morning defeated club-mates Harry 
Black and Walter Jacobs in a four-and-a-half-hour match (see next page) before 
ending the day with a 25-17 section semi-final result over South Coogee’s  Bob 
Grant and Barney Milloy. 

The Kampel pair were held to a one-or-two shot advantage in the opening ends 
of the semi-final against Milloy. 

With four ends to play they edged ahead and had the scoreboard showing at 
 20-15.  

On the 19th end Kampel picked up a well conceived five shots to have a 10 
shot advantage; then Milloy and Grant reduced the leeway by two shots.  

 However, with an eight shot deficit and failing daylight, they conceded the 
match to the Double Bay pair. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

DOUBLE BAY MEN’S 
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 DOUBLE BAY WOMEN’S 
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Peter Levy                       Jack Kampel  
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Harry Black and Walter Jacobs in marathon 
Zone pairs third round loss to Levy-Kampel 

EIGHT of the 22 entrants in the Zone 11 2015 State Senior Pairs 
Championship at Ashfield Bowling Club were from Double Bay. 

One was the pairing of Walter Jacobs and Harry Black, who substituted for the 
original entrant, Murray Lott. 

It turned out to be a solid 
combination as they defeated 
Double Bay’s Mike Becker and 
Gerald Raichman  on an extra 
end to set up a Sunday morning 
clash with the Kampel pair. 

It turned out to be one of the 
tightest matches of the event. 

In an encounter, which lasted 
some 250 minutes and delayed 
the start of the Section semi-
final, the Black-Jacobs brace 
kept at the heels of Levy and 
Kampel to be all square after the 

last end. 
 Jacobs saved the day by killing the first extra end, but could not prevent the 

outcome of the second extra end, which put the Kampel side one win nearer to 
this coming Saturday’s final at Ashfield. 

In last Saturday’s  games at Ashfield,  Raichman-Becker knocked out Western 
Suburbs Leagues’ B. Murphy and K. Cooper in the first round then fell to the 
Jacobs-Black pair. Another first round casualty was the well-credentialed 
pairing of Les Lilian and Brandon Conway, beaten by South Coogee’s Grant 
and Milloy who, in the second round, went on to finish ahead of the Double Bay 
side, Barry Lazarus and Rod Ferrer, the substitute for the indisposed Julian 
Engelman. 

One of Double Bay’s most prolific pairs team, Gerald Weinberg and Arnold 
Javen, was another scalp for the Milloy side. After wins in the opening two 
rounds against Hillsdale and Ashfield opposition on Saturday, they failed to 
produce their usual consistency against the South Coogee pair on Sunday 
morning. 

   Pepe Glick and Les Brem  opened with a Saturday morning win against W. 
O’Shea - L. Warner (EBP), but then lost to Randwick’s E. Mizrahi – J. Wilson. 
Double Bay’s other entrant was the Harry Stein - David Kellaway combination.  

Jack Kampel is in fine form and has already booked a spot in the Zone’s Seniors State 
Singles semi-final where he clashes with Double Bay’s, Brandon Conway, on Saturday, 
August 15. 

            Walter Jacobs                         Harry Black,  
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Two TVs to screen Origin and Ashes Test with 
supper menu for members on Wednesday night 
THE Double Bay Club will remain open late on Wednesday night for 
members and guests to watch two major sporting events screened on the 
clubhouse television sets. 

The matches to be televised on Wednesday, July 8, are the Rugby League 
State of Origin III decider between NSW and Queensland, and the opening day 
of the first Ashes cricket test between Australia and England from Cardiff. 

 Members can watch the State of Origin prelude and action from 7.30 pm on 
one TV, then have the choice of viewing the cricket on a second set from 8.30 
pm.  

The bar will be open and a smorgasbord type meal, served around 7.30 pm, 
similar to the one at the Origin I screening when the $15 a-plate menu was 
chicken, hot chips, salad  etc. or a vegetarian alternative. 

To assist the catering,  members should respond by return email 
(dbbc@bigpond.net.au) their intention to attend and advise if a vegetarian meal 
is required. 

A club official said it is noted that some members are not interested in either 
rugby league or cricket, but they are asked to have an interest in the club. 

“ Come along and enjoy each other’s company on a social level,” the official 
said. The more who do, the stronger the club bond becomes, which can only 
enhance the bowling club’s future.  The last special event was a lot of fun for 
those who attended,” he added.  

New Wednesday comp reverts to triples format 
THE five match mid-winter Wednesday competitions were completed last week with 
two sections played as triples matches and two competed the fours format. 

The Division 1 triples was won by the team of Jack Kampel, Peter Levy and Michael 
Rowley with 25 points from five matches. 

Second place went to Arnold Javen, Michael Becker and Gerald Raichman 18 points with 
Sol Caganoff, Alan Saidman and Rene Saidman taking third spot with 9 points. 

Heading the Division 2 triples competition was the Barrie Brickman skipped side of Les 
Ferguson and Ronald Munz on 21 points. 

Runner-up was the trio of Julian Engelman, Les Brem and Carol Engelman with 16½ points 
and a shot margin of 24, equal on points in third place was Maurice Boland, Len Simon and 
Eric Grusd who had a margin of 17 shots. 

The Division 3 fours competition went to father and son David 
and Ian Ossher with Ross Ruzicka and George Sofer who collected 
19 points, followed by Eric Wainstein,  

Abe Cohen, Sam Abrahams and Ray Novis (17½ points) and in 
third place Barbara Shotland, Iris Kampel, Lorraine McLaughlin 
and Juliette Friedlander with 16½ points. 

The Winter-Spring competition, which will be played in the 
triples format over three sets, will start this Wednesday, July 8, 
with a total of more than 80 players utilising all three greens. 

RESULT 
MAJOR PAIRS 

QUARTER-FINAL 
Jack Kampel  
Peter Levy 26 

Rob Fetherston  
Wayne Podger 7 

 

mailto:(dbbc@bigpond.net.au)
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Last end thriller: Four shots up, then four shots 
down, sends Double Bay pair from State finals 

IRIS KAMPEL REPORTS 
DOUBLE Bay’s, Karen Levinson and 
Rene Saidman, representing Eastern 
Suburbs District in the Regional State 
Pairs playoff last week, led for all but 
two ends against Taren Point’s NSW 
State Over-60 duo, Joan Thomas and 
Claire Kelly.  

The Levinson-Saidman is a new combination 
within Double Bay ranks and they continued 
their top form by taking out the District Pairs 
title in May via a four-shot margin against a 
pair from Bondi Bowling Club. 

In the Regional challenge at Taren Point 
against the Sutherland qualifiers, the Double 
Bay team set the tone from the start with excellent draw shots followed by conversions from 
Saidman, who announced her talent, with two spectacular touchers on the opening end.  

The high standard continued as Levinson led well and kept her opposite number under 
pressure, while Saidman, when faced with a deficit, produced a dream bowl to wrest the shot 
out for a conversion count. 

By the 6th end Double Bay was ahead 6-3 then the 8th end proved a  showstopper with 
Saidman making a delicate play which gained three shots and a 9-3 advantage. 

By the 11th  end Taren Point’s aggressiveness  collected three shots to have the score 10-7. 
Over the next seven ends the standard of bowling from all players was excellent with the 
match becoming tied at 13-13. On the 17th end Saidman again demonstrated her drawing 
skills and converted to collect two shots and regain the lead 15-13. 

On the final 18th end, Levinson played an excellent opening bowl to put the pair in a 
winning position only to see Thomas have a run at the jack which sent it out of bounds for an 
18th end replay. At the restart, Levinson was again on the mark with a bowl which stopped as 
a resting toucher; then Saidman drew a toucher adjacent to her partner’s. 

A drive by the opposition resulted in the jack being dislodged, but the Double Bay side still 
held two shots .The Taren Point pair failed with three attempts to trail the jack away from the 
Double Bay bowls.  

By this time Saidman-Levinson were holding four shots and looked certain to book their 
place in the State finals at Tuncurry in October. In a bid to protect the count, Saidman aimed 
to have a back bowl, but the delivery fell short of its target. The ability of Kelly came to the 
fore as she trailed the jack to the ditch for four shots and the match at 17-15. 

Having lead throughout the game and always putting Taren Point under tremendous 
pressure the Double Bay players earned a great deal of respect and admiration from the many 
spectators, but as one viewer from the Eastern Suburbs put it: “We were robbed – Call the 
cops!” 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Rene Saidman (left) and Karen Levinson  



 

ZONE’S 2015 STATE SENIORS PAIRS 
 CHAMPIONS 

DOUBLE Bay’s long-time 
winning record in Zone 11 
State Seniors Pairs continued 
on Saturday when Jack 
Kampel and Peter Levy 
defeated the Ashfield duo Ray 
Coombes and Tony LaGreca 
21-19. 

Since 2005 a Double Bay entry 
has won the event nine times, only 
missing out in 2013 and 2006. 

A club team started the Zone 
Senior Pairs winning run in 2005 
when Eddie Fingret and Alan 
Rosenberg went on to take out the 
State title. Double Bay entries were 
successful in the event continuously 
from 2007 to 2012 then in 2014 and 
this year, for a total of nine 

championships. 
REPORT NEXT PAGE 
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Jack Kampel (left) and Peter Levy. It was Kampel’s second 
Zone Pairs title. He partnered Brandon Conway in 2012 when 
they defeated club mates Harry Black and Ray Jankelowitz.  
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PREVIOUS ZONE 11 STATE 
SENIOR PAIRS CHAMPIONS FROM 

DOUBLE BAY 
 2005 Eddie Fingret – Alan Rosenberg* 

 2007 Ken Shapiro – Julian Engelman 
 2008 Alan Rosenberg – Gerald Weinberg 
 2009 Arnold Javen – Gerald Weinberg  
 2010 Len Simon – Brandon Conway 
 2011 Arnold Javen –  Gerald Weinberg 
 2012 Brandon Conway – Jack Kampel 
              +Harry Black  - Ray Jankelowitz  
 2014 Harry Black – Ray Jankelowitz 
            +Arnold Javen – Gerald Weinberg  
 2015 Peter Levy –  Jack Kampel  

*Fingret and Rosenberg won the State 
Seniors Pairs Championship in 2005 

+ Runners-up 

 

A “six hit” puts a Double Bay team on 
way to another Zone Senior Pairs title  

DOUBLE Bay’s Jack Kampel and Peter Levy virtually won the 2015 Zone 
11 State Seniors Pairs title at Ashfield last Saturday on the result of one 
end. 

It was the ninth Zone 11 State Seniors 
Pairs win by a Double Bay entry. 

Until the 18th end the 2015 title “looked 
to be anyone’s” according to the spectators 
and supporters from Double Bay’s men’s 
and women’s clubs, when the Kampel - 
Levy pair collected a massive six count to 
propel  them to a 21-13 lead over the home 
club’s challengers Ray Coombes and Tony 
LaGreca. 

The Ashfield green was extremely tricky 
and weather conditions didn’t make it any 
easier as the four combatants struggled to 
maintain consistency.  

After an even start Kampel and Levy 
failed to defend the head on the 6th end 
allowing Coombes to add four shots and 
take the lead 7-4, 

However, it was 9-all by the 11th end, but 
Coombes scored a two count and then a 
single to hit the lead again on 12-9 going into the 14th end.  

And that’s where the match swung in the Double Bay team’s favour. They added six 
shots on the following three ends to hold sway at 15-
13 and on the 18th end assembled the six count for an 
eight shot lead (21-13) with three ends to play. After 
that it was a matter of holding on as Coombes and 
LaGreca produced accurate deliveries which reduced 
their difference to seven (21-14) after the 19th. 

 On the 20th end Kampel saved a possible six against 
by getting fourth shot with his last bowl and keep the 
advantage on 21-17.  

The final end had its thrills as the Ashfield 
combination continued the ascendancy  with a  
possible three count until Levy saved the day by 
drawing third shot with his last bowl.  

Coombes was unable to change the situation 
allowing the Double Bay entry to maintain the club’s 
dominance in the Zone’s State Seniors Pairs event 
with a 21-19 decision. 

Ray Coombes and 
Tony Lagreca 
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Conway along the way to best year 
with Major Pairs semi-final victory 

BRANDON Conway (pictured), one of the club’s 
current top  performers, has set the stage to become the 
club’s 2015’s most successful Major championship 
competitor. 

He is in line to win at least two championship titles following 
winning his way to the Major Singles final and teaming with 
Dan Flanagan to qualify for the Major Pairs championship 
round. 

Surprisingly Conway, who has won the club’s Major Singles 
in 2007 and was runner-up in 2012 and 2014, had not figured in 
a Major Pairs final until last week when he and Flanagan 
knocked out the two-time (2009, 2011) winning combination of 
Gerald Weinberg and Arnold Javen by 24-16. 

Conway and Flanagan now await the outcome of the 
upcoming semi-final which has the inform pairing of the 
Zone’s current Seniors Champions, Jack Kampel and Peter 
Levy, up against the new-look duo of Paul Baker  and Murray Lott. 

In the semi-final on Sunday, Conway and Flanagan didn’t allow the more 
experienced Weinberg-Javen pairing to settle down, as they forged ahead to 8-1 after 
six ends. Weinberg’s team hit the front with a two count on the 13th end (12-11) and 
kept ahead to 16-11 going into the 16th end. 

It was Conway who then took control in the following ends. On the 16th when the 
Weinberg pair was holding shot Conway produced a great last bowl to convert to one 
up and lag 12-16. 

He repeated the dose again as he turned one down to three up and have his team 
score showing 15-16. It was a similar story on the 18th end. Down two, this time it was 
Flanagan who came to the rescue with an on-shot which ended with a two count and 
Conway added a third to hit the front 18-16. 

On the 19th end Weinberg-Javen appeared to be back in charge until Javen’s delivery 
was a shade narrow bumping an opponent’s bowl in for shot.  Weinberg’s two 
attempts to force a switch-around both failed as the tally became 19-16 

Conway and Flanagan were on fire at the start of the 20th end having three bowls 
closest to the jack compelling Weinberg to execute two unsuccessful drives opening 
the way for his opponent to add two more to the score with perfect draw bowls to 
claim five shots and the match at 24-16. 

It has been an unhappy season for Weinberg, who last year figured in three of the 
four Major finals, taking out the singles and fours and being runner-up in the pairs 
with Levy. This year he has been knocked out of the singles and pairs at the semi-final 
point and had to be content with the runner-up tag in the Major Fours.  

For Conway, he is at the top of his game. As well as being in Double Bay’s Major 
Singles and Pairs finals, he will compete in Zone 11’s 2015 State Seniors Singles 
semi-final where he clashes with Jack Kampel on August 15 at the Double Bay Club. 

RESULT 
MAJOR PAIRS 

SEMI-FINAL 
Brandon Conway  
Dan Flanagan 24 

Gerald Weinberg  
Arnold Javen 16 
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Monday’s intra-club competition and wet weather advice 

Times and numbers are a-changing – again! 
THE switch to a morning start for the Intra-club Monday competition has 
proved unpopular, and the innovation of a 
dedicated phone number to advise members the 
availability of its greens during inclement weather, 
has now been abandoned. 

Bowling Club officials announced last month that for 
a trial period from June 29, the Monday competition 
would start at 10 am instead of the customary 12.30 pm. 

As from Monday, July 20, play will revert to the 12.30 pm 
start. 

The change from an afternoon to morning competition followed 
suggestions by several members.  

Currently 50 or more members compete in the Monday 
competition played in a triples format over 21 ends. 

But two weeks after the new time was implemented, there were a number of 
complaints and reasons why the early start was impracticable. 

Some of the complaints by competitors were 
 the morning is too cold at this time of the year; 
 time taken to arrive at the club was lengthened due to the amount of traffic on 

the main roads; 
 in the event of early morning assessments of playing conditions due to weather 

elements, matches would be called off, but with improving circumstances 
play would be possible with an early afternoon commencement. 

However, the most telling problem was the varying finishing times of matches which 
impacted on the catering arrangements for the serving of the light lunch provided for 
players. 

“Come to the club and socialise” urges president 
 

ALSO announced last week was the club’s decision to 
discontinue the use of a dedicated phone number 
having a recorded message advising the unavailability 
of the greens due to inclement weather. 

Members uncertain if play is possible now go back to 
using the club’s regular phone number 9327-6774, which 
will be answered by a club official. 
Bowling Club president, Gerald Weinberg, told players 

at the Wednesday afternoon tea break, that on days when 
play is uncertain because of inclement weather, members 
should come to the club and socialise until a decision is 
made, rather than continuously phoning to learn  of the 
groundsman’s ruling. 

Back to 
a 

12.30 PM 
START 

9362 
5774 

 
NOW 

9327 
6774 
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Club photographer retires to Terrigal, so 
smile if 
you’ve 

been on 
Sandy’s 
camera! 

 
MIKE GOLLAND FAREWELLS THE  LADY WITH THE CAMERA  

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s “official-unofficial” 
photographer, Sandra (Sandy) Desiatnik, who has 
taken thousands of photographs of players and 
captured exciting moments on the green for the past six years, has packed 
her cameras to settle in retirement on the Central Coast. 

And last week the Women’s Club farewelled Sandy and insisted that she have her 
picture taken for publication in Double Bay Watch, the weekly website magazine, 
which has been the main outlet for her pictures since she joined the club in 2009. 

It should be noted that Sandy’s ability with a camera, is not the only attribute she 
brought to the club. 

Off the green she has been a member of the club’s Match Committee and taken the 
responsibility as club librarian.  

On the greens she displayed an aggressive talent with the lawn bowl – winning the 
Minor Singles in 2010, as well as being in pairs and fours teams which have won 
Major titles, or been in the runners-up category. 

This week Sandy moved into an executive waterfront apartment across the road from 
Terrigal Beach. 

“I am looking forward to daily walks on the beach, which stretch for four kilometres 
from Terrigal to Wamberal,” she told Double Bay Watch.   

“I’ll also play lawn bowls in the many surrounding clubs and there are Bridge Clubs 
also waiting for me,” she said and added: “I’m only a 90 minute drive from 
Sydney, so I can still see all the family and friends and even try to play a game 
or two at Double Bay.” 

Double Bay Watch will miss Sandy’s graphic and clear pictorial contributions. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 
Sandy Desiatnik (circled)  

with Double Bay  
members (l-r) 

Joanne Greene;  
Barbara Shotland,  Lorraine 

Becker, 
Audrey Weinberg 

and  
Lea Portrate 



 

CONWAY TOPPLES KING FOR  
2015 MAJOR SINGLES CROWN 

IT took Brandon Conway 
225 minutes and 40 ends 
to claim the 2015 Major 
Singles title from the 
grasp of Doug King in a 
thrilling ding-dong battle 
on Sunday morning. 

Conway, who was last 
year’s Major Singles runner-
up, defeated King 31-30. 

It was Conway’s second 
Major Singles crown having 
won the title in 2007 and was 
also the 2012 finalist. 

REPORT NEXT PAGE 
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   HOW CLOSE IT WAS! 
The winning bowl which gave Brandon Conway (left) the 

2015 Major Singles honour  from Doug King after a 
 3¾ hour  40-end battle. 

JACK KAMPEL PICTURES 
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The game started with King on fire 
while Conway was able to save  or 
convert in the first three ends with his 
last bowl. On the 6th end Conway picked up a good three when King was 
off target, but two ends later King scored a well contrived three for 7-6. 

 Then Conway hit his straps and scored on the next four ends with a four count 
at the 12th after King played a loose on-shot (13-8). Conway was playing the 
wide hand on the Bondi Junction side playing East-West. His control was 
superb while King played almost all his bowls on the forehand both ways. 

 By the 21st end Conway lead 22-11 having won 13 ends. 
 King was never far off and won four of the next five ends (18-23), while 

Conway had changed to playing the narrow hand up and down. With his score 
24-18, Conway looked comfortable, but King began to play even better scoring 
two singles and then two sets of three to take the lead at 26-25 by the 32nd end. 

 On the 33rd end Conway played a great last bowl draw when he was two or 
perhaps a measure three down, to square the score at 26-all. 

 However, King won the next end to regain the lead (27-26). Conway played a 
good 3rd and 4th bowl on the 35th end to pick up two shots and be in front again. 
On end 36th end King hit back with two shots (29-28), only to see Conway 
equalise on the next end (29-29).  On the 38th end King held two, but Conway 
played a perfect bowl to cut it down to a single (30-29). 

 Conway had a chance of “going out” on the 39th end reverting to the wide 
back hand, but played his last two deliveries too wide and had to be content to 
even the score at 30-all.              CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

BRANDON Conway won his second Double Bay Bowling Club Major Singles title in one of the 
closest results when he defeated Doug King on Sunday by a single shot. 

It also took a record near-four hours to decide the winner over 40 pulsating ends by 31-30.  
The majority of the club’s Major Singles championship finals are closely fought, but this year’s 

was  the first decided by a single shot for many years. 
Conway won the event in 2007 and has been twice runner-up. 
King’s only other appearance in a Pairs final was in 2004 when he lost to Gerald Weinberg. 
In keeping with club tradition, the President of the Men’s Bowling Club, Gerald Weinberg, marked 

this year’s title-match between two masters of the singles game. 

BELOW IS GERALD WEINBERG’S 
 REPORT OF THE FINAL 

  
 Great bowling 

by two masters 
of singles play 

PICTURED at left Gerald Weinberg (centre) 
with 2015 Major Singles combatants, Brandon 

Conway (left) and Doug King. 
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BIG COUNTS SEND KAMPEL-LEVY INTO 
MAJOR PAIRS CHAMPIONSHIP ROUND 

A COLLECTIVE count of 15 shots from ends 2, 12 and 
15, on Saturday catapulted Jack Kampel and Peter Levy 
into the 2015 Major Pairs final. 

They scored an effortless win over Paul Baker-Murray Lott 
finishing the contest after 18 ends on a 30-8 score line. 

Their win comes on top of last week’s victory as the Zone 
11 State Seniors Pairs champions.  

Neither Kampel or Levy has been a partner in a pairs 
title-winning team at Double Bay. 

 Kampel went close in 2009 when, with Bernard 
Fridman, he battled out the final against Gerald 
Weinberg and Arnold Javen, while Levy was Weinberg’s 
partner in last year’s pairs final loss to Julian Engelman and Les Brem. 

The new combination of Paul Baker and Murray Lott were under the pump from the 
start against Kampel and Levy.  

They gave away a four count on end number two and by the fourth end they lagged 
5-3 and then failed to score for the next four ends to be trailing 14-3. 

However, they did gain some relief on the ninth end with one shot, but were 
still far away at 16-4) 

A score of five shots on the 12th end and a collect of six shots on the 15th put paid to 
any hope Baker and Lott had of turning the tide. 

With three shots more added to their score Kampel and Levy were ahead 30-8 when 
Baker called it quits before going into the 19th end. 

With Kampel-Levy to come up against the initial pairing of newly crowned Major 
Singles title-holder, Brandon Conway, and recent club admission, Dan Flanagan, in 
the final, there will be a first-time team named as the 2015  Major Pairs champions. 

 Kampel and Conway are destined to clash again in the Zone 11 Seniors State 
Singles semi-final on Saturday, August 15. 

 

Conway wins way to 2015 Major Singles crown 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

It was now 30-all and “Who Kisses Polly?” Conway rolled the jack ditch-to-ditch 
and drew his first bowl about two centimetres from the jack. 

 King’s first bowl was a bit narrow. Conway covered the back with bowl number 
two, while King went very close with his second bowl about a two bowl width from 
Conway’s counting bowl.  

Conway again went for cover while King’s third delivery was very close to shot. 
Then Conway used his final bowl to add extra cover behind the head. King’s last bowl 
looked to be on target as it bumped Conway’s shot bowl a couple of centimetres, but 
only enough for Conway to retain the shot and grab the 2015 title at 31-30. 

RESULTS 
MAJOR SINGLES 

FINAL 
Brandon Conway 31 

Doug King 30 

MAJOR PAIRS 

SEMI-FINAL 
Jack Kampel  
Peter Levy 20 
 Paul Baker  

Murray Lott 8 
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The perfect scorecard for an even result 
A MOST extraordinary scorecard was produced in a match from last 
Wednesday’s Intra-Club competition 
between two triples teams of the Green 
Division. 

It showed that the final score after three sets 
of 10 ends was 2½ points for the team 
skipped by Michael Weinberg of Jeffrey 
Shagrin and Barry Isenberg against 2½  
points to James Flaxman’s side of Steve 
Franks and Lionel Hovey. 

But that wasn’t the only score line that 
was equal to both teams. 

The first set was tied when Weinberg 
added one shot on the 10th end to make 
the score 9-all. The second set also finished 
9-all when again Weinberg’s side came from 
two shots down on the last end. The third end 
was similar to the second as a 
two count by Weinberg on the 
10th end squared the set at 7-7 to 
give a total count of 25 shots to 
both teams. 

Double Bay’s Men’s Club 
administrator, Harry Black, said 
he could not recall ever seeing a 
scorecard with every result 
identical. 

“I’ve never seen such an 
identical scorecard in all the 
years I’ve been involved in lawn 
bowls administration,” he said. 

“I wonder if I’ll ever see it 
again,” he added. 

The scorecard of the match between the teams of  
Michael Weinberg (above left) and James Flaxman (right) 

which resulted in a perfect tied result. 

SEVEN TEAMS IN ZONE’S STATE TWO-BOWL TRIPLES EVENT 
DOUBLE Bay will be represented by seven teams in this weekend’s Zone 11 2015 Two 

Bowl State Triples at South Coogee, Western Suburbs Leagues and Eastlakes.  
They are Gerald Weinberg, Peter Levy and Murray Lott; Jack Kampel, Doug King and Rod 

Ferrer; Pepe Glick, Harry Black and Arnold Javen; Bernard Fridman, Michael Becker and Gerald 
Raichman; Harold Jankelowitz, Les Lilian and Dan Flanagan; Brandon Conway, Phillip Joel and 
Michael Rowley; Walter Jacobs, Barry Lazarus and David Newman. 

Eight sections are to be decided on Saturday and Sunday with winners to play the semi-final and 
final  at South Coogee on August 8. 



Remember - November is the month for club’s 
 73rd Annual General Meeting 
DOUBLE BAY Bowling Club’s 73rd Annual 
General Meeting (AGM) will be held in 
November, the Board of Management 
announced last week. 

It is the first time since 2002 that the annual 
meeting has not been called for a date in 
October. 

The Board decided that its annual meeting for 
the period 2014-2015 will be on Sunday, 
November 1, at 9.30 am in the clubhouse, 
Kiaora Road, Double Bay. 

The only other time since the year-2000 
merger with Rose Bay Bowling Club that the 
meeting has not be staged in the month of 
October, was for the 60th AGM on Sunday, 
September 15, 2002, when Leon Portrate was 
then re-elected unopposed as club chairman. 

This year’s annual meeting will also be the 
first time that the membership will vote to elect the secretary of the board.  

Until now the club’s Articles of Association provided for the secretary to be 
appointed by the board from amongst the elected directors. 

Also from the November annual meeting, the personnel of the board will be 
reduced from 10 to nine members. 

Under the provision of the Registered Clubs Act, with effect from January, 
2017, the governing body of any registered club is not to exceed nine members. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

DOUBLE BAY MEN’S 
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Members will  
vote to elect 

club secretary 
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Two teams win way to Zone Triples playoffs 
TWO Double Bay teams have won their way into the quarter-finals of Zone 11’s 
2015 Two-Bowl State Triples. 

In matches completed over the weekend, Pepe Glick’s team of Arnold Javen and 
Harry Black, won Section 5 at Western Suburbs Leagues, while at the Eastlakes Club, 
the side of Bernard Fridman, Michael Becker and Gerald Raichman headed Section 4. 

Section playoffs are set for South Coogee on Sunday, August 8. 
Glick produced some of his best bowling on the way to the Sectional finals.  
In its opening round the team scored a 22-21 win over the Ray Coombes (Ashfield) 

side. With the score tied at 21-21 Glick’s last delivery nudged his team’s bowl from 
second to be shot bowl. 

Then they scored a 23-15 win against the Alexandria Erskineville trio skipped by 
one-time Double Bay Major Singles champion, Matt Fetherston, to make the final 
eight in the Sectional playoffs. 

The Fridman three after wins over J. Clarke (Marrickville) and D. Beetson 
(Leichhardt) scored a 27-11 decision over Bronte’s P. Curtis to take out Section 4. 

The Gerald Weinberg, Peter Levy and Murray Lott combination in Section 7 at 
South Coogee, scored comfortable opening wins against M. Griffith (EBP) and Mark 
Cross (South Coogee) before going out 24-17 to Dane Dennis’ team from the host 
club. 

Also at South Coogee the Jack Kampel unit of Doug King and Rod Ferrer scored 
two wins then found the opposition skipped by Alexandria Erskineville’s, Bernie 
Melville, too strong in a 15-22 score line. 

Other Double Bay competitors were Harold Jankelowitz, Les Lilian and Dan 
Flanagan who went out in the first match against the Ray Coombes team, Brandon 
Conway, Phillip Joel and Michael Rowley who lost to the D. Beetson trio, while 
Walter Jacobs, Barry Lazarus and David Newman were also first match casualties.  

 

Club’s 73rd Annual General Meeting date set 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club’s new constitution, however, provides that its board will 
be made up of a chairman, two deputy chairmen (instead of three), an honorary 
treasurer, an honorary secretary and two other directors (previously three), while the 
presidents of the Men’s Bowling  Club and the Women’s Bowling Club retain automatic 
seats as directors. 

The decision to stage this year’s annual meeting in November followed requests from the 
Women’s Club, whose members would be involved in State and other important fixtures 
during October. 

Nominations for all executive board positions open 28 days prior to the annual general 
meeting. This also applies to nominations for Double Bay Men’s Club president and 
committee members. 

The Women’s Club is holding its Annual General Meeting this week, on Tuesday, July 28. 
FOOTNOTE: In accordance with the Company Constitution of Double Bay Bowling Club 

the Annual General Meeting is to be held within five months of the close of the financial 
year.  
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Major Singles champion has tough task 
in State Champion-of-Club-Champions 

PAM STEIN REPORTS 
DOUBLE  Bay Women’s Club’s 2015 Major singles 
champion, Rene Saidman (pictured), faces her toughest 
challenge this week when she competes in the NSW 
Champion-of-Club Champions event at Oak Flats. 

She is one of 81 competitors from women’s clubs 
throughout the State  in the event. 

Listed as the Double Bay representative she is drawn as the 
43rd entrant where after a first round bye meets Elizabeth Smith, from Camden 
Bowling Club.  

Others in her half of the draw include the Australian representative skip, 
Natasha Scott (Raymond Terrace), as well as the highly-rated Deby Brian (St 
Marys) and Lyn Skeers (The Hills District). 

Saidman recently joined Double Bay from Lindfield Bowling Club where she 
was a top bowler with successes recorded at Regional and State levels. 

Meanwhile, the club’s 2015 Major Fours Championship is now at the semi 
final stage with the finalists to be decided on Thursday, July 30, and the 
championship round scheduled for next Tuesday, August 4.  
  Members will meet in the clubhouse on Tuesday (July 28) for the club’s 
annual general meeting and election of office bearers. 

Currently Double Bay Women’s Club has 94 members which includes six  
Life Members and five listed as Social Members. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

DOUBLE BAY WOMEN’S CLUB’S 
11th ANNUAL INVITATION TRIPLES 

SATURDAY, AUGUST 29  and 
SUNDAY, AUGUST 30 

36 TOP TEAMS TO COMPETE FOR  
$10,000 PRIZE POOL 

 
PREVIEW IN NEXT WEEK’S DOUBLE BAY WATCH 
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ONE of Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club’s more 
recent members, Dominic Verre, has revealed 
his passion and ability at designing and making 
woodwork models. 

Dominic joined the club after several years 
at Diamond Bay Bowling Club, where his 
effervescent nature was his trademark. 

Now, at Double Bay he has displayed his 
professional craft as a carpenter-joiner, who 
emigrated here from his native Italy in 1960 
and established a very successful business 
which was involved in the construction of 
many famous Sydney landmarks. 

Now retired, he continues his craft by 
making models as was evidenced a month-or-so ago when he displayed several 
pieces in the clubhouse. 

They included a model airliner and cruise ship, which he crafted for his late 
son, Joseph, and a design of a home for his daughter, Alba.  

Interestingly, every piece for the 
models, was cut to exact 
measurements by hand-made 
wooden mortise formwork tools he 
designed as an apprentice and 
brought with him from Italy. 

 

 

 

 

ABOVE: Dominic Verre with two of the 
models he displayed in the clubhouse. 
LEFT: A close-up showing the intricate 
detail of a legendary model house he 

designed and built. 
BELOW: The cruise liner.  
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Who’s coming and who’s not coming to 
Women’s Club’s $10,000 Invitation Triples 
A FULL complement of 36 teams has accepted the Double Bay Women’s 
Club’s call to compete for $10,000 at its 11th Invitation Triples event on 
the weekend of August 29-30. 
 A few of the leading lights of Australian women’s lawn bowls has sent 
their regrets due to clashing national and other events, but the 9th 
ranked Australian, Kelsey Cottrell (pictured), will skip her star-studded 
team in a bid to win the event for the third time. 

FULL STORY PAGES 4-5 

PAIRS WIN 
MAKES IT  
A MAJOR 

DOUBLE FOR 
BRANDON 
CONWAY 

Brandon Conway became only the 
second player since the merger with 
Rose Bay in 2000  to win the Major 
Singles and Major Pairs in the one 

year when he partnered Dan Flanagan 
in the 2015 Pairs final at the weekend. 

It was a debut Major Pairs title for 
both Conway and Flanagan. 

Brandon Conway (left) and Dan Flanagan won the 
2015 Major Pairs title from Jack Kampel and Peter 

Levy by a nine-shot margin on Saturday. 
FULL REPORT NEXT PAGES 
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Brandon Conway – adds Major Pairs 
title to Major Singles championship 

BRANDON Conway’s win in the 2015 Major Pairs 
Championship with partner Dan Flanagan, on 
Saturday, August 1, gave him the distinction of being 
only the second Double Bay Men’s Club member in the 
past 15 years to capture the Major Singles and the Pairs 
in the one year. 

Conway and Flanagan scored a 22-13 Major Pairs final win over Jack Kampel 
and Peter Levy, the combination which three weeks earlier, had captured Zone 
11’s 2015 State Senior Pairs title. 

The last time a Double Bay member finished the year with both Major Singles 
and Pairs titles was in 2008 when James Cook beat Ray Jankelowitz for the 
singles crown and teamed with Les Lilian for the pairs trophy.  

Conway is in scintillating form. Two weeks ago he won the Major Singles 
crown in a marathon battle over Doug King and he is in the semi-final of the 
2015 Zone 11 State Seniors Singles, where he comes up against Jack Kampel on 
August 15 on a Double Bay rink. 

In the Major Pairs final, gusty conditions, often a feature at Double Bay, was 
very much in evidence. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE WITH REPORT ON START OF MAJOR TRIPLES 

RESULTS 
MAJOR PAIRS 

FINAL 
BRANDON CONWAY  
DAN FLANAGAN  22 

JACK KAMPEL  
PETER LEVY 13  

MAJOR TRIPLES 
(Two Bowls) 

FIRST ROUND 
John Wineberg  

G Sofer E Grusd 28 
Julian Engelman 

L Brem R Ferrer 20 
 

Arnold Javen 
M Becker G Reichman 28 

Walter Jacobs 
L Ferguson B Lazarus 11 

 
Wayne Podger  

P Filler P Erdos 29 
Eric Wainstein 

A Cohen R Novis 22 
 

Ray Jankelowitz  
L Sandler M Rowley 28 

Harry Stein 
A Rosenberg L Platus 20 

 
Paul Baker 

H Black M Lott 22 
Sam Abrahams 11 

  
 

The 2015 Major Pairs finalists (l-r) Brandon Conway, 
 Dan Flanagan, Peter Levy and Jack Kampel. 
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Top 2014 team’s early exit from Major Triples 
THE club’s 2015 Major (two bowl) Triples Championship rolled off at the 
weekend with the demise of the team which was last year’s runners-up. 

The trio of Ray Novis, Abe Cohen and skip Eric Wainstein, all low grade  players, 
was the surprise packet of the 2014 triples title race when they produced two giant-
killing wins to make the final. 

This year’s draw made it possible for a rematch of the 2014 final when the defending 
champions, Brandon Conway, Phillip Joel and Pepe Glick, would only clash with 
Wainstein’s team in the championship round. 

But, the Wainstein combination exited the event on Saturday when it went down 29-
22 to Wayne Podger, Phil Filler and Peter Erdos over the regulatory 25 ends. 

Conway, with the Major Singles and Major Pairs already on his 2015 belt, faces a 
tough ask to add the Triples to this year’s achievements. The first round draw has his 
team up against Gerald Weinberg, who has skipped in six Double Bay Major Triples 
finals with four championship wins. 

One of the other main 2015 contenders will be the Jack Kampel, Bernard Fridman 
and Doug King unit which won the 2011 title from Weinberg, Pepe Glick and Arnold 
Javen.  

Javen started his tilt for 2015 triples honours as skip for Michael Becker and Gerald 
Raichman with a 22-11 first round win over Walter Jacobs, Les Ferguson and Barry 
Lazarus on Saturday. 

The new formation of Ray Jankelowitz, Len Sandler and Michael Rowley squeezed 
into the second round with a 28-22 decision over Harry Stein, Alan Rosenberg and 
Louis Platus.  

John Wineberg, taking a shot at skipping, has George Sofer and Eric Grusd in his 
line-up and scored an unexpected 28-20 win over the 2014 Major Pairs champions, 
Julian Engelman and Les Brem, who added the talented, Rod Ferrer, for the triples 
tournament. In the other first round result Paul Baker, Harry Black and Murray Lott 
displayed a solid combination with a 22-14 win over Sam Abrahams’ entry. 
 

Solid start paves way for Major Pairs trophy 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

However, it was Conway’s ability to convert on the early ends when Kampel-
Levy were holding multiple counts set the pace for  the outcome, 

They raced to a 11-3 advantage after collecting five shots on the seventh end 
and were never headed from then on. 

By the 13th end Conway and Co. were ahead 16-6 and 20-9 after the 18th. 
 On the next end Kampel and Levy produced a four count (20-13), but then 

Conway countered with two shots for a nine-shot lead making the final end 
unnecessary.  

There was little to chose between Conway and Flanagan for “man of the 
match”, but Flanagan probably deserved the honour with his telling deliveries 
which picked up the jack on numerous occasions adding extra pressure on the 
opposition. 
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Full field for $10,000 Invitation Triples 
IRIS KAMPEL REPORTS 

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club 11th Annual Invitation Triples tournament 
on the weekend of August 29-30, will again have a complete 36-team field, 
including the defending title-holders, as well as the previous two-time 
winners skipped by top ranked Australian, Kelsey Cottrell. 

They will be aiming 
to collect the main 
share of the $10,000 
prize pool, sponsored 
by the tournament’s 
patron and major 
supporter, Jenifer 
Bailey. 

With so many early 
acceptances to the 
invitations, Double 
Bay’s usual team entry 
is now on standby to 
replace the likelihood of a  late team withdrawal. 

The 2014 surprise winners, Joanne Wai-Wai, Maria Georgi and Jo Worsley, who 
were a last minute entry from the powerful St Johns Park Club, were one of the first 
teams to accept for this year’s challenge. 

Several top-shelf members of Australia’s elite women bowlers reluctantly had to 
decline Double Bay’s invitation to compete due to a conflict of tournaments being 
staged at the end of August. 

Double Bay’s Invitation Triples is sandwiched between the Australian Indoor 
championships and the Commonwealth Youth Games.  

There are also lead-up events being staged at Merimbula and Tuncurry on the same 
August weekend. 

However, the popular trio of Australia’s Kelsey Cottrell currently ranked 9th in 
Australia, Anne Johns (26th) and Sharyn Renshaw (47th), who won the event back-to-
back (2012 – 2013), will again be one of the favoured teams to take home the $3000 
first prize. Nonetheless, the odds could favour another outsider winning this year with 
the absence of  the New Zealander, Val Smith, (ranked 41 in Australia) not competing 
in a team this year. 

Also missing will be the popular Noronha twins 19-year-old Natalie and Samantha, 
from the Warilla Club, who teamed last year with another top-rated St Johns Park 
Club junior, the NSW under-25 representative, Sarah Hillyer, to win four of their six 
games and take out seventh place. The prize pool will again be split down to sixth-
place. There are also daily session prizes as well as novelty awards. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Kelsey Cottrell                   Anne Johns              Sharyn Renshaw 
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WOMEN’S CLUB ANNUAL MEETING 
One change in leadership 

ONLY one change was recorded in the 
Double Bay Women’s Club’s leadership at its 
Annual General Meeting last week. 

All the executive members were re-elected 
unopposed giving president, Barbara Shotland, a 
fourth consecutive term. 

The lone newcomer to the leadership is 
Lorraine Becker 
(pictured), replacing 
Wendy Engelander, 
who did not seek re-
election onto the 
general committee. 

Double Bay 
members are also 
involved in the 
administration of the 
Eastern Suburbs 
District where Margo 
Michael is the 
treasurer, Lorraine 
McLaughlin is 
Chairperson of its 
Match Committee 
and Iris Kampel is 
Chairperson  of the Selection Committee. 

 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

PATRON 
SONIA DAVIS  

PRESIDENT 
BARBARA SHOTLAND  

VICE PRESIDENTS 
LORRAINE MCLAUGHLIN 

 JENNY WELTON   

HONORARY  SECRETARY 
MARILYN DAVIS  

HONORARY  TREASURER 
MARGO MICHAEL 

COMMITTEE 
PATRICIA BRYANT 

 LORRAINE BECKER   
REINA ROWLANDS 

PUBLICITY  
PAM STEIN 

 
COMMITTEE 

CHAIRPERSONS 
SELECTORS 
IRIS KAMPEL  

MATCH 
KAREN LEVINSON  

SOCIAL  
LEA PORTRATE 

 

ELECTED TO OFFICE 

GREAT PRIZE LIST FOR INVITATION TRIPLES GUESSING COMP. 
THE person holding a ticket drawn during the Women’s Club’s 
11th Invitation Triples guessing competition raffle can select a 
brand new set of lawn bowls in any size, of any make and 
colour, from a list of top prizes. 

The bowls have been donated by Jackies Bowls, of Burwood, a 
regular supporter of the Invitation Triples event . 

Other major items on the prize list are a coffee machine, a 
piece of sparkling jewellery donated by Women’s Club member, 
Barbara Hower, a Lambretta watch, a deluxe bowls bag and a 
special hamper of liquor. 

Tickets are now available at the club.  



 

End of section for club’s 
run in Zone triples event 

THE run in the 2015 Two-Bowl Zone 11 State 
Triples championship by the last two Double Bay 
teams ended at the quarter-final Sectional Playoff 
stage on Saturday at South Coogee. 

The team headed by Bernard Fridman with Mike 
Becker and Gerald Raichman, which was the Section 
4 winner, exited the event by one shot (22-21) to the 
Section 3 top team skipped by Alexandria 
Erskineville’s, Stuart Chapman.  

It was a close encounter right to the wire when the Fridman side lagged 20-22 
on the closing end with Double Bay needing three shots for victory, but  the 
opposition defended well to keep the score to a single. 

At the same time, Double Bay’s Section 5 winning unit, Pepe Glick’s team of 
Arnold Javen and Rob Fetherston, (substitute for Harry Black, who had a prior 
interstate appointment at the weekend) lost to Section 6’s Bernie Melville’s  

Alexandria Erskineville Club 
combination, 22-17. 

Glick and Co were battling 
for most of the match. It wasn’t 
until the 20th end that they went 
ahead on the scoreboard, but it 
was the last time they scored. 
Going into the last end two 
down, they couldn’t prevent the 
Melville team scoring three 
shots and the match honours. 
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New program to find club’s top “Rookie” 
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Bowling Club has embarked on a program to 
improve the standard and all-
round ability of its lower-graded 
members. 

It is aimed at those who have been 
playing lawn bowls for less than 
four years and have not competed 
above Grade 4 in Zone pennants. 

Men’s Club president and the 
chairman of selectors, Gerald 
Weinberg, conceived the program, 
which had its first session on Sunday 
morning (August 9) with a singles 
competition to culminate with the 
naming of the club’s 2015 Rookie 
Champion. 

He was assisted by Men’s Club 
committee member, David Newman. 

Twenty four members took part in Sunday’s opening session. Players were 
graded on experience into eight sections of three, where they played a nine-ends 
round-robin and marked one game.  

The session lasted from 9.30 am to 12.15 pm when eight players qualified as 
section winners.  

Weinberg said that the qualifiers will compete in a knock-out format next 
month to find the club’s  2015 Rookie of-the-Year. 

Section winners are Michael Rowley (2 wins +22 shots), 
Peter Erdos (2 +10), Peter Wyner (2 +10),  Maurice Jochelson 
(2 +21), Frank Muller (2 +9), Peter Grunfeld (2 +27), Collin 
Lipworth (1 +2)  and Lionel Hovey (2 +13) 

Other members who participated were Allan Kavnat, Eric 
Grusd, Barry Glover, Barry Abeshouse, James Flaxman, Phil 
Filler, Richard Trayer, Harold Roper, George Fishman, Bob 
Seymour, Neville Yates, Harry Haber, Ian Hadassin, David 
Nathan, Jeff Raines and Francis (Frank) Marks.    

RESULTS 
 MAJOR TRIPLES 

(Two Bowls) 

FIRST ROUND 
Harold Jankelowitz  

Les Lilian  
Dan Flanagan 34 

Len Simon 
 Mark Sack 

Alan Simmons 9  
 

Peter Levy  
Sol Caganoff 

David Newman 32 
 

Peter Kurta 
Jules Popper  

     Peter Erdos    8   
 

EASY WINS IN MAJOR TRIPLES 
TWO teams registered comfortable wins in first round matches of 
the 2015 Major (two-bowl) Triples on Saturday. 

The strong line-up of Harold Jankelowitz, Les Lilian and Dan 
Flanagan had no trouble getting past Len Simon, Mark Sack and Alan 
Simmons 34-9, while another formidable trio of Peter Levy, Sol 
Caganoff and David Newman were on top from the start  in a 32-8 
decision over the lesser-graded Peter Kurta, Jules Popper and Peter 
Erdos. 

The “Rookies” Tournament  scorecard 
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Computer scoring setup for Invite Triples 
A computerised scoring program set up by Double Bay Bowling Club’s 
webmaster, Peter Wyner, will make its debut at the upcoming Women’s Club’s 
11th Invitation Triples. 

It will accurately and immediately show scores, points and shot aggregates for each 
of the 36 teams competing over seven games on the weekend of August 29-30. 

Players will have a clear view of the results and competition places as the details will 
be screened on the club’s main clubhouse television set as well as the smaller TV in 
the bar area.  

The Microsoft Excel program is the basis for the system which automatically tallies 
the points won, or shared, for each game and determines whether the team has a plus 
or minus shot total. 

Previously tallying the more than 120 score cards over the two days was the 
responsibility of two volunteers from the Men’s Bowling Club, who crossed-checked 
the scores before transferring them onto a whiteboard. 

 It is estimated that the new system will save almost four hours of manual work. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

FROM  COMPUTER 
TO TV SCREEN 

PREVIOUS YEARS - -
FROM SCORECARD TO 

WHITEBOARD 

Men’s Club volunteers, Paul Brandon (left)  and Harry Black,  collating the scores at a previous  event. 
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Fours team makes it a Major double 
THE team which 
won last year’s 
Women’s Club’s 
Major Fours prize 
reunited to retain 
the title for 2015. 

The combination 
skipped by Barbara 
Shotland with Leslie 
Judelman, Barbara 
Shur, and Kathy 
Passman last week 
overcame the Jan 
Frape skipped side 
of Judi Snider, Di 
Engelander (sub for 
Rein Rowlands) and 
Audrey Weinberg to 
claim a not so 
common credit of 
the same team 
winning back-to-
back Fours  titles. 

The Shotland foursome kept 
the trophy with a 25-20 shot 
decision after a solid start. 
They held command at 14-5 
on the 8th of 25 ends. On the 
next end Frape’s team 
caused raised eyebrows 
when they collected six 
shots to reduce the deficit to 
14-11. 

None-the-less, Shotland 
rallied her team to regain 
control and keep a solid 
difference between the 

teams until the final end. In the semi-finals the Shotland unit accounted for 
Juliette Friedlander's team of Jan Hutchins, Florrie Cohen and Iris Kampel by 
18 -11, while Frape’s unit proved too good for Marie Thatcher's team of Rosalie 
Marishel, Faye Glover and Gail Black, winning 22-12. 

THIS 
YEAR 

ABOVE: The 2015 Major 
Fours Champions  

Leslie Judelman, 
Barbara Shur, Kathy 

Passman and Barbara 
Shotland. 

RIGHT: As they 
celebrated their win last 

year. 

LAST 
YEAR 

Major Fours runners-up (from left) Judi Snider, Di Engelander 
(sub for Rein Rowlands) Audrey Weinberg and Jan Frape. 

PICTURES BY PAM STEIN  



 

KAMPEL FAMILY IN THE HEADLINES 
 

JACK-- ZONE SENIORS 
SINGLES RUNNER-UP 

FOR the second consecutive 
year a Double Bay player has 
finished the runner-up in the 
Zone 11  State Seniors 
Singles championship. 

On Saturday afternoon, in the 
2015 final on Double Bay 
home turf, Jack Kampel 
succumbed to the defending 
champion, Ashfield’s Ray 
Coombes 31-25. 

Last year, Coombes 
won the title by a one-
shot margin over Double 
Bay’s Harry Black. 

Since 2010 a Double 
Bay competitor has 
qualified for five Zone’s Seniors Singles championship 
rounds, winning the title in 2011 (Brandon Conway) and 

2013 when Ray Jankelowitz defeated club-mate Pepe Glick. 
Runners-up have been Gerald Weinberg (2010), Black last year and Kampel 

on Saturday. Double Bay was assured of a 2015 finalist with Brandon Conway 
drawn to clash with Kampel in a semi-final. 

SEE ALSO NEXT PAGE 
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Jack Kampel 
(above) and (left) 
Ray Coombes, 

who is something 
of a Double Bay 
nemesis, having 
beaten the club’s 

challengers in two 
Senior Single Zone 

finals. 

IRIS 
KAMPEL   
THE 2015 

REGIONAL 
SINGLES 

CHAMPION 
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One shot ahead of Conway puts Kampel 
 into Zone Seniors final 

THE old saying “it takes only one shot to 
take the cake” proved to be on the mark 
when Jack Kampel scraped into the Zone 
11 2015 State Seniors Final at Double Bay 
on Saturday afternoon. 

Kampel won the right to challenge for the title 
when he accounted for club-mate and the 2011 
title-holder, Brandon Conway 31-30 in a 34-end 
3.5 hour semi-final thriller in the morning. 

It was a typical clash between two experienced 
singles specialists, neither allowing their opponent 
to gain control for any length of time. 

However, Conway looked to be in trouble early, 
but his ability to swing the head to his advantage 
was to the fore when he produced a couple of 
brilliant conversion deliveries when Kampel was 
holding two or three shots. 

Nonetheless, by the 13th  end Kampel was ahead 14-7, then Conway collected a four 
and by the 20th had the lead 21-15, only to see Kampel 
square the match at 21-all after the 23rd. It was ding-dong 
bowling for the next seven ends when a two count put 
Conway on the verge of the final with a 30-26 advantage. 

He remained on 30 as Kampel scored singles on three 
ends and a pair on the 34th end for the match by one shot.  

In the final against Ray Coombes (Ashfield), Kampel 
was on fire early racing away to an 11-4 advantage. He 
led 16-10, but became unsettled as the strengthening wind  
affected his line and length, dropping 11 shots over the 
following five ends to lag 17-21. It didn’t get any better 
on the 21st end Kampel failed to prevent Coombes 
claiming four shots and have the scoreboard at 19-25. 

By the 24th end Kampel was trailing 22-29, but rallied to 
score three more shots (25-29). The comeback looked to 
be continuing on the 27th end when Kampel was holding 
three shots, but Coombes with his last delivery 
completely altered the outcome with a two shot 
conversion and the title at 31-25. 

Earlier, Coombes scored a comfortable 31-7 semi-final 
win over Don Watson (Western Suburbs Leagues) in the 
other semi-final. 

SEE FROM THE DITCH COMMENT NEXT PAGE 

Jack Kampel (left) with Ray Coombes and 
Brandon Conway at Double Bay last Saturday 

for the Zone’s Seniors Singles tournament. 
Peter Levy photo 

RESULT 
 MAJOR TRIPLES 

(Two Bowls) 

SECOND ROUND 
Arnold Javen,  

Michael Becker  
Gerald Raichman 21 

defeated 
John Wineberg  
George Sofer 
Eric Grusd 20 

   

EXTRA END DECIDES 
TRIPLES MATCH 

 Arnie Javen’s team won 
its way into the 2015 Major 
Triples third round with an 
extra end shot over John 

Wineberg’s side. 
The match was decided 

when Wineberg, holding 
shot, promoted a bowl to 

give the count to the Javen 
team. 
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THE Zone 11 2015 State Seniors Singles 
semi-final between Jack Kampel and Brandon 
Conway played at the club on Sunday morning 
took three-and-a-half hours of intense 
physiological and, at some times, painful 
concentration.  

In the meantime Ray Coombes, had 
completed his semi-final by comfortably 
overpowering his opponent in 90 minutes and 
spent the following two hours relaxing on the 

Double Bay terrace with his feet up, watching Kampel and Conway destroying 
each other!  

When Kampel came off the green after his 31-30 semi-final win, he had a quick 
sandwich and very little else, as he was told the final should start without delay 
so that it could be completed before conditions became cold and dark. 

After the final, an exhausted Kampel revealed that the quick backup had 
affected him only as the match against Coombes progressed. 

The green, if anything, was even a little quicker which made concentration 
more intense and of paramount importance, but he found the conditions to his 
liking and was ahead of Coombes by 11-4 (after 7 ends), 15-7 (10 ends) and 16-10 
after 13 ends.  

“Things were going pretty well until that stage, but I was brought back to 
earth by dropping four shots on the 15th end. It was as if my legs and mind were 
seemingly in some other place - but not where they were supposed to be,” he 
said. 

From that time Kampel won only five ends (nine shots) to concede the final by 
31-25.  

Someone asked Jack if Ray Coombe's smoking on the green affected him? 
He replied: “The concentration was so intense that, although I am asthmatic 

and usually can smell cigarette smoke two greens away, I was so involved that I 
didn't notice anything.” 

Now, Jack Kampel is one of those club members, who maintains a strict 
physical and mental attitude to sport. He has produced a paper on the subject 
and has presented his ethics to members who wanted to listen and learn. 

Therefore, one can imagine how much a day’s almost continuous bowling would 
have affected him when the facts are taken into account. He was on the green 
for six hours - the semi-final lasted 34 ends, the final required another 27 
ends. To this add four roll-ups and a few dead ends and it adds to about 68 ends 
for a total of 272 bowls, plus the delivery of about 35 jacks. 

No wonder Jack’s last words when he learned of these facts were “Ouch. No 
wonder I was tired!” 
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.Kampel sets sight 
on State Singles 
STORY AND PICTURE BY PAM STEIN  

DOUBLE BAY Women’s Club’s Iris 
Kampel, the Eastern Suburbs District 2015 
singles champion, has 
qualified for the 
upcoming State Singles 
title following her win 
in the Regional final 
last week. 

Kampel, who is the 
club’s top-shelf singles 
exponent, having won 
the District title on five 
occasions, defeated the 
talented Taren Point 
District qualifier, Joan 
Thomas, to have, for the 
second time, her name 
in the draw for a test 
against the State’s best 
singles players. 

It was under a sunny 
sky at Randwick 
Bowling Club that Kampel showed her consistency against Thomas last 
Tuesday who opened with a first-end toucher only to see the Double Bay 
member remove the shot bowl and add her three remaining bowls to score four 
shots. 

Then Kampel added a three count on the third and a single on the next for a  8-
2  lead, which she consolidated with a further count of three.  

Thomas, then settled down to her task and by the 9th  end  the card read 12 – 8 
in Kampel’s favour. 

Kampel continued to play drawing bowls combing skill with strategy by 
playing to her strengths and her opponent’s weaknesses. 

 Her talent manifested at the time Thomas was holding all four shots, but 
Kampel trailed the jack with a controlled yard-on delivery to claim the shot. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Double Bay’s Iris Kampel was all smiles when she was congratulated 
by her opponent, Joan Thomas, after winning the Regional Singles Title 

at Randwick BC last week. 

Iris, the 
Regional 

singles 
champion, 

has a shoulder 
to smile on! 
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All’s ready for club’s 11th  Invite Triples 
ORGANISERS of Double Bay Women’s Club’s 11th Invitation Triples 
tournament set for Saturday, August 29 and Sunday-August 30, are putting 
the finishing touches to the off green arrangements. 

The social committee with club vice-presidents, Jenny Welton and Lorraine 
McLaughlin, has been hard at work with tournament convenor, Barbara 
Shotland, making sure that every detail is covered. 

“I’m sure that this year’s tournament will be even better than any previous 
one,” Shotland said. 

One major addition to the social program is that the luncheons will be 
provided by the club cater, June Edelmuth, with a menu of soup, cold meat 
platters, salads and sandwiches. 

“Volunteer members are ready to do their best, and with top class catering our 
visitors are in for a fabulous weekend of great hospitality, good company, good 
food and good cheer.  

“And there is no doubt there’ll be top class bowling on the greens,” Shotland 
said.  

FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 
A four count took Iris Kampel to 21-11 then soon  after the scoreboard 
boasted 24-16 where Kampel needing one more for the required 25 shot 
total. 

She drew the shot compelling Thomas to produce an on-shot, but she was off 
target giving the championship to her Double Bay opponent  by 25 - 16. 

The encounter attracted a number of club spectators including Regional 
President, Margaret Garvin, and State Selector, Pam Hockings. 

Eastern Suburbs  District President, Sue Snape, 
marked the match, while Double Bay’s Rob 
Hutchins, was the umpire of the day.  

Kampel will compete in the State championship 
at Tuncurry Bowling Club on the week of October 
24, 

It was in  2007 that Kampel first made the State 
Singles reaching the last eight before coming up 
against Karen Murphy, who went on to win the 
title. 

 Her list of achievements include qualifying for 
other state playoffs and Champion-of-Champions 
Singles events where she has made the semi-
finals. 

Iris Kampel with star Australian 
women bowler, Karen Murphy, after 
their clash in  the 2007 NSW State 

singles championship.  

Double Bay’s District Champion wins Regional Singles title 
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Late changes to Pennant teams in State playoffs 
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club selectors have been compelled to make last 
minute changes to its Grade 2 and Grade 3 team line-ups for this week’s 
2015 State Pennant Championships. 

Double Bay is representing District 13 (Eastern Suburbs) in the 
Championships being staged at NSW country centres of Nowra and Berry from 
today, August 17  to Friday, August 21. 

The Grade 2 team at Nowra, has one change from the combination which won 
the District Pennant earlier this year with the experienced 
Audrey Weinberg (pictured right) promoted from Grade 3 to 
replace lead, Barbara Shur, who is currently overseas. 

Weinberg will lead for Pam Stein’s combination alongside 
Karen Levinson and Lorraine Becker, while Barbara 
Shotland’s team remains unchanged with Marie Thatcher 
(lead) Jenny Welton and Iris Kampel.  

The Grade 3 side, which plays at Berry Bowling Club, will 
miss the talent of skip, Juliette Friedlander, who has withdrawn 

due to illness and selectors have called on Pat Bryant (pictured 
left) to skip the line-up of Judi Snider, Florrie Cohen and Jan 
Frape  

Also missing from the original selection is Judy Bihari in the 
Lorraine McLaughlin side which will now be Jan Hutchins, 
Margo Michael and Gail Black. 

The round robin draw for Double Bay in Grade 2 (Section 2), 
which starts on Monday, is against Dubbo City (District 12), 

Ballina (1), Wyong (6) and South West Rocks ((2). The team has the bye on the 
last day of the Section 
play. 

In Grade 3, starting 
on Tuesday, Double 
Bay has been drawn 
in Section 3 against 
Goulburn Railway 
(7), Beresfield (5) and 
Grafton District 
Services (1). It also 
has the last day bye. 

STOP PRESS 
In the Grade 2 

opening match on 
Monday Double Bay 

lost to Dubbo City 33-
36 shots. 

Busy time for top players 
DOUBLE Bay’s top echelon players face a busy schedule 
in coming months. 

Pam Stein and Barbara Shotland are due to contest the        
State Pairs Champions-of-Club-Champions on September 
1 at Warilla BC. 

On September 8, Iris Kampel joins Stein and Shotland in 
the State Triples Playoff against the Sutherland Shire team 
from Taren Point at Ramsgate BC. 

Kampel then has the State Singles title challenge 
starting on October 24 at Tuncurry.  

From October 28, Karen Levinson, Kampel, Stein and 
Shotland compete in the State Senior Fours  at Tuncurry 
BC. 

 



 ‘ 
MEMBERS REMINDED  

SMOKE FREE CLUB 
DOUBLE Bay members were reminded 
last week that the club will strictly enforce 
the recently amended Smoke-Free 
Environment Act which affect licensed 
premises. 

From July, 2015, the Act bans smoking in an 
area within four metres 
of a pedestrian access 
point to a Licensed 
Premises or restaurant. 

From the same date 
all commercial outdoor 
dining areas became 
smoke free areas. 

The Licensed Club’s 
board of management 
at its meeting last week 
unanimously resolved that the membership be 
reminded of the club’s responsibility 
regarding smoke-free areas. 

However, the Act is unclear if the ban  
applies to players smoking on the bowling 
green 

 
SEE FULL REPORT NEXT PAGE 
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To smoke or not to smoke? 
That is the question  
for bowling greens 

DOUBLE BAY Bowling Club, like all other sports organisations which 
allow people to smoke within four metres of entry or exit of its premises, or 
in spectator areas, are in violation of NSW State laws.  

However, the law does not specifically mention bowlers smoking on the green 
during play.  

Under the Smoke-Free Environment Act 2000 (NSW) enclosed public spaces 
are smoke-free areas (section 6 and 6A). In addition to this, the legislation lists 
specific outdoor public spaces are also subject to smoking prohibitions, such as 
children’s play areas, swimming pools, railway station platforms etc. 

There have been numerous changes to smoking laws rolled out over the last few 
years. The most recent of these came into force in July this year making commercial 
outdoor dining areas smoke free areas and an area within four (4) metres also became 
smoke-free. 

In 2013, the Bowls NSW wrote to the NSW Sports Minister for clarification on the 
new smoking legislation which prohibited smoking in ‘spectator areas’ of sporting 

grounds, but made no reference to ‘playing areas’ such 
as golf courses and bowling greens. 

Soon after the Bowls NSW took the positive step of 
ensuring all future State Finals of Association Events as 
well as Inter-Zone Sides Championships are smoke free 
with smoking banned during play for all players and 
officials on the greens. 

The Bowls NSW Smoking Policy continues to 
recognise that it remains the absolute discretion of 
individual clubs to introduce and or enforce smoke free 
greens at their own venues 
when conducting their own 
events.  

At the same time Bowls 
NSW supports the initiative 
of any club that may 
introduce a smoke-free 
environment in the best 
interest of bowling members. 

Double Bay has posted 
signs on the No Smoking 
legislation at the entrances 
to the clubhouse as 
pictured at right. 

RESULT 
 MAJOR TRIPLES 

(Two Bowls) 

SECOND ROUND 
P Joel, P Glick, B Conway 

32  
I Ossher, A Saidman 

G Weinberg 19 
 

TRIPLES 
CHAMPIONS 

INTO THIRD ROUND  
The team defending its 

2014 title, Phillip Joel, Pepe 
Glick and Brandon Conway 
defeated Ian Ossher (sub 
by Maurice Boland), Alan 

Saidman and Gerald 
Weinberg 32-19 to enter the 

third round of the 2015 
Major Triples on Saturday. 

From the 18th end the 
Conway pulled away from 
the Weinberg challenge. 
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Gerald Weinberg named for 
Zone 11 Life Membership 

DOUBLE Bay Men’s Bowling Club president, Gerald 
Weinberg, is to be honoured with Life Membership of the Zone 11 Sydney 
Central Bowling Association. 

He is one of four Zone 11 officials listed on the agenda for election as a Life 
Member at its 18th Annual General Meeting on Tuesday (August 25) at 
Leichhardt Bowling Club. 

The others are Gary Byrnes (Eastlakes), Sid Hosgood (Bronte) and John 
McDonald (Coogee). 

Weinberg has been a 
Zone 11 committee 
member for more than a 
decade. He worked 
closely with the late Zone 
president, Herb Bradman, 
for some 12 years and has 
been the Zone’s 
Chairman of Selectors for 
most of that time. 

He was also a regular 
representative for its 
teams competing in inter-
Zone events. 

Gary Byrnes, a former 
member at Matraville BC, 
is now the Eastlakes 
delegate and is the Zone’s 
current President, having 

taken over the position from Herb Bradman. 
John McDonald, who has been a member of Double Bay BC 

(2011-2015),  has served as the Zone’s Chairman of Umpires for 
several years as the Coogee BC delegate.  

Sid Hosgood, is a past chairman of  the Zone’s Match Committee, 
a post he held  for a number of  years.  

Zone 11 is to be amalgamated into Zone 13 and it is considered 
that the Life Membership will be honoured by the new setup. 

Meanwhile, affiliated clubs celebrated the final year of Zone 11’s 
near two decades at a Presidents’ and Appreciation Day at  Wests 
Sports Bowling Club on Sunday. 

Double Bay was represented by Weinberg, Harry Black, Max Thomas and David 
Newman at the celebration, which included a social game followed by lunch. 

INSET: Gerald Weinberg  
MAIN PICTURE: Gerald Weinberg in Zone 11 representative colours 

John McDonald 
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Top players from top clubs compete for 
$10,000 in club’s 11th Invitation Triples 

MORE than 25 leading women’s 
lawn bowling clubs are represented 
in the entries for the 11th Double Bay 
Women’s Club’s  Invitation Triples 
over this weekend of August 29-30. 

Among the 36 team entries are 
players of international status, open 
and seniors NSW state level, as well as 
Country and Metropolitan standard. 

The line up is headed by the top team 
of Australian caps, Ann Johns, Sharyn 
Renshaw and Kelsey Cottrell – the 
combination which has twice won the 
event. 

They are considered the favourites to 
win the major share of the $10,000 
prize pool. 

Clubs represented include Warilla, 
South Tamworth, Bomaderry, Oak Flats, Wisemans-Wollongong, Kurri Kurri, 
Goulburn Railway, Merrylands, St Johns Park, The Hills , EPB Sports, Taren 
Point, Ettalong, Ashfield, Cabramatta, Northmead, Engadine, Neutral Bay, 
Mosman, Turramurra, Clovelly, Matraville, Randwick, Waverley and Bondi, 

Among the top-shelf competitors is Arlene Jeffreys, a NSW  State and 
Australia A-Squad regular. 

Those who have played at State, County and 
Metropolitan level include Leone Barnett, Julia 
Morgan, Deb Schumacher, Lyn Skeers, Cheryl 

Gillard, Debbie Howard, 
Corinne Crouch, Margaret 
Smith Judy King, Annabel 
Gammon, Judy Croft, Deb 
Wilson, Jenny Palmer, Lyn 
Thompson, Joan Thomas, 
Glenda Daal, Janice Egbers 
and Leann Smith. 

The event’s major sponsor is 
Jenifer Bailey (picture left).  

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Judy King and Margaret Smith 
(Everglades BC) and Corinne  

Crouch (St Johns Park) the team 
which finished second in last year’s 

Invitation Triples. 

HOPE 
FOR 
FINE 
DAYS 
The weather is expected to be near-ideal 
for lawn bowls over the weekend when 
Double Bay Women’s Club stages its 11th 
Invitation Triples. 

Forecast for Saturday, August  29, is for 
a mild, cloudy day (possible shower) with 
a top temperature of 20°c and a slight 
wind. 

A mostly sunny day of 21°c is predicted 
for Sunday, August 30. The wind is 
unlikely to pose any problem for players. 
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The going was “tough” at State pennants 
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Bowling Club can be proud to have competed at 
State pennant level last week, club PR official, Pam Stein, said prior to 
leaving for another State event, on Monday-week. 

Stein and Women’s Club president, Barbara Shotland, will next compete at 
Warilla in the Champion-of-Club-Champions Pairs from September 1-4.  

The pair skipped Double Bay’s Grade 2 sides in the State Pennants at NSW 
country centres of Nowra and Berry, but found the opposition the toughest they 
could have encountered at the level.  

Competing in the State Pennants Section 2, the Double Bay team started with a 
rink win (20-11) but went down by three shots (33-36) to Dubbo City, the entry 
which was unbeaten into the semi-finals. 

In its second match Double Bay disappointed against Ballina 26-45 (13-29, 13-
16) then lost both games against Wyong 20-22, 16-20 (36-42). It improved 
against South West Rocks with a 25-11 win, but finished behind on the 
aggregate shots tally by 36-39. 

Double Bay completed the tournament with five points. Dubbo City scored 18, 
six more than Ballina (11), with Wyong on nine points  and South West Rocks 
on eight.      

The Grade 3 side also found the opponents too experienced and were always 
battling to score. The team had a promising start when it won a rink (25-27) in a 
40-53 loss to Goulburn Railway. Although it tied a rink 23-23 it couldn’t stop 
Beresfield from taking the major points 37-60 and then suffered a heavy deficit 
(26-59) to Grafton District. 

Goulburn headed the section on 13 points, followed by Grafton 11, Beresfield 
4½ with Double Bay on 1½ points.  

All teams struggled, but we are proud that Double Bay had the privilege of 
playing at State level. The weather was perfect, the host clubs and opposition 
players were most welcoming and in some cases, friendships were renewed,” 
Stein said and added “We all look forward to 2016.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

. 
 

First round bye for club’s entry in Champions-of-Champions State Pairs 
IN the 64-team State Champions-of-Club-Champions Pairs draw 

at Warilla next week the Pam Stein-Barbara Shotland  combination 
(pictured) has a first round bye. 

In the second round they will face either a Marrickville pair (L. 
Baker and C. Starr) or the Beresfield unit of (G. Lamb and  L. 
Humbles). 

Warilla has two outdoor and one indoor green and greens and 
rinks are drawn before each match 

Pam and Barbara have booked accommodation in Kiama and will be accompanied 
by their husbands, Edgar and Robert . 

 



The Hills are alive with sound  
of Invitation Triples success 

A TEAM from The Hills Bowling Club won the Double Bay Women’s 
Club’s 11th Invitation Triples tournament with an unbeaten run of seven 
games over the weekend. 

It is the first time a side from The Hills has shared in the $10,000 major prize 
money offered in the 
prestigious event of 
the NSW women’s 
lawn bowls calendar.  

The winning team of 
Lyn Skeers, Fay 
Davison and Sheryn 
Batcheldor is pictured 
with the tournament 
sponsor and patron 
Jenifer Bailey 

FULL STORY AND 
MORE PICTURES 

PAGES 4-5 
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EDDIE FINGRET MEMORIAL TROPHY FOR ROOKIE-OF-THE-YEAR 
THE Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club last week announced it will honour the memory of its 

long-time President, Eddie Fingret, with the inauguration of an Annual Memorial Trophy to 
be presented to the winner of the club’s Rookie-of-the-Year Singles tournament. 

The initial winner is Michael Rowley, who took out the 2015 contest last Wednesday from a 
field of  24 members, all of whom have been playing lawn bowls for less than four years and 
have not competed above Grade-4 in Zone pennants. 

SCORES AND REPORTS PAGES 2 & 3 
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EDDIE FINGRET MEMORIAL TROPHY– ROOKIE-OF-THE-YEAR   
Grade-6 skip wins inaugural Rookies Trophy 

A Grade-6 skip has won the inaugural Eddie Fingret Memorial Trophy as the winner of 
the first Double Bay Men’s Club’s Rookie-of-the-Year singles 
title. 

The event is open only to members who have been playing 
lawn bowls for less than four years and have not competed above 
Grade-4 in Zone pennants. 

Michael Rowley, who started his lawn bowls career with 
Double Bay in 2012, won the title last Wednesday with a 16-5 
win from Colin Lipworth over 11 ends. 

Twenty four members qualified for the event, which had its first 
round matches played on Sunday, August 9. 

The quarter-finals were decided on Wednesday, August 26, 
when the regular Intra-Club Triples competition was deferred 
due to many players being committed to a tournament on the 
Gold Coast. 

Rowley’s path to Wednesday’s final was via a quarter-final win 
over Frank Muller (14-5) and then Peter Wyner (13-5) in the 
semi-final, while Lipworth, who joined Double Bay in 2013, but 
has not yet been graded for pennant competitions, accounted for Maurice Jochelson (12-9) 
and then, Lionel Hovey (12-7). 

In the other quarter-finals Wyner beat Peter Erdos (12-5) and Hovey finished ahead of Peter 
Grunfeld (19-6). Losers of the quarter finals played each other with Grunfeld taking the 
honours over Jochelson (10-7) and Erdos beating Muller (13-4) 

The games were marked by Harry Black, David Newman, David Ossher and chairman of selectors, 
Gerald Weinberg,  

Other rookie members who competed were Allan Kavnat, Eric Grusd, Barry Glover, Barry 
Abeshouse, James Flaxman, Phil Filler, Richard Trayer, Harold Roper, George Fishman, Bob 
Seymour, Neville Yates, Harry Haber, Ian Hadassin, David Nathan, Jeff Raines and Francis (Frank) 
Marks.    

Michael Rowley – ex-Pom who still calls England for Ashes supremacy - Next Page 
 Memorial trophy honours long-time club president 

EDDIE Fingret, the long-time Double Bay Bowling Club president and a Life Member 
of the Licensed Club, passed away suddenly at the age of 81 in May, 2014.  

His death shocked the Eastern Suburbs lawn bowls community, where he was considered 
one of the sport’s most popular administrators. 

Fingret was named Double Bay’s inaugural Men’s Bowling Club President when Double 
Bay merged with Rose Bay Bowling Club in 2000. He held the position unopposed until 
2005  when he did not seek re-election. He served again as president from 2008 to 2012 
and after 12 months in “retirement”  was once more the elected president  at the 71st 
annual general meeting in October, 2013.  

A measure of Fingret’s popularity within the Double Bay membership was that he was unopposed when he 
sought re-election as president at every annual meeting from 2001 to 2005 and again from 2008 to 2012 
when his decision to stand down was made on medical advice. 

As the Men’s Club president Fingret also served for 10 years as a director on the licensed club’s board of 
management and was appointed a Life Member in 2006 in recognition of his outstanding service to the club 
at both administrative and social levels. 

Bowls Club President, Gerald Weinberg, said this week the club is hopeful that the Eddie Fingret Rookie-
of-the-Year Memorial Trophy will be keenly contested for many years to come. 

Michael Rowley  
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EDDIE FINGRET MEMORIAL TROPHY 2015 – ROOKIE-OF-THE-YEAR   
Michael Rowley – the “outsider” wins first club honour 

MICHAEL ROWLEY, the first member to be crowned Double Bay Men’s 
Bowling Club’s Rookie-of-the-Year, sees himself somewhat of an “outcast” in the 
clubhouse when it comes to barracking for sporting teams. 

The London-born, all-round sportsman, who settled in Sydney in 1985, says with no 
malice in his voice, but with a devilish grin on his face, that he is “unpopular” at the 
club because he doesn’t support the teams favoured by the majority of the 
membership.  

For example he shouts for Queensland when it 
comes to rugby league’s State of Origin and 
will back the Brisbane Broncos when they’re up 
against the Sydney Roosters. He’s passionate 
about the English Premier League’s Manchester 
United over Arsenal, Chelsea and Tottenham 

Hotspurs, the favourite soccer teams of many ex-
London members. 

And to top it all Michael has made it clear to his 
fellow lawn bowlers that he applauds every 
Pommy run and wicket when it comes to the 
Australia–England Ashes and that also applies to 
Tests against South Africa. 

All that aside Michael Rowley is a gentle, 
gentleman on and off the green, who first showed 
his potential for lawn bowls to club coach, John 
Wineberg. 

Chairman of selectors, Gerald Weinberg, had this 
to say about him. “Michael started as a lead, but was promoted to a skip in the Grade 
6’s and had a very good record in 2015. In the Wednesday club competition he is lead 
for the top flight Jack Kampel team and has learned a lot from him as Jack continues 
to give him hints on how to improve his game. Next year Michael could be elevated to 
a higher grade, but enjoys skipping in  Grade 6.” 

University-educated, Michael spent most of his professional career in Corporate 
Human Resources roles, but also found time to travel the world, including a spell on 
an Israeli kibbutz and a period as an ex-pat in Italy. 

 He had three years working a boat passage from South America to Sydney, where 
he secured a job at the Botanical Gardens at the time the Sydney Opera House was 
near finished. He then decided to settle here where he became involved in software 
companies and later as a Sydney Stock Exchange board director. 

The club’s first holder of the Eddie Fingret Memorial Trophy has shown that he still 
has the ball sense and co-ordination from his days in soccer, rugby union, athletics, 
tennis and snow skiing. 

And it appears his nomad days are over as he has lived in the same Vaucluse house 
for 29 years. Now, all he has to do to make himself a true-blue Aussie and discard the 
“outsider” tag is to switch his allegiance to the green and gold and support the local 
teams! 

Michael Rowley relaxing in his 
Vaucluse home.   Inset: A  22-year-

old Michael Rowley.  
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Unbeaten team goes back to The Hills 
with the winner’s $3300 prize money 

REP[RT BY IRIS KAMPEL - PICTURES BY PAM STEIN  
AN unbeaten run in two days of intense lawn bowling finished on Sunday 
afternoon with a team from The Hills, travelling home 31 kilometres north-
west from Double Bay, with the 11th Invitation Triples winner’s $3300 
cheque. 

The trio of Lyn Skeers, Fay Davison 
and Sheryn Batcheldor (pictured) won 
all the seven games for 14 points and a 
shot margin of plus 34, to grab the 
major share of the $10,000 on offer to 
the 36 teams, which battled all day on 
Saturday, August 29, and for most of 
the Sunday. 

The composite team from top clubs 
made up of Margaret Sheeham (Taren 
Point), Heather Abernathy (Engadine) and Judy Monson (Jindalee, 
Queensland), scored six wins (12 points +38 shots) and received the $2250 
second prize. 

Taking the $1800 third spot, also with 12 points (+31), was another trio from leading 
clubs, Denise Campbell (Northmead), Leanne Smith (Oak Flats) and Jenny Clark 
(Merrylands). 

The intensity of the tournament was emphasized by the fact that seven teams scored 
five wins (10 points) and only shot margins decided the fourth to sixth place 
dividends.  

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Margaret Sheeham, Heather Abernathy and Judy Monson    -    Denise Campbell, Leanne Smith  and Jenny 
Clark. 

1st 

2nd  3rd  
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Placegetters at 11th Invitation Triples 
  

FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 
IN fourth spot of the Double Bay Women’s Club’s 11th Invitation Triples 
was the Warilla visitors, Leone Barnett, Julea Morgan and Vicky Turner, 
who had the 10 points and collected a massive 62 shot aggregate for the 
$750 prize. 

Fifth prize ($450) with a 10 points and 39 shots went to the highly ranked 
bowlers from the powerful St Johns Park outfit of Jamie Lee Worsnop, the 2015 
Australian Indoor Champion, Sharyn Renshaw and Arlene Jeffrey, both of 
whom have represented at  National and State levels. 

A nine shot margin was sufficient to hold on to sixth spot for the Neutral Bay entry of 
Jenny Hepburn, Elizabeth Blackwell and Louise Hampshere who shared $300. 

The tournament was blessed with sunshine and calm weather. All the 108 bowlers had a 
fabulous weekend enjoying good food, having fun with old and new friends and playing 
great bowls on perfect greens. 

Tournament convenor, Barbara Shotland, and the management team, once more raised the 
bar on this unique event where every care is considered to make all players feel pampered 
and special when they come to Double Bay.  

The main raffle prize of a set of bowls donated by 
Jackies, of Burwood, was won by Sandra Starratt, of 
Bondi Bowling Club.  

Special guest, NSW Women’s Association Bowls 
Director, Sue O’Keefe,  told organisers that she was 
“pleased at being present to share and experience 
the wonderful camaraderie of the event”.  

Competitors praised the computerised scoring 
system programmed by Men’s Club secretary, Peter 
Wyner, introduced for the first time and relayed 
from the computer to the clubhouse’s two television 
screens which displayed the up-to-the-minute 
results and the current competition placings. 

 Regular patron and sponsor of Double Bay Women’s Club’s Invitation Triples, Jenifer 
Bailey, announced she would retain the sponsorship for the 2016 event 

LEFT: Fourth Prize winners with Double Bay President,  Barbara Shotland, Leone Barnett, Julia Morgan and 
Vicky Turner.  CENTRE: Fifth placed prize presented by former Men’s Club chairman, John Rosen, to Jamee-
Lee Worsnop, Sharon Renshaw and Arleen Jeffrey.  RIGHT: Representative from NSW Women’s Bowls, Sue 

O’Keefe, with sixth placed team of Jenny Hepburn, Elizabeth Blackwell and Louise Hampshere. 
 

4th  5th   6th  
 

Peter Wyner controlling the 
computerised scoring system. 



 

Double Bay retains Grade 1 
status in new Zone makeup 

DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club has retained it Grade 1 status for the 2016 
Pennant Season and will compete in the new Zone 13 Metropolitan 
Conference division. 

Double Bay will be one of five ex-Zone 11 clubs - Waverley, Alexandria 
Erskineville, South Coogee and Ashfield, which will compete in the Metro 
pennant competition due to start on or after Saturday, March 12, 2016. 

All five competed in the inaugural Grade 1 Metro Cup last year along with 
Eastlake Sports. 

The 2016 Metro Conference Grade 1 will be played in four sections, each of 
six sides over 10 home-and-way rounds. 

Double Bay is listed in Section 2 against Harbord, Grandviews, Merrylands, 
Blacktown Workers and Waverley. 

At the conclusion of the pennant matches the top two teams play a Post 
Sectional series. Section winners play off, as do second placed teams to decide 
the top three qualifiers for the State finals. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE  
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Drawn Pairs and Handicap Singles 
titles attract full fields for 2015  

THE draws for two of the club’s most popular club tournaments were 
made last week with several first round matches decided over the weekend. 

Fifty four of the club’s playing membership nominated for the 2015 Drawn 
Pairs title, while 54 entered the Handicap Singles event. 

In the singles contest players are handicapped on their pennant gradings by the 
Chairman of Selectors, Gerald Weinberg, with most top shelf competitors 
starting with a minus score, while the club’s non-pennant newcomers have a 12 
shot start. 

The last 10 names drawn from the 54 entries received a first round bye. 
Matches are decided by the first to 25 shots with players starting with their 

plus or minus handicaps on the scorecard.. 
The 2014 Handicap Singles winner, Ronald Munz, has had his handicap reduced 

from 8 shots to 6 for this year’s title-chase, but faces a tough first round opponent in 
Grade 1 player, Doug King, who starts with a minus three handicap.  

The Drawn Pairs event was not contested last year due mainly to players’ 
commitments in a number of inter-club competitions.  

A blind draw were made by Weinberg, assisted by Men’s Bowling Club 
committee member, David Newman with five teams gaining entry direct into 
round two. 

Munz and Harry Black won the event in 2013 from Les Ginzburg and Solly Shuster. 
This year Munz has been drawn with James Flaxman, and Black has Allan Kavnat as 

his partner. 
In opening round matches decided over 21 ends on Saturday Eric Wainstein and 

Peter Wyner defeated Eric Grusd and Trevor Rosenberg 28-10, Sam Abrahams and 
David Nathan surprised by knocking out Gerald Weinberg and Harold Roper 20-17 
and the Walter Jacobs – Cecil Albert team advanced with a 23-20 decision over Al 
Rowlands and Ian Ossher.  

In this year’s Metro Cup (Section 2) Double Bay won only the one match when 
it defeated Cabramatta B at home by 68-61 shots. 

It finished the season with two points and was placed second from the wooden 
spoon behind the pointless Eastlakes Sports, while Alexandria Erskineville was 
the best performed Zone 11 club with eight points from four wins in Section 1. 

All but Grandviews will be new pennant opponents for Double Bay next year. 
Double Bay Men’s Bowling Committee has yet to decide which other grades it 

will apply for next year in the new Zone 13 competition. 
 It is hoped there will be sectional play between local clubs in the lower grades. 

GRADE 1 STATUS RETAINED BY DOUBLE BAY 
FROM PAGE 1 
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Triples champs trip at 
the quarter-final stage 

THE defending champions, Brandon Conway, 
Pepe Glick and Phillip Joel were eliminated from 
the 2015 Major (two bowls) Triples in a quarter-
final encounter on Saturday. 

They fell to the Peter Levy headed trio of David 
Newman and Robert Shotland, who was  the 
substitute for the unavailable Sol Caganoff, in a 
tight finish by 24-22. 

The exit of the Conway combination paves the 
way for the all A-grade team of Jack Kampel, 
Bernard Fridman and Doug King to become the first 
trio to win the event more than once since 2000. 

They were the 2011 champions when they defeated 
Gerald Weinberg, Arnold Javen and Pepe Glick.  

Kampel’s unit was in fine form in the Round-of-
Eight match on Saturday taking the honours from 
another well-graded group captained by Harold 
Jankelowitz alongside Les Lilian and Dan Flanagan 
by 25-18. 

The win put Kampel’s side into the semi-final 
against Arnold Javen’s set of Michael Becker and 
Gerald Raichman, which overwhelmed Wayne 
Podger, Phil Filler and Peter Erdos to the tune of  
23-8 in their quarter-final match. 

Paul Baker’s assembly of Harry Black and Murray Lott is the fourth semi-
finalist following its victory over Ray Jankelowitz, Rob Hutchins (sub for 
Michael Rowley) and Len Sandler by a comfortable 26-13 margin. 

RESULTS 
 MAJOR TRIPLES 

(Two Bowls) 

QUARTER-FINALS 
Jack Kampel 

Bernard Fridman  
Doug King 25 

Harold Jankelowitz  
Les Lilian  

Dan Flanagan 18 
 

Peter Levy  
Sol Caganoff 

David Newman 24 
Brandon Conway  

Pepe Glick 
Phillip Joel 22  

 
Arnold Javen 

Michael Becker 
Gerald Raichman 23 

Wayne Podger 
Phil Filler 

Peter Erdos 8  
 

Paul Baker 
Harry Black 

Murray Lott 26 

Ray Jankelowitz 
Michael Rowley 
Len Sandler 13 

DRAWN PAIRS 
FIRST ROUND 

Walter Jacobs 
Cecil Albert 23 

v 
Ian Ossher 

Al Rowlands 20 
 

Eric Wainstein 
Peter Wyner 28 

v 
Trevor Rosenberg 

Eric Grusd 10  
 

Sam Abrahams 
David Nathan 20 

v 
Gerald Weinberg 
Harold Roper 17 

Phillip Joel (left), Pepe Glick and Brandon Conway  



DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s Barbara Shotland, Pam Stein and 
Iris Kampel with the Regional Shield and medals after winning last 
week’s Region 13’s Triples Title and qualification for next month’s 

State Championships at Tuncurry. 
Kampel will also compete at Tuncurry in the State Singles, while 
the three will be joined by Karen Levinson in the State’s Senior 

(Over 60s) Fours event.  
STORIES AND MORE PICTURES PAGES 5-6 

TOP THREE OFF TO STATE 
TITLES AT TUNCURRY 
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FIRST TIME 
BEST MIXED 
PAIRS TEAM 
Barbara Shotland and 
Phillip Joel (pictured 
above) won their first 
Mixed Pairs title on 

Sunday and became only 
the third non-husband-

and-wife team to win the 
event in the past 15 

years. 
The Joel-Shotland pair 
defeated the defending 
husband-and-wife team, 
Jack and Iris Kampel, in 
the long-awaited 2014 

final 21-17. 

REPORT PAGE 2 
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It took nine months for a Mixed title 
BARBARA Shotland and Phillip Joel won their first Double Bay Men’s 
Club’s Mixed Doubles 
title when they 
squeezed past Jack 
and Iris Kampel 21-17 
in the 2014 final on 
Sunday, September 
13, 2015, which was 
almost nine months 
after the first round 
was played. 

They became only the 
third non-betrothed 
team to take out the 
event in the past 14 
years and prevented the Kampels from 
claiming the title for a seventh time. 

Previous non-married winning pairings 
were Walter Jacobs and Lorraine 
McLaughlin  in 2001 and James Cook–
Karen Levinson in 2006 and 2007. 

The Joel-Shotland unit, which went down 
in the 2012 final to Gerald and Audrey 
Weinberg, staged a late burst to claim the 
2014 crown on Sunday. 

They were locked at 6-all after six ends, 
then raced to 14-8 on the 12th, before the 
Kampels hit back four ends later at 16-15.  

There was a huge turn around on the 17th 
end when Joel-Shotland were down 15-16 
but holding a couple of shots.  

With his last bowl, Jack Kampel drove and 
hit the jack square towards his team’s bowls 
at the back of the rink. But the jack hit a 
bowl about 60 centimetres behind and 
ricocheted back up the green for the 
opposition to retain the two shots which, on 
paper, could be counted as a swing of some 
seven shots. It was a lucky incident of which 
Joel and Shotland took advantage and steadied to score four shots on the final 
three ends for a long-awaited 21-17 victory 

PERIOD OF TIME TO 
 FINISH MIXED PAIRS 

THE 2014 Mixed Pairs 
Championship set a record as 
the longest time recorded to 
finalise an event since the 
merger with Rose Bay in 2000.  
 When the draw for the 2014 
Mixed Pairs was released at the 
end of last year the time-table for 
the event as given as “to be 
played by arrangement from 
December 28 and to be completed 
by February 1, 2015”. 

From its start in December, 
2014, with an entry of 17 pairings, 
it took until May this year to reach 
the first semi-final stage when 
Jack and Iris Kampel eliminated 
Alan and Rene Saidman. 

The Phillip Joel – Barbara 
Shotland pair played their semi-
final with a win over Wayne 
Podger and Jan Frape in June. 

Club and outside bowling 
commitments by both men and 
women players contributed to the 
matches being continuously 
delayed or postponed. 

The 2014 Mixed Pairs finalists Jack and Iris Kampel (left)  with Barbara 
Shotland and Phillip Joel  
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Kampel v Levy teams in 2015 Major Triples playoff 
THE Jack Kampel-skipped team took a giant step towards creating a 15-
year “first” at Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club when they won their way 
into the 2015 Major (two bowls) Triples final on Saturday.  

The team of Kampel, Bernard Fridman and Doug King, could become the first 
threesome to win the event more than once since the merger with Rose Bay in 
the year 2000. 

The trio brushed aside the semi-final challenge of 
Arnold Javen, Michael Becker and Gerald Raichman 
34-9 over 21 of the regularity 25-ends. 

They will clash with another well-credentialed trio 
headed by Peter Levy, who has won the title three 
times (2007, 2004 and 2003), but with a variety of 
team mates. 

Levy with Sol Caganoff and David Newman just 
got home in the other semi-final by a reported two 
shots over Paul Baker, Harry Black and Murray Lott. 

The Kampel team was in control from the start 
against team Javen, collecting four shots on two 
occasions and a clincher of a five count on the 21st 
end to go to the unassailable lead of 25 shots with 
four ends to play. 

In the other semi-final, Baker raced to a 
commanding lead after seven ends at 10-2 before the 
Levy side found its rhythm to fight back, but still 
trailed 14-16 after the 18th end. 

The scorecard presented to club officials did not 
include details of the last three ends.  

Spectators reported that the last end produced much 
excitement with Levy one up on the scoreboard, but 
with the Baker combination holding shot after four 
bowls had been played.  

It looked like an extra end in the making. With his 
last bowl Sol Caganoff sat the opponent’s shot bowl 
to finish a centimetre directly behind the jack. 

 Baker missed with his first bowl and Levy’s 
delivery went nowhere near the head.  

With his final bowl Baker played an inspired 
delivery to touch the jack and hold shot.  

However, it moved the jack into the open and made 
it possible for Levy, with his last bowl, to draw shot 
although the bowl finished well over a metre from the 
target! 

RESULTS 
MIXED PAIRS 2014 

FINAL 

Phillip Joel 
Barbara Shotland 21 

Jack Kampel 
     Iris Kampel 17 

 

MAJOR TRIPLES 
(Two Bowls) 

SEMI-FINALS 
Jack Kampel 

Bernard Fridman  
  Doug King 34 
Arnold Javen 

Michael Becker 
Gerald Raichman 9 

Peter Levy  
Sol Caganoff 

David Newman  
defeated 

Paul Baker 
Harry Black 
Murray Lott*  

*incomplete scorecard 
 

HANDICAP SINGLES 
FIRST ROUND 

Alan Simmons (+7) 25 
Arnold Javen, (-1) 16 

 
Walter Jacobs (+2) 25  
Alan Saidman (+2) 23 

 
Phil Filler (+9) 25 

Stan Franks (+12) 18 
 

Bernard Fridman (-3) 25 
Harold Roper (+11) 11 

Peter Wyner (+9) 25 
Peter Kurta (+7) 22 

SECOND ROUND 
Michael Becker (+2) 25 

Ken Shapiro (+7) 15 
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Winter Wednesday Triples contest ends with Kampel the top 
team as format switches to Fours for Spring-time competition 

THE Jack Kampel trio has won 
the eight-match First (Yellow) 
Division pre-Spring Wednesday 
Competition with a two-point 
margin over the Werner Kos-led 
team 

Kampel with Paul Baker and Michael 
Rowley collected 31 points and a plus 
28-shot difference from Kos, Harry 
Black, and Rod Ferrer (29 shots +55). 

In third spot was the combination of 
Brandon Conway, Pepe Glick and Fred 
Ginsberg with 23½ points +25. 

 The Second (Red) Division was 
taken out by the Eric Wainstein trio 
with Abe Cohen and Ray Novis on 
28½ points (+57 shots) from Barry 
Lazarus, Walter Jacobs and Peter Kurta 
23½ points and a minus one shot 
aggregate , with thirds spot to Maurice 
Boland Ivor Cohen and Eric Grusd  on 
22½ plus 1. 

Shot margins decided the winner of 
the Third (Green) Division when 
David Kellaway, Mike Golland and 
Peter Wyner tallied 28 points with a 88 
shot count, while the Dafna Orbach 
team of Louis Platus and Dominic 
Verre also scored 28 points, but with 
66 shots. 

One point behind in third place were 
David Ossher, Ian Ossher and Ross 
Ruzicka with a 65-shot difference. 

The Fourth (Blue) Division’s top spot 
was held by Michael Weinberg, Barry 
Isenberg, and Jeff Shagrin (26½ +39 
shots), from Mark Reisin, Peter Solomon 
and Neville New (21½ +65 shots) and 
James Flaxman, Lionel Hovey and S 
Franks in third place (21½  -21). 

The Wednesday competition, 
which attracts more than 90 
bowlers each session, reverts to a 
fours competition from this week 
as the club’s No. 2 green is out for 
the annual restoration. 

Jack Kampel – Paul Baker and Michael Rowley  

Eric Wainstein, Abe Cohen, and Ray Novis  

David Kellaway, Mike Golland and Peter Wyner  

Michael Weinberg, Barry Isenberg and Jeff Shagrin 
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Double Bay 
trio has 

mascot by 
the name 
of “Berry” 

Iris Kampel (centre)  
clings to the mascot, 

 Berry,  after winning the 
Region 13 Triples title with 

team mates, Barbara 
Shotland (second from left) 

and Pam Stein (right). 
They are pictured with (left) 

Eastern Suburbs District 
(ESD)  Match Chairman, 
Double Bay’s Lorraine 

McLaughlin, 
 and ESD  secretary, 

 Toni Hartley.  

 
Regional triples win adds to club’s sensational season   

Three Double Bay chances for a State title 
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s sensational season continued last week 
when its Eastern Suburbs District Triples championship team qualified to 
represent Region 13 in next month’s State Titles. 

Four Double Bay players will compete under the Region’s flag in no less than 
three State events from October 24 to October 30 at Tuncurry Bowling Club. 

Five-time District Singles Champion and 
current Regional Singles title-holder, Iris 
Kampel, will contest the State Singles event as 
well as being a key player in the State Triples 
with Barbara Shotland and Pam Stein, while 
Karen Levinson joins the trio in the Senior 
(Over-60s) Fours line-up. 

 All four were members of Double Bay’s  No. 2 
Pennant which competed in the recent State 
Championships.         CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Senior Fours Champions – Karen 
Levinson, Iris Kampel, Pam Stein and 

Barbara Shotland  
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Wind and Grade 1 opposition no bar to State finals 
         FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

The 2015 Regional Triples final between the Eastern Suburbs (Double Bay) 
and Sutherland Shire Champions (Taren Point) was played under an 
unpredictable swirling wind at Ramsgate RSL Bowling Club on Tuesday, 
September 8.  

Representatives from both districts attended the match where the Double Bay 
team of Iris Kampel, Pam Stein and Barbara Shotland challenged the State 
Level 1 representative Pennant trio from Taren Point, Beverley Harrison, 
Barbara Hvass and Kim Brough.  

Double Bay’s march to Regional level came via District victories against 
Clovelly, Matraville and Randwick before easing past the fellow Double Bay 
team, Marie Thatcher, Lorraine Becker and Rene Saidman, in the final. 

The Taren Point trio was quick off the mark in the Regional final racing to a 6-
1 lead by the 5th end, before the Double Bay combination came to grips with the 
conditions.   

By the 12th end Double Bay had squared the score at 11-all and then shocked 
its opposition by receiving an injection of a five count on the 15th end  which 
sent it to the front on 18-13.  

Taren Point came back with two shots, then Double Bay clinched the match on 
the last of the 18 ends with a single to book their place in the State contest with 
a 19-15 decision. 
 

 
 
 

The Taren Point Triples team (from left) Kim Brough (Skip), Beverley Harrison (lead) 
and Barbara Hvass , with the Double Bay challengers (plus mascot) at Ramsgate 

Bowling Club last week. 
 

DRAWS TO 
COME FOR 

STATE 
MATCHES 
The draws for 
the events 

have yet to be 
made. 

However, the 
playing 

schedule 
has the Senior 

Fours on 
Saturday and 

Sunday 
October 24-25, 

Triples on 
Monday and 

Tuesday, 
October  26-27, 
with the Singles 

set or 
Friday and 
Saturday, 

October 30-31. 



Council hangs club’s historic art work 

 
 
 
WOOLLAHRA Council has taken 
“temporary custody” of the historic 
artwork Double Bay 1883 by 
celebrated artist and Archibald 
Prize winner, Arthur Murch. 
 The painting was part of the 
Double Bay Bowling Club’s 
clubhouse decor for more than 60 
years. 

It was taken down during the 
clubhouse renovations which were 
completed in mid-2013.  
The Double Bay Board of 

Management decided against 
putting it up for public auction and 
offered it to Woollahra Council.  
FULL STORY NEXT PAGE >> 

DOUBLE BAY MEN’S 
BOWLING CLUB 

 DOUBLE BAY WOMEN’S 
   BOWLING CLUB 

Vol. 11 No. 37 – SEPTEMBER 21, 2015 Editor: Mike Golland 

Double Bay Bowling Club chairman, Barry Lazarus (second from right), with club director, Peter Wyner 
(second from left) were guests of Woollahra Council Mayor, Toni Zeltzer (right), and Deputy Mayer Greg 

Levenston, when the historic Double Bay 1883 painting was recently “unveiled” at the Council Chambers. 
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Council “honoured” as custodian of 
club’s historic Double Bay painting 

WOOLLAHRA Council Chambers is currently playing host to the historic 
artwork Double Bay 1883, the work of celebrated artist and Archibald 
Prize winner, Arthur Murch. 

Double Bay Bowling Club owns the historic artwork which was commissioned 
in 1954 from an old photograph taken in the late 1880s. 

Until recently, the oil painting has hung proudly over the clubhouse 
mantelpiece. 

However, with the upgrading of the club's facilities the artwork needed a new 
temporary home. The sheer size of the artwork of 160 cm x 227 cm, made it 
difficult to find a space that could accommodate it within the Double Bay 
premises.  

Rather than consigning the work to public auction, Double Bay Bowling Club, 
in a demonstration of community spirit and recognition of local history, 
approached Woollahra Council about housing the artwork at its Chambers.  

The painting now hangs at the top of the Chamber staircase alongside other 
historical works. 

Woollahra Mayor, Toni Zeltzer, told the Double Bay leadership that it is “an 
honour for the council to be the temporary custodians of the painting”.  

“The work is a lovely verdant representation of Double Bay in the early days, 
but also a great reminder of how far we've come in terms of the bustling 
commercial village of today," she said. 

The painting depicts the Double Bay village in late colonial times.   
The Illustrated Sydney News in December, 1871, captioned the original 

photograph: "The village of Double Bay forms the fashionable suburb of 
Sydney. The many 
handsome houses 
with their luxuriant 
gardens and the 
carefully kept 
orchards render this 
a very pretty place." 

The artwork will 
be housed at the 
Council Chambers 
for a period of five 
years, after which 
there is an option to 
extend the loan for 
another five years. 

The historic painting formed the backdrop for club functions since 1955.   
The picture above was taken at the club’s 66th Annual General Meeting on 

October 19, 2008. 
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Handicaps hit hard in opening round 
SEVERAL top players had their colours lowered 
in the opening rounds of the 2015 Handicap 
Singles decided last week. 

John Wineberg, one of the club’s consistent players, 
with a plus 2 handicap found the nine shot start he had to 
give Grade 6 player, James Flaxman, too much of a 
target and exited the event 25-22. 

Flaxman won 10 of the 23 ends played, including four 
consecutive ends and a collect of seven shots to run to a 19-7 
lead Wineberg could not haul back. 

Another win by a lower graded contestant came from 
Richard Trayer, who had a plus 11 shot start to Harry Stein’s 
+6. 

Trayer scored on seven of the 13 ends played before he won 
the match 25-16. Only time Stein was in charge was on the 
9th end when he claimed four shots to cut the leeway to one 
shot at 16-17. 

But that was the end of the section, as Trayer reeled off the 
following five ends to take 
the honours 25-16. 

In another unexpected 
result top-flight player, 
Doug King, found his 
minus three handicap too 
much of a task when he 
clashed with Ronald Munz 
who had a plus six 
advantage, and exited the 
event 25-18.  

In a battle between two 
evenly handicapped 
contestants Eric Grusd 
(+9) surprised in the ease 
of his win over Max 
Thomas (+7) over 15 ends 
by 25-16, 

The experienced Wayne 
Podger (+3) proved too 
solid for newcomer, 
Lionel Hovey (+11), 
giving away only single 
shots on four of the 15 
ends for a 25-15 entry into 
the second round. 

DRAWN PAIRS 
REPORTS NEXT 

PAGE >>

RESULTS 
HANDICAP SINGLES 

FIRST ROUND 
James Flaxman (+9) 25 
John Wineberg (+2) 22 

 
Eric Grusd  (+9) 25  

Max Thomas  (+7) 16 
 

Richard Trayer (+11) 25 
Harry Stein (+6) 16 

 
Trevor Rosenberg (+3) 25 
Gerald Raichman (+6) 22 

Peter Grunfeld (+12) 25 
Maurice Jochelson (+11)15 

Wayne Podger (+3) 25 
Lionel Hovey (+11) 15 

 
George Sofer (+9) 25 
Neville Yates (+12) 20 

 
Dan Flanagan (0) 25  

 Ian Hadassin (+11) 13 
 

Barry Lazarus (+3) 25 
 Ian Ossher (+4) 21 

 
Mark Sack (+2) 25  
S Ginges (+9) 20 

 
Ronald Munz (+6) 25 

Doug King (-3)18 
 

Jack Kampel (-3) 25 
 Harold Gold (+9)10  

Harry Black (-3) 25 
Ray Novis (+7) 20 

SECOND ROUND 
Peter Erdos (+9) 25 

Frank Muller (+11) 13 
Louis Platus (+6) 25 
Alan Sacks (+11) 19 

 
DRAWN PAIRS 

FIRST ROUND 
Harry Stein 

Sol Caganoff 25 
Phil Filler  

Len Simon 13 

Paul Isenberg 
Pepe Glick 19 
David Ossher 

Alan Saidman 15   

MORE RESULTS  
NEXT PAGE >> 

 
 

CORRECT DRESS  
FOR CLUB EVENTS 

PLAYERS competing in club 
Major and other championship 

title events must wear the 
official club uniforms. 

Men’s Bowls Club president, 
Gerald Weinberg, warned 

members last week that they 
must be correctly attired when 

playing in club events. 
Those playing twice on one 

day are required to pay two 
green fees, $8 for the morning 

session and $12 for the 
afternoon session which 
includes the catered tea. 

He said mufti dress, which 
has been introduced for the 

club’s Monday and 
Wednesday competitions, 

does not apply to club 
championship events. 

Weinberg also reminded 
players that in the fours game 

format  the seconds are to 
mark the scorecards and 

maintain the scoreboards. 
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One team already in Drawn Pairs semi-final 
PETER Grunfeld and Len Sandler 
are the first team to gain a semi-
final spot in the 2015 Drawn Pairs 
Title. 

While most other entrants are 
playing first round games, the 
Grunfeld-Sandler duo entered the last 
four with a 20-16 decision over the 
well performed Michael Becker and 
his lesser experienced partner, Lionel 
Hovey 20-16. 

The Becker-Hovey team, after a first 
round bye, accounted for Ian 
Hadassin and Julian Engelman 25-17 
prior to coming up against the Sandler 
combination. 

In another second round clash the 
run by Peter Wyner and Eric 

Wainstein came to a halt when they succumbed to 
the well balanced drawn pair of Max Thomas and 
Wayne Podger by a six shot margin. In their opening 
match the Podger team knocked out Peter Solomon 
and veteran, Les Ferguson, 21-17. 

An extra end was required to separate the Gerald 
Raichman-Les Ginzberg pair from James Flaxman 
and Ronald Munz. The score was 17 all after 21 ends 
when Munz collected two shots on the 22nd end for the match 19-17.  

 
Disappointing start to 2015 Club Challenge as North Sydney too good 

DOUBLE Bay, on home soil, was “hammered” in the first round of the 
2015 U-Design Bowlswear Club Challenge by North Sydney 2-0 on Sunday. 

Competing in the Men’s Gold Division (Section 7) of the prestigious 
tournament the Double Bay team failed to win a set in the unique competition 
which consists of one singles rink of two 12-end sets (four bowls), a pairs game 
(3-bowls) of two 8-end sets and a (two bowls) triples rink over two 8-end sets.  

In the singles Phillip Joel went down 18-4 and 12-4. The pairs team of Harry 
Black and Jack Kampel were outgunned by younger opponents 10-5 and 10-6. 

The triples combination of Dan Flanagan, Pepe Glick and Gerald Weinberg 
battled in the first set going down 12-3, but improved in the second losing 7-5. 

Double Bay’s fixture list is away this week at Ashfield and then at Eastlakes, 
before return fixtures. Most matches are scheduled for Saturdays. 

RESULTS 
DRAWN PAIRS 

FIRST ROUND 

James Flaxman 
Ronald Munz, 19 
Gerald Raichman  
Les Ginzberg 17 

 
Peter Erdos 

Rod Ferrer 22 
Alan Simmons 

David Newman 16 

SECOND ROUND 

Lionel Hovey 
 Michael Becker 25 

Ian Hadassin  
Julian Engelman 17 

 
Peter Grunfeld  
Len Sandler 23 

Maurice Jochelson  
John Wineberg 15 

Max Thomas  
Wayne Podger 25 

Peter Wyner 
Eric Wainstein 19 

THIRD ROUND 

Peter Grunfeld  
Len Sandler 25 
Lionel Hovey  

Michael Becker 17 

 

Len Sandler  
Peter 

Grunfeld  
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AS reported last week, the Women’s 
Bowling Club has an “unofficial” mascot in 
the shape of a cute, cuddly stuffed doll, 
which answers to the name, “Berry”. 

Surprised? Well, the secret came out 
when the club’s champion District Triples 
team went to the Sutherland Shire to 
wrest the Regional title and State 
qualification from the powerful Taren 
Point trio. 

The Double Bay girls figured they 
needed every bit of help from any source 
to put the pressure on their opponents, so 
they brought out their mascot and 
paraded it before one-and-all. 

Berry became a Double Bay “member” 
when the club was competing in the 
recent State Grade 2 Pennant 
competition at Berry, the small town in 
the Shoalhaven region of the NSW South 
Coast, some 145 km south of Sydney.  

Several Double Bay players were 
“window shopping” along the main street 
and popped into the St Vincents  charity 
shop and there it was – all alone with a $2 
price tag. 

The girls couldn’t resist its charms, and 
while it didn’t help much as far as results 
went on the local bowling greens, he 
became Double Bay’s answer to other 
competing clubs which had mascots 
dressed in club colours.  

 Since that time in August, team 
member, Karen Levinson, has made its 
club coloured clothing and it will be 
proudly displayed somewhere in the 
Double Bay clubhouse before its travels 
to Tuncurry with Iris Kampel, Barbara 

Shotland, Pam Stein and Karen, for next month’s State Singles, Triples and 
Senior Fours championships. Good luck to everyone including Berry! 
 

VOTING CHANGES AT ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
MEMBERS should be aware that the upcoming elections at the 73rd Annual General Meeting, on Sunday, 
November 1, will be somewhat different than in past years. 
As far as the club’s Board of Management is concerned, members will still be asked to elect a Chairman and 
the honorary Treasurer.  
But, this year under the new constitution, the number of Deputy Chairmen to sit on the Board has been 
reduced from three to two. It will also be the first time that the membership will have the responsibility of 
electing the Board’s Honorary Secretary.  
Another constitutional change is that only two directors are to be elected in place of the customary three, 
while the Presidents of the Men’s and Women’s Clubs are automatically appointed as directors making a 
total of four, compared with five under the former constitution. 
The Men’s Bowling Club, will continue to have a President, but only one Vice-president instead of three, and 
it no longer requires the portfolios of secretary and treasurer. 
Instead, the membership will have the responsibility to elect five persons to form a committee to work 
alongside the President and Vice-president.. 



Sudden passing of club’s top man 
shocks members 

THE Double Bay Bowling Club 
membership was stunned late last 
week with the announcement of the 
sudden death of one of its most 
respected and esteemed executive 
officers, Leon Portrate. 

He was the man most responsible for 
the successful merger of Double Bay and 
Rose Bay Bowling Clubs in 2000 and 
served Double Bay as its President for a 
five-year period until 2004 when he was 
awarded a Life Membership. 

After a short illness he passed away at 
the age of 86 in a Private Hospital on 
Thursday, September 24. 
In 2012, Portrate was honoured by the 
leadership when it named him the 
Club Patron, only its 12th in Double 
Bay’s 70-year history. 

From 2004 Leon Portrate retained a seat 
on the Board of Management serving 
continually as a director and from 2007. 
until his death, as a Deputy chairman. 

TRIBUTE AND LIFE HISTORY 
NEXT THREE PAGES 

DOUBLE BAY MEN’S 
BOWLING CLUB 

 DOUBLE BAY WOMEN’S 
   BOWLING CLUB 

Vol. 11 No. 38 – SEPTEMBER 28, 2015 Editor: Mike Golland 

Leon Portrate celebrated his 80th year at the 
club in August, 2009, when members 

presented a birthday cake in his honour 
during the afternoon tea break.  

LEON PORTRATE 
1929 - 2015 
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PICTURES CAPTURE LEON PORTRATE’S CLUB HISTORY 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Leon Portrate, was named Double Bay Bowling 

Club’s Patron at the 70th Annual General Meeting 
on Sunday, October 28, 2012 . 

He had served the club in a number of executive 
positions, having joined the board in 1996 and 

was its bowls secretary until 1998. 
He held the dual roles of bowls club president 

(1999-2001) and the licensed club chairman from 
1999 to 2004, when he retired to hand the post 

over to  John Rosen. 
It was during the latter part of his term as 

chairman that he led the talks which successfully 
resulted in the year 2000 merger with Rose Bay 

Bowling Club.  

  
 

 

 

 

LEFT: IN October, 2004, the then Club patron, (the late) Jack Jarman, had the honour to “pin” the 
Life Membership badge on, Leon Portrate (right) who was retiring after five years as the club’s 

president and chairman.  
RIGHT: At the same time the club treasurer Barry Isenberg, made a presentation to Leon Portrate in 

appreciation of his service to Double Bay Bowling Club during his term as president and then 
chairman of the Board of Management following the merger with Rose Bay Bowling Club in 2000. 
 

2004 

2012 

LEFT: Leon Portrate is congratulated by 
then club chairman, John Rosen, on his 

appointment of Club Patron in 2012. 

Former Double Bay Bowling Club chairman, John Rosen, said on Monday that he and the 
club had “lost a true friend” with the passing of Leon Portrate. 

“He guided the club through the early days of the merger with Rose Bay and was always at 
my side when he handed over the leadership to me some nine years ago,” Rosen said 

“We became great pals and it was a pleasure to sit with him at management level where his 
advice was always spot on in our aim to make Double Bay the biggest and brightest club in 
the district. That achievement will be Leon’s legacy,” Rosen added. 
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Portrait of a man who 
wanted to be a jockey. 
This is an abridged and edited version of an article by Double Bay 

Bowling Club’s public relations officer, Mike Golland, published in 
Double Bay Watch in May, 2005. 

It is a little known fact that Leon Portrate, who passed 
away last week, wanted to be jockey!  
Perhaps that was not so surprising as the early years for the 
Brisbane-born retired Sydney company director, was in the 
small northern New South Wales town of Coraki.  

It all started when Leon’s parents, Harry and Nancy, with elder 
sister Betty, left Brisbane for Coraki. The move came about when the family became 

proprietors of the 
town’s local store with a 
staff of 14 at times. 

Leon said one of his 
fondest memories of 
that time was his joy of 
horse riding. He had a 
14-hand pony, which he 
often rode to the nearby 
school. 

“There was a time 
when I thought my 
future was as a jockey; I 

rode the pony bareback and 
had no trouble without a saddle. I even had rides in a couple of local picnic races. I was a 
slight, but strong youngster and didn’t mind the work 
associated with horses and animals,” he told me. 

But at the age of nine, Leon was hustled off to Brisbane 
Grammar School as a boarder pupil 

In 1943 he returned to Coraki where his education 
continued at Lismore High School. Leon related that he 
enjoyed country life, was competitive in most school sports 
and was even the “mascot” for the local men’s hockey team.  

In 1946 the Portrate family moved to Sydney and it was 
another school for Leon – this time North Sydney Boys’ 
High.  

A couple of years later, 18-year-old Leon had his first 
“paying” job as a junior salesman at Ways, the (then) well-
known fabric retailer in Pitt Street, a post he held for two 
years before moving a few blocks downtown to Liverpool 
Street and the women’s clothing shop, City Fashions. 

Continues next page 

The Portrate family store in Coraki 

Young Leon Portrate and 
his pony 
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Background to Leon Portrate    
women’s fashions and sport 

From previous page 
The move to City Fashions followed Leon’s 

courting of a pretty, petite kindergarten 
teacher, Lea Green, whose father, owned the 
business. 

 When it was realised that the relationship was 
becoming serious, Leon was offered a “promotion” from 
serving behind the counter to the receiving dock. 

He worked his way through each and every aspect of 
the business, from stock control, to staff management to 
the buying and most importantly, anticipating women’s 
fashions.” 

Leon and Lea married in l952 as Leon worked his 
way up the corporate ladder to become the company’s 
general manager. 

The union was blessed with a daughter, Karen, and a 
son, Howard 

On the sporting field, Leon’s school days were 
taken up with rugby union and cricket. During 
married life he managed to find time to regularly play grade tennis and he was 
no novice when it came to table tennis. 

However, it was in golf that Leon made his mark when he became the first Jewish 
member in 16 years at The Lakes Golf Club, where he played off a nine handicap and 
served on its board for five years. 

His transition to lawn bowls came when he 
joined the City Club in 1990, but a year later he 
“transferred” to Double Bay, where his 
administrative skills had him elected to the board of 
management with the responsibility of the bowls 
secretary (1996-1998) and dual roles of bowls club 
president  (1999-2001) and [licensed] club 
chairman (1999-2004) during which time he led the 
Double Bay “team” in the 1999 merger 
negotiations with Rose Bay Bowling Club.  

On the greens Leon had his share of 
trophies. 

 At the City Club he took home the Minor 
Singles and shared in the Minor Pairs titles.  

At Double Bay, Leon has his name on the honour boards for Major Triples in 1993, 
1994, 1998 and 2001, the 1993 Minor Pairs and Major Pairs and the 2000 Handicap Pairs. 

 Leon might have been riding winners at Randwick had his first aspiration been fulfilled, 
but he made his mark in other fields of endeavour, not at least as an astute, far thinking and 
respected Double Bay Bowling Club leader. 

He will be greatly missed by one-and-all at Double Bay Bowling Club and 
condolence is conveyed to Lea and the extended Portrate family. 

Leon and Lea on their 50th 
Wedding anniversary. 

 Lea is a Double Bay Women’s 
Bowling Club Life Member and 

a one-time vice-president.  
She is the current long-time 

chairperson of the Social 
Committee 

Some of Leon’s lawn bowls 
trophies 
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Morale boost in Club Challenge win 
DOUBLE Bay registered a confidence boost in the second round of the 
2015 U-Design Bowlswear Club Challenge (Gold Division) with a win at 
Ashfield on Saturday 

The 2-0 result followed Double Bay collecting 5-1 set points in the three 
rinks when the pairs match went into tie-breakers. 

Doug King gave Double Bay a solid start in the two singles sets of 12 ends 
when he scored 13-9 and 13-5 over G. Chant. 

Les Ferguson, Les Lilian and Arnold Javen combined well in the (2 bowls) 
triples sets against G. Ashcroft, D Latham and Ray Coombes. 

They ran away with the first set 15-1 and then continued the form in the 
second set by 15-5. 

The three bowls pairs of two sets was a highlight as Harry Black and Jack 
Kampel were held to tie breakers by M. Golby and Mark Gorlicki. 

After the required 8 ends the scores were locked at 6-all in the first set and 7-
all in the second. 

 The Double Bay pair won the three-end tiebreaker 5-3 to claim the pairs 
rink’s two points 

Fourth team makes Drawn Pairs quarters 
THE well-matched Drawn Pairs team of Pepe Glick and Paul Isenberg 

became the fourth side to qualify for the 2015 quarter-
finals with a 26-11 win over Rod Ferrer and Peter Erdos 
on Saturday. 

The Glick combination will come 
up against the winners of the 
George Sofer–Peter Levy clash 
with Ken Shapiro and Barry 
Lazarus  
 Also waiting for their quarter-
final opponents are Max Thomas 
and Wayne Podger, while Peter 
Grunfeld and Len Sandler have 
already won their way into the 
semi-finals. 
 In first round encounters decided 
on Saturday Peter Levy and 
George Sofer proved too good for 
the Harold Jankelowitz and Colin 
Rosenfeld duo by a 30-13 margin. 
 Bernard Fridman and Ray Novis also had a comfortable win 
over Louis Platus and Sam Ginges by 25-18. 

RESULTS 
DRAWN PAIRS 

FIRST ROUND 

George Sofer 
Peter Levy  30 

Colin Rosenfeld  
Harold Jankelowitz 13 

 
Ray Novis  

Bernard Fridman 25 
Sam Ginges  

Louis Platus 18 
 

SECOND ROUND 
Paul Isenberg 
Pepe Glick 26 

Rod Ferrer  
Peter Erdos 11 

 

Paul Isenberg  
Pepe Glick  
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 DOUBLE BAY PENNANT TEAMS COMBINE AS 
REGION 13 
SCORES  

OVERDUE 
WIN FROM 
REGION 14 

REGION 13 scored 
its first win in five 
years over Region 
14 when it won the 
annual challenge by 188-141 
shots at the Moorefield Bowling 
Club on Monday, September 21. 

It was also the first time 
Moorefield has hosted the event 
having only recently become an 
Eastern Suburbs District Club 
within the Region 13 setup. 

Twenty five women’s bowling clubs 
now constitute Region 13, including 
Double Bay, which is the one of the 

strongest in the Eastern Suburbs, while 
Region 14 has 26 affiliated clubs including 
the NSW powerhouses of St Johns Park, 
Merrylands and Cabramatta. 

The Inter-Region challenge is contested by 
28 selected players from each Region based 
on District and Regional achievements. 

Double Bay has always had a strong contingent 
selected. 

This year it was represented by its District and 
Regional-level Grade 2 Pennant line-up of skips 
Barbara Shotland and Pam Stein, alongside Marie 
Thatcher, Leikie Becker (sub for Jenny Welton), 
Iris Kampel, Barbara Shur, Karen Levinson and 
Rene Saidman. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

The Region 13 squad (Blue) and Region 14 (red) at Moorefield Bowling 
Club last week during the annual Inter-Region match. 

Double Bay players Iris Kampel, Lorraine Becker,  
Barbara Shotland and Marie Thatcher with Region 
14 opponents L. Mitchell (Cabramatta), J. Clarke 
(Merrylands), S. Hillyer (St. Johns Park) and J. 

Worsley (St. Johns Park) 
 

Pam Stein took this picture of her 
Double Bay team  (Rene Saidman, Karen 

Levinson and Barbara Shur) and its 
Regional 14 opposition of  S. Morgan 

(Picnic Point), L. Ancic (Roselands 
Flames), J. Shaw (Grandviews) and 

T. Flak  (Roselands Flames) 
 



 

Trio set new Major Triples mark 
THE Jack Kampel-skipped team of Doug King and Bernard Fridman 
created a 15-year “first” at Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club when they 
won the 2015 Major (two bowls) Triples final on Sunday. It was the only 
time since 2000 that the same trio combination has won the event more 
than once. 

 CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 
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THE 2015 Major (two bowls) Triples Champions Doug King, Bernard Fridman and Jack Kampel. 
INSET: Kampel, King and Fridman, winners in 2011. 

2011 

2015 
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KAMPEL WITH 19 TITLES ALMOST A “JACK-OF-ALL-GRADES” 
Team’s second Major Triples win easier than the first 

Jack Kampel’s win in the 2015 (two bowl) Major Triples on Sunday took 
his tally of club titles to 19, including nine in the Major category – See story 
below. 

The Kampel trio of Doug King and Bernard Fridman, which teamed again for 
the first time since taking out the 2011 
Major Triples, had little trouble claiming 
this year’s championship trophy by 27-8 
over the Peter Levy side of David Newman 
and Sol Caganoff.  

It was a vastly different encounter than in 
the 2011 Major Triples final when the 
same Kampel team, which won 35-23 
against Gerald Weinberg, Pepe Glick and 
Arnold Javen, and set a record of a 
combined tally of 59 shots in a 25-end 
two-bowls triples final. 

On Sunday the Peter Levy side struggled 
from the start against the Kampel group 
and only scored shots on six ends. 

Conditions were severe with 35° heat 
recorded, while wind gusts added to the 
discomfort. All combined to make 
accuracy extremely difficult on a green 
running at 16-17 seconds. 

King adapted better to the factors than Newman in the lead’s role, and Fridman 
played his usual high standard game with innovative calling from the head.  

Caganoff played steadily without much luck and Levy fought valiantly 
throughout to save numerous shots, but his team was always too far behind in 
the count.  In the end Levy conceded that there was no need to play the last 
three ends. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

David Newman, Sol Caganoff, Peter Levy  

Jack Kampel’s name can be found 19 times in the list of club champions 
recorded since the Rose Bay merger in 2000. 

Eight have been wins in Major events; strangely he has not won a Major Pairs, 
but has been crowned Major Singles winner twice, triples title-holder on four  
occasions and three times in the Major Fours. He is a two-time winner of the 
Handicap Singles and with wife, Iris, has combined to win six Mixed Pairs. Also 
on the list is a one-time victory in the Mixed Fours. 

Kampel is two wins ahead of Gerald Weinberg, who has 17 club trophies to his 
name. These are three Major Singles, four Major Pairs, three Major Triples and 
Four Major Fours as well as one Handicap Singles. 

With wife Audrey he has one Mixed Title and one Mixed Fours. 
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Jackson in Handicap Singles upset 
MICHAEL Jackson (pictured), one of 
the club’s three members who plays 
with the use of a mechanical bowler’s 
arm, caused a major upset in the 2015 
Handicap Singles tournament last 
week. 

He knocked out the club’s current 
Major Singles Champion, Brandon 
Conway, in the first round by a 
convincing 16-shot margin over 21 ends 
by a scoreboard result of 25-9. 

Jackson has a proud record in the 
Handicap event having won the title from 
Jack Kampel in 2013 when he played 
with a plus 8 handicap. 

He adopted the use of a mechanical bowling arm in mid-
August 2012, and with much practice can now produce a near 
perfect delivery of a bowl and retain his balance --  a problem 
which had bothered him for much of his life. 

This year his handicap advantage was reduced to 7 shots, 
while Conway was on a minus-three shot start.  

His dominance over Conway is demonstrated by the fact 
that he collected shots on 13 of the 21 ends, while Conway’s 
best came from four shots on the 11th end plus a series of 
singles on ends 13 to 17. 

The handicapper was nearer to the mark when two of the 
club’s leading singles exponents Gerald Weinberg (-3) and 
Peter Levy (-1) battled in a first round encounter before 
Weinberg got home by 25-23 after 32 ends. 

Weinberg led 20-15 after the 26th end, but dropped a two 
and then a three to see the score tied at 20-all after 28 ends. 

 On the 29th  Levy was three up, but Weinberg drew the shot 
with the last bowl. Then on the 30th end  Weinberg picked up 
a good single but dropped two on the 31st for 22-all.  

Levy drew  his first bowl very close and then another while 
Weinberg held third shot. Levy’s third delivery pushed one of 
his shots past the head but still held two. 

 Weinberg opted to play an on shot and was right on target 
removing both shot bowls and was two-up, forcing Levy to 
answer with a forehand on shot with his last bowl but failed 
as Weinberg drew third shot with his last bowl to scrape in 
25-23. 

Weinberg continued his winning form in the second round 
when he had an easier time over Louis Platus (+6) 25-12. 

Walter Jacobs(+2) also sprung a surprise when he counted 
out Bernard Fridman (-3) 25-13 by scoring on 16 of the 23 ends played. When Fridman 
added four shots on the 10th end to lag by 9-10, it looked to be set for an even affair. 
However, Jacobs was more consistent winning 11 of the last 12 ends 

RESULTS 
MAJOR TRIPLES 

(Two Bowls) 
FINAL 

Jack Kampel 
Bernard Fridman  
  Doug King 27 

Peter Levy  
Sol Caganoff 

David Newman 8 

HANDICAP SINGLES 
FIRST ROUND 

Michael Jackson  (+6) 25 
Brandon Conway  (-3) 9 

Rod Ferrer (-1) 25  
Allan Kavnat  (+9) 19 

Gerald Weinberg (-3) 25 
Peter Levy (-1)  23 

Bernard Fridman (-3) 25 
Harold Roper (+11) 11 

Peter Wyner (+9) 25 
Peter Kurta (+7) 22 

 
Pepe Glick (-1) 25 
Paul Baker (0) 6 

SECOND ROUND 
David Ossher (+7) 25 

David Newman  (+6) 24 
Walter Jacobs (+2) 25 

Bernard Fridman (-3) 13 
Gerald Weinberg (-3) 25 

 Louis Platus (+6) 12 
Jack Kampel (-3) 25 

Peter Grunfeld (+11) 23 
Harry Black, (-3) 25 

Richard Trayer (+11)15 
Eric Grusd (9) 25 

Peter Wyner (+9) 24 
Wayne Podger (+3) 25 

Mark Sack (+2) 12 
Phil Filler (+9) 25 

Barry Lazarus (+3) 21 
 

DRAWN PAIRS 
SECOND ROUND 

Barry Lazarus 
Ken Shapiro 22 

Peter Levy  
George Sofer 12  
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. 
No luck for Double Bay Pairs champions in Zone contest 

DOUBLE Bay’s 2015 Major Pairs Champions, Brandon Conway and Dan 
Flanagan (picture at right), had a hard luck story 
to tell when they competed in the Zone 11 Pairs 
Champion of Club Champions last week. 

After a first round bye, they came up against the two Phils 
from Marrickville, Phil Meens and Phil Wright but lost the 
encounter on an extra end with the last bowl. 

  They lead for the entire game and the only time they were 
behind was on the extra end when the score was tied 18-all 
after 21 ends. 

 It was a game of high quality bowls and the Marrickville pair played exceptional bowls to 
get up in the last stride.  

After six ends the Double Bay and Marrickville pairs were locked at 6-all; soon after 
Conway and Flanagan captured six shots on the 11 the end and maintained the advantage all 
the way to the 17th end with a 17-9 score line. 

Then the Double Bay duo let things slip and gave away three shots on each of four ends to 
lead at 18-17 going into the 21st  end. 

Flanagan’s first bowl was almost a toucher, then Meens played an on shot to disturb the 
shot bowl which moved the jack about 60 centimetres from the side of the rink and a metre 
from the ditch.  

Conway then drew within 10 centimetres of the jack to again hold shot.  The opposing lead, 
Wright, then drew across the head through a group of bowls to draw inside of the Double Bay 
bowl to regain shot.  

A heavy delivery by the Marrickville lead pushed Conway’s second shot a few centimetres 
forward giving Double Bay first and third shots.  

Means then played “a bomb” of a delivery to hit the shot bowl and shunt the jack into the 
ditch where a measure gave the equalising shot to his team.  

It was a similar story in the extra end with the two Phillips taking the honours. 
The Zone 11 Pairs Champion–of-Club-Champions went to Alexandria Erskineville’s M. 

Riddel and A Grove who won the title from D Roper-T Pappas (Waverley) 19-10. 

DIARY DATE 
DOUBLE BAY BOWLING CLUB 

73rd ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1 @ 9.30 am 

FOLLOWED BY 
DOUBLE BAY MEN’S BOWLING CLUB 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING  
ELECTION OF COMMITTEE 

AND SELECTORS 
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Club takes third spot in 2015 District Shield 
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club took third place in the annual contest for the 
District Shield last week. 

The District Shield is awarded to the Eastern Suburbs District club which is successful in a 
competition of games over 18 ends.  

This year, the defending club, Clovelly played host to Matraville, South Coogee, Randwick, 
Clovelly, Bondi and Double Bay. 

 With three points for a win, one point for each end and ½ for a tie, Randwick won with 28 
points, from Clovelly 26½ and Double Bay on 25  points. 

The Shield was originally donated by a one-time Double Bay member, Sheila 
Corne. It was known as the Sheila Corne Shield, but in later years was renamed 
as the Eastern Suburbs District Shield. 

Double Bay hosts annual tussle for Silver Cup 
DOUBLE BAY was host club to 80 bowlers on a sparkling, windless day 
last Thursday, October 1 for the annual tussle between Eastern Suburbs 
and  Sutherland Shire for the Silver Cup. 

Each District fielded six teams of four players in the Open Section and four 
teams of four players in the division for  the Under-5-year bowlers. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE WITH PICTURES 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Lead The Double Bay members who represented the Club at the District Shield matches at Clovelly last week 
(l-r) Frankie Grusd, Judi Snider, Pat Bryant;  Margo Michael,  Audrey Weinberg and Barbara Shotland. 
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Bowlers from six clubs play for Eastern Districts 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE  

The Eastern Suburbs District (ESD) teams were selected from players 
competing for Randwick, Clovelly, Matraville RSL, Bondi, and Double Bay 
which had its Grade 2 Pennant sides of Barbara Shur, Karen Levinson, 
Rene Saidman and Pam Stein; Marie Thatcher, Lorraine Becker (sub for 
Jenny. Welton,) Iris Kampel and Barbara Shotland. 

The Under-5-Years teams were composite and included bowlers from 
Clovelly, Waverley, Randwick, Moorefield and Double Bay’s Rein Rowlands, 
Di Engelander, Sue Johnson, and Judi Snider. 

Sutherland Shire was represented by Sutherland, Engadine, Taren Point, 
Cronulla, and Sylvania, with the Under-5-Years including a bowler from South 
Cronulla. 

Welcome speeches set the 
mood, from the Regional 13-14 
representative Margaret Wicks, 
Eastern Suburbs President Sue 
Snape and the President of 
Sutherland Shire Elaine Russell.  

Double Bay President Barbara 
Shotland issue the welcome to 
the near 80 visitors, while ESD 
Match Chairman, Lorraine 
McLaughlin, of Double Bay, 
detailed the day’s match rules 
and called the cards. 

Multi-coloured bowls, a blue sky, 
yellow pansies up the driveway, 
club shirts of every hue and some 
remarkably accurate and exciting 
bowling made for a memorable day.  

The Grid paid $105 with 
Randwick Children’s Hospital 
Oncology Research receiving an 
equal amount. 

The lunch was a feast of roast 
chicken, spinach and mushroom 
quiche, Greek salad and cheese cake 
with fruit platters. 

 Sutherland Shire won the Silver 
Cup with a 163-153 shots win in the 
Open and the Under-5-Years  section  
by 64-50  shots. 

 

ABOVE: Double Bay’s Under-5-Years bowlers, Rein 
Rowlands, Judi Snider, Sue Johnson and Di Engelander 
BELOW:  Margaret Wicks - Region 13/14 Representative 

(St George's River), ESD President Sue Snape, Sutherland 
Shire Vice-President Venice Jenkin with the Silver Cup 



TRIPLE 
CHAMPS 
DOUBLE BAY 
Women’s Club 

completed its 2015 
Major titles last week 
when the new-look 

team of 
 Rene Saidman (left), 

Gail Black and  
Judith Thomas  

won the Triples title 
by a six-shot margin 
over the experienced 

combination of  
Jenny Welton, 

 Marie Thatcher and 
Pat Bryant. 

STORY PAGE 5 
 

PHOTO BY  PAM STEIN  
 

 

Single vote needed to elect club overall leadership 
THERE will be only one contested position for the Double Bay 
Bowling Club leadership at its 73rd Annual General Meeting on 
Sunday, November 1. 
The membership will be asked to elect the Licensed Club’s Board of 

Management from an unopposed list of candidates, but the male 
members will vote to decide which five of the six nominees will have 
seats on the Men’s Bowling Club Committee. 
When nominations closed on Friday, October 2, nominees for the 

Board of Directors were unopposed with Barry Lazarus retaining the 
chairman’s responsibility, Peter Wyner keeping the post of honorary 
secretary and Barry Isenberg continuing as honorary treasurer for a 14th 
consecutive year.                                                   SEE ALSO NEXT PAGE 

DOUBLE BAY MEN’S 
BOWLING CLUB 

 DOUBLE BAY WOMEN’S 
   BOWLING CLUB 
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New club constitution governs leadership makeup 
THE election of Doubles Bay Bowling Club’s leadership at the 73rd Annual General 
Meeting (AGM) on November 1, 2015, is being held under its new Company 
Constitution ratified at last year’s 72nd Annual Meeting on October 5, 2014. 

The major change in the makeup of the 
Board of Directors is that the Registered 
Clubs Act, from July 2016, states that 
the governing body of any registered 
club is not to exceed nine members. 

The Double Bay constitution approved 
last year agreed that the Board should 
now be made up of a chairman, two 
deputy chairmen, honorary secretary, an 
honorary treasurer and two other 
directors, with the eighth and ninth 
places filled by the president of the 
Men’s Bowling Club and the president 
of the Women’s Bowling Club. 

From the 73rd AGM on November 1, 
2015, John Rosen, who is the club’s 
immediate past chairman, continues as 
one of two deputy chairmen, and is 
joined by Barrie Brickman, who was a 
director on the 2014 Board. Also 
unopposed are secretary, Peter Wyner, 
and treasurer, Barry Isenberg. 

  The two directors will be Harry Black 
and Iris Kampel. They will sit alongside 
the two ex-officio directors, the current 
president of the Women’s Bowling Club, 
Barbara Shotland, and the Men’s Club 
president elected at the  Men’s Bowling 
AGM, which followings the Board’s  
AGM. 

The Men’s Club will have a new 
president when Louis Platus is elected 
unopposed on November 1. 

Platus, relinquished his post as one of 
the Board’s 2014 deputy chairmen to 
become only the fifth Men’s Club 

president since the merger with Rose 
Bay Bowling Club 15 years ago. 
Previous presidents were the late Eddie 
Fingret, Rob Hutchins, Harry Black and 
the current president Gerald Weinberg 

The makeup of the Men’s Club 
leadership, which is not governed by the 
constitution, has been changed whereby 
the number of vice-presidents required 
has been reduced from two to one, where 
Phil Filler will be unopposed. 

The size of the committee has been 
increased by one to five members, where 
three of the six nominees David Ossher, 
David Newman and Peter Goldman are 
seeking re-election. They are being 
challenged by the retiring vice-president 
Max Thomas as well as Maurice Boland 
and Walter Jacobs.  

Gerald Weinberg, the retiring Men’s 
Club president, will not be included in 
the club leadership register for the first 
time since the Rose Bay amalgamation. 
He has continually served as the Board’s 
deputy chairmen or director and at the 
same time as a member of the Men’s 
Bowling Club committee. 

However, Weinberg wants to continue 
his 15-consecutive years as chairman of 
the Men’s Club’s Selection Committee 
and is one of eight nominees seeking a 
place as a selector at the November 1 
meeting. 

Note: The election of Men’s Club selectors 
is not governed by the Bowling Club 
Constitution. 

 
DOUBLE BAY BOWLING CLUB 73rd ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1, @ 9.30 am 
FOLLOWED BY DOUBLE BAY MEN’S BOWLING CLUB  

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
 and ELECTION OF COMMITTEE AND SELECTORS 
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All teams score points in first Summer Shield round 

 

Division 1 (1) WESTS @ WESTS Manager H BLACK  
  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS RESULT 
PAIRS H BLACK     J KAMPEL L 12-21 

TRIPLES R FERRER   R 
FETHERSTON R JANKELOWITZ W 29-23 

FOURS L FERGUSON A SAIDMAN A JAVEN H JANKELOWITZ W 20-14 

         6 POINTS 

           
Division 1 (2) MARRICKVILLE @ DOUBLE BAY Manager J ENGELMAN   

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   
PAIRS T ROSENBERG     J ENGELMAN W 22-18 
TRIPLES R MUNZ   W PODGER W JACOBS W 38-15 
FOURS M SACK J WINEBERG M LOTT B LAZARUS W 21-18 

         8 POINTS 

           
Division 2(1) ASHFIELD @ ASHFIELD Manager R HUTCHINS   

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   
PAIRS D NEWMAN     M BOLAND W 
TRIPLES B GARDEN   I COHEN R HUTCHINS W 
FOURS R NOVIS G RAICHMAN I OSSHER E WAINSTEIN W 

         8 POINTS 
            
Division 3(1) GLADSTONE PK @ LEICHHARDT Manager H STEIN   
  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   
PAIRS P KURTA     M ROWLEY W 21-18 
TRIPLES P WYNER   H STEIN C ALBERT L  17-31 
FOURS E GRUSD A SIMMONS R KAPLAN L SANDLER W 21-15 
          4 POINTS 

           
Division 3(2) DIAMOND BAY @ DOUBLE BAY Manager JACK ROSEN   
  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   
PAIRS J FLAXMAN     P ISENBERG W 22-13 
TRIPLES I HADASSIN   G SOFER M REISIN L  19-27 
FOURS D VERRA P ERDOS P SOLOMON JACK ROSEN W 21-16 
          6 POINTS 
RESERVE K SHAPIRO         

DOUBLE BAY HAS SECOND WIN IN 2015 CLUB CHALLENGE 
DOUBLE BAY recorded its second win the 2015 U-Design Bowlswear Club Challenge (Gold 
Division) on Saturday at Eastlakes. 

Doug King won the singles match 2 sets to 0 (14-8  and 10 6), but Brandon Conway and Dan 
Flanagan narrowly lost the pairs encounter 2-0 (4-5 and 6-8). The triples match went to the Double 
Bay combination of Les Lilian, Pepe Glick and Gerald Weinberg, which won 2-0 with rink scores of 
14-8 and 10-6. Overall, Double Bay tallied 10 points to 4 to claim the match points.  

This week Double Bay is away to the ultra-consistent North Sydney which defeated Double Bay in 
the first round. Double Bay scored a 2-0 in at Ashfield in the second round. 
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IT was a pretty-well kept secret that Double 
Bay Bowling Club would be a location venue for 
an episode of the popular Channel 10 reality 
program The Bachelorette, which went to air 
on Thursday, October 8. 

That was until a couple of weeks ago when 
our membership received an email saying that 
The Bachelorette, Emdol Shine, Australia, has 
advised that the series premiere of The 
Bachelorette is on Wednesday September 23, 
at 7.30 pm, and the Bachelorette Double Bay 
feature will be screened on Thursday,  
October 8 at 7.30 pm.  

According to a press release from Shine, Australia, the beauty of the Double 
Bay Bowling Club grounds, prompted immediate discussions for the venue’s hire 
and a club membership participation. 

Club secretary, Peter Wyner, handled the negotiations to the satisfaction of 
the Registered Club Board and the production company. 

The all-day taping on Tuesday, June 16, was to consist of bowls, bingo and a  
moonlight theatre portraying the club as being” abuzz” with plenty of activity. 

The script called for the 
bachelorette and one of her suitors 
to be cosmetically changed to 
appear as 70-year-olds in a bid to 
find what her chosen mate might 
look like in 50 years enjoying each 
other’s company participating in 
popular pastimes of lawn bowls and 
bingo. 

It is a pity that the day of the 
shoot was marred by rain and the 
bowling green was available for less  
than 30 minutes. 

This probably explains why there 
was no footage of bowls screened in 
the episode and the producers did 
not go ahead with the planned 
outdoor moonlight theatre scene. 

Double Bay members, all of whom 
signed (and managed to keep) 
Shine’s Confidentiality Agreement, 
completed their one day of TV 
stardom at 5.30 pm.  

Shine’s press release added that 
the day was a great success and 
enjoyed by all, with its staff 
expressing the club’s sentiment 
that “Double Bay Bowling Club is the 
place to be”.  

The club’s in-house caterer, June 
Edelmuth, contracted direct with 
Shine and also received the acclaim 
of the production company. 

Scenes from the TV show  
The Bachelorette filmed at the Double Bay Bowling Club in June during which members 

proved to be the perfect background “extras”. TOP: The bachelorette, and her partner for the 
night, arrive at the clubhouse. CENTRE AND BELOW: The bachelorette and her partner take 

the floor for a hectic dance routine to the approval of the Double Bay members. 
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Triples win gives two titles to Rene Saidman 
RENE Saidman added a second 2015 Women’s Club’s Major  
Championship last week when her team of Gail Black and Judith Thomas 
captured the Triples Title. 

 She skipped her team of 
Judith Thomas and Gail 
Black into a 26-20 decision 
over Jenny Welton’s 
combination of Marie 
Thatcher and Pat Bryant. 

Earlier this year Saidman 
at her first attempt won 
Double Bay’s Major 
Singles Championship.     

The six competitors for 
this year’s crown battled 
the unseasonable hot 
weather  which prompted 
duty umpire, Lorraine 
McLaughlin, to declare the prescribed 20 minute shade rest at the halfway mark 
of the required 18 ends. 

The players were also faced with a green picking up speed every minute which 
required great control of every delivery. 

The Saidman unit piled on the points to be 9-3 ahead on the 5th end, but 
Welton’s side responded by scoring on four of the following five ends. 

A solid count of four shots then returned Saidman to the lead at 14-13. 
By the 16th end Welton was still only one behind at 20-21 setting the stage for 

a tight finish. 
On the penultimate end Thomas' lead bowl stayed with the jack to the edge of 

the ditch then Black consolidated the situation with two of her bowls, before the 
skips took the mat. 

With a forest of bowls in front Saidman managed to add another and thus went 
ahead 25-20. 

They retained the momentum with a one count on the last end for a six-shot 
margin and the 2015 Triples trophy.  

Leading into the final, the Saidman trio defeated Carol Engelman, Audrey 
Weinberg and Jan Frape. 24-12 and the Barbara Shotland entry of Rayna 
Rosenberg and Jan Shedlezki 14-13. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Marie Thatcher, Pat Bryant and Jenny Welton the runners-up in 
2015 Major Triples Championship. 



Chairman’s annual report predicts 
“solid future” for club 

 

CHANGES in the way the Board of Management 
has conducted its affairs during the past 12 months 
have been for the betterment of Double Bay 
Bowling Club, chairman Barry Lazarus (pictured), 
said this week. 

“The foundations have been laid for a solid future and in 
that regard I would like to thank the Board members for 
their initiative and skill in driving our collective goals 
forward,” Lazarus said in his report to be presented to the 
club’s 73rd Annual General Meeting (AGM) on Sunday, 
November 1. 

Lazarus, who will be returned to the chairman’s post 
unopposed at the AGM, said that each Board member has 
dedicated an enormous amount of time and effort in 

seeking to ensure that the club’s affairs and events are properly managed and 
maintained.  

The report reveals that the club is considering making the in-house lunchtime 
catering service provided by June and Steven Edelmuth open to the public. 
“The recent decision to offer a snack menu [to bowlers] which is an initiative of the 

club is proving to be very successful and it is our aim to extend those lunches to 
members of the public, who can visit the club for a snack lunch and drink whilst 
enjoying our beautiful surroundings,” he said. 
The 52-page annual report was distributed to the membership last week. 
It also contained reports from the honorary treasurer, Barry Isenberg, the Men’s Club 

president and chairman of selectors, Gerald Weinberg, as well as a detailed report 
from the Women’s Club president, Barbara Shotland. 
The report shows the club membership is 238, of which 144 are males. 

DOUBLE BAY MEN’S 
BOWLING CLUB 
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DOUBLE Bay recorded only one win 
on the green in Saturday’s Summer 
Shield 2nd round matches. The lone 
victory came from the Division 3 (2) team with a 6-2 at Gladstone Park. 
 However, the Division 1 (1) team collected 8 points from a forfeit win from 
Leichhardt, while the Division 2 (1) match at home to Earlwood BP was postponed to 
this weekend.  
DIVISION 1 (1) v LEICHHARDT Home Manager H BLACK 

   LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS RESULT 
PAIRS D FLANAGAN     J KAMPEL   

TRIPLES R FERRER   R FETHERSTON R JANKELOWITZ   
FOURS L FERGUSON     A SAIDMAN A JAVEN H JANKELOWITZ   

 
        8-0 FORFEIT 

 
          

DIVISION 1 (2)  v Sth  COOGEE Away Manager J WINEBERG   
  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS T ROSENBERG     J KAMPEL 13-15 
TRIPLES R MUNZ   W PODGER W JACOBS 16-29 
FOURS M SACK J WINEBERG M LOTT B LAZARUS 13-23 

 
        LOST 0-8 

 
           

DIVISION 2 (1) v EARLWOOD  @ Home Manager R HUTCHINS   
  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS D NEWMAN     I OSSHER   
TRIPLES B GARDEN   I COHEN R HUTCHINS   
FOURS G RAICHMAN J ROSEN A COHEN E WAINSTEIN   

RESERVE L SIMON       POSTPONED 
            

DIVISION 3 (1) v TIGER 5 DOCK @ Home Manager H STEIN   
  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS P KURTA     M ROWLEY L 15-22 
TRIPLES P WYNER   H STEIN D KELLAWAY L 20-31 
FOURS E GRUSD A SIMMONS R NOVIS S ABRAHAMS L 13-26 

          LOST 0-8 

 
          

DIVISION 3 (2) v GLADSTONE  Away Manager JACK ROSEN   
  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS J FLAXMAN     M REISIN L 16-19 
TRIPLES K SHAPIRO   P FILLER D OSSHER W 26-24 
FOURS D VERRA G SOFER P SOLOMON R KAPLAN W 19-15 

          WON 6-2 

      
 

2015 CLUB CHALLENGE  ROUND 4      
MEN’S GOLD v Nth SYDNEY Away Manager G WEINBERG   

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   
PAIRS H BLACK     B CONWAY L 0.5-1.5 

TRIPLES L LILIAN   P GLICK G WEINBERG L 1-2 
SINGLES       D KING L 0-2 

          
LOST  

1.5-12.5 

BAD DAY IN SUMMER SHIELD 
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Munz’s run continues 
in Handicap singles 

RONALD Munz, (pictured) who knocked out the 
club’s 2015 Major Singles 
finalist, Doug King in the 
first round of the Handicap 
event continued his 
winning run last week. 

He entered the third round 
with a 25-23 decision over 
Michael Jackson, one of the 
club members who uses a 
mechanical arm to deliver the 
bowl. 

Unlike his win over King, 
when he had a nine shot 
handicap start, he and 
Jackson were both evenly 
handicapped at plus 6. 

Munz’s next challenge is against one of the club’s 
foremost draw bowlers, Harry Black, who will give 
away nine shots when they clash in the Round of 16. 

Another “all-square” encounter was between Phil Filler 
(pictured left) and Trevor Rosenberg, both of whom 
were handicapped at plus 9, with Filler gaining the 
decision 25-21. Filler is now set to play the winner of 
the Munz-Black game. 

 
 
 

RESULTS 
HANDICAP SINGLES 

FIRST ROUND 
 

Trevor Rosenberg (+9) 25 
Colin Lipworth (+11) 21 

SECOND ROUND 
 

Pepe Glick lick (-1) 25 
James Flaxman (+9) 15 

 
Ronald Munz (+6) 25 

Michael Jackson (+6) 23 
 

THIRD ROUND 
 

Phil Filler (+9) 25 
Trevor Rosenberg  (+9) 21 

 
DRAWN PAIRS 

FIRST ROUND 
 

John Nisbett  
Arnold Javen  22 
James Flaxman  
Ronald Munz, 18 

North Sydney repeat dose in Club Challenge return match 
DOUBLE Bay again found the talent of the North Sydney team too strong in the return match 
of the 2015 U-Design Bowlswear Club Challenge on Saturday. 

The result was almost a carbon copy of the home game on September 20 when North’s won 2-0 without 
losing a set, but this time Double Bay collected one-and-a half set points with a win in the triples and a tied 
result in the pairs. 

On Saturday Doug King lost both singles sets by narrow margins against the reigning Zone 9 Champion-of-
Club Singles Champion. 

 Brandon Conway and Harry Black narrowly lost the first pairs set by 6-7 and tied the second 6-all.  
Les Lilian, Pepe Glick and Gerald Weinberg lost the opening triples first set 3-9, then won the 2nd 8-7 and 

tied the third set tiebreaker 2-all, but lost on the extra end when Kenta Treacher, North’s brilliant skip killed 
the head when Double Bay held shot.  

The jack was re-spotted and Double Bay still held the shot with Lilian’s bowl. With his last delivery Treacher 
again killed the end and in doing so  knocked the Double Bay bowl out giving the re-spot score to North 
Sydney. 
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‘Rookies’ spearhead East’s District win 
FOUR teams of players. who have been competing in lawn bowls for less 
than five years. proved the match winners for the Eastern Suburbs District 
(ESD) in the recent  inaugural clash with the Georges River District. 

Easts won the event with an overall shot count of 170 to 159. 
Moorefield Bowling Club hosted the match between five teams of “open” 

players and four teams of the Under-Five-Year category.  
 The open ESD teams were selected from Randwick, Clovelly, Matraville 

RSL, Bondi and Double Bay clubs, while Georges River’s players came from 
Roselands Flames, Earlwood-Bardwell Park Sports, Grandviews, Bankstown, 

Olds Park and 
Revesby Workers. 

Matches were played 
over 21 ends with 
George’s River 
District taking the 
open honours with the 
aggregate shot tally of 
97 to ESD’s 85. 

It was left to the 
rookie ESD teams to 
swing the result by 
scoring 85 shots to 62 
in the four Under-
Five-Year matches. 
Double Bay’s Under-

Five-Year competitors 
were Leslie Judelman, Rein Rowlands and Kath Passman, who skipped with C. 
Shelly (Randwick) in the third’s position and Sue Johnson lead for the team 
skipped by V. Gordon  (Randwick).  

Other clubs represented in the rookie section were Waverley, Moorefield and 
Picnic Point. 

Organisers said it was heartening to see many younger women on the greens as 
well as being part of the organising committees. 

 Each competitor received a printed brochure commemorating the inaugural 
event, while ESD representatives Lorraine McLaughlin and Toni Hartley 
travelled to Moorefield the day before to arrange the cards, seating and lunch 
details.  

Paul Pittfield, from Matraville BC, was the officiating umpire. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Double Bay’s Under-five-Year competitors 
 Leslie Judelman, Kath Passman, Rein Rowlands and Sue Johnson 



DOUBLE Bay Men’s Club’s male membership of more than 140 will be 
asked to elect a five-man committee at the 73rd Annual General Meeting on 
Sunday, November 1, 2015, at 9.30 am. 

Four of the six candidates are sitting members of the Men’s Club executive, 
although two served as the vice-presidents. 

Under the Double Bay Bowling Club’s new Company Constitution ratified at 
last year’s 72nd Annual Meeting, the men’s club leadership has a president, one 
vice-president instead of two, no posts of secretary or treasurer and the 
committee is extended from four to five members. 

The four candidates’ seeking re-election to the Men’s Club executive are the 
retiring vice-president, Max Thomas, and committee members David Ossher, 
David Newman and Peter Goldman. They are challenged by Walter Jacobs and 
Maurice Boland.               

CONTINUES PAGE 2 with DETAILS OF ELECTION FOR SELECTORS 

DOUBLE BAY MEN’S 
BOWLING CLUB 

 DOUBLE BAY WOMEN’S 
   BOWLING CLUB 

Vol. 11 No. 42 – OCTOBER 26, 2015 Editor: Mike Golland 

Six candidates for Men’s Club committee 
 

DAVID OSSHER    DAVID NEWMAN    PETER GOLDMAN  WALTER JACOBS  MAURICE BOLAND  MAX THOMAS  

Sunday’s AGM vote to decide top five 
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The nine Men’s Bowling Club members who want the onerous task of selecting teams for the 2016 pennant 
season (from left) Barrie Brickman, David Ossher, Gerald Weinberg, Harry Stein, John Rosen, Julian Engelman,  

 Peter Goldman, Walter Jacobs and Pepe Glick. 

ALTHOUGH it is not listed in the Double Bay Bowling 
Club’s constitution, one of the most interesting and often 
controversial elections at an annual general meeting is 
the vote to determine the makeup of the Men’s Bowling 
Club selection committee. 

For the past 14 years, since the merger with Rose Bay 
Bowling Club, Gerald Weinberg has consistently 
nominated and been returned to the selection committee 
and has received the confidence of the co-members to be 
named the committee’s chairman on every occasion. 

In recent times the make-up of the committee has been 
reasonably consistent with John Rosen, Julian Engelman, 
Harry Stein, and (the late) Leon Portrate having had the 
duty of naming teams to compete in pennants and other 
Zone competitions. 

This year there is a record nomination of nine 
members wanting the often thankless task of being a 
selector.  

Who will fill the five seats on the committee will be 
decided at the 73rd Annual General Meeting on Sunday as the final item on the Men’s 
Club agenda. 

Challenging the retiring panel of Gerald Weinberg, Julian Engelman, John Rosen 
and Harry Stein are the familiar faces of Barrie Brickman, David Ossher, Peter 
Goldman, Walter Jacobs and Pepe Glick. 

Peter Goldman has been a Men’s Club officer since 2003, serving as the 
secretary, a vice-president or a committee member, while David Ossher has 
been a committee member for four of the past five years.  

The Men’s Club will have a new-look leadership with Louis Platus, a two-time 
vice-chairman in the Registered Club executive, moving to the president’s 
responsibility as the only candidate, while Phil Filler, a former senior official in 
the Hakoah Club enters unopposed the men’s bowling club’s administration as 
the lone vice-president.  

WHO WANTS TO BE A SELECTOR? – NINE DO! 
 

MEN’S BOWLING CLUB COMMITTEE   FROM FRONT PAGE 

The ballot paper which will be 
put before the AGM on Sunday. 
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Defending Handicap Singles holder wins  
  way to 2015 quarter-final 

RONALD Munz (pictured) could become the 
first player to retain the Handicap Singles title 
since the merger with Rose Bay Bowling Club in 
2001. 

If he does take out the 2015 championship round 
he will also be only the second member to have 
twice won the event in the past 14 years. 

Munz is proving himself to be one of Double 
Bay’s most consistent and versatile lower-graded 
lead players with wins in the 2014 Handicap 
Singles Championship and sharing the 2013 Drawn 
Pairs title with Harry Black. 

Coincidently, it was Munz’s third round win over 
Black on Sunday which put him into the 2015 
quarter-final where he meets another up-and-coming player, Phil Filler. 

Munz (+6) out-played Black (-3), who is listed 
among the clubs most consistent A-graders, to the 
tune of  25-10 scoring on 13 of the 21 ends 
completed. 

Last year Munz, then on +8, won the title from 
Gerald Weinberg (-3) 25-12 and they could clash in 
this year’s decider as on Sunday Weinberg, who is 
also on his way to winning his second Handicap 
Singles at Double Bay, became the first to enter the 
semi-final round with a solid 25-15 decision over 
veteran, David Ossher, (+7) taking 14 of the 20 ends. 

Pepe Glick has the best record in the club’s Handicap 
Singles event. His name appears three times on the 
championship listing, but one was in 2005 when the 
event was divided into divisions for Grades 1-3 and 
Grades 4-7. 

He won the 2004 “open” handicap by one shot (31-30) 
when both he and Peter Levy where on a plus three 
handicap and in 2012 when playing off minus 2,  he 
defeated Jack Kampel (-3) 25-20.  

Glick was on a plus 3 handicap in the 2005 Division 1 
Handicap Singles final against Eddie Fingret (+7) 
winning 31-14, while Division 2 went to Mark Sack (+6) over Alan Simmons (+4) 31-
18. 

 
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

RESULTS 
HANDICAP SINGLES 

 

SECOND ROUND 
 

Alan Simmons (+7) 25 
Rod Ferrer (-1) 20 

 
Dan Flanagan (-1) 25 
George Sofer (+9) 13 

 
THIRD ROUND 

Ronald Munz (+6) 25 
Harry Black (-3) 10 

FOURTH ROUND 

Gerald Weinberg (-3) 23 
David Ossher (+7) 15 

 
 

DRAWN PAIRS 
THIRD ROUND 

Ken Shapiro  
Barry Lazarus 20 

Paul Isenberg  
Pepe Glick 16  
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ALAN Simmons (pictured) is another consistent competitor in 
Double Bay’s Handicap Singles events. 

On Sunday Simmons (+7) put paid to the hopes of top flight 
opponent, Rod Ferrer (-1) 25-20 in a second round clash taking 
shots on 11 ends and comes up to the handicap singles expert 
Pepe Glick in round three.  

Dan Flanagan, one more of the club’s 
highly rated contestants giving starts to 
opponents, on Sunday overcame a 10-
shot deficit to defeat George Sofer (+9) 
25-15 and now plays another plus 9 entrant, Peter 
Erdos, in the third round. 

Only one match in the 2015 Drawn Pairs title was 
played last week when Pepe Glick and Paul Isenberg 
went out in the third round to the duo of Ken Shapiro 
and Barry Lazarus 20-16. 

The winners clash with the experienced Len Sandler and his rookie lead, Peter 
Grunfeld, in the semi-final. 

 
No joy in postponed Second Round Summer Shield match 

DOUBLE Bay’s Division 2 (1) was soundly beaten in the postponed second 
round Summer Shield match at home to Earlwood Bardwell Park on 
Sunday morning. 

The match was postponed from last weekend by arrangement between the two 
clubs. 

Earlwood won the pairs from David Newman and Ian Ossher 23-15. 
The triples of Gerald Raichman, John Rosen and Max Thomas went close, but 

couldn’t haul in a three shot deficit at 28-25. 
In the fours, Peter Erdos, Len Simon, Abe Cohen, and Len Sandler lost 16-11 

for an overall team loss by 8-0 (51-67 shots). 
The Zone 11 Summer Shield resumes on Saturday, November 7, after a two-

week break to avoid a clash with the State championships.  

Division 2(1) v EARLWOOD B P at DOUBLE BAY Manager M THOMAS SUN 25.10  
  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   
PAIRS D NEWMAN     I OSSHER L 15-23 
TRIPLES G RAICHMAN   J ROSEN M THOMAS L 25-28 
FOURS P ERDOS L SIMON A COHEN L SANDLER L 11-16 

 
        L 51-67  

0 POINTS 

Consistent play in Handicap Singles  
 from previous page 

Paul Isenberg (left) 
Pepe Glick 
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DISTRICT WINNERS 
RECEIVE YEAR’S 

REWARDS AT 
PRESENTATION DAY 

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club 
was well represented at the 2015 
Eastern Suburbs District (ESD) 
Presentation Day hosted at the 
Clovelly Club last week. 

Winners and runners-up were 
presented with trophies and 
mementoes for their achievements 
in pennants, Major Singles, Pairs, 

Triples and Fours as well as Senior 
Fours.  

Winning Pennant team members 
received inscribed pins, while the 
runners-up were presented with 
boxed District-headed notepads. 

Champions of the ESD Major 
Singles, Pairs, Triples, Open Fours 
and Senior Fours were awarded 
golden broaches with the event 
and year inscribed. 

In addition, there were printed 
tags for the Under-5-Years 
competitors and badges for veteran 
players aged 80-years-and-over. 

The District also handed Thank You 
bouquets to those who had assisted 
ESD President, Sue Snape, and 
Secretary, Toni Hartley, during the 
year.  

About 80 players attended, bowls 
was played and a splendid lunch 
enjoyed. 

PICTURES BY PAM STEIN 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

TOP: Senior Fours winners Karen Levinson, Iris Kampel, 
Region 13/14 representative Margaret Wicks, Pam Stein, 

Barbara Shotland 
ABOVE: Veterans badges presented to Rita Fisher, 

Juliette Friedlander, Marilyn Davis, Miriam Rosenberg, Pat 
Bryant 

TOP LEFT: Lorraine McLaughlin, Toni Hartley and Sue 
Snape with a selection of awards RIGHT: District Pairs 

Runners-Up Rene Saidman and Marie Thatcher 
ABOVE: Floral tributes to Margo Michael (left) and 

Marilyn Davis. 



DOUBLE BAY MEN’S 
BOWLING CLUB 

 DOUBLE BAY WOMEN’S 
   BOWLING CLUB 

Vol. 11 No. 43 – NOVEM,BER 2, 2015 Editor: Mike Golland 

THE LEADERSHIP FOR 2016 

 
A NINE-MEMBER Double Bay Bowling Club Board (pictured) was approved by the 

membership at its 73rd Annual General Meeting on Sunday, November 1, 2015. 
It was the first under the club’s revised Company Constitution accepted at last year’s 

Annual General Meeting streamlining the leadership from 10 to nine members. 
More than 100 members (62 men, 42 women) attended the meeting in the Double Bay 

clubhouse and unanimously agreed the nine unopposed candidates be elected to the 
Board. 

Pictured are chairman Barry Lazarus (seated) with (from left), Iris Kampel and Harry 
Black (directors), Barbara Shotland (Women’s Club president), Louis Platus (Men’s Club 
president), Barry Isenberg (treasurer), John Rosen (deputy chairman) and Peter Wyner 
(secretary). 

 Inset is Barrie Brickman (Deputy Chairman) who was hospitalised at the time of the 
meeting. 

ANNUAL MEETING REPORT, PICTURES PAGES 2-4 & 6 
  

NINE 
PAGE 
ISSUE 

WOMEN’S 
STATE 

RESULTS 
pp 7,8,9  
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Long-time  auditor ends 
scrutiny of club’s books 

THE man who has audited Double Bay Bowling 
Club’s accounts for the past 15 years announced his 
retirement at Sunday’s Annual General Meeting. 

He is Trevor Wise, of the Chartered Accounting firm 
Trevor Wise & Co at Bondi Junction. 

Double Bay’s treasurer, Barry Isenberg, told the 
meeting that Wise had asked not to be nominated to 
continue as the club’s auditor. 

“Trevor has decided to retire as our auditor after 15 
years here. I have known and worked with him for 20 
years, five of which were when he audited the books of 
Rose Bay Bowling Club,” Isenberg said. 

“He has been a great asset to this club and it is sad to 
see him leave,” he added. 

Isenberg said the club has yet to appoint a replacement, 
and this is not expected to be for several months. 

Earlier, a few items listed in the audited balance sheet 
presented in the 73rd annual report came under question 
by members. 

They received answers from the treasurer to queries 
about the club’s investments, details of the financial 
arrangement with the recently appointed club caterers, 
green fees and other financial details. 

Isenberg said that under the new constitution the finances 
of the Women’s Bowling Club are now included in the 
audited figures of Double Bay Bowling Club. 

 
 

REGISTERED 
CLUB 

CHAIRMAN: 
BARRY LAZARUS 

 
DEPUTY CHAIRMEN 

John Rosen 
Barrie Brickman 

TREASURER: 
Barry Isenberg 
SECRETARY 
Peter Wyner  

 
DIRECTORS  

Two are elected by the 
membership 
Harry Black,  
Iris Kampel  

with the 
 Men’s Club president 

Louis Platus 
and the  

Women’s Club president 
Barbara Shotland 

 
 
 

MEN’S BOWLING 
CLUB 

PRESIDENT: 
Louis Platus  

 
VICE-PRESIDENT 

Phil Filler  
 

COMMITTEE (5): 
Peter Goldman 
David Newman 
David Ossher 
Max Thomas  

Maurice Boland  
 
 
 

SELECTORS: (5) 
Gerald Weinberg 
Julian Engelman 

John Rosen 
Harry Stein 

Barrie Brickman,  
 

 

2016 LEADERS 

 
TREASURER AND 

AUDITOR 
END LONG TIME 
“PARTNERSHIP” 

 
Double Bay 

treasurer, Barry 
Isenberg, (right) at 

Sunday’s 73rd  
annual meeting bid 
farewell to Trevor 

Wise, who has been 
the club’s auditor 

for 15 years.  
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Board gives thought to club cottage development idea 
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club is considering the redevelopment of its 
adjoining property, which houses the greenkeeper and family. 

This was revealed at the 73rd Annual General Meeting on Sunday. 
Both chairman, Barry Lazarus and board secretary, Peter Wyner, gave an 

outline of the likelihood of developing the property next to the bowling greens, 
which is listed as being in Glendon Road, Double Bay. 

There is speculation that the property is part of a covenant of the Double Bay 
Bowling Club site which restricts it to the use for only recreational purposes. 

Lazarus said that the Board will investigate the initiative of utilising the site 
for the construction of building three-domestic units, one of which will continue 
to be the accommodation for the club groundsman. 

He cautioned the membership that the plan is in its very early stage and much 
work and planning has yet to be achieved to ascertain its possibility. 

One of the main considerations is to establish if the land is included in the 
covenant which covers the club’s property in Kiaora Road, he added. 

Background  history of the club and the cottage 
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club came into being in July, 1942, on land originally 
owned by the Metropolitan Water Board which proposed to use it for the erection 
of works for sewerage disintegration. 

Protests by residents resulted in the Water Board selling the land to Woollahra Council on 
condition that it be used solely for recreational purposes and no building be erected upon it 
other than for clubhouses or sporting purposes. 

This was during World War 
II with building restrictions 
and the erection of a 
clubhouse was a distant 
project, but a member, who 
was the Woollahra  Town 
Clerk suggested the 
purchase of a cottage next to 
the bowling club land. 

This was approved and a 
small property in Glendon 
Road was purchased at a 
cost of £1100 and Council 
allocated £250 to reconstruct 
and renovate the cottage as a 
clubhouse. 

However, the overall cost of the project was £27,000, partly financed by the issue of 
debentures bearing interest at the rate of three percent. 

Following the opening of the current Double Bay clubhouse in 1954, the clubhouse  cottage 
became the greenkeeper’s accommodation. 

This picture from the club’s 25th anniversary publication in 1967 shows a 
group of members posing outside the original cottage club house during 

Double Bay Bowling Club’s foundation year of 1943. 
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New team for Men’s Club committee 

 

SIXTY-TWO members of the Double Bay Men’s Club at the 73rd Annual General 
Meeting on Sunday elected a “new look” committee headed by president Louis 
Platus and vice-president Phil Filler, both of whom were unchallenged for the posts. 

In the six-candidate ballot for the five seats on the committee, the membership re-
elected David Ossher, David Newman, Peter Goldman and Max Thomas, with Maurice 
Boland finishing ahead of Walter Jacobs in the ballot for the fifth position. 

Platus said that the committee’s future plans include the establishment of a number of 
new open competitions, including one similar to the Women’s Club’s Invitation Triples 
event. He outlined plans for membership drives, barefoot bowling days, family occasions 
and coaching sessions as well as regular events with other local clubs. 

One of the main concerns is to make 
the club’s pennant participation, “more 
competitive”  by a overhaul of the 
membership’s grading policy, he added. 
 

VOTE FOR SELECTORS –page 6 

Double Bay Men’s Club committee for 2016 (back) Maurice Boland, Phil Filler (vice-president), 
(front) David Newman, Max Thomas, Louis Platus (president) and Peter Goldman. 

Inset is David Ossher, who was indisposed due to a health problem. 

“Breakfast” laid on at AGM 
Double Bay’s caterers, June and Steve Edelmuth, 

provided an early morning snack for members 
arriving for the annual meeting on Sunday. 

 
Earlier they catered a light breakfast for members 

who attended a television replay on the club’s large 
screen of the Rugby Union World Cup final between 

Australia and New Zealand.  
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Double Bay duo make State Seniors semi-final 
DOUBLE Bay’s Zone 11 Senior 
Pairs champions and the club’s 
2015 Major Pairs runners-up, Peter 
Levy and Jack Kampel, won their 
way to the NSW Senior Pairs semi-
finals at Ettalong Bowling Club last 
week. 

They were eliminated from the title-
chase by the Zone 7 (Central and Far 
South Coast Monaro) pair Gerd 
Jacobsen and Phillip Burns from the 
Tura Beach club 20-17. 

On the 20th end Double Bay was two 
down when Kampel put the jack into 
the ditch to hold two shots. 

The opposition skip replied with a 
bowl which was destined to end in the 
ditch, but it collided with another of 
his team’s bowls, taking the pace off 
his bowl and pushing another of his 
team’s deliveries in to claim two 
shots. 

This put the Double Bay team down  
by a four shot margin going into the 

final 21st end where they scored a single..  
Earlier the Double Bay team scored an effortless first round win by 29-6 

against the Zone 14 (Lower and Mid-North Coast) entry, Ken Paulsen and 
Bryce Stewart, the well-known member of the State selection committee, of the 
Port City Club 

Then they had a harder task in the quarter-final from the team of Brian 
Linehan and Les Waldron of the Lavington Panthers Club (Zone 8- South West 
Wagga, Wagga and Albury) by a seven shot margin 19-12. 

 
Two Handicap Singles champs “bite the dust” 

TWO former Handicap Singles champions were eliminated from the 2015 
event at the weekend. 

 Pepe Glick, a three-time winner, was a surprise casualty when he crashed out 
to Alan Simmons by the big margin of 17 shots. 

Jack Kampel (2003 and 2009 title holder) went down by one shot to Wayne 
Podger 25-24. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

Peter Levy and Jack Kampel  
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FOUR RETAIN SEATS ON SELECTION PANEL 
FOUR of the five retiring members of the 
Double Bay Men’s Committee’s Selection panel 
were re-elected at the 73rd Annual General 
Meeting on Sunday. 

They were successful in a 
nine-person ballot paper put 
before the membership 
which returned Gerald 
Weinberg, John Rosen, 
Harry Stein and Julian 
Engelman. The other 
successful candidate was 
Barrie Brickman, who out-
polled Peter Goldman, Pepe 
Glick and Walter Jacobs.  

Upsets in Handicap Singles 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

Alan Simmons, the runner-up in the 2005 Division 2 
Handicap Singles tournament, had an eight shot start over 
Glick (-1) and needed only 17 ends to finish the game at 25-8. 

A four count on the 10th end set the seal on Simmons’ game 
and he continued to dominate winning five of the remaining 
ends. 

Kampel (-3) looked to be coasting against Podger (+3) when 
he lead 24-17 after 21 ends, but appeared to lose 
concentration as he dropped eight shots over four ends to go 
down 25-24. 

Podger now meets Dan Flanagan in the quarter-final after 
Flanagan scored a 25-22 win over Peter Erdos at the weekend. 

Flanagan, playing off scratch (0) had to give a nine shot start 
to Erdos (+9), but by the 12th end he had taken the lead 12-11.  

He raced to 18-13 by the 13th end, but Erdos came back to 
reduce the leeway to 23-22 on the 19th end, only to see 
Flanagan score  two shots for the match on the next end. 

One match was completed in the Drawn Pairs event when 
Sol Caganoff and Harry Stein triumphed over David Nathan 
and Sam Abrahams 25-10. 

The first game in the 2015 Mixed Pairs Championship went 
to Ian Ossher (substituting for his indisposed father, David) 
and Barbara Shur who held too many guns for the husband 
and wife combination of Eric and Frankie Grusd 24-14. 

Double Bay chalked up its third win in the 2015 Club Challenge when it defeated 
Eastlakes 2-0 at home on Saturday. 

Doug King lost the singles in a tie-break, Dan Flanagan and Brandon Conway took the 
pairs, while Les Lilian, Pepe Glick and Gerald Weinberg won the triples. 

RESULTS 
HANDICAP SINGLES 

 
THIRD ROUND 

 
Alan Simmons (+7) 25 

Pepe Glick  (-1 )8 
 

Dan Flanagan (-1) 25 
Peter Erdos (+9) 22 

 
Wayne Podger (+3) 25 

Jack Kampel (-3) 24 
 

DRAWN PAIRS 
SECOND ROUND 

Harry Stein 
Sol Caganoff 25 
David Nathan   

Sam Abrahams 10 
 

MIXED PAIRS 
FIRST ROUNHD 

David Ossher 
Barbara Shur 24 

Eric Grusd 
Frankie Grusd 14 

  

Retiring Men’s Club president, 
Gerald Weinberg (left) 

congratulates his successor, Louis 
Platus at Sunday’s AGM. 

Weinberg was re-elected to the 
selection panel for the 15th year. 

No patron named 
DOUBLE Bay’s Board 
has deferred naming a 
Club Patron following 
the recent passing of 
Leon Portrate, who 

was appointed in 2012. 
Chairman, Barry 
Lazarus, said the 
decision to delay 

naming a new patron 
was in respect of the 

memory of  Leon 
Portrate.  
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Millimetre ends Double Bay’s  
State Triples semi-final hopes 

 
REPORT AND PICTURE FROM PAM STEIN  

The State Triples Championship played at Tuncurry Beach Bowling Club 
last week (Monday and Tuesday, October 26-27) was a landmark in Double 
Bay Women’s Club achievements. 

The team of Iris Kampel, Pam Stein and skip, Barbara Shotland, the Region 13 
champions, went within a millimetre of contesting the 2015 Championship 
final. 

Double Bay clashed in the semi-final with the young powerhouse trio and 
defending champions skipped by the Australian team captain and the No. 1 
ranked female bowler, Natasha Scott, alongside Margaret Barnett and Kelly 
Richards, the Australian under-25 player, from the Raymond Terrace club.  

REPORT CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 
Club’s best 

achievement 

NSW Women’s Bowling President, Robyn Proctor (second from left), presented the prize cheque 
to the Double Bay Triples team (from left) Pam Stein, Barbara Shotland and Iris Kampel for 

finishing in the semi-final of the 2015 championship.  
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Double Bay’s near upset in State Triples semi 
 

REPORT FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 
A CROWD estimated at almost 300 watching the NSW Women’s State 
Championships at Tuncurry Beach Bowling Club last week expected the 
young, defending champion Raymond Terrace team to have little or no 
trouble in the Triples semi-final from the lower-ranked and more senior 
combination from Double Bay Bowling Club. 

But, they were surprised when Barbara Shotland and her 
over-60s 'girls' matched their opponents shot-for-shot.  

At the 7th end, on a rain-soaked green, it was five-all and 
the Raymond Terrace stars skipped by Natasha Scott 
(pictured) were only two shots ahead by the 10th, but 
gradually got on top to be in front 18-13 when placing the 
mat for the final 18th end. 

Everyone, except the trio from the Eastern Suburbs, 
thought it was “a given” for the Raymond Terrace team to 
advance into the final against the Cabramatta star-studded team led by Karen 
Murphy with Claire Turley and Ellen Ryan, which many minutes earlier had 
easily disposed of the Charlestown team by 24-11 in the other semi-final.  

While Murphy and her team were enjoying a hot cuppa in the clubhouse news was 
relayed that Double Bay, although five shots behind Raymond Terrace on the last end, 
was holding four shots and only needed one more in the count to force an extra end.  

Shotland delivered her last bowl and for an instant held the five precious shots, when 
it fell a millimetre out of the count for a final score of Raymond Terrace 17 - Double 
Bay 16. 

There were well-deserved cheers and commiserations from spectators who had 
witnessed a fine display of bowling from both teams. 

To get to the semi-final Double Bay received a last minute first round forfeit when 
the skip of the Cooma team took ill just before the game.  

In the afternoon match, Double Bay played South Tamworth, which was one shot 
ahead after the 14th end when the game was called off due to heavy rain and a blasting 
wind and officials scheduled the last four ends to be played early the next morning 
before the semi finals. 

Double Bay had the score locked at 17-all with one end to play. South Tamworth 
held shot on the last end, but luck was on Double Bay’s side as the opposing skip’s 
final bowl came in a tad too narrow and clipped the jack to a Double Bay back bowl 
for an 18-17 result.  

Raymond Terrace went on to retain the championship with a 17-16 shot decision 
over the Murphy combination. 

The Double Bay players were “over the moon”' with their performance and proved 
they can hold their own against the very best in women’s lawn bowls. 

NO LUCK IN  STATE SENIOR FOURS AND OPEN SINGLES – NEXT PAGE 
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SENIOR FOURS TEAM KNOCKED 
FOR SIX IN STATE CHAMPIONSHIP 

THE week-long 2015 NSW Women’s Bowls State 
Championships at Tuncurry Beach started with the Senior (Over-60) Fours 
championship last Sunday-week (October 24). 

Double Bay representing the Eastern Suburbs District and Region 13, qualified 
for three events, the Senior Fours, the (open) Triples and Singles. 

In the Senior Fours Double Bay had one of its strongest combinations in Karen 
Levinson at  the lead position, with Iris Kampel (second), then Pam Stein and 
skip Barbara Shotland. 

In the opening round they 
came up against Milton 
Ulladulla’s best foursome of 
Cherilyn Brace, Bev 
Lapkinski, Evelyn Jones and 
Gerald Miller. 

It was a relatively even 
contest for most of the match 
with Double Bay proving the 
more consistent overall 
taking the honours 21-15. 

The second round challenge 
came from the well-known 
Warilla Club in the shape of 
Lorraine Alaban, Marion 
Skinner, Patricia Orgill and 

Julea Morgan. 
Double Bay held command early and gradually forged ahead to be six-shots in 

advance, but a loss of concentration set them on a downward path as they gave 
away a six-shot count and never recovered to exit the tournament 21-15. 

However, the result put the Double Bay team in equal third place behind the 
championship side from Merrylands. 

Tough time for Iris Kampel in State Singles  
DOUBLE Bay’s Iris Kampel, the Regional Singles champion, had a ding-
dong first round encounter in the State Championship at Tuncurry Beach 
Bowling Club last Friday. 

She was drawn against the Ashfield and Region 14 champion, Maelene 
Reynolds.  

There was little to chose between the two as they traded end-for-end right 
down to the last bowl. Finally, Kampel succumbed when Reynolds won 
consecutive ends to score the required 25 shots against Kampel’s 23. 

Double Bay’s tip-top senior fours combination 
 Karen Levinson, Iris Kampel, Pam Stein and Barbara Shotland  



 

DOUBLE BAY ADOPTS BOWLS AUSTRALIA POLICY 

NO SMOKING ON GREENS 
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club has adopted Bowls Australia’s policy of 
banning smoking by players while on the green and on the bank. 

Bowls Australia (BA) has issued a Smoke Free 
Policy which lists seven areas where smoking is 
not permitted. 

These are the green, the bank, all indoor areas, 
all covered and enclosed outdoor areas, all 
outdoor dining areas, all al-fresco dining areas 
and within seven (7) metres of any building 
entrance. 

Double Bay informed its membership of the 
decision to ban smoking in all parts of the club’s 
grounds via an email last month and has since 
erected signs within the prohibited areas. 

The email, signed by chairman, Barry Lazarus, 
said Double Bay Bowling Club’s Registered Board supports and has implemented, 
effective immediately, the Smoke Free Policy of Bowls Australia (BA) that “has been 
developed by BA to enable players, coaches, team managers and all other officials and 
spectators to participate in the game of bowls in a smoke-free, healthy and safe 
environment”.                              FULL REPORT PAGE 2 
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WOMEN’S CLUB’S CHARITY AND CUP DAY ACTIVITIES 
The Women’s Club raised another $2000-plus at its annual 
Charity Day on October 22, in support of the Randwick 
Children’s Hospital under the theme of Disneyland. 
 Double Bay has now donated almost $60,000 to the hospital. 
 The club also staged a successful Melbourne Cup day where 
several members wore attractive hats, prompting organisers in 
future to present prizes for members and guests wearing the 
Best Hats. 

STORIES AND PICTURES PAGES 5 and 6 

Club secretary, Peter Wyner, posts an 
updated NO SMOKING sign at the entrance 

to the Double Bay  clubhouse 
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The sign which will be posted 
throughout the Double Bay 

grounds 

All bowlers bound by 
Non-Smoking policy 

THE Bowls Australia (BA) Smoke Free Policy is 
binding on all member lawn bowlers and has the 
same effect as a provision of  its constitution. 

This policy also applies to all employees, visitors 
and contractors of BA. 

In its policy BA says it recognises that exposure of 
non-smokers to environmental tobacco smoke is 
irritating and hazardous to health and that non-
smokers should be protected. 

 Legislation and the legal duty of care also provide 
clear reasons to have a smoke-free organisation. 

 Under common law BA has a legal duty to ensure that employees, visitors and 
Members are not exposed to potentially harmful situations, BA says 

It also lists the penalties which apply to persons found to be in breach of the 
bans, one of which may result in a forfeit of a match if the member has 
breached the ban on two or more occasions. 

Bowls Australia adds that any person may report an incident if they feel there 
has been a breach of the Smoke Free Policy by a person or persons. In the first 
instance, complaints should be reported to the Controlling Body 

 

Club enforced State Smoke-Free Environment Act 
 

Double Bay members were reminded 
in August that the club would strictly 
enforce the amended Smoke-Free 
Environment Act which became law in 
July and affect all licensed premises. 

The Act bans smoking in an area 
within four metres of a pedestrian 
access point to a Licensed Premises or 
restaurant. At the same time all 
commercial outdoor dining areas 
became smoke free. However, the law 
does not specifically mention bowlers 
smoking on the green during play.  

Under the Smoke-Free Environment 
Act 2000 (NSW) enclosed public spaces 
are smoke-free areas. In addition to this, 
the legislation lists specific outdoor 
public spaces are also subject to 
smoking prohibitions, such as children’s 
play areas, swimming pools, railway 

station platforms etc. 
In 2013, Bowls NSW wrote to the NSW 

Sports Minister for clarification on the 
smoking legislation which prohibited 
smoking in ‘spectator areas’ of sporting 
grounds, but made no reference to 
‘playing areas’ such as golf courses and 
bowling greens. 

Soon after Bowls NSW took the 
positive step of ensuring all future State 
Finals of Association Events as well as 
Inter-Zone Sides Championships are 
smoke free with smoking banned during 
play for all players and officials on the 
greens. 

It also then recognised that it remained 
the absolute discretion of individual 
clubs to introduce and or enforce smoke 
free greens at their own venues when 
conducting their own events.  
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Three teams keep winning Summer Shield form 
THREE Double Bay teams maintained their unbeaten run in the 2015 Zone 11 Summer 
Shield on Saturday. 

The Division 1 (1) side was given a tough time at Marrickville, but returned with the major 
points in a 5-3 win following taking the pairs rink and drawing in the fours.  

The Division 1 (2) team won the triples and fours matches at home to Leichhardt and has 
collected 22 points from its three matches three ahead of the Division 1 club mates. 

Also keeping its winning form was the Division 3 (1) unit which scored a 6-2 decision at 
Bronte to be on 18 points, while the Division 2 (Section 1) unit chalked up its second win 
with a 8-0 result at Eastlakes. 

Disappointing is the Division 3(1) combination which has yet to finish ahead of the 
opposition and on Saturday went down at home to Western Suburbs Leagues 2-6. 

The Zone 11 website has recorded only the results from the Summer Shield’s first round 
matches on October 10. Therefore, it is not possible to ascertain the competition standings in 
the three divisions.             The clubs Round 3 results are listed below 

Division 1 (1) V  MARRICKVILLE at MARRICKVILLE Manager H BLACK RESULTS 

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS S CAGANOFF     J KAMPEL W 21-16 
TRIPLES R FERRER   L FERGUSON    R JANKELOWITZ L  22-25 
FOURS L BREM H BLACK A JAVEN H JANKELOWITZ D 14-14 

       W 5-3 

        

Division 1 (2) LEICHHARDT at DOUBLE BAY Manager J ENGELMAN   

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS T ROSENBERG     J ENGELMAN L 13-22 
TRIPLES R MUNZ   W PODGER W JACOBS W 30-15 
FOURS J WINEBERG A SAIDMAN M LOTT B LAZARUS W 25-11 

       W 6-2 

        

Division 2 (1) v EASTLAKES at EASTLAKES Manager R HUTCHINS   

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS D NEWMAN     L SANDLER W 16-12 
TRIPLES B GARDEN   J ROSEN R HUTCHINS W 28-16 
FOURS G RAICHMAN I COHEN A COHEN E WAINSTEIN W 21-15 

     W 8-0 

          

Division 3 (1) v WESTS at DOUBLE BAY Manager H STEIN   

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS P KURTA     M ROWLEY W 18-13 
TRIPLES P WYNER   H STEIN D KELLAWAY L  21-22 
FOURS E GRUSD A SIMMONS S ABRAHAMS M, THOMAS L 14-22 

       L 2-6 

        

Division 3 (2) v BRONTE at BRONTE Manager JACK ROSEN   

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS J FLAXMAN     M REISIN L 13-21 

TRIPLES K SHAPIRO   P FILLER L PLATUS W 32-11 
FOURS D VERRA G SOFER P SOLOMON JACK ROSEN W 24-7 

    W 6-2 
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Top  side wins four in NSW Club Challenge contest 
DOUBLE Bay performed well in the 2015  U-Design Bowlswear NSW Club 
Challenge and on Saturday registered its fourth victory in the six match 
competition when it completed the “double” over Ashfield.  

Section 7 of the Men’s Gold Division was taken out by North Sydney, the 
team which proved too young and classy for Double Bay in their two meetings. 

On Saturday Double Bay won all three rinks at home against Ashfield.  
Doug King carried on his consistent singles form in the competition with a two 

sets  win. 
The pairs match went to Dan Flanagan and Brandon Conway, who also eased 

past their opposition in straight sets, while the triples combination of Les Lilian, 
Pepe Glick and Gerald Weinberg, collected the vital points with a tie-break 2-1 
sets win. 

 
Walter Jacobs back in limelight with Handicap Singles win 

THE final berth in the quarter-finals of the 2015 Handicap Singles was 
decided on Sunday when Walter Jacobs (pictured) eased 
past Eric Grusd 25-17. 

Jacobs, a well-known personality in the Australian lawn 
bowls industry, is now spending more time on the Double Bay 
bowling green and is getting back to his early form when he 
was the Major Singles runner-up to Harold Jankelowitz in 
2003 and was a member of the Major Fours champions in the 
same year. 

Last year Jacobs was lead for Gerald Weinberg alongside Phillip Joel and Maurice 
Boland to win the Major Fours and the same combination was runner’s-up this year. 

Jacobs, with a plus 2 handicap in the current singles event, was his consistent self 
against Grusd, who had a nine shot start. 

Two-time runner-up in the Handicap Singles, Gerald Weinberg (2014 and 2011), has 
already booked his place in the semi-final with a recent quarter-final win over David 
Ossher.  

Weinberg and Dan Flanagan are the only two remaining in the championship playing 
off scratch or a minus handicap. 

The others contesting a semi-final spot are Alan Simmons (+7), Phil Filler (+9), 
Wayne Podger (+3) and the defending title-holder, Ronald Munz (+6). 

 
  

 
      

 
   v ASHFIELD at  DOUBLE BAY Manager G WEINBERG   

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   
PAIRS D FLANAGAN B CONWAY W 2-0 
TRIPLES L LILIAN P GLICK G WEINBERG W 2-1 
SINGLES D KING W 2-0 
          W 12.5 - 1.5 

CLUB CHALLENGE ROUND 5  MEN’S GOLD SECTION 7  POSTPONED GAME 7/11/2015 
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Disneyland theme brings in another 
$2000-plus for Children’s Hospital 

DISNEYLAND was the theme of the Double Bay Women’s 
Club’s annual Charity Day in the clubhouse on Thursday, 
October 22. 

This year’s event will add another $2000-or-more to the 
Randwick Children's Hospital Oncology Research Foundation 
by the Women’s Club. 

Last year’s theme was Under the Sea. In 2013 it was 
Shimmer ’n’ Shine, when members and visitors dressed to the 
nines in glitter and gloss while the 2012 topic was Jungle 
Territory, where participants came as various habitants of the 
jungle. Donations from this year’s event will boost the Double 
Bay Club’s overall donation to the Randwick Children’s 
Hospital to almost $60,000. 

The attendance was boosted to 75 with the support from five other 
women’s bowling clubs, four from the Eastern Suburbs, Bondi, South 
Coogee, Matraville 
and Randwick, plus 
the North Shore’s 
Neutral Bay. 

PAM STEIN PHOTOS 

 
 

 
 
 
 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

TOP: A visitor arrives as 
The Scarecrow. 

ABOVE: Bondi Club 
visitors as the brooms 

from Fantasia 
 

TOP LEFT ( back) Mickey Mouses - Rein Rowlands (front) Gail 
Black and Barbara Shur. TOP RIGHT Barbara Shotland (Queen 

of Hearts) and Wendy Engelander with the $400 worth of beauty 
products in the raffle prize donated by Furley's Pharmacy. 

ABOVE: Jan Frape, Rene Saidman, Toni Hartley and Lia Friedler 
choosing trinkets at the long table of goods for sale. 

 

Three Double Bay Women’s Club 
members in Disneyland characters’  
LEFT: Judy Snider  as Tinkerbelle 

 CENTRE: Pam Stein as Walt Disney 
RIGHT: Pat Bryant as Minnie Mouse 
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Hats will highlight next Cup day 
THE 2015 Melbourne Cup bowling day at Double Bay, organised by 
the Women’s Club, attracted more than 85 members and their 
guests. 

What is now becoming a traditional part of a Melbourne Cup day appearance several 
members arrived wearing an attractive hat or head piece. 

Impressed organisers have already planned that next year’s Cup day will not only 
feature lawn bowls, a luncheon, sweeps and what-have-you, but a worthwhile prize 
for the “best snappy hat”. 

The inclement weather on Tuesday, November 3, put paid to the scheduled social 
bowling. 

 Instead members and guests spent the time with a sing-along featuring Kathy 
Passman at the piano, while card enthusiasts organised Bridge and other games and 
others tried their luck on the gaming machines or watched the day’s racing on the 
television. 

 Double Bay Women’s Club members ABOVE (back) Leslie Judelman, Wendy Engelman, Kathy Passman and 
(front)- Barbara Shur, along with (TOP RIGHT) Gail Black and (BELOW RIGHT) Cathy Shapiro, attended the 2015 

Melbourne Cup Day wearing hats, caps and head pieces. 
PAM STEIN PHOTOS 



 
 

One shot decides Women’s 
Minor Singles championship 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

JAN Shedleski (left) staged a never-say-die 
performance last week to win the Women’s Club’s 2015 
Minor Singles Championship by a one-shot margin 
over Margo Michael. 

REPORT PAGE 2 
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Pp 3-4 
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Flashback seven years 

Runner-up goes one better to 
capture 2015 Minor Singles title 

 

THE Double Bay Women’s Club’s 2015 Minor Singles championship was 
fought out last week by two former runners up in the event. 

This year’s finalists, Jan Shedleski and Margo Michael, had previously 
competed in the championship round on three occasions. 

Shedleski, once before in 2008 when she lost to Gail Black (pictured below, 
right) while Michael had twice qualified for the final, first in 2004 against 
Margaret Scott and in 2009 when 
Audrey Weinberg won the title. 

In the 2015 final match Shedleski 
came from well back to defeat 
Michael 25-24. 

Michael had looked home-and-hosed 
when she was only four shots off the 
25 required for the match with the 
scoreboard showing her ahead 21-11.  

The match was turned around when 
Shedleski won the following six ends 
for a collect of nine shots and trailed 
by one at 20-21 

Michael then steadied and regained 
the upper hand to lead by 24-20, only to see her opponent collect another shot to 
regain the mat and to change tactics by rolling the jack for a shorter end. 

The ploy worked as Shedleski made the score 23-24 and then evened it at 24-
all setting the scene for a winner-takes-all last end.  

With line and length to her liking, Shedleski produced a bowl close to the jack, 
which Michael could not remove. 
On the way to the final Shedleski overcame challenges from Kathy 
Passman, Rose Novis and Rita Fisher. 

With 14 entries for the event, Michael received a first round bye before 
accounting for Linda Salamon and then Hilda Filipovic. 

For the record, Filipovic entered the semi-final after her quarter-final 
opponent, Rein Rowlands, had to forfeit the game to answer a call to jury duty! 

Margo Michael, the long-time Women’s Club treasurer, has a championship 
medal to her name as a member of the Major Fours team with Mary Ann 
Newin, Karen Levinson and Pam Stein, which won the event in 2011. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 
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Summer Shield hopes rest on Division 3 side 
DOUBLE Bay has a good chance of retaining the Division 3 Summer Shield 
following the Section 2 team’s 8-0 win at home against Eastlakes on 
Saturday. 

Last year the clubs’ two Division 3 teams clashed in the final with the No. 2 
side winning the Shield by a five shot margin over the club’s No. 1 selection. 

Only two of the team, Phil Filler and Ross Ruzicka, who played in the winning 
side last year, are in this year’s combination. 

Two others, David Kellaway and Eric Grusd, are in the Section 1 side, which 
lost 2-6 at home to Gladstone Park on Saturday to trail the competition ladder. 

The Section 2 side has 26 points, eight more than second tier Gladstone Park 
(2) and in Saturday’s final found is at home to fifth-placed Leichardt  

Against Eastlakes, David Nathan and Mark Reisin won the pairs 23-9, the triples 
side of Ian Hadassin, Phil Filler and Louis Platus scraped home 21-20 and the fours 
rink of Dominic Verre, Ross Ruzicka, Peter Solomon and Jack Rosen, scored a solid 
23-9 win. 

The Division 3 Section 1 side went down at home to Gladstone Park 2-6 with the 
lone rink win coming from the fours unit of Alan Simmons, Eric Grusd, Sam 
Abrahams and Max Thomas 15-12.  

The Division 1 Shield looks to be between table-toppers South Coogee and Double 
Bay (1) which clash on Saturday in the last of the five rounds. 

South Coogee has 27 points followed by Double Bay (1) on 23, with Double Bay (2) 
in third spot with 18 points. 

The sides which finish first and second after the sectional rounds play off to decide 
the 2015 Division 1 Shield winners. 

The all Double Bay Division 1 clash on Saturday ended all square with the two teams 
sharing the points at four each as the No 1 side’s pairs team of Peter Levy and Jack K had 
a comfortable 27-9 win which went a long way to giving it a 10 shot  aggregate margin, 
despite losing the triples and fours rinks. 

Double Bay’s Division 2 (Section 1) team lost at home 2-6 to Ashfield in the six match 
competition. 

With two rounds to play it needs to gain maximum points from this week’s match at 
leading club, Earlwood Bardwell Park, and at home the following week to last placed, 
Eastlakes. 

The Division 2 and Division 3 Shields will be determined by Sectional playoffs on 
Saturday,  December 5, at Western Suburbs Leagues as will the Division 1 first verses 
second teams in Division 1.  

With Double Bay’s involvement in the 2015 NSW Club Challenge completed, Grade 1 
players not required for the Summer Shield, competed in a challenge fours match  
skipped by top-players Brandon Conway and Bernard Fridman. 

It was  21-all playing the last end with Conway being two down at the head, but with his 
last bowl drew the shot, only to see Fridman’s final delivery slide off a short front bowl to 
gain the shot and the game.  

In another challenge between Grades 2 and 3 triples sides, the Len Simon side defeated 
Paul Isenberg’s combination 20-18.  

ALL THE SCORES NEXT PAGE 
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Results - rink scores in Saturday’s Shield matches 
 

 Division 1 (1)  v DOUBLE BAY (2) at DOUBLE BAY Manager H BLACK 
   LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS RESULTS 

PAIRS P LEVY     J KAMPEL W 27-9 

TRIPLES R FERRER   L FERGUSON    R JANKELOWITZ L 20-23 
FOURS L BREM H BLACK A JAVEN H JANKELOWITZ L 11-16 

        D 4-4 

            
Division 1 (2) v DOUBLE BAY (1) at DOUBLE BAY Manager J ENGELMAN 

 
  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS 

 
PAIRS T ROSENBERG     J ENGELMAN L 9-27 

TRIPLES R MUNZ   W PODGER W JACOBS W 23-20 

FOURS J WINEBERG A SAIDMAN M LOTT B LAZARUS W 16-11 

        D 4-4 

          

Division 2 (1) v ASHFIELD at DOUBLE BAY Manager R HUTCHINS   

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS D NEWMAN     L SANDLER L 14-22 

TRIPLES B GARDEN   J ROSEN R HUTCHINS W 25-18 

FOURS G RAICHMAN F GINSBERG M BOLAND E WAINSTEIN L 17-22 

        L 2-6 

            
Division 3 (1) v GLADSTONE PK at DOUBLE BAY Manager M THOMAS   

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS P KURTA     M ROWLEY  L 15-20 

TRIPLES P ERDOS   P WYNER D KELLAWAY 
 

L  20-27 

FOURS A SIMMONS E GRUSD S ABRAHAMS M, THOMAS W 15-12 

        L 2-6 

          

Division 3 (2) v EASTLAKES at DOUBLE BAY Manager JACK ROSEN   

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS D NATHAN     M REISIN W 23-9 

TRIPLES I HADASSIN   P FILLER L PLATUS W 21-20 

FOURS D VERRE R RUZICKA P SOLOMON JACK ROSEN W 23-9 

        W 8-0 
            

          

GRADE 1 CHALLENGE  at DOUBLE BAY at 9.30 A.M.   
 

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS 
 

  M SACK D FLANAGAN P GLICK B CONWAY 21 

  L LILIAN M BECKER S CAGANOFF B FRIDMAN 22 

          
 GRADES 2-3 CHALLENGE  at DOUBLE BAY  at 12.30 P.M.   

 
  B HIRST K SHAPIRO   P ISENBERG 18 
  J FLAXMAN R NOVIS   L SIMON 20 
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Second time this year — extreme 
heat ends play at Double Bay 

FOR the second time this year play at Double Bay Bowling Club was 
abandoned last Wednesday, November 18, due to extreme heat.  

More than 80 members were competing in the Intra-Club competition when officials 
declared play was suspended for the day when the temperature passed the club’s mid-35° 
Celsius mark in the shade as the criteria to close the greens. 

Club chairman, Barry Lazarus, advised Bowls president, Louis Platus, at the afternoon 
tea break, that the temperature in the shade of the clubhouse had reach 37.6°, which 
meant that the heat on the greens would be close to the 40° mark. 

Platus told the players that the day’s play had been abandoned. However, members could 
continue to use the greens at their own risk, he said, but warned that the club would not 
accept responsibility in the event of any accident or a player’s ill-being. 

Double Bay recently purchased a special temperature recorder (pictured) to determine 
heat conditions. 

It was used for the first time on Wednesday, January 14, this year, when 
more than 40 members and visitors had been playing social bowls for about 90 
minutes.  

The portable temperature recorder showed the heat on the greens had soared 
to more than 40° Celsius.  

Officials immediately halted play and called players 
from the greens.  

The Intra-Club matches called off last Wednesday will 
be re-listed for this Wednesday, but there is likely to be 
several reconstituted teams as several players, who were 
absent last week, will now be available.  

SEE ALSO PAGE 2 
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WEATHER 
EXTREMES 
GOOD FOR 

GREENS 
LAST Wednesday’s 

abandonment of lawn 
bowls was the third 

consecutive week that 
weather had interfered 

with the Wednesday 
Intra-Club competition. 

Play on the previous 
two Wednesdays, 

November 4 and 11, was 
called off due to periods 
of heavy overnight and 

early morning rain. 
However, club 

greenkeeper, Rob 
Fetherston, admitted that 

last week’s day of 
extreme heat was perfect 
for the grass, particularly 
Green 2, which is due to 

come back into play early 
in January. 

“With all the wet 
weather we’ve had this 

month, the heat was ideal 
for stimulating the lawn’s 
growth,” Fetherston said. 

 

Synthetic playing surface caused heat stress 
LONG-TIME club members suggest that there 
have been “at least two other occasions” in the 
past decade when play was stopped due to 
excessive heat. 

They say that it was during the four-year period 
when the club’s No 3 (Jack Jarman) Green was 
turned from a turf to a synthetic carpet surface in 
2003. 

There were a number of problems with the 
synthetic surface, among them the fact that 
veteran players were reluctant to play on it during 
the heat of summer, alleging feet and leg 
problems and general discomfort. 

The carpet was pulled up in October, 2007, and 
the Jack Jarman Green was returned to turf with a 
Tifeagle grass surface. 

A club member told Double Bay Watch this 
week, that he can recall a couple of times when 
players on the synthetic green stopped play when  
the temperature was causing discomfort and there 
was additional heat generated from the carpet 
surface.  

“It was a Saturday summer afternoon social 
game when the temperature soared and we 
decided to come off the synthetic green. It wasn’t 
long after that the [then] bowls president called 
everyone into the clubhouse and called off the 
club matches,” the member related. 

Bowlers throughout Sydney can expect more 
occasions when play is halted due to high 
temperatures. 

Weather forecasts for the summer period starting 
next week are for long periods of severe heat with 
little or no rain. 

Bowls Australia’s Extreme Weather Policy for Heat says that where the temperature 
reaches 38° it is recommended that play be suspended. 

However, should a calibrated weather station be available at the venue, the guidelines are 
that when the heat stress index reaches 36° at the venue, play should be interrupted at 20-
minute intervals [at the completion of the end in play] for a period of 5 minutes, during which 
time, drinks should be made available. 

 When the heat stress index reaches 40° at the venue, play will be suspended. 
It adds that when making decisions the controlling body should [among other things] take 

into account the age and health of players and officials, the level of humidity and the amount 
of shade or shelter available. 
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Ray Novis has chance of third Drawn Pairs title 
RELIABLE lead bowler, Ray Novis (pictured), is 
in line to become the club’s first member to have 
won the Drawn Pairs on three occasions since the 
merger with Rose Bay Bowling Club in the year 
2000. 

In the 2015 Drawn Pairs event Novis is lead for top-
flight player, Bernard Fridman, and the combination 
has reached the third round following last week’s 25-
16 win over Cecil Albert and Walter Jacobs. 

Novis won the event in 2005 when he was drawn 
with Leon Portrate and again in 2010 with Len 
Sandler as his partner. 

The next challenge for Novis and Fridman is the 
solid formation of Max Thomas and Wayne Podger. 

The only other Double Bay member to have twice 
won the Drawn Pairs title in the past 15 years is Harry Black, in 2004 with 
Arthur Sharp and in 2013 when he was drawn with Ronald Munz, but he and 
partner, Allan Kavnat, exited this year’s contest  in the first round when beaten 
by John Nisbett and Arnold Javen. 

The Nisbett-Javen combination has since ended its 
place in the event when it went down last week in a 
quarter-final clash with Harry Stein, and Sol 
Caganoff by the narrowest of margins 20-19.  

Meanwhile, in the 2015 Handicap Singles, Walter 
Jacobs continued his good form when he accounted 
for Alan Simmons to qualify for a quarter-final berth. 

Jacobs (+2) needed all his skill to overcome 
Simmons (+7) and finish ahead 25-22. He now 
awaits the outcome of the match between the inform 
Ronald Munz (+6) and the improving Phil Filler 
(+9).  

Another popular club championship being 
conducted by the Men’s Bowling Club is the Mixed 
Pairs event, which in past years has been prolonged 
due to players’ other commitments. 

This year’s entry of 16 teams has started on 
schedule with the pairing of Michael and Lorraine 
Becker scoring a 22-20 first round victory over Pepe 
Glick and Lesley Judelman. 

The Becker team is one of eight husband-and-wife combinations vying for the 
2015 title. 

RESULTS 
HANDICAP SINGLES 

 
FOURTH ROUND 

 
Walter Jacobs (+2) 25 
Alan Simmons (+7) 22 

 
DRAWN PAIRS 

THIRD ROUND 

Ray Novis  
Bernard Fridman 25 

Cecil Albert  
Walter Jacobs 16 

QUARTER-FINAL 

Harry Stein 
Sol Caganoff 20 

John Nisbett  
Arnold Javen 19 

 
MIXED PAIRS 

FIRST ROUND 
Michael Becker  

Lorraine Becker 22 
Pepe Glick  

Lesley Judelman 20 
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Two teams qualify to play 
for 2015 Summer Shields 
DOUBLE Bay will challenge for two 2015 Summer 
Shields in the Zone 11 playoffs on Saturday-week, 
December 5, at Western Suburbs Leagues Club. 

The club’s number 1 select team in Division 1 will 
clash with South Coogee for the Shield. 

This follows its 6-2 away win at South Coogee on 
Saturday, the result of which gave both clubs 29 points 
to share the top-spot and qualification for the playoff. 

The Division 3 (Section 2) Double Bay team will also 
be a play-off qualifier after it shared the points at 4-all 
last Saturday on home soil against Leichhardt. 

The team collected 30 points from five matches to 
finish at the head of the table. 

However, its opposition will not be known until the 
Section 1’s sixth round matches are played on Saturday. 

With only four teams in Section 1 the draw has six 
rounds, compared with the now completed five rounds 
in the six-team Section 2. 

 The winner of the Section 1 Gladstone Park -Tigers 
Five Dock clash to move into the play-off against 
Double Bay.  

A solid 12-shot  (25-13) pairs win by Peter Levy and 
Jack Kampel (pictured) paved the way for the Division 1 

team’s victory over South 
Coogee. 

 It was consolidated by the 
three-shot (20-17) margin 
decision by the triples 
combination of Rod Ferrer, 

Les Ferguson and Gerald Weinberg, which was 
sufficient to give Double Bay the aggregate (58-50) 
points when the fours side went down 13-20. 

The Division 3 (Section 2) team shared the eight points with Leichhardt on the 
back of a strong triples rink win by Ian Hadassin, Phil Filler and Louis Platus 
(34-16), after the pairs and fours rinks went down in close encounters.  

The  shot count was 65-51 in Double Bay’s favour and assured the team its 
place in the Shield playoff. 

 
ALL THE SCORES NEXT PAGE 

Chance to 
retain 

Division 3 
Shield 

LAST year Double 
Bay had three 

teams competing 
in the Zone 11 

Summer Shield 
playoffs. 

Two were from 
Division 3 when the 
No. 2 side won the 

Shield by a five shot 
margin over its 
team mates. 

The other Double 
Bay team to qualify 
for the Shield  final 
was the Division 2 

(Section 1) unit 
which went through 

five matches  
unbeaten until it 

met Bronte in the 
decider and went 

down by two shots. 
 

In 2013 Double 
Bay won the 

Division 1 Shield, 
but the Division 2 

and Division 3 
teams failed to 

make the play-off 
round. 
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Results - rink scores in Saturday’s Shield matches 

SUMMER SHIELD PLAY OFF DETAILS 
In Division 1, the sides which finish first and second after the sectional rounds play 

off to decide the winner. 
In Divisions 2 and 3 section winners play off to decide the winner. 
All play off matches are at Western Suburbs Leagues on Saturday, December 5, 

starting at 11 am. Aggregate shots decide the result. 

Division 1 (1) v STH COOGEE at STH COOGEE Manager G WEINBERG RESULTS 

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS P LEVY     J KAMPEL W 25-13 

TRIPLES R FERRER   L FERGUSON    G WEINBERG W 20-17 

FOURS L BREM H BLACK A JAVEN H JANKELOWITZ L 13-20 

          W 6-2 

            

Division 1 (2) v WESTS at DOUBLE BAY Manager J ENGELMAN   

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS T ROSENBERG     J ENGELMAN 18-20 

TRIPLES R MUNZ   W PODGER W JACOBS 19-19 

FOURS J WINEBERG S CAGANOFF M LOTT B LAZARUS 9-26 

 
        L 1-7 

      Division 2 (1) v EBP at EBP Manager R HUTCHINS   

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS M ROWLEY     L SANDLER 6-31 

TRIPLES B GARDEN   J ROSEN R HUTCHINS 25-22 

FOURS L SIMON  G RAICHMAN A COHEN E WAINSTEIN 10-28 

          L 2-6 

      

      Division 3 (1) v TIGERS at TIGERS   Manager P WYNER   

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS A SIMMONS     P ISENBERG L 16-19 

TRIPLES J FLAXMAN   P WYNER D KELLAWAY W 26-25 

FOURS R RUZICKA E GRUSD R NOVIS S ABRAHAMS L 17-22 

 
        L-2-6 

      Division 3 (2) v LEICHHARDT at DOUBLE BAY Manager JACK ROSEN   

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS D NATHAN     K SHAPIRO 15-16 

TRIPLES I HADASSIN   P FILLER L PLATUS 34-16 

FOURS D VERRA B GLOVER P SOLOMON JACK ROSEN 16-19 

          D 4-4 



Club relaxes No-Smoking 
guideline 

DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club 
has relaxed its No-Smoking 
policy, it was announced last 
week. 

Men’s Bowling Club president, 
Louis Platus, revealed the 
decision to provide a “Designated 
Smoking Area”, during last 

Wednesday’s afternoon tea break. 
He said the board of management had approved a small area for 

bowlers to smoke which would not impact on the current non-
smoking laws the club is required to administer under the 
licensing act. 

The area is the garden patch which adjoins the side entrance to the clubhouse 
(pictured above). A “Designated Smoking Area” sign has been attached to a 
bench in the vicinity (Inset above). 

Earlier this month the club’s board of management told the membership that it 
had adopted Bowls Australia’s policy of banning smoking by players while on 
the green and on the bank. 

At the same time members were reminded that the club is bound by the 
amended Smoke-Free Environment Act which affects all licensed premises. 

The Act bans smoking in an area within four metres of a pedestrian access 
point to a Licensed Premises or restaurant and all commercial outdoor dining 
areas became smoke free. 

. 

DOUBLE BAY MEN’S 
BOWLING CLUB 

 DOUBLE BAY WOMEN’S 
   BOWLING CLUB 

Vol. 11 No. 46 – NOVEMBER 23, 2015 Editor: Mike Golland 
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Handicap Singles champion one 
win away from setting club record 

RONALD Munz is one win away from creating 
recent club history by becoming the first player to 
retain the Double Bay Men’s Club’s Handicap 
Singles title. 

On Sunday Munz, a consistent and versatile Grade 3 
pennant player, won his way into the 2015 Handicap 
Singles final with a 25-18 win over the high profile 
Double Bay A-grader, Walter Jacobs (+2) 

Earlier Munz, who is off a plus six shot start, 
accounted for another promising player, Phil Filler 
(+9) 25-19 in the quarter-final round. 

Since he joined the club in the 2010-2011 season, 
Munz has had a meteoric rise, having won last year’s 
Handicap Singles and sharing the 2013 Drawn Pairs 
title with Harry Black. 

His 2015 final opponent will be either be Wayne 
Podger or Gerald Weinberg, who lost last year’s final 
to 25-12 to Munz and who is in line to also set a 
record by winning a Handicap Singles twice since he 
first took the event in 2001.  

Podger (+3), a long-time Grade 2 
player at Double Bay, caused a 
surprise in the quarter-final against 
Grade 1 player, Dan Flanagan (+0), 
taking the honours in an easy fashion 
by 25-7. 

Club officials are eager to complete 
all the three remaining 2015 events 
before the turn of the year. 

They have warned competitors still 
in the Handicap Singles, Drawn Pairs 
and the Mixed Pairs events that they 
must play their matches as scheduled 
or forfeit to the opponent. 

The Handicap Singles final is set 
for December 13, while the Drawn 
Pairs is to be decided on December 20, but the 2015 Mixed Pairs finality is 
doubtful with four first round matches yet to be played. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

RESULTS 
HANDICAP SINGLES 

 
FOURTH ROUND 

 
Ronald Munz (+6) 25 

Phil Filler (+9) 21 
 

Wayne Podger (+3) 25 
Dan Flanagan (+0) 7 

 
SEMI-FINAL 

Ronald Munz (+6) 25 
Walter Jacobs (+2) 19 

DRAWN PAIRS 
QUARTER-FINAL 

Max Thomas  
Wayne Podger 19 

Ray Novis  
Bernard Fridman 15 

 
MIXED PAIRS 

FIRST ROUND 

Phil Filler 
Margo Michael  21 

Harry Black, 
Gail Black 17 

 

Ron Munz (left) and Gerald Weinberg the 2014 Handicap 
Singles finalists  who could clash again in this year’s 

championship round. 
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Near end to 2015 club tournaments 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

The Drawn Pairs is at the semi-final stage following Sunday’s 19-15 win by 
Max Thomas and Wayne Podger over the more fancied combination of 
Ray Novis and Bernard Fridman. 

In the semi-finals Harry Stein and Sol Caganoff clash with the Podger pairing, 
while the lower-graded Peter Grunfeld and Len Sandler meet the Ken Shapiro –
Barry Lazarus team.  

Margo Michael, who narrowly 
went down in the Women’s 
Club’s recent Minor Singles 
final, continued her fine form 
when she partnered Phil Filler 
to win a first round Mixed Pairs 
over the highly-touted twosome 
of  Gail and Harry Black, the 
2011 runners-up, 21-17. 

The win was on the strength of 
Michael’s consistent bowling 
and they now await the outcome 
of the opening round encounter 
between the defending 

champions, Barbara Shotland and Phillip Joel against Judith Thomas and 
Bernard Fridman.   

Three Double Bay teams battle in Prestige Pairs 
DOUBLE Bay had three teams contesting the Ken Metham Open Prestige 
Pairs at the Tarren Point Bowling Club at the weekend. 

The Double Bay pairing of Gerald Weinberg and Jack Kampel has competed 
in the event for more than a decade. 

Double Bay was also represented by Harry Black and Brandon Conway, and  
Barry Lazarus and Walter Jacobs. 

It is staged over three days, Friday to Sunday with 98 teams. 
The three Double Bay pairs played on Friday in a bid to qualify for the final 

four rounds on Sunday.  
The Conway and Jacobs pairings were eliminated after three games on Friday. 

Black-Conway went down 10-22, 8-17 and won 17-8 for two points and a 
minus 12 shot deficit in 34th position. 

Lazarus-Jacobs also won one match 18-5, but lost 2-22 and 9-18 for 2 points  
(-16) to hold 37th place. 

The Weinberg-Kampel combination won two games 15-12 and 16-13, and lost 
the third by 12-13 to qualify in 21st spot with 4 points (-5) for the Sunday play-offs 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

Margo Michael and Phil Filler  
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Double Bay pair in clash 
with world class opponent 

FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 
On Sunday Weinberg-Kampel came up 
against world-ranked Northern Ireland-born, 
Jeremy Henry (pictured) , currently with the 
powerful Warilla Club, who played lead for a 
young skip, H. McDonald.   

The Double Bay pair lead for most of the game, 
but on the last end when one up, McDonald trailed 

the jack with his last bowl to claim two shots and the match at 11-10. 
In the second game they were soundly beaten 5-19 by the Warilla-Merrylands 

combination of Jesse Noronha and Natalie Horonha, who played with her twin 
sister, Samantha, in the Women’s Club’s Invitation Triples last year.  

Then they lost 4-11 against Slavin and Morrison from Sylvania BC, but they 
finished on a high note with a 16-7 win for two points with a minus 13 shot deficit 
and 38th place in the 48 team field. 

The event was won by Geoff Rymer (St Johns Park) and Lee Such (Soldiers 
Point). 

“Best available” will contest Summer Shield finals 
DOUBLE Bay selectors have named the “best available” players to 
compete in the Summer Shield final playoffs at Western Suburbs Leagues 
on Saturday from 11 am.  

The club will contest the Division 1 final against South Coogee and the 
Division 3 (Section 2) side plays off against the top Section 1 side. 

In Round 6 games completed last Saturday, the Division 2 (1) side scored an 
8-0 home win over Eastlakes, while the Division 3 (1) team went down by 3-5 
at Western Suburbs Leagues. 
 

 

Division 2 (1) v EASTLAKES at DOUBLE BAY  Manager R HUTCHINS   

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS D NEWMAN     L SANDLER W 15-9 

TRIPLES B GARDEN   J ROSEN R HUTCHINS W 37-11 

FOURS L SIMON  G RAICHMAN A COHEN E WAINSTEIN W 21-14 

          
W 8-0 

 (83-34) 

Division 3 (1) v WESTS at WESTS Manager P WYNER   

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS A SIMMONS     P ISENBERG D 19-19 

TRIPLES J FLAXMAN   P WYNER D KELLAWAY W 24-23 
FOURS E GRUSD R NOVIS S ABRAHAMS M ROWLEY L 14-16 

 
      

L 3 –5 
 (57-58) 
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Coaches give advice on many bowling aspects 
including how to understand wind conditions 

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club hosted its annual Eastern Suburbs District 
(ESD)  Coaching Clinics on Thursday, November 26. 

 Twenty six bowlers from affiliated clubs attended the near six-hour program, 
which included on- and off-green sessions. 

The clinic was headed by NSW Coaching chairperson, Kathy Chatillon, and 
included coaches from six local clubs, including Double Bay’s, Lorraine 
McLaughlin. 

The afternoon session was cut short when officials called bowlers from the 
greens as the temperature hit the 35° mark. 

Coach Chatillon used the time to illustrate on a whiteboard the numerous 
situations of how heads are formed during a game and asked players for options 
of shots available to change the situation.  

She then answered questions that ranged from the protocol of dealing with the 
interference of spectators, the techniques of delivery, delivering a jack and the 
morality (or otherwise ) of clubs “stacking” Pennant teams. 

She emphasised that the most important bowl is the one that is about to be 
delivered. 

With Double Bay notorious for strong and variable wind conditions, the 
coaching panel produced a novel demonstration of how to combat these 
situations. 

With bowlers in the shade of the 
clubhouse veranda, the coaches placed  
a number of small flags at different 
points on the green to show the varying 
directions the wind blows at any one 
time. 

Kathy Chatillon suggested that 
placement of the mat can negate the 
full extent of a crosswind. She 
explained how to use the wind to a 
team’s advantage and the need to 
advise team members of how it is 
thought the changes will affect the 
running line of the bowl. 

Earlier at the start of the morning 
session bowlers were told to set goals by deciding at the start of the season what is 
wanted by organising one's time and being committed to the team. 

"There is no letter I in the word team,” she added. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

NSW Coaching chairperson, Kathy Chatillon, makes the 
point that “there is no I in the word team”. 
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Rene Saidman (left) chalked up her third 
title this year when she partnered Rose 
Novis to win the Double Bay Women’s 
Club’s  Handicap Pairs event last week. 

REPORT ON PAGE 5 

Rene Saidman makes 
it three titles in 2015 

THIS 
WEEK’S 

TOP 
STORIES 

Prolific Mixed Pairs 
winners ousted  

in first round 
 REPORT PAGE 2 

NO MEDALS IN SUMMER SHIELD FINALS – REPORT PAGE 3 
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Family rivals clash in Mixed Pairs game 
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club’s most prolific Mixed Pairs 
family combination, Jack and Iris Kampel, who have 
contested eight finals in the past 12 years, were ousted 
from the 2015 event last week in a first round encounter 
against their closest family unit rivals, Gerald and 
Audrey Weinberg. 

Since the merger with Rose Bay BC the Kampels have 
won the Mixed Pairs six times and have been runners-up 
twice, while the Weinberg’s have recorded two wins and 
been runners-up twice to the Kampels. 

In the 2015 event the draw was unkind when it came 
up with a Weinberg v Kampel match in the first round. 

It proved to be a topsy-turvy affair as first one pair 
gained control only to allow the opposition to turn the 
tables, but a six count on the 17th end proved the 
deciding factor in the 25-19 result. 

The Weinbergs began slowly and came from 2-11 to 7-11 
and then from 7-13 to win five consecutive ends to take the 
lead and increase it to 17-13. The Kampels caught up to 17-
16 by the 16th end, but on the next end Audrey Weinberg 
drew a very close second bowl toucher while Iris Kampel  
was heavy with both her deliveries. 

Gerald Weinberg drew a reasonable third shot while Jack 
Kampel was also a bit heavy and off line. Then the 
Weinberg lead drew a fourth shot just behind the head 
while her opponent  played a very good bowl to claim third 
shot. Jack Kampel’s drive was narrow and took out his 
team’s third shot while Gerald Weinberg delivered another 
close bowl for a certain four and a measure which added 
two more giving him a six count and a 23-16 advantage. 

On the 20th end the situation looked like being reversed 
as the Kampels were holding four or five shots.  

Gerald Weinberg’s third bowl drive was narrow, but 
luckily hit up a short bowl onto the head which remained the shot bowl for the score 
to be 25-18. 

The 21st end was killed by the Kampels after they were one down on the second last 
delivery.  

On the replayed end, Jack Kampel drove with his fourth  bowl which hit the jack 
straight into the ditch followed by his bowl for one shot which closed the scorecard at 
25-19 to the Weinbergs.  

Interesting fact was that the Weinberg pair finished ahead on 13 of the 21 ends 
completed 

 CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

RESULTS 
HANDICAP SINGLES 

 
SEMI-FINAL 

Gerald Weinberg 25 
Wayne Podger 16 

 
MIXED PAIRS 

FIRST ROUND 

Gerald Weinberg  
Audrey Weinberg 25 

Jack Kampel 
Iris Kampel 19 

Wayne Podger  
Jan Frape 31 
Ken Shapiro  

Cathy Shapiro 11 
 

Brandon Conway  
Barbara Shotland 18 

Bernard Fridman  
Judith Thomas 17 

 
Alan Saidman  

Rene Saidman 24 
James Flaxman  
Florrie Cohen 12 

Iris and Jack Kampel  
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SUMMER SHIELD FINALISTS  
(Above) Division 1: Bernard Fridman, Harry Black, Jack Kampel, Gerald 

Weinberg, Brandon Conway,  Rod Ferrer, Les Brem, Arnold Javen, 
 Les Ferguson 

(Below) Division 3 (2):  Phil Filler, Ian Hadassin, David Nathan, Ken Shapiro, 
Ross Ruzicka, George Sofer, Jack Rosen, Dominic Verre, Peter Solomon.  

JOHN ROSEN PHOTOS 

New team for last year’s Mixed champions 
FROM PREVIOUS  PAGE 

Defending Mixed Pair champions Phillip Joel and Barbara Shotland made 
a last minute combination change when Joel had to withdraw from the 
event. 

Shotland is now partnered by Brandon Conway and they made a dramatic late charge 
in the first round match to defeat Bernard Fridman and Judith Thomas 18-17.    

The Fridman pair were well on top of the untried Conway-Shotland grouping and led 
17-10 with four ends to play, but pressure told and their opposition scored a three 
count on the 18th end, then two shots on each of the 19th and 20th ends and finally a 
single for the match on the 21st. 

Rene Saidman had to call Rod Ferrer to substitute for her unavailable husband, Alan, 
in the first round match against the late entry of Florrie Cohen and James Flaxman, 
but registered a comfortable win by 24-12. 

In another Mixed Pairs first round match Wayne Podger and Jan Frape proved too 
skilful for the family pairing of Ken and Cathy Shapiro  by 31-11. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
DOUBLE Bay’s Summer 
Shield hopes for 2015 

faded at Western 
Suburbs Leagues Club 

last Saturday when both 
the Division 1 and 

Division 3 (2) teams 
went down in the finals. 
The top team lost by 50-63 

shots to South Coogee 
with the lone rink win by 
the fours of Les Brem, 

Harry Black, Arnold 
Javen, and Brandon 

Conway . 
In the Division 3 final 

Double Bay went down to 
Tigers Five Dock 45-74. 

The best performance was 
from the Triples’ side of 

Ian Hadassin, Peter 
Solomon and Phil Filler. 

 
ALL THE RINK SCORES 

 NEXT PAGE 

NO MEDALS 
 FROM SUMMER 
SHIELD FINALS 
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Historic déjà vue final 
in Handicap Singles 

IN what is believed to be the first time in 
Double Bay Bowling Club history, the  
Handicap Singles will be decided by the 
same two players who competed in a 
previous final. 

The unique situation came about on 
Sunday when Gerald Weinberg defeated 
Wayne Podger in the 2015 semi-final and 

set the scene for a repeat of the 2014 final when he met Ronald Munz.  
And if Munz repeats last year’s winning result he will become the first in 

recent times to have retained the Handicap Singles title. 
Weinberg, who is off a tough minus three handicap, defeated Podger (+3) 25-

16 by winning 15 of the 23 ends. 
The closest Podger came to being in front on the scoreboard was on the 8th end 

when he claimed three shots which put him behind 7-8. His best run came on 
the 15th end when he scored a single and followed up with counts on the next 
three ends to trail 13-18  

Weinberg gave away three shots on the 22nd, but was still in control at 24-16. 
He moved into a déjà vue final with a single shot on the 23rd end. 

While Munz, who is handicapped this year on (+6), will be aiming to write a 
page in the record books with a consecutive Handicap Singles title, Weinberg 
will be looking to achieve a second Handicap singles title, having won the event 
in 2001. He was also the runner-up to Maurice Boland in the 2011. 

Division 3 (2) v Tigers Five Dock at WESTS Manager JACK ROSEN   

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS D NATHAN     K SHAPIRO L 14-28 

TRIPLES I HADASSIN   P SOLOMON P FILLER  W 22-17 

FOURS D VERRA R RUZICKA G SOFER JACK ROSEN L   9-29 

          L 45-74 

Division 1 (1) v STH COOGEE at WESTS Manager G WEINBERG RESULTS 

  LEAD SECOND THIRD SKIPS   

PAIRS B FRIDMAN     J KAMPEL L 18-22 

TRIPLES R FERRER   L FERGUSON    G WEINBERG L 18-28 

FOURS L BREM H BLACK A JAVEN B CONWAY W 14-13 

          L 50-63 

DOUBLE BAY’S  2015 SUMMER SHIELD FINAL RESULTS 

Ronald 
Munz  

Gerald 
Weinberg  
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Rene Saidman continues winning way 
taking Handicap Pairs with Rose Novis 

REPORT BY IRIS KAMPEL – PHOTOS BY PAM STEIN  
 

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s new star player, Rene Saidman, chalked 
up her third title this year when she partnered Rose Novis to win the 

Handicap Pairs event last week. 
It was Novis’ second trophy in the 

Handicap Pairs, having won it when 
partnered by Iris Kampel in 2011, four 
years after joining the Double Bay Club. 

Novis and Saidman accounted for 
Frankie Grusd and veteran Jules 
Friedlander in a cosy fashion by 22-9. 

Saidman has taken out two of the 2015 
Major events, the Major Singles and the 
Major Triples, as well as the runner-up 
trophy in the Major Fours. 

She joined Double Bay from the 
Lindfield Club in 2014 and soon after 
partnered Barbara Hower to capture the 
Handicap Pairs. 

This year she entered a Major Singles 
event for the first time and collected the 

championship with a win over a former winner, Barbara Shotland. 
In the three-bowls Handicap Pairs final Saidman and Novis put on a steady 

display of  good draw bowls.  
The first five ends were even with Grusd drawing very well and giving Novis a 

good contest. 
Over the next five ends the fortunes swung back and forth with both leads 

performing well and the two skips producing excellently controlled conversions. 
By the 12th end the Saidman team led 10-9, but there was no indication as to 

who would come out on top. 
After a long end trail to the ditch by the Novis-Saidman combination there was 

a game change momentum as they added five shots in the next two ends.  
The pair continued to be in control and ran to a commanding 20-9 lead. 
By the 17th end Friedlander and Grusd decided that the 22-9 score was too 

large a margin to haul back and conceded the title to their opponents. 

Juliette Friedlander and Frankie Grusd  

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 
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A Merry Christmas 
Happy and Healthy New Year 
to members and their families 
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Gerald Weinberg (right) 
reversed the result of last 
year’s  Handicap Singles 

final against Ronald Munz, 
when they met again in the 
2015 Championship match 

on Saturday. 

DETAILS PAGE 2  

Handicap Singles final turnaround 
 

PHOTO BY JOHN WINEBERG  
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Weinberg “turns tables” on Munz 
to take Handicap Singles crown 

GERALD Weinberg joined the select list of A-graders 
to have twice won the Double Bay Bowling Club’s 
Handicap Singles title when he took out the 2015 event 
in a “revenge” 25-22 result over the defending 
champion, Ronald Munz, on Saturday. 

This year’s final set a new mark in club records as it was 
believed to be the first time the same two players had 
competed in a previous championship round. 

Last year Munz, one of Double Bay’s most consistent 
lower grade lead bowlers, upset the form guide when he 
outplayed Weinberg to the tune of 25-12, scoring on 13 of 
the 22 ends played. 

This year Weinberg’s handicap remained at minus three, 
while Munz’s handicap had been reduced from plus 8 to 
plus 6.  

This time it was Weinberg who won 13 of the 24 ends 
needed to reach the required 25 shots. After nine ends on 
Saturday, Munz looked to be in with a good chance of 
becoming the first player to retain the title when he was 
ahead 13-2.  

It was the start of Weinberg’s run to the title hitting the 
front 15-14 after 15 ends. Three ends later Munz was 
behind 16-21, but rallied to draw level on the 21st end at 
21-apiece. 

On the 22nd end Weinberg held a good two shots, only to 
see Munz play a perfect delivery to collect a single and 
regain the lead at 22-21. 

 Weinberg managed to get the shot on the 23rd end with 
a lucky last bowl which just bumped past the Munz shot bowl. There was no 
luck about the next end when Weinberg held shot and then trailed the jack with 
a resting toucher to be two up. 

Munz was a bit overweight with his third delivery which allowed his opponent 
to draw another resting toucher for a count of three while Munz couldn’t change 
the situation and Weinberg had his second Handicap Singles trophy. 

There are only two other current Double Bay members who have twice won 
the Handicap Singles event in the past 15 years. Both are listed in the No 1 
Pennant gradings. Jack Kampel captured the title in 2003 and in 2009, while 
Pepe Glick was the winner in 2004 and 2012. Weinberg’s initial Handicap 
Singles win was in 2001. 

MORE CLUB RESULTS NEXT PAGE 

RESULTS 
HANDICAP SINGLES 
 

FINAL 
GERALD WEINBERG  

(-3) 25 
Ronald Munz 

(+6) 22  
 

DRAWN PAIRS 
 

SEMI-FINALS 
 

Wayne Podger  
Max Thomas 21 

Sol Caganoff  
Harry Stein 14 

 

Barry Lazarus  
Ken Shapiro 17 

Len Sandler  
Peter Grunfeld 16 

 
MIXED PAIRS 
SECOND ROUND 

Gerald Weinberg  
Audrey Weinberg 21 

Louis Platus  
Dafna Orbach 17 

Ian Ossher  
Barbara Shur 19  
Wayne Podger  
Jan Frape 17 

 
Alan Saidman  

Rene Saidman 19 
Michael Becker  

Lorraine Becker 16 
 

Brandon Conway  
Barbara Shotland 23 

Phil Filler  
Margo Michael 17 
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Shapiro’s chance of second Drawn Pairs crown 
THREE of the four players, who will fight for the 2015 Drawn Pairs title, are 
making their debut as finalists. 

The fourth, Ken Shapiro (pictured), is the only player to have 
competed in a final since the 2000 merger with Rose Bay Bowling 
Club. 

This statistic emerged after the semi-finals were decided at the 
weekend when Shapiro and Barry Lazarus defeated Len Sandler and 
Louis Platus (sub for Peter Grunfeld) 17-16, while Wayne Podger 
with Max Thomas, knocked out Sol Caganoff and Harry Stein on a 
21-14 scoreboard. 

In 2006, Shapiro and Sam Abrahams won the Drawn Pairs from 
Eric Wainstein and Sam Brick. Now Shapiro, who is dividing his sporting time 
between lawn bowls and golf, can become the first to have won the event twice in the 
past 15 years. 

The Shapiro-Lazarus combination didn’t have an easy passage into the final. They 
lagged for most of the match as the Sandler-Platus pair were ahead until the 17th end 
when the score was posted at 13-13. By the 20th end it was again all square on 16-16 
with Lazarus-Shapiro scraping home via a single shot on the last end. 

Wayne Podger and Max Thomas had an easier path into the final, although they were 
made to fight early in the match. By the 12th end they were behind 7-11, but by the  
15th they had taken the lead 12-11. 

The match was virtually decided on the 16th when Podger and Thomas collected a 
multi shot count of seven to race to a winning 19-11 advantage.  

Four teams qualify for Mixed Pairs semi-finals 
THE 2015 Mixed Pairs Championship has reached the semi-final stage. 

The Gerald and Audrey Weinberg pairing continued their good on-field combination 
with a tough 21-17 win over Louis Platus and the exuberant Dafna Orbach last week. 

Orbach, who skipped for Platus, held her own against the consistency of the men’s 
club’s top shelf competitor, Gerald Weinberg, to hold the lead at 12-9 after 13 ends, 
but the Weinbergs bounced back with a total collect of nine shots to gain the lead at 
18-12 after the 16th . On the 19th end Weinberg led 19-16, but on the next they were 
five down after Audrey Weinberg played a bowl, which moved their closest bowl out 
of the head. Gerald Weinberg then played a wonder delivery to retrieve the situation 
and claim  the shot. This compelled Orbach to drive which sent the jack into the ditch, 
but her bowl finished out of bounds which cost her two shots for a 16-21 score line. 
On the last end the score see-sawed until Obrach’s last bowl claimed the shot for a 21-
17 result in the Weinberg’s favour. 

The Ian Ossher-Barbara Shur duo scraped home 19-17 over Wayne Podger and Jan 
Frape in a match which featured good defensive bowling by all four combatants. 

In the other half of the draw, Alan Saidman and wife Rene overcame the challenge 
from Michael Becker and Marie Thatcher- (substitute for Lorraine Becker) 19-16 to 
make the semi-final round where they will face last year’s finalist Barbara Shotland 
and new partner, Brandon Conway, who were given a tough time by Phil Filler and 
Margo Michael, before advancing to the semi-final by 23-17.  
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Eighty-plus barefoot bowlers at Double Bay 
MORE than 80 people took off their shoes and took part in two Barefoot 
Bowling sessions at the Double Bay Club last week. 

And another 60-or-more, will participate in two 
other barefoot sessions this week. 

The sessions are the initiative of club caterer, Steve 
Edelmuth, who offered corporate concerns the 
facilities of the bowling club to be available for their 
end-of-year events. 

The bowling club management supported the 
scheme in the hope it would attract more sportsmen 
and women to take up lawn bowls. 

Last Thursday’s attendance was over 50 and on 
Friday 23 took part. 

Double Bay members Michael Becker, David 
Newman, Eric Grusd, Harry Black, Les Brem, Louis 
Platus, Peter Kurta, Max Thomas, Frank Muller, Mark 
Reisin, and Gerald Weinberg  assisted in the barefoot 

bowling program, while groundsman, Rob Fetherston, arranged to have the large 
number of lawn bowls available near the greens. 

 
 
 

 
 

Xmas-New Year Holiday arrangements 
THE Monday and Wednesday Intra-Club competitions will be suspended 
during the Xmas–New Year holiday period. 
 The Monday event finishes today (December 14) and the Wednesday, 
December 16, games will be the last until the New Year. 

Bowling Club officials have announced the weekday competitions will resume on Monday, January 
11 and Wednesday, January 13, 2016. 

Social bowls will be available on the Mondays and Wednesdays during the holiday period, but the 
club will be closed on all public holidays. 

Meanwhile, members have been warned that the 2016 Major Fours Championship will have a 
strict playing schedule. 

Entries close on Wednesday January 13, with the first round set for Saturday, January 17, and 
subsequent rounds on the following successive Saturdays. 

Officials have told competitors that matches have to be played to schedule or a forfeit will be 
allocated. Team skips can avoid a forfeit by securing an eligible substitute. 

At the same time members who wish to participate in club teams competing in the 2016 (Zone 13) 
pennant competition should enter their names In the register now on the club notice board. 

“Buddy” plan for 
new members. 

NEW members will have a 
“buddy” when they attend 
the club for their first few 

times. 
Bowls Club president, 

Louis Platus, announced 
the scheme last week. 

The new member will be 
introduced to other 

members and helped to 
acclimatise to the etiquette 

of lawn bowls, he said. 
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End of year party includes farewell to 
top bowler and long-time club officer 
DOUBLE Women’s Club’s regular End-of-Year party on 
Tuesday, December 8, included the additional segment of a 
farewell to one of its long-time executive members. 

President, Barbara Shotland (above), after 
completing the customary presentation of trophies and 
awards, paid tribute to Karen Levinson, (left) who is 
leaving her Rose Bay address to live at Coolum, the 
beachside town on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast.  

Levinson joined the Women’s Club in 2000 and has 
been part of its leadership to this day. She served 
mainly as the Chairperson of the Match Committee 
and was a tireless worker in all aspects of club 
management, including assisting with the annual 
diary. 

On the bowling green Levinson has captured club 
major, district and Regional titles, the most recent as a player in the 2015 
Regional Grade 2 Pennant team and the District Senior Fours. 

She is also the instigator of producing a “mascot” for the women’s club teams 
in the shape of a cute, cuddly stuffed doll, answering to the name, “Berry”, 
which became a Double Bay “member” when the club was competing in the 
State Grade 2 Pennant competition at 
Berry. 

Since that time in August, Levinson, 
made its club coloured clothing and it 
is proudly displayed in the women’s 
locker room. 

Shotland presented Levinson with a 
book on the history of the Eastern 
Suburbs, which included some photos 
of places that are personally special to 
Karen. A signed card and monetary 
gift was also presented on behalf of 
the club membership. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

A packed Double Bay clubhouse for the 
Women’s Club’s annual End-of-Year party. 
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ANOTHER regular item 
on the party agenda was 
the handing over to the 
Salvation Army the 
collection of  toys and 
groceries donated by 
members.  

Club members not only made the 
donations to the Salvation Army, they 
also helped the volunteer official transfer 
the goods from the clubhouse to her 
vehicle in the driveway.  

After lunch entertainment was provided 
by musicians, Yuki and John (below)  on 
a variety of instruments, including the 
electric piano, saxophone, guitar, 
maracas, harmonica and the flute.  

Yuki sang a medley of songs with a 
great big smile and a most endearing 
exuberance, which prompted everyone to 
sing along in good Xmas cheer. 

 The celebration concluded with 
members and guests linking hands 
and singing the traditional Auld 
Lang Syne.  

CLUB CHAMPIONS HONOURED 
Pictures page 8 

PHOTOS BY LORRAINE MCLAUGHLIN  

 

TOYS AND 
GROCERIES 

DONATED TO 
SALVATION 

ARMY 
 

Double Bay Women’s Club secretary, Marilyn Davis, (left) 
makes the presentation of toys and groceries to the volunteer 

from the Salvation Army . 

Packing the donations into the Salvation 
Army volunteer’s car were club members 
Jenny Welton, Ellen Stone, Marilyn Davis, 
Lorraine McLaughlin, Cathy Shapiro and 

Margo Michael   
 

PRESIDENT’S TRIBUTE TO 
KAREN LEVINSON  

NEXT PAGE 
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Karen Levinson --“very much part of 
 the Double Bay Women’s Club family” 

 

KAREN came from Diamond Bay Bowling Club in 2000 
and I remember her being one of the first skips I played 
under after my joining Double Bay in 2001. 

Since then, Karen’s been part of a Pennant Flag winning 
team, she has been a State Finals runner-up, has won a 
multitude of Regional District and Club competitions as well 
as a loyal sideline and travelling supporter of all Double Bay 
teams. 

During her membership here, Karen was a Social-day 
Selector and for the past seven years, whilst serving on the 
Management Committee, has done an excellent job as our 
Chairman of Match seeing to all internal club matches – 
completing the year’s competitions even when bad weather 
and the hectic District /State events were numerous.  

For the past few years Karen, working with others, saw to 
the much avoided task of finalising and the printing of the 
playing calendar and voluntarily kept the Pennant records for 
us. 

 
Her incredible generosity together with 

amazing handcraft and crocheting talents 
will always be remembered as she donated 
self-designed cuddly blankets for raffles, 
charity days, special tournaments and other 
occasions.  

And she has made, for so many of us, the 
very smart jacket-matching winter scarves 
and headbands – accessories so admired 
and copied by many other clubs – all 
donated by her for the benefit of the club’s 
charity beneficiary and as reported 
elsewhere. Karen recently presented our 
club with a well attired matching mascot, 
Berry. 

Saying goodbye isn’t the easiest task and 
we are certainly not the only ones going to 
miss Karen. There is her other Bowling Club  
at Diamond Bay, the BP garage on Old South 
Head Road will be losing its best newspaper 
customer as will Spotlight, their wool 
customer. 

When Karen announced earlier this year of 
her plans to move to Coolum in early 
January, 2016, I together with so many 
members were extremely saddened by the 
news as she had become very much a 
member of the Double Bay family. 

 
I have had to rationalise her decision and 

respect her desire to stay with and close to 
her family. I believe, too, that the warmer 
winters in Coolum with be more beneficial 
for her health. 

As well, I know that there will be Chinese 
restaurants in Coolum, that Channel 9 can 
still remain her special channel and that 
she’ll be able to watch one of her great 
sporting loves – cricket. 

We hope that Karen will soon find a 
welcoming bowling club and settle down to 
enjoying a great game of bowls with new 
teammates and friends in Queensland – 
giving gentle hints about her good friends at 
Double Bay. 

We are presenting her with a historical 
pictorial coffee table book of the Eastern 
Suburbs– together with a couple of locally 
taken photo reminders, along with a gift 
collected by members and the club for her 
best use once settled in Coolum. 

On behalf of everyone at Double Bay I 
thank Karen and wish her well with the hope 
that she enjoys only the very best of health. 

Thankfully, with modern day technology 
we won’t have to rely on airmail letters to 
connect with you.  

This is an edited version of Double Bay Women’s Club president, Barbara Shotland’s, 
tribute to Karen Levinson, a leading player and long-time management committee 

member, who is about to move to Coolum, Queensland. 
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 Women’s Champions 2015 

MAJOR SINGLES:  

 RENE SAIDMAN 
   *Barbara Shotland 

MINOR SINGLES 
 JAN SHEDLEZKI  
 *Margo Michael  
MAJOR PAIRS:  
       PAM STEIN 

   BARBARA SHOTLAND 
 *Jan Frape,  
  Sandy Desiatnik  

HANDICAP PAIRS:  
 ROSE NOVIS 
    RENE SAIDMAN 
  *Frankie Grusd 
   Jules Friedlander 

 MAJOR TRIPLES:  

    JUDITH THOMAS  
    GAIL BLACK  
    RENE SAIDMAN  

 *Pat Bryant ,  
     Marie Thatcher  
     Jenny Welton 

MAJOR FOURS:  
   LESLEY JUDELMAN  
   BARBARA SHUR  
   KATHY PASSMAN  
   BARBARA SHOTLAND 

     *Rein Rowlands  
 Judi Snider 
 Audrey Weinberg, 
 Jan Frape  

DUTCHIE BACKHOUSE TROPHY  
FOR NON-PENNANT PLAYERS:  

MARGARET HEMPHILL  

MEG COLLINS TROPHY FOR 
MOST IMPROVED PLAYER:  

 RAILEE MICHELIN  
 JAN SHEDLEZKI  
 
*Runner/s up 

MAJOR 
SINGLES 

FINALISTS 
 

Rene 
Saidman 
Barbara 
Shotland  

MAJOR 
TRIPLES 

 
Rene Saidman  

Gail Black  
 

(absent) 
Judith Thomas 
 

MAJOR 
FOURS 

 
Leslie 

Judelman, 
Barbara Shur,  

Kathy 
Passman,  
Barbara 
Shotland   

MINOR 
 SINGLES 

 
Jan Shedlezki  
Margo Michael  

HANDICAP 
PAIRS 

 
Rene 

Saidman  
Rose 

 Novis  
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